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FIELD MANUAL 

FIELD SERVICE REGULATIONS, OPERATIONS 

FM 100-5 1 HEADQUARTERS, 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CHANGFrs No. 3WASHINGTON 25, D. C., £4 January 1958 

FM 100-5, 27 September 1954, is changed as follows: 
280. Combat Outposts 

$ *a * * * 

d. (Added) In the mobile defense the observation posts established 
by strong points in the forward defensive areas may perform the mis
sions of a combat outpost. 

282. Basic Types of, Defense 
There are two * * * forward defensive area. The forward defen

sive area may consist of strong points and observation posts or any
combination thereof. These strong points may or may not br 
mutually supporting. The striking force serves as a counterattacking 
force to destroy the enemy at the most favorable tactical location. 

284. Defense of isolated Strong Points 
a. (Superseded) Either the mobile or position defense may involve 

the defense of deliberately or involuntarily isolated strong points. 

285. Position Defense 
a. The ideal form * * * each defensive area. A considerable 

proportion of available firepower is deployed forward. A reserve 
is held out initially to provide a counterattack force, to occupy 
blocking positions in depth or on the flank, or to replace the garrisons 
of defended areas. 

287. Mobile Defense 

b. (Superseded) Forward Defengive Area. The forward defeR
sive area is that portion of the defensive sector which is organized -t1 
provide an area of resistance. Its forward edge is located to take 
advantage of obstacles, observation, and fields of fire. Its depth is 
based on a consideration of the area required by units occupying posi
tions in the forward defensive area to accomplish their missions, the 
nature of the terrain, the capabilities of supporting fires, and on 
a consideration of the capability of these units to prevent infiltration 
and maintain surveillance over the assigned area. The forward de
fensive area may consist of strong points augmented by observation 
posts. The mission of forces in the forward defensive area is to 
warn of impending attack; to repel, delay, deceive, disorganize, and 
inflict maximum destruction upon the enemy; and to canalize him 
into areas suitable for attack. 
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(1) 	 Strong points. A strong point is an area organized for 
all-round defense by forces of varied size. They may or 
may not be mutually supporting and are located to cover 
avenues of enemy approach entering the sector. Forces oc
cupying the strong points do not necessarily hold initial posi
tions but may fight offensive or delaying actions. A com
mander reinforces the strong points if the situation warrants. 

(2) 	 Observation posts. Observation posts of varying size are 
located as required around the strong points. These observa
tion posts will normally be sent out from the strong points 
and may perform the functions of the combat outpost. 

c. The Striking Force. The balance of * * * within this area. 
The remainder of the forces not absolutely necessary to man the for
ward defensive area is organized into, a mobile striking force whose 
mission is to destroy the enemy force at a time and place of a defender's 
choosing. The striking force may be assembled in one or several areas 
within the striking force area depending on width of sector, terrain 
enemy capabilities (to include air and nuclear weapons), and 
planned manner of employment. It should be strong in armor. 

d. Rescinded. 
[AG 353 (8 Jan58)] 

By Order of Wilber M. Brucker,Secretary of the Army: 

MAXWELL D. TAYLOR, 
General,UnitedStates Army, 

Official: Chief of Staff. 
HERBERT M. JONES, 

Major General,UnitedStates Army, 
The Adjutant General. 

N(: State AG; units-same as Active Army. 

Distribution: 
Active Army: 

DCSPER Dlv Sup Sec. Gen Depots 
ACSI Brig Depots 
DCSOPS 
DCSLOG 
ACSRC 
Technical Stf, DA 

Regt/Cp 
Bn 
Ft &Camps 
USATC 

AH 
Ports of Emb (OS) 
Trans Terminal Comd 
Army Terminals 

Technical Stf Bd USMA OS Sup Agey 
USCONARC Svc Colleges RTC 
OS Majnl Comd 
OS Base Comnd 

Br Svc Srh 
PMIST SrDiv Units 

PG 
Arsenals 

Log Comnd PMST Jr Div Units Mil Dist 
MDW PMST Mil Sch Div MAAG 
Armies Units Mil Mis 
Corps Gen Depots ARMA 

USAR: Same as Active Army.

For explanation of abbreviations used, see AR 32050.
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FIELD MANUAL 

FIELD SERVICE REGULATIONS, OPERATIONS 

FM 1()0-5 1 DEP'ARITM ;NT OF THE A XMY 
C(IIAN(ES No. 2 WASIIING(I'T'ON 25, 1). C,.. 27 Ju 4l 1956 

FM1 100-5 27 Sepltember 1.954, is changed as follows: 

2. Army Forces 
Arilly Forces, as * ** anl its allies. Army forces lilave tile unique 

capability to accomlpllish any or all of the following tasks unlder all 
(o1lditions of terralin andl weather: 

7. Command 
Once military operations * * * may be employed. Il the major

ity of the latter instances, all other conpl)onenlts will be operatilng 
ill sul)lort of the Almny comnl)onent. Overall commlilanld normlnilly * * * 
substituited for conliialnd. 

17. Army Establishment 
The Armiy Establlishllent * * * the national security. The orgall

ization also incliudles the Headquarters Continental Army Com
mand, whichl is tle fiehl operatinig agency of the i)epalrtmeiit of the 
Army chariged with the general direction, supervision, coor(linatioll, 
anllld inspl)ection of matters ielrtaining to the developlment of tactics, 
teclhniques, and materiel for use by the Army in the fiehl; and with the 
training andlltraining insl)ection of individals anld tinits of the Ariny 
iil 	 the field. 

28. Branches 

c. The special branclhes of the Armnv are time several corpls of tile 
Army Medical Service, the .uIidge Advocate Genenrals ('orps, the 
('hapllaiis, and the Women's Army.Corps. 

d. (Sul)ersede(l) NVolnllens .\rly ('ol'rps melmbers Imay be detailed 
to certain other b)(anllches indicated in) t ldi c albove. 

39. 	 Capabilities 
A.Xittol is cal)al)le * * * enelrly giOulld recollllaissaice. Armor is 

particularly suited to participation in exploitation and pursuit. 

40. Limitations 
(Silpersedled)l 

Arl0o is sensitive to t elrlrmil, obstacles, adverse rweath:ler, atnd conldi
tions of limited visibilitv. A nior action icquiles large quanttities of 
' AG(() (i011-.ii,. 40(1478--511 	 I 
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supplies, special supply trains to keel) the combat vehicles supplied 
with fuel anlld ammunllitionll, and frequent and adequate periods for 
vehicle mlaintenance. 

41. Tactical Employment 
a. Armor is most * * * by other means. It is particularly suited 

to exploit rapidly the effects of atomic weapons, for example, the 
immediate penetration through enemy defenses disrupted by 
atomic attack. IDefensively, arnior is * * * has lost momentum. 

7). Armor reconnllaissance units * * * wide fronts lightly. 

54. Support of Combat Operations 
The functions perfornled * * * combat operations are
a. Enginleer support of river crossing, amphlibious, barrier and 

denial, combat deceptionll operations, and calmoullage activities. 

110. Fundamentals of Combat Deception 
Tihe guiding. principles * * * must be considered: 

c. A conlbalt deceltion plan ilmust be reasollnably certain of causing 
the enemy to discard or delay the implementation of certain courses 
of action whllicll are unfavorable to the success of our main tactical 

Section X. ATOMIC AND CHEMICAL WEAPONS 

(Superseded) 

114. General 
Atomic and chellmical weapons may be used against concentrations 

of personnel and/or materiel to accomplish large scale devastation or 
neutralization. The commander must consider his own and the 
enemly's capabilities of using these weapons. His estimates, plans, 
di rectives, orders, and standing operating procedures will reflect these 
considerations. The commlnder must weigh all possible implications 
as they may affect his own and enemy operations. 

115. Atomic Weapons 
Atomic weapons provide a commander with the most powerful 

destructive force yet known to influence operations. The proper inte
gration of atomic firepower and the maneuver of the force is of ut
most impnlortallce. The commander may consider atomic fires as ad
ditional firepower of large magnitude to complemlent other available 
fire support for maneueverigll forces, or he may fit his maneuver plan 
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to the use of atomic fires. InI any case, the commanuder considers his 
Iplan of maneuver and the employnment of atomic weapons concurrent
ly. Vlieni tile commander uses atomic weapons lie should be pel)epred 
to rapidly exploit the advantages gained; lie should also be prepared 
for rapid exploitation by the enemy following enemy use of the 
weapl)on. lie may pllan demolitions in a barrier or denial operation 
utilizing atomic weapons. For additional details on the tactical use 
and implications of atomic weapons, see FM 100-31 and subsequent 
challters in this manual. 

116. Chemical Warfare 
Toxic chemlical agents may be dispersed by means readily availa

ble to division and higher comllanders, such as artillery, rockets, 
mortars, and land mies. They are particularly suitable for use 
in offensive operations against personnel in strong, well dlug-i field 
fortifications who cannot be reached effectively with 1-IIE or atomic 
nunmitions. They can be effectively employed against any troop con
centration anld may be used to search liarge areas wherein the exact 
location of targets may not be known. Inm connection with defen
sive operations, they provide the commanlillll(elr withl a nlealIs for reinl

forcenient of barriers, obstacles, andl IIE ninefields, for the protection 
of fl(anks and tile restriction of areas by nmeans of persistellt containlia
tion. They provide a potent means of attaeking personnel without 
destruction of facilities or materiel. Nontoxic chemical agents, such 
as flame and smoke, can be effectively employed in the reduction of 
enemy fortifications and in the concealment of troo1 niovements and 
other activities from enemy observation. 

119. Results 
The attailnent of the above objectives will result in a relatively 

increased ellfectiveness of the commander's force. Inl the present 
* * * at all stages. 

121. Barriers 

d. I'lanningconsiderations. 

(2) 	 Location of barriers. Barriers should be * * reinforce 
natural obstacles. Consideration may be given to demoli
tions by atomic weapons. Iimniited physical capabilities 
may preclude coverage of aiI entile barrier by fire; in this 
case, provision for constant or periodic observation, accord
ing to the sensitivity of the barrierto enemy action, and 
adequate communications will permit rapid shifting of mo
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bile forces or fire su)l)olrt to cover threatellnedl aeas. Cale 
mnist be * * * effective locations are

* * * * * * ¥ 

122. Denial Operations 
a. General. A thleater commanderlil * * * alrea or fa:cility. xeciu

tion of denial operations provides an opplolrtlnity for inllgilllztive use 
of all formis of contaminants and demolitions to include atomic 
demolitions. The far-reachging eflects * ald nalltionill objectives.* * 

127. General 
Combat intelligence provides * * * of the situation. By provid

ing logical conclusion concerning terrainl, weatlher, enemy capabilities 
anll vulnerabilities, alnd otlher factors, it pernllits tile deter li nltion of 
their probable effect on tile mission and courses of actionl contempllated 
adl(l assists iin a)plying adeqlluate counterintelligence and secullity 
ine;lslll'es. 

a. ('omnlbat intelligence should be tilmely. accurate, alnd colmplete. 
Timieliness requires rapid * * * of its capabilities. 

. Tlle basic metlhods * * typles of operations. -lowever, the use 
of atomic wealpons and certain sl)ecial operations, such as mnlphilbious 
or airborne, requilre particl:lll emplhasis on certain aspects of intelli
gence produlctionll notably collection: rapid processing, and prompt 
dissemination. 

128. Sources and Agencies 
A source is * * * and reports informlation. 
a. In comnbat, the * * toward these sources. However, besides 

these direct sources, there are certain delived sources of information 
such as order of battle books and handbooks, strategic intelligence 
studies, and terralin studies. 

b. Collecting agencies exlloit sources by research, observation, or 
interrogaition. Collecting agencies include: Troops; intelligence 
specialists; and special information services which are operated 
by the branches, usually in the interest of the branch concerned. 
llowever, all agenl cies ' * * is lilost illl)Ol'ttll't. 

129. Direction of the Collection Effort 
D)irection of the * * and avoi( surprlise. 

* * * * * * * 

b. (Suplerseded) 'The imlpolrtance of potenltiall atolllic targets re
qulires thalt tile collililiddelr ctontrolling the atoic weapon coordlillnate 
in detalil the collection effort to insulle integration of effor t anid expedi
tious collection, processing, anld use of the intelligence. 
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132. Use of Intelligence 
The I)illlally use * * * and adj acelit headquarters. 
b. Current intelligence is used by conmmanders and intelligence 

personnlel to evahtiate and interprllet new\ informatiotl, and to develop 
atomic targets. 

c. The value of * * w*ith the eneimy. Emphasis should be 
placed on the expeditious dissemination of intelligence or infor
mation pertaining to potential atomic targets. 

133. 	 Training 
Reports froml the frontlinle soldier are among the most important 

in the field of colibat intelligence. 'I'These reports are * ** other 
intelligence specialists. 

134. General 

a. ('ouliteriltel ligelice is that aspect of military intelligence de
signed to counter enemy or potential enemy intelligence, to 
deceive the enemy, or to prevent sabotage or subversive activities. 
It includes civil and military measures; the collection, processing, 
and distribution of information, and the execution of specific 
actions for these purposes. It is an * * * ('on)bat Zone operationts. 

141. Reconnaissance Operations 

b. (Iround recolllnaissallceis * * * recollnlaissaellce ctioll re(llile(d. 

(2) 	 Although ground Ireconllissame(e is perlfolrIed by stealtll, 
when the situation permits, there ale situations inl which 
it niav be necessary to performi reconnaissalce by fire or recon
naissalnce inlforce to obtain the desired inlformation. Recoln-
Itaissanlce by tire * * * a gelnelral enlgagelnent. 

154. 	 Measures Against Atomic, Biological, Chemical, and 
Radiological Action 

a. The best defense against atomiic, biological, chenmical, and radio
logical weapons is the detection and destructtion of the source al(l 
delivery svstem of these weapons. ()tl inclllde * inOther easures * * 

Iparagltraph 153.


169. Plans and Orders 
a. WVhen dircting the lioveiteint of a unit Iby rail, the order will 

designeate the points at Nwillich entralillllellt and detrainment will take 
place and Xvill indicate the desired closi ng tinme at the unllits destinatiol. 
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171. General 
a. Sea transport is the plrimalry means by which oversea operations 

are established and maintained. It is characterized * * * compara
tively slow speed. 

b. (Superseded) Seaborne movements are especially vulnerable to 
attack by atomic weapons and by hostile air, surface, and undersea 
forces. Whllen thee is a possibility of enemy attack, vessels usually will 
be assembled in a convoy under Naval command and provided with a 
Naval escort. Imlportant convoys will normally be provided air cover 
by land or carrier based aircraft or both. Convoys of lesser importance 
wvill be provided air cover consistent with existing priorities and capal
bilities. 

173. Amphibious Operations 

b. (Sulperseded) Troops with equipment and supplies for the assault 
are "combat loaded'' and are distributed throughout the transports of 
the convoy in accordance with contemlalited operations upon landing. 
It is essential that organizational integrity of assault troop units be 
maintained. The combat equipment and initial sul)pllies of each unit 
are normally loaded in the same ship with the unit or loaded in other 
shilps in a manner that will insure rapid debarkation in the desired 
priority. This permits each unit to effectively perform its assigned 
mission on landing. 

b.1. (Added) Enemy atomic capability will require increased dis
persion of ship concentrations in the objective area, speed in move
ment ashore and inland, and establishment of a sufficiently large 
beachhead to enal)le adequate dispersion of units, installations, and 
materiel. In addition, such a capability may require use of rotary 
wing or other vertical take-off aircraft for rapid transport of troops 
and sul)llie's to inland objectives or other locations within the beach
head. 

174. General 
Air movement is a means of transportation employed to obtain 

speed and flexibility in the movement of troops and supplies in the 
conduct and support of combat operations. The employment of 
aircraftin support of combat operations permits the movement of 
troops and supplies to areas inaccessible to other means of transport 
and reduces the dependence placed upon all surface means of 
transportation. Movements by air ** of available aircraft. 

175. Types of Transportation 
Currently the two * * * fixed-wing type aircraft. Fixed-wing 

transportation may be provided by the Air Force or by Army 
61 TACO 60611 
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Transport Aviation units assigned to the field army. Rotary-
winged aircraft will be provided by the assigned Army Transport 
Aviation units. 

176. Employment of Air Transportation 
(Superseded) 

(t. Army transport aviation units, both fixed- and rotary-wing, pro
vide the ground commander with a means for increased mobility ald 
flexibility to facilitate operations in the combat zone. In its role of 
combat support, Army transport aviation has the specific mission of, 
but is not limited to, the movement of Army combat units operationally 
by air in the conduct of airborne or air-landed operations. In its role 
of service support, it may be utilized for air delivery of supplies, re
placemellt personnel, alnd units in support of tactical operations. It 
may also be utilized for the aero-medical evacuation of casualties. 

b. Air transported operations may be designed to insure rapid ex
ploitationl of the effects of nuclear weapons, traverse natural or arti
ficial barriers, permit vertical enveloplment of fixed defenses, or to 
strike the enemy in the flank or rear and in operations against parltisan 
or guerill; forces. In exploitation or pIlrsuit, Armlly transport avia
tion units can augment the mobility of the armored or motorized forces. 
They lend increased mobility to reserves. 'Iis mobility may justify a 
single reserve in terrain that otherwise wvould dictate two or more 
reserve forces. The use of Army transport aviation permits rapid 
concentration of forces at a chosen point or points and/or equally rapid 
dispersion subsequent to an operation. Cut-off or isolated units may 
be reinforced, supplied, or evacuated through its use. Detailed coordi
nation for use of Army transport aircraft is required at all echelons 
in order to minimize restrictions on friendly high-trajectory fire and 
on tactical air force operations. Control of the Arlmy air transporta
tion means should be vested in the commander responsible for the 
preparation and execution of the operation. Due to the coordination 
required, and to the substantial communications anid logistical s5uplport 
necessary to successful execution of such operations, commnluldilnd 
control of Army transport aviation is normally not delegated below 
division level. However, when favorable circumstances exist it may 
be desirable to pass operational control as frar down as battalion level 
or below. The Army transport aviation unit commander will advise 
the headquarters utilizing his unit on pertilnelnt technical matters and 
will assist in the formulation of plans and orders to accoml)lisbl the 
tactical mission. Among the factors that might favor such a delega
tion of operational control may be

(1) 	 The planned operation will not transcend the boundaries of 
the area of responsibility of the unit conducting the opera
tion. 
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(2) 	 Thlle unit coniductinIg tile operation has beell assigiled the re
sponsibi Iity for selecting tile olbjectives of the a i r-hinded force. 

(3) 	 The Illit collnductilng tile operatioll lhas adelquate colnmllmllnlica
tion niealls for control of pititicil)atill.g forces, inclllilldg 
Armly tiransporlt aviation unlits. 

t. In a;Ilditioll to air tranilsp)oltation provided by Aiy tralnsport 
aviation, fixed-wing transportaltion by air miay be available fronl Air 
Force nlits. Thlle enll)loyinenIt of Air Force tlansportiltion requires 
coordilnationl at a theater or joint level. See FMI 100-15 a d 110-5. 

178. References 
For further details conlcerning nmovelienits by ait. see FMl 20-100, 

5it-selries. 57-20, 5- 3(), 57-35, 101-10, and 110-5. TM 57-210, and 
Iapproprialte Air Force plibl)licationls. 

201. 	 Scope 
'Thiscllallter (eals \with the fliidllalmelntals of all ofl'elsive action 

(sec. l); offensive action against an orgallized position (secs. II 
thllrough1 VIII); offensive action ill a wvall of movelent (sec. IX): and 
exploitation (sec. X). Section IX, in * * * an organized position. 

202. Fundamentals of Offensive Action 

b.1. (Added) The inission is a task together \vith its illrpose. A 
statement of the missioll clelarly indlic;ates the action to be taken and 
tihe reason tlherefor. 'Tle conltilnllder assignlls inssions to attackilng 
unlits whicl foculs attention oii tile (ecisive objective(s). TIeTlecisive 
objective is defined as tltat objective(s) selected by der,the colllmmanli 
tile control of whichl will best facilitate the accolillplislillnent of his 
finission. IBy assignilng physical objectives, by designlltilig the direc
tion and tinme of attack, and by allocating imeanls, the contl lIanlder con
trols the operatioln and insures that the attacks of subolrdinalte ullits 
are coordilated and contribulte to tile accompll) ishllelnt of the mlission 
of the conllnlllld as a wllole. 

* * * * * * * 

g. (Superseded) Thlle mailattack seeks to seclllure tile decisive ol)
jective and normalilly colitains tile greatest practicable concelntratio 
of combat power. 

j. 	 (Rescilded). 
A. Ill aiI envelopmlllelnt, the nililn attack is directedl towalrd the sei

zlure of ,a,, objective ini tie elelly rear which will cullt Iis routes of 
escaple amll sllbject himl to destrliction ill his p)ositionll. This is accoin
plished by striking an assailalble eneilly flaitk and by avoiding his nillil 
strenlgthl en route to the objective. 'The secondary attack pins down 
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the enelmy to pIevenlt Iis escape and reduce his capability of reacting 
againsl the main attack. 

im. (Superseded) The frontal attack wbhic stlikes the enemy 
alonlg his front is employed to overrun or0 destroy a weaker enelnmy 
force or as a secondary effort in conjunction w ith othel formls of 
maneuver. Since it is seldom possible to exert sufficienlt pressure over 
a great area to overwhlelIll the enemly, fronltali attacks are usually con
fine(d to secondary attacks withl the p)lilllilly object of maintaiing 
pressulle aid thils prevellting enely disengageinent. 

n. In the penetration *" * his divided forces. The penetration is 
adlopte(l whbeln the situation does not permit or favor an envelopl)ent, 
or when the situation favors employment of combined arms or mass 
destrulction weapons to ruil)tllre the enemiy's battle positioln and afford 
opl)ortmlityfor lapid exploitation. 

204. Objective 

c. (Superseded) Thie c(linlialnder selects as the decisive objec
tive(s) the objective(s) whose control wvill best facilitate the accom
plislllhent of hlis missionl. ()tler terrain features whose seizule and 
control will materiallv assist in the attaimnent of final objectives are 
designated as intermediate objectives. Coicrol of a terrain feature 
may be desired to facilitate future operations, to facilitate destruction 
of the enemiy by forcinlg hiill to evacuate his positioll or risk destruc
tion thereon, to dolinate an area or aan avenue of allproach, or to 
enhance the security of a command. Terrain features selected as 
objectives should provide for a convergence of effort anld should be 
easily idenltifiable on the grolld. Their capture nilst be possille 
within tihe time and space limits imllosed. 

205. Frontages and Depth 
a. Frontage is the * * * correspondingly lesser deptll. Secondary 

attacks should as nearly as possible present to the enemy the same 
potentiality as the main attack. 

215. Objective 
(Superseded) 

Thle objective has been discussed initially in section I. Objectives 
are assignled for iurploses of coordillation anld control. Assignlllent 
of an objective impllies that a degree of control over the objective is 
desired alId must be maintained. The degree of continullilng control 
requilred will be that stated or imlllied by the commander's statemlelit 
of Iris nission and/or concelpt of the operation. It may vary from a 
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limited degree of control which merely denies tile objective to the 
enemy to actual physical occupation of the objective itself. Control 
measures other than assigning of objectives may be utilized to coordi
nate the phalsing of the mission to be accomplished. 

237. Frontal Attack 
(Superseded) 

See paragraplh 202,). It may be necessary or desirable to attack the 
enemy by eml)loying the frontal attack. Whereas the penetration is 
designed as a sharp attack to rupture tie enemy's principal defensive 
position, the frontal attack seeks to maintain pressure along the entire 
front. The distribution of forces should be such as to best maintain 
pressure along the entire front. A frontal attack does not have a 
main and a secondary attack. It is focused on the enemy forces by 
the assignment of suitable objectives. Normally these will be limited 
objectives. Frontal attacks, unless in overwhelming strength, seldom 
are decisive. The frontal attack should be adopted as a form of 
manlleuver only after other more decisive and less costly forms have 
been considered. Consideration should also be given to other means 
suchl as ruses and demonistrations which can be used in lieu of tile. 
frontal attack. 

251. Use of Chemical, Biological, and Radiological Agents 

b. (Superseded) In tile conduct of coordinated attacks, parlticularly 
those against strong? well-organized resistance, toxic chemical agents 
in both persistent and nonplersistent form may be used to increase the 
effectiveness of the attacking fire power by circumventing tile conven
tional-type protection; such support of an attack is generally char
acterized by the extensive use of chemical agents in nonpersistent
form, thus placing minimal restrictions due to residual contamination 
on the attacking force. As is the case in the use of all airborne agents, 
due consideration must be given to atmospheric conditions, particu
larly wind direction and speed, in planning the use of toxic chemicals. 
('hemical agents, includilng incenidiaries, are concentrated on targets 
which are less vulnerable to other types of fire. While agents having 
a nonpersistent effect should be used only on occupied targets, agents
in persistent form may be used to protect the flanks, in the establish
ment or reinforcement of barriers, and to neutralize areas which the 
attacker does not intend to entel unless adequately provided with 
individual l)rotective equiplment. Employment of chemical agents
having a nonl)ersistent effect is most effective when tactical surprise 
is achieved and casualty-plroducing concentrations are established rap
idly. Chemical agents in both persistent and nonpersistent form may
be used for counterbattery. Highly toxic chemical agents may be 
use(l during preparatory fires, even in small amounts, to harass tile 
10 TAG(O 6OiB 
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enemy and force hill to mask. The employmlent of smoke aind toxic 
chemical agents must be closely coordinated with other sup)porting 
fires, barrier and denial plans, and with the action of armior and 
supporting air units. 

260. Main Body 
a. The main body preceded by its advance guard follows behind the 

covering force. The covering force * * * the final objective. 

Section X. EXPLOITATION 
(Superseded)

263. General 
Exploitation is tie taking of full advantage of success in battle and 

tihe following up of initial gains. While initial gains at local level 
liay appear insignificant, the cumulative effect on the enemy of their 
aggressive exploitation may be decisive. It is characterized by ralpid 
advances against lessening resistance, deep objectives, bypassilng of 
strong points whose reduction is not essential to the mission, and 
engagements with enemy forces moving to halt the exploitation. It 
is a phase of offensive action that destroys the enemy's ability to recon
stitute an organized defense or to engage in an orderly retrograde 
movement in the face of threatened disaster. Exploitation follows a 
successful pelletratioll, envelopment, or link-uli with airborne forces 
dropped in the enemy rear. 

264. 	 Mission 
Exploiting forces may be given the mission to seize objectives deep 

in the enemy rear, to cut lines of comlmunication, to surround and 
destroy enemy forces, to deny escape routes to encircled forces, and/or 
to destroy enemy general reserves. 

265. Preparation 
Preparation includes careful prior planning, issuing of warning 

orders, grouping of the exploiting forces, planning for their logistic 
support to anid beyond the objective, and the establishing of communi
cation methods. Tactical Air Force close support for the exploiting 
forces is coordinated at this time. I)uring this period objectives are 
selected. Normally intermediate objectives are not prescribed for the 
exploiting force. The exploiting force should be highly mobile, heavy 
in armor and lmotorized elements, with sufficient engineer and other 
combat support units to ensure retention of this mobility in the face of 
obstacles both natural and artificial. Army aviation transport units 
may be utilized to augment the organic mobility of the force or to 
assist in its logistic support. Flexible fire support plahns should be 
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devised to cover all foreseeable contilngencies. These pllils shold 
include provision for emllploymnlent of available artillery (including 
guided mlissiles and free rockets), offensive air support, tile use of 
atomic \veaplions delivered by all available mieans, and, if appliccable, 
naval ginofire. T'lese fire plailns should be detailed andllcomprellen
sive andllsloluld receive necessary dissemlilnation within the exploiting 
force. 

266. Initiation 
Exl)loitation is initiated upon order or whel attacking forces reach 

a prescribed objective or phase line. It may also be initiated by a 
:omlinallder whlen tlhe situation of the ellenly confrontinlg him has 

deteriora te(l to a level whlichl favors such actionl. Among indications 
of conditiolis favoring initiation of the exploitation l)lilas are all 
inlcrease in ]ulllll)els of cal)tlllred forces, ill increase ill ailOnllt of 

abandoned equil)ment, the overrullllinlg or destruction of hostile artil
lery, and the seizinIg of higiher healdqluarters comllmand posts or conll

unllicationll installatiolls, supI)ly installationls, iald similar facilities. 
Exploitation should be designedl to delly tile enemy any resplite from 
offeinsive pressure. ()nce bexg, the exploitation is carried out with 
aggressivelless and initiative on the part of all commanullders concerned. 
wvith no let-up ill the drive to the final objective. 

267. Conduct of the Exploitation 
a. The mission Iasiged the commianlder of the exploiting force 

illust be broad in scope to avoid restrictilig his initiative a ld abilit y 
to seize all opl)potitnities to disorganlize anlld disrupt the enemy. In 
aill operation lwhichl is itot suplported by atomllic liles, exploitilng forces 
ale commlitted normalilly upo11 seizure of tile decisive objective ill the 
penletration or envelopment. l'rior commitnelt may involve a 
Illljo portioni of tile exploitilng force in unlllesirable comlbat to break 
throughl tfite last defeinsive positiolis of tile enlemly. Whenl n attack 
is supported by atomllic fires, howeveer, forces of exploitatiol mnay be 
conliitted ill the initial attack. o0 at any time thereafter,. depeldillng 
oil the predicted or actual effects of the atomic fires oil the enemll, all(lu 
possible effects on frienldly expl(litillg forces. 

b4.Exp)loitinig forces COntimlle the advaice ill the decisive dilrectiol. 
I They strive to arrive at tile assigned objectiv\e with nmaxinllull strenlgtlh. 
IThe comnlilnlder inust be alert to prevenlt his forces fromllbeinlg dissi

patedl, throughll the achlievemnent of minor tactical success in the zone 
(ofhis adlvallce, alnd to tile possiblility that subl)ollililate ullnits may be
cotme encircled( anid cut off. Il tilisevent, the commlndlolel must decide, 
in light of his nissionl, vwhether to contilnue the exploitation, leaving 
the rescue of encircled forces to following supportinig troops, or to 
divert ,asubstanlltial parit of his force to this pirlplose. Enemy resist
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ance of insufficient strength to jeopardize the success of the conm
inander's mission is bypassed or contained with minimum forces only, 
unltil following supporting troops arrive. The decision to bypass or 
conltain is malde by the local commanuder based on his overall mission. 
'I'This action is reported inmmediately to the next higher headquarters. 

c. Aggressiveness on the part of all commanders and decentraliza
tion of conlliland are characteristic of the exploitation. Orders are 
frequently fragmlentary and verbal. This aggressiveness alnd decen
tralization dloes not illllly a lack of control on the part of the overall 
commtander. C('ontrol is vital to prevenlt overextension of the com
mallnld i tile face of anl enemy, who may regroup unexpectedly and 
attempt to defeat the exploiting force in detail. ('ommanders exploit 
all wealpons andllavailable means, to include close sullp)ort tactical air, 
to overrun enemy forces whicl canllnot be bypassed or contained for 
any ieasonl. Ex plloitationl should continue in spite of reduced visi
bility due to darkness or weather, with due consideration given to the 
phlysical colndition of troops and equilplielnt. Additional considera
tions nmay be terrain, control, observatiton, alid the difficulties of 
emplloying supporting wealponls to include air. Reconnaissance ele
ments. both glrounld and air, are employed to keep commanders in
formed of hostile activities anld movemnents within their zones of 
action. Rapid advance of the exploiting forces decreases the vul
nerability of exposed flanks and reduces the threat of enemy mass 
destrulction wveapons. Supporting forces following the exploitinig 
force provide additional flank protectionl, expand the zone of the 
explloitation, eliminate bylpassed or containied enemy, and may assist 
in the logistic support of the exploitilhg forces. 

d. As enemly demoralization begins and enemy forces disintegrate 
unlder relentless pressure, exploitatioll may develop into pursuit. 

268. Pursuit 
a. Pursuit is a type of oflensive military operation which is a pha.se 

of exploitation. It seeks to destroy the retreating hostile force. 
Foices in Ilmrsuit consist of a direct pressure force or a combination of 
direct pressulle and encirclinlg movelent. In the latter case, direct 
presslure agailnst retreatting forces is maintainlled relenltlessly while 
an etnveloplig or turning force cuts the enenly lines of retreat. I)ouble 
envelopment of the retreatilng mainl force is attelmpited wlhentever con
(litionls pemrit. Other opelratiolls, con(lucted concurrently with the 
pulrsuit, may be required by ecollnomic, politica l, or other considerations. 
Suchloperations may be the seizulre aid(l safeguarding of an installatio 
of intelligelice valle, tile seizure allid control of a large centel of 

iopuIlation, or missionts of sinmilar nature. Such operationls and sec
ondarly military ones iare generally undertaken only vwhell the at
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tacker's superiority warrants diversion of troops to missions other 
thln pursuit. 

b. During the pursuit phase, the enemy has lost his ability to influ
ence the situation and reacts in consonance with the pursuer's actions. 
It is launliced whel the enemy is no longer able to maintain his posi
tion and seeks to escape. Pursuit operations are conducted aggres
sively anud under decentralized control. Commanders remain well 
forward to provide impetus to the pursuit and to insure adequate 
provision of fire and logistical support. Pursuit is ipushed to the ut
most limit of enlduiralice of troops and equiipment. During the pursuit, 
commanders may be justified in taking operational risks greater than 
normal, in order to destroy the hostile force. 

c. Since the purosuit is a phase of exploitation, doctrine, and tech
niques discussed in paragraplIs 263, 265, 266, and 267 apply. 

d. The forces engaged in direct pressure mand encircling maneuvers 
are controlled by the assignment of deep objectives, broad missions, 
axes of advance, boundaries, and zones of action. Maximum latitude 
is given to subordinate commanders to permit exercise of their initia
tive. I)ecentralization of control of fire support aud of logistical 
means may be required. 

e. Employment of forces transported by Army aviation to lealflrog 
in succession over enemy rear-guard positions not only greatly speeds 
up the advance, but enables sections of the enemy forces to be cut off and 
destroyed without decrease in the momentum of the pursuit. These 
forces landed deeper in the enemy rear may effectively hinder or block 
hostile efforts at escape. 

f. (Commanders of combat unlits may be directed to assign missions 
to guerilla forces in their zones of action. Guerilla forces are used to 
further the confusion in the enemy's ranks and to hamper his retreat or 
efforts to reorganize. Liaison means for this purpose should be fur
nished the pursuit force commander by the headquarters which con
trols and coordinates guerilla force activities. 

269. Direct Pressure Force 
a. Miis.vion. The direct plessure force attacks contiluously to pre

vent enemy disengagement and subsequent reconstitution of the de
fense, and to inflict maximum casualties on the enemy. 

b. ('onposition. Emphasis is placed on highly mobile forces and 
heavy, long-range fire sul)port to obstruct hostile avenues of retreat, 
and on engineer units which must rapidly clear the zone of obstacles 
created by the enemy. Sufficient force is desirable to allow relentless 
attack, day alid night. 

e. ('onduct. Once contact with the retreating enemy is gained, it is 
maintained throughout the duration of the pursuit. Ieading elements 
of the direct pressilre force pulsh fast moving columns forward along 
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all available roads. They (ontain or bylass small pockets of resistance. 
Tilhe main body of the direct presslure force follows closely, mlolps up 
contained or bypassed hostile units anld is prepared to reinforce the 
leading elements if stronger enemy forces attemplt to stand and fight. 
W hen possible, unlits contillule their malrch throughl the night or make 
limited objective night attacks to keep) the enemy off balance. The 
direct pressure force also atteml)ts, by close envelopments, to cut off 
the retreat of segments of the enemy. 

d. FireSupport With the Direct I'r e.sue Force. Ti lely and ral)id 
displacement of artillery units is necessary to provide contimlity of fire 
support. Fire support for fast moving collllluls may be providled by 
column cover-a mission to provide cover over a colllmn of friendly 
forces by aircraft in radio contact therew-ith, to provide protectioll, 
reconnaissance, and/or attack of air or ground targets which threaten 
the column. Other Air Force elements are emnlployed to concentrate 
on critical poillts, probable lines of enemly withdrawal, especially de
files, on his columns in retreat, and on hostile reserves endeavoring to 
reconstitute the defense. 

270. Encircling Force 
a. lli.ssion. The lission of the encircling force is to get in rear of 

the defeated enemy anlld block his retreat so that lie lmay be destroyed 
between the direct plressure an(d encircling forces. 

b. Comp)osition. Armor alid motorized units are el)ploycd in the 
encircling force, and tactical aviation is coordinated with the manlleuver 
of this force. Emplhasis again is placed on engineer units which must 
rapidly clear the path of obstacles. Heavier artillery usually is left 
with the direct plessure force. Airborne or air-landed tlroops may be 
used to seize defiles or other critical terrain objectives deep in the 
hostile real'. 

c. ('onduct of the /tcirclemnlent. M!'heni plracticdable, mobile forces in 
the encircling maneuver advance along roads paralleling the enemy's 
lile of retreat, attempting to reach defiles, bridges, and other critical 
points prior to the enemy main force. WMhen the encircling forces 
cannot outdistance the enemy, they enllgage tihe enemy's maill forces 
ill flank, seeking to force him to fight under the most unfavorable 
conditions and ultimately in two or more directions simultaneously. 

279. General Cutpost 
a. The general outpost, * * * maill battle 1position. In the mobile 

defense the strong points of the forward defensive area may per
form the missions of the general outpost for the remainder of the 
division. 
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280. Combat Outposts 

d. (Added) In the mobile defense the obselrvatioll posts estab
lishied by strongp)oiIts ill tie folrward defensive areas p)erform tile ilis
sions of a combat outpost. 

282. Basic Types of Defense 
There are two * * * position by counterattack. In the mobile 

defense, the bulk of tile force is held as a mobile striking force with 
the renlainder lnmamin tile forlward defensive area. IThe forward 
defensive area may consist of islanhds of resistance, strong points, or 
observation plosts, or any combination thereof. These islands of ' * * 
favorable tactical location. 

287. Mobile Defense 
a. 'eneral. Mobile defense is that method of defense in whichl the 

forward defensive area is occupllied by the mlinimumlll forces ilecessarly 
to warn of impending attack, canalize the attacking forces into less 
favorable terrainll, and block ol impedle the attacking forces, while the 
bulk of the defending force is employed ill offensive action to destroy 
the enemy at the time and place most favorable to the defender. If 
conditions are * * * warrant such employment. 

b. ForwardDe/ensive Area. The forward defensive area is that 
portion of the defensive sector in which the forward defensive 
positions are located. Its forward edge is determined between 
divisions and higher units by limiting points normally established 
by the next higher headquarters. Its rearward limit is based on 
a consideration of the area required by units occupying forward 
defensive positions to accomplish their missions, and on a consid
eration of the capability of these units to prevent infiltration and 
maintain surveillance over the assigned area. The forward defen
sive area may consist of any (c2m011liation of the followin : 

(2) 	Strong points. Strong points consist of teams varying front 
a few men to a reinforced battalion in size. Armored divi
sion strong points consist of teams varying from a few 
tanks and armored infantry to a reinforced battalion. 
They occupy positions * * * the situation warranlts. 

c. The SCtriking Force. The balance of the defensive sector be
hind the forward defensive area is known as the striking force 
area. The designation of a striking force area does not imply 
area responsibility for the striking force commander. Consist
ent with his primary mission the striking force commander may 
be called upon by the higher commander to provide small mobile 
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security and reconnaissance forces to operate within this area. 
Tie remaindle l of * t * the defenl(ler's choosing. The striking force 
may be assellmbled inl ole mo several areans within the striking force 
area dep)enlinlg on width of sector, terrinil, enemy callabilities (to 
include ail and limass destructionm), anlld phlanoed man ner of emplloy
ment. It shoul(l he strong in ailnolr. 

d. (Added) lhen the infantry divisio isioisemlloyed iii the imobile 
defense, strong points ale normalily occuplied by reinlforced battalions. 
Thestriking force is normally deployed ill dispersed blockinlg positions 
in the striking force area. If the infanitry division is required to 
organlize an island or islands of resistance, itscapability for conductilng 
all aspects of the mobile defense is reduced. Situations may arise 
when terrain and the enemy situation pelmit the employment of forces 
smaller than a reinforced battalion ill the strong points of the forward 
defensive area and permit tile striking force to assemible ill one or 
several assemblly areas in the striking force area. 

291. Organization of the Ground 

a. Oh.tacles (/larier,yS-tem., .Iine7tield.). lhe purpose of * * * 
of sulperior echelons. For details of landl mine warfare, see F1M 20-32. 

d. (Superseded) Use of ('hemnical lunitions. Chemical munitions 
may be used effectively in actual organization of the grollund and ill 
defensive fires agailist troop concentrations, assellmbly areas, materiel, 
and sUlmlpplies. C(hemniccal agents in persistent forll may be eml)loyed 
effectively to form ba rriers and to reinforce other obstacles and demllo
litions. Chemllical hlad minles may be integlated into HE minefields to 
increase the effectivenless of the field and to hinder breaching activi
ties. Flhme lalu1 n illes and eniplicel flame thiPowers are especially 
effective agai nst assaulting enemly infantry. Smoke may be employed 
to neutlitalize eneilly observatioll and to create collfulsioll ill assallt 
formnations of enenily infantry and a'imor. For use of chemllical mini
tions ill the counterattack phase of the defense, see paraglallphl 2t51. 

297. Relief in Place in the Defensive 
a. (Sulperseded ) W here the defenlse continues for a prolonlged pe

riod, the necessity for conservation of tile lighting pow\er of the troops 
requilres provisionl for the perioldic relief of unllits. For the saklce of 
continuit y ill tile defense, the relief is exec uted by echelon. 'lhe relief 
is executed eithel fronm renar to front or front to reali as directed by the 
higher commandler who considers these factors: 

(1) 	 Size of uilit(s) makilig the relief. 
(2) 	 Streligth and combat efficiency of tile ullit(s) on the lile of 

colltl(t. 
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(3) ('apability of enemy intelligence effort. 
(4) Need for varying the pattern of relief. 
(5) Atomic capability of the enemy. 

299. Defense Against Atomic and CBR Weapons 
a. (Superseded) If tile enemy has the capability of employing 

atomic and (CBRweapolns commanders intensify appropriate individ
ual and unit training in defense against these weapons. 

319. Employment of Armor and Infantry 
a. Armor is ideally suited to delaying action because of its mobility, 

its flexibility of organization, its ability to engage the enemy with 
long-range, flat trajectory fire, and its signal communications which 
permit control over wvider areas than like infantlvry units. Armor is 
capable of effecting continuous delay between as well as on suc
cessive positions. Effective utilization of the inherent character
istics of armor permits delay on advantageous positions as the 
action develops. Armored delaying positions * * next firing 
position. 

320. Delay on Successive Positions 
(Superseded) 

a. l)elay on successive positions is the most used type of delaying 
action by both armor and infantry. Armor units delay on the initial 
delaying position and continuously between as well as on successive 
positions. After delaying on the initial position, infantry units offer 
resistanlce between delaying positions within their capability; however, 
thile bulk of their forces is moved to the rear and maximum resistance 
is offered on the next successive delaying position. Delay on successive 
positions is employed when space is available, the time that the enemy 
must be delayed is long, and the terrain is suitable. 

b. IThe mission, the terrain, the time available to organize positions, 
an;d the relative size and comp osition of opposing forces will determine 
the amount of delay that can be accomplished. Delay by infantry is 
facilitated by selecting positions at such distances apart that the with
drawal may be completed during 1 night, yet far enough apart so 
that the enemy must reorganize his force prior to the attack of the 
next position. In the selection of positions, consideration. must be 
given to the location of niatural and artificial obstacles, plalticularly 
when the enemy is strong in armor. 

c. In order to inflict maximill delay on the enemy by engaging him 
at long ranges and causing him to deploy early. infantry employs 
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armor, artillery, and infantry weapons well forward. Armor seeks 
to accomplish maximum delay by placing the bulk of its firepower 
forward and throughl continuous delai, breaking contact only when a 
withdrawal from action is require(l. 

d. The loss of a defended locality by infantry or ailorl nlolrally 
does not require an early witlhdrawal across the entire zone. Iin
fantry employs adjacent units and the reserve to maintaill the integrity 
of the position if their action will not result in the entire force becoin
ing too heavily engaged. Armor does not normally seek to maintain 
the integrity of the position because of its ability to afford continuous 
delay. Counterattacks are launched when necessary to accomplish 
additional delay in order to accompllish the assigned delay mission or 
when necessary to facilitate the withdrawal of other elements. 

e. Preparation of the next rearward position is of prime importance. 
MWhen necessary, troops of the delaying force are eml)loyed for this 
pullrose. Just prior to withdrawal from the forward position, in
fantry disposes some elements of the delaying force on the rearwa rd 
or an intermediate positioli to cover the occul)ation of the folrmer 
by the main delaying force. Armor, just prior to withdrawal, moves 
part of the delaying force to the next rearward position while tile 
remainder of the force continues to delay between positions. Armor 
normally does not withdllraw simultanleously througliout its zone; in
stead, control is decentralized and withdrawals are made by subordi
nate units when ordered to (doso, on liearranged plans, or whenll itb
drlwal is necessary to avoid becominig decisively engaged with the 
enemy.

f. MWhen forced from the positiou by the threat of becoming too 
heavily engaged, a withdrawal from action is executed, whenever pos
sible at night. Armor units conduct withdra wal by echlelon, employ
ing organic mobility' and fire power to cover their own movements. 

g. Chemical agents in persistelnt form may be effectively used to 
create barriers, to reinforce natulal obstacles and demolitions, anid to 
deity areas to the enemy. Chemical land mines are most effective vlwhen 
integrated inlto HlE minefields. 

h. Smoke is used to deity enemy observation anld to screen tile with
dravwal or otelr movement of troops when such action is necessary 
dulilgdaylight ilomis. 

343. Attack of a River Line 
Th'e special considelraitons iinvolved iii the attack of a iiver litie are-

c. Tle river crossinlg * * * developed as follows: 

(2) 	The attacker then * * * of the bridgehead. Normally 
fthese should eliminate ground observed artillery fire froml 
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the selected erossing areas. Th'I'e trace of * * * of vehicular 
bridges. 

354. Attack in Woods 

d. C6'/temical. /iological. I'adiological. Chemllical, biological, anld 
* * aerial nla\igation ailids. Weather conditions ill wooded areas 
are usually mole favorable for the use of toxic chemicals than condi
tions in adjacellt open areas. 

362. 	 General 
In general, jungle * * * rather than distalnce. Army aviation 

can be of great assistance in evacuation, supply, reconnaissance, 
and the movement of troops in support of jungle operations. T'lhe 
training of * * * alvelse climatic -coll(litions. 

380. General 
Molllltainous terrail offers * * * equipmlllet and supplies. Army 

aviation can be of great assistance in aero medical evacuation, 
supply, reconnaissance, and limited movement of troops in sup
port of mountain operations. Troops that are ** * receive 
increased enlpllasis. 

385. 	 General 
Mlilitary opelationls condllucted * * * anld SUni ruer conditions. 

Army aviation can be of great assistance in aero medical evacua
tion, supply, reconnaissance, and the movement of troops in sup
port of arctic or subarctic operations. Infantry units are * * * 
and lllit rotation. 

386. 	 Characteristics 
Operationls are influenlced * * * aid often illmpossible. In such 

areas Army aviation and water transporltation may be effectively 
utilized but effective land transportation means have not yet been sat
isfactorily developed to traverse those mluskeg and tundla areas. 
I 'lder conditionsof * * * types of oleratiols. 

396. Organization of the Landing Force 
a. (;eneal. A landing force * * ilactual assault llaling. The 

landing force size and organization may vary with each ol)erationI 
fronm a single battalion landliig team to an army. 

397. Planning 
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a. Tatical. Thegeneralscheme * * * re(uireadditionlal eill)liasis. 

(3) Thelandilng force * * * developed asfollows: 

(7b) lle attalker then * * * of tie beachhead. Normally this 
action will prevent the enelmy from bringing ground 
observed a;rtillery fire to bear on the beaches. The trace 
of ** * elliclesie ande(lili)melit. 

* * * * * * * 

405. Concepts of Employment 
a. The empl)loyment t of airborne forces envisions t(he use of aircraft 

to overcome distance or geograp)lhical barriers or to bypass enemy 
defenses. 

* * * * * * * 

f. To obtain maximllllllll effectiveness ill the initial assault, airborne 
hlandings are conducted in niass, with surprise, and (omplete(l it the 
shortest practicable tilme. 

408. Capabilities and Limitations 

b). Liritfaion.s. Air superiority is ** * large armored forces. 
0Thlis limlitation is offset to a great extent by tihe use of liight hut powver

ftil aititaink weapons, by the provisions of strong air support, and by 
selecting airheads which limit the employment of hostile armored 
forces. 'I'The mlobility of * * * to aillolrne forces. 

411. 	 Relative Characteristics of Airborne and Other Ground 
Operations 

Tactical 	operations of * * * the followinlg aspects: 
· * * * * * * 

a., The requilremenlit for protection of those airfields, airstrips, and 
landing areas requllirel for the bilildup may restrict the freedom o f 
lialleuver of airb)ornle tillits. 

424. Execution 

c. iA,*allt. Tile initial assault * * * positions in depth. Units 
llnded in areas other than those phlle(ld direct their efforts to the 

accomlnplishillment of the general mission anlld establish contact witi 
their respective headquarters as soon as practicable. As soon as * **
resulllle thile offensive. 
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428. References 
For additional details see FMl 57-20, 57-30, 57-35, 101-5, and 

101-10. 

436. Combat Formations 
a. C'ombat Commands. The organization of * * * its combat for

mations. WThen organizing for combat, the armored division is pre

pared to fight with three flexibly organized combat commands. The 
composition of * * * tasks at hand. 

b. Reinforced Battalions. The units within the combat command 
ordinarily are organized unlderl the combat command commander into 
reinforced battalions consisting basically of tanks, armored infan
try, and armored engineers. Two types of * * * these reinforced 
battalions. The proportion of * * * the combat command. Ar
tillery battalions normally are not placed in direct support of or 
attached to reinforced tank or armored infantry battalions. When 
the mission assigned'reinforced battalions of the combat com
mand precludes fire support from attached artillery in general 
support of the combat command, all or part of the attached 
battalion(s) may be further attached to the subordinate elements 
of the combat command. Reconnaissance and service ** the 
combat command. 

437. Characteristics 
(Superseded) 

a. General. Efficient emp)loyment of the arnmored division in the 
plerfolrmance of a tactical operation depends on proper utilization of 
the mobility, armlor protected fire pover, extensive communliications, 
flexibility of organization, and massed shock action which are charac
teristic of the division. 

b. Ailobility. 'lTaniks and armnored infantry vehicles provide for a 
high degree of cross-country mobility in armored division combat 
units. To capitalize on this inherent mobility, movements must be 
plailned and coordinated. Teclmni(ltes of marching, iesupply, and 
maintenmance inust be perfected and alpllied. In plailming anl opera
tion, the effects of terrain, obstacles, and weather mnlst be given careful 
consideration. 

c. IFirepolwer. To achieve the naximnll utilization of firepower, 
consideration must be given to both the effects of direct firepower of 
frontlinle units alid to massed supportinlg fires. Adequate supl)lies of 
ammunition must be provided to combat units; resupply most be 
adequate and timely. A well-organlized and defenlded position pro
tected by obstacles and mines restricts the employment of shock action 
and increases the importance of firepower. 
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d. Co,,mmunications. Radio is the primary means of communica
tion of the armored division. Organic radio equipmlnent of the divi
sion provides for a highly flexible and multiple comml nicatiolns 
system. The extensive communications system of the armored divi
sion provides the necessary means of control for rapid changes in the 
organization for combat anld for the concentration of the division 
combat powxer oil the objective or on emergency targets. 

e. Flexibility of Organization. Flexibility of organization withiln 
the armored division in the composition of its combat formations 
allows the commander to select the most desirable orgalnization for 
combat based on a consideration of the mission, terrain, enemy situa
tion, and forces available (see pars. 435 and 436). 

f. S/hock Action. The armor-proteted firepower and mobility of 
the armored division, efficiently controlled through proper utilization 
of flexible comnmunications, permit the division to close with the 
enemy and to exploit its shock action with decisive results. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Purpose and Scope 
a. This manual sets forth the doctrine for leading troops in combat 

and the broad aspects and principles of military operations of the 
combined arms and services. Its introductory chapter sets forth a 
broad concept of military operations and the relationships of the vari
ous military services in pursuit of those operations and in support of 
national policies and objectives. The manual constitutes the basis of 
instruction of all arms and services for combat. 

b. This manual should be interpreted in the light of FM 27-10, 
Rules of Land Warfare, and studied in conjunction with FM's 110-5, 
Joint Action, Armed Forces, 100-10, Field Service Regulations, Ad
ministration; 100-15, Field Service Regulations, Larger Units; 101-5, 
SOFM, Staff Organization and Procedures; 101-10, SOFM, Organi
zation, Technical, and Logistical Data. 

a. In addition to the broad aspects and doctrines mentioned in a 
above, the manual covers organization, brief discussions of the arms 
and services, exercise of command in various types of combat, and 
basic information about the infantry, armored, and airborne divisions. 

2. Army Forces 
Army forces, as land forces, are the decisive component of the mili

tary structure by virtue of their unique ability to close with and de
stroy the organized and irregular forces of an enemy power or coali
tion of powers; to seize and control critical land areas and enemy lines 
of communications and bases of production and supply; and to defend 
those areas essential to the prosecution of a war by the United States 
and its allies. Army combat forces do not support the operations of 
any other component. In addition, Army forces have the unique capa
bility to accomplish any or all of the following tasks under all condi
tions of terrain and weather: 

a. Insure a positive defense against enemy land forces. 
b. Apply pressure of a sustained nature on the enemy land forces 

and thus contribute directly to the attrition of his resources. 
e. Combat guerilla forces on the ground and suppress revolutions. 
d. Force enemy land forces to mass in numbers so that his vulner

ability to all types of assault is increased. 

NOrr.-For military terms not defined in this manual, see SR 320-5-1. 
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e. Prevent enemy land forces from large-scale infiltrations into 
friendly rear areas. 

f. Provide positive and continuous control of the enemy's land areas 
and the populations therein, and enforce surrender terms, once victory 
has been achieved. 

3. Supporting Forces 
During the course of military operations Army forces, because of 

their decisive capabilities, are supported from time to time by other 
military components as the nature of thesituation may require. Thus, 
sea forces may convey field units to the theater of operations or to 
tactical objectives within thetheater, support land operations by com
bat aircraft and gun fire, and furnish logistical support during opera
tions on land, a role which includes keeping open the lines of com
munication by engaging hostile sea forces. In like manner, air forces 
may provide transportation for field units in strategic or tactical oper
ations, afford logistical support in certain circumstances, provide de
fensive cover over the combat zone, and serve as mid-range fire sup
port elements against hostile field units or a very long-range weapons 
delivery system against rear area installations supporting hostile field 
forces. In any case, the efforts of all components are directed toward 
insuring the success of the land force operation. 

4. Doctrine 
The basic doctrine of Army operations is the defeat of an enemy by 

application of military power directly or indirectly against the armed 
forces which support his political structure. Though Army forces 
do not deliberately make or invite war upon civilian populations, 
damage to civilian economies and enemy centers of population is an 
incident to military operations that may be unavoidable. In general, 
indiscriminate destruction is unjustifiable in a military sense, since 
the Army destroys the instruments of enemy political force but does 
not destroy the bases on which a peace can be built when the conflict 
is over. 

5. Overall Mission of Army Forces 
The broad mission of Army forces in war is to bring to bear upon 

an enemy's military capacity sufficient power at decisive points and 
times to render it ineffective. During time of peace, the mission of 
Army forces is the preparation, by organization, training, equipment, 
and indoctrination, of field units capable of performing their wartime 
missions. In the accomplishment of this objective all military, eco
nomic, and psychological means are used except those banned by inter
national agreement or those whose employment would defeat the aims 
of national policy. The possibility that an enemy may initiate the 
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use of means banned by international agreement necessitates equip
ment, training, and plans to insure prompt application of counter
measures. During periods of peace and war, Army forces, in con
junction with Air and Naval forces, have the overall mission of sup
porting national policies and objectives. Their maintenance in proper 
balance is essential if the objectives of national policy are to be at
tained. Forces in proper balance are those allocated from land, naval, 
and air forces, or from the elements of any one or more of these, tomeet 
the requirements of a given mission and trained to operate in concert 
for a single purpose. A mobilization base to support these forces and 
to serve as a reservoir during periods of wartime expansion is funda
mental to the effectiveness of the forces, especially the Army forces. 

6. Employment 
The nature of the political situation at any time may require em

ployment of armed forces in wars of limited objective. In such cases, 
the objective ordinarily will be the destruction of the aggressor forces 
and the restoration of the political and territorial integrity of the 
friendly nation. Hostile forces in such limited wars are likely to be 
drawn from the populations of satellite countries, and be provided 
with minimum equipment by a major power. Generally, such forces 
will be composed of field units inured to hardship and rarely suscep
tible to interdiction by air or sea forces. Additionally, the nature of 
a war to halt aggression will dictate, at least initially, operations in 
friendly territory. And, finally, political considerations may prevent 
application of air measures against powers affording material sup
port to the ostensible aggressor. The continuing possibility of such 
limited wars requires the maintenance in being of Army forces capable 
of immediate commitment and fully organized, trained, and equipped 
for combat, and at the same time possessing a capability of strategic 
mobility. Ordinarily, Army forces committed in such wars will be 
supported by sea and air forces at great distances from the continental 
United States. Army units organized, trained; and held available for 
commitment in wars of limited objective are equally available for 
commitment in a general war. Of land forces in being, only those of 
the Army are organized, equipped, and staffed to sustain themselves 
over extended periods under all foreseeable conditions of combat. 

7. Command 
Once military operations have begun, they cannot be conducted as 

two or three coordinated, but separate efforts. The efforts of all com
ponents of the military forces must be directed toward attainment of 
the same general objective and under one commander. In each stra
tegic or tactical fraction of the whole effort joint forces may be em
ployed. In the latter instances, all other components will be operating 
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in support of the Army :component. Overall command normally is 
vested in the Army commander; technical details of the operations 
of supporting elements will be the responsibility of supporting element 
commanders. Coordination of effort, especially in tactical operations, 
cannot be substituted for command. 

8. Limitations 
Military forces are justifiable only as instruments of national policy 

in the attainment of national objectives. Since war is a political act, 
its broad and final objectives are political; therefore, its conduct must 
conform to policy and its outcome realize the objectives of policy. 
Victory alone as an aim of war cannot be justified, since in itself vic
tory does not always assure the realization of national objectives. If 
the policy objectives are to be realized, policy and not interim expe
diency must govern the application of military power. Except in the 
prosecution of war in furtherance of a policy of ruthless annihilation, 
Army forces most nearly conform to the requirements of national 
policy, since Army forces are designed to apply power directly against 
military power, with minimum damage to civilian populations and 
economies. 

9. General Considerationsfor Operations 
a. While the doctrines of combat operations are neither numerous 

nor complex, their application may be difficult. Knowledge of doc
trine and experience in its application provide a sound basis for action 
in combat. These also enable the commander to utilize the capabilities 
of his force in the manner best suited to the accomplishmlent of his 
specific mission. 

b. Set rules and methods must be avoided. In its exposition of the 
principles which govern the application of military power, this man
ual does not establish inflexible rules, conformity with which guar
antees success. Individuals using it should consider it the foundation 
upon which experience and imagination may contribute to the devel
opment of successful military concepts. The manual will be used to 
provide guidelines to govern the actions of individuals serving in 
positions of combat leadership, in positions interrelated with the other 
Military Services, and to serve as a firm basis for the utilization of 
Army doctrine in the Army's military educational system. 

c. The principles governing the conduct of military operations, the 
Principles of War, are immutable, but doctrines, tactics, and techniques 
must be modified with advances in weapons and weapons systems, 
transportation, and other means applicable to war. The tactics and 
technique of employment of a new development must be kept abreast 
of the progress of the development itself. Flexibility of thought, as 
well as of action, is essential to successful command. 
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d. The projection of the tactical effect of a new development must 
be based upon a realistic consideration of its characteristics and prog
ress in development inrelated fields. Thus a weapon whose deadliness 
dictates increased dispersion to reduce casualties may be offset by 
developments in signal communications and transportation, which per
mit the desired dispersion without reduction in cohesion and control. 

e. Sound conclusions concerning the tactical effect of a new devel
opment form the basis for consideration of new tactical doctrine. 
Usually, a new development merely extends the capabilities of existing 
agencies without necessitating radical revision of existing doctrine. 
Thus, within the broad scope of existing tactics and doctrine, as an 
example, ground-launched guided missiles extend the range and power 
of artillery. In exceptional cases a development may possess poten
tialities which dictate radical revision of the conduct of tactical oper
ations. History has provided the examples of the crossbow, firearms, 
automatic weapons, and other developments. The full import and 
extent of changes resulting from the employment of the latest devel
opments, the nuclear and thermonuclear weapons and the guided mis
siles, is not clear at this time. It is, therefore, of theutmost importance 
that all officers carefully evaluate every situation, both static and 
fluid, considering the enhanced capabilities of each opponent as a 
result of employment of the weapons and the limitations imposed on 
the employment of the forces as a result of the availability of the 
weapons.

f. The analysis of the impact of new developments upon the doctrine 
and tactics of the combined arms must be accurate, constant, and de
tailed. Military thought must be alert to modify the doctrine set forth 
in these regulations as appropriate. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ORGANIZATION 

Section I. TERRITORIAL ORGANIZATION 

10. Theater (Area) of War 
A theater of war is that area of land, sea, and air which is, or may 

become, involved directly in the operations of war. 

11. Theater (Area) of Operations 
A theater of operations is that portion of a theater of war necessary 

for military operations and for the administration incident thereto. 

12. Combat Zone 
A combat zone is the forward area of a theater of operations where 

combat troops are actively engaged. It includes that area necessary 
for the operations of the combat forces and extends rearward to the 
forward boundary of the communications zone. Its depth is de
pendent upon the nature and size of the forces assigned, the nature of 
the operations contemplated, the requirements for administrative 
support, the important terrain features, and the enemy capabilities. 
It may be divided for tactical control into army group, field army, 
corps, and division areas each of which is controlled by its commander. 
The rear boundary of the combat zone is designated and modified by 
the theater commander to conform to the movement of the combat 
forces. 

13. Communications Zone 
A communications zone is that part of a theater of operations be

hind and adjoining the combat zone. It contains the lines of com
munications, establishments for supply and evacuation, and other 
agencies required for the immediate support and maintenance of the 
field forces. Its boundaries are located to best serve the combat zone 
commanders. It may include areas necessary for the operation or 
support of Air Force or Naval units based outside the combat zone. 
It is a link in the chain of supply and evacuation between the combat 
zone and the zone of interior. 

14. Zone of Interior 
The zone of interior ordinarily comprises all national territory ex

clusive of theaters of operations, but may include foreign territory. 
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15. Territorial Organization 
For additional details on territorial organization see FM 100-10. 

Section II. OPERATIONAL ORGANIZATION 

16. Mission of the Army 
The mission of the Army is to seek out and destroy organized enemy 

land forces; suppress enemy land forces of a para-military nature; 
engage and destroy forces supporting enemy land operations; seize, 
occupy, and defend land areas and the approaches thereto; conduct 
land campaigns; attack and destroy hostile targets in the air; interdict 
enemy land power and communications within range of army weapons 
or forces; and to organize, train, and equip all components of the 
Army forces. For additional details on the organization and func
tions of the Army see FM 110-5. 

17. Army Establishment 
The Army Establishment is organized to provide, under the Sec

retary of the Army and the Chief of Staff, a Department of the Army 
staff and such combat and service forces and commands in the zone of 
interior and oversea areas as may be necessary to the national security. 
The organization also includes the Office, Chief, Army Field Forces, 
which is the field operating agency of the Department of the Army 
charged with the general direction, supervision, coordination, and 
inspection of matters pertaining to the development of tactics, tech
niques, and materiel for use by the Army in the field; and with the 
training and training inspection of individuals and units of the Army 
in the field. 

18. Organization of the Armed Forces in the Field 
The armed forces in the field consist of components of the Army, 

Navy, and Air Force organized separately, or in combination as pro
vided in FM 110-5, Joint Action Armed Forces, into such theaters of 
operations, unified commands, specified commands, and other com
mands or joint task forces as may be established by appropriate 
authority. 

19. Operating Forces 
The operating forces include both combat and service units. Most 

units, in addition to their operational functions, have internal ad
ministrative responsibilities. For economy and flexibility in the as
signment of tasks, the means not habitually required in fixed quantities 
by a unit are pooled and assigned to a higher unit. This facilitates 
the allotment of weapons and services to subordinate units in accord
ance with their requirements for particular operations. 
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20. Larger Units 
Larger units consist of theater army, army group, field army, and 

corps. For details of their organization and employment see FM 
100-15. 

21. Division 
The division is the basic combat unit of the combined arms and 

services. It is the largest unit whose organization is prescribed by 
tables of organization and equipment and comprises a headquarters, 
infantry, armor, artillery, engineer, signal units, and certain service 
units. It has internal administrative responsibilities. 

22. Brigade 
The brigade is an operational unit composed of two or more regi

ments or groups, a headquarters and headquarters company (battery), 
and other necessary units. A brigade may comprise units of the same 
or of different arms and services and may have internal administra
tive responsibilities. 

23. Group 
A group is an organization of variable size consisting of a head

quarters and two or more attached units, usually battalions of the 
same arms or service, combined under one headquarters for the pur
pose of accomplishing a tactical or administrative mission. The group 
usually has only limited administrative responsibilities. 

24. Regiment 
The regiment is an operational unit of fixed size which may have 

combat or service functions. It has internal administrative respon
sibilities. The regiment ordinarily consists of a headquarters, neces
sary units for control and service functions, and two or more organic 
battalions or similar organic units. 

25. Battalion 
The battalion comprises a headquarters, necessary units for con

trol and service, and two or more companies or batteries. Battalions 
may be either separate or organic to a larger unit. A separate bat
talion has internal administrative responsibilities; an organic bat
talion may not have. In the combat arms, the battalion is the basic 
tactical unit. 

26. Company or Battery 
The company or battery is an operational unit which has either 

combat or service functions. It is the smallest unit habitually pro
vided with its own internal administrative agencies. 
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27. Tactdical Groupings 
Tactical groupings are balanced arrangements of combat and service 

units to accomplish a tactical mission. 
a. Task Force. A task force is a temporary grouping of units un

der one commander and is formed for the purpose of carrying out a 
specific operation or mission. 

b. Combat Command. The combat command is a major tactical 
unit of combined arms within an armored division and consists of a 
headquarters and headquarters company and a variable number of 
attached units or elements thereof. 

c. Combat Team. The regimental combat team is a reinforced 
infantry regiment operating as a balanced team of the arms and serv
ices. It normally is composed of one regiment of infantry with a 
battalion of field artillery, a company of engineers, and a battery of 
antiaircraft artillery attached. This composition may be changed 
to meet the demands of the tactical situation. In some situations a 
combat team may need other attachments, such as an ambulance 
platoon and a clearing platoon from the medical battalion, a signal 
detachment from the signal company, additional tank units, addi
tional field artillery, or other units. 
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CHAPTER 3 

BRANCHES OF THE ARMY 

Section I. GENERAL 

28. Branches 
a The branches of the Army are classified as the basic branches and 

the special branches. 
b. The basic branches are Infantry, Armor, Artillery, Corps of 

Engineers, Signal Corps, Adjutant General's Corps, Quartermaster 
Corps, Finance Corps, Ordnance Corps, Chemical Corps, Transporta
tion Corps, and Military Police Corps. 

c. The special branches of the Arnmy are the several corps of the 
Amy Medical Service, the Judge Advocate General's Corps, and the 
Chaplains. 

d. There is a Women's Army Corps whose members may be detailed 
to certain branches indicated in b and c above. 

29. Arms and Services 
The branches of the Army are grouped into arms and services. 

The arms are those branches whose primary mission is combat and 
combat support; other branches are services. Some branches have 
essential missions in both fields. 

a. The anns are Infantry, Armor, Artillery, Corps of Engineers, 
and Signal Corps. 

b. The services are the Adjutant General's Corps, Alrmy Medical 
Service, Chemical Corps, Chaplains, Corps of Engineers, Finance 
Corps, Judge Advocate General's Corps, Military Police Corps, Ord
nance Corps, Quartermaster Corps, Signal Corps, Transportation 
Corps, and Women's Army Corps. 

30. Administrative and Technical Services 
The services are further classified as follows: 
a. The admzinistratit'eservices-Adjutant General's Corps; Chap

lains; Judge Advocate General's Corps; Finance Corps; Military 
Police Corps; and Women's Army Corps. 

b. The technicalservices-Army Medical Service; Chemical Corps; 
Corps of Engineers; Ordnance Corps; Quartermaster Corps; Signal 
Corps; and Transportation Corps. 
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31. Coordination 
The coordinated action of all arms and services is essential to suc

cess. Each branch is designed for specific functions. The command
er coordinates and directs the action of all, exploiting their capabili
ties to attain the ends sought. For details of the operations of the 
services in the performance of their administrative functions in the 
theater of operations, including administrative support of the Air 
Forces, see FM 100-10.. 

Section II. INFANTRY 

32. Mission 
The mission of the infantry in the attack is to close with the enemy 

and destroy or capture him; in defense, it is to deny the enemy selected 
localities and destroy his forces by coordinated fire and counterattack. 

33. Characteristics 
The infantry is the arm of close combat; it is characterized by 

tenacity, endurance, and deliberateness. It accomplishes its mission 
by fire, maneuver, and shock action. In the attack, infantry advances 
by the aggressive application of fire and movement, in conjunction 
with maneuver. By fire and maneuver, it inflicts losses on the enemy, 
fixes him in position, and neutralizes his combat power; by maneuver, 
it makes its own fire more effective, and facilitates closing with the 
enemy to complete his destruction; by fire and shock action gained by 
the assaulting infantry as it closes physically with the enemy, it 
completes the enemy's destruction or destroys his will to resist. In 
the defense, infantry combines the use of field fortifications and ob
stacles with the effective coordination of fires and the aggressive and 
timely application of the counterattack. 

34. Capabilities 
Infantry can physically seize and hold ground and force the enemy 

from its occupancy by close combat. It can maneuver over terrain 
which is impassable to other arms. Its ability to move in small and 
inconspicuous formations enables it to take advantage of covered 
routes of approach and minor accidents of the terrain in order to 
overcome strong defensive positions. Due to its adaptability to any 
type of transportation, infantry can be readily given tactical mobility. 

35. Limitations 
Infantry fights on foot; therefore, its battlefield mobility is that of 

the foot soldier. It is handicapped in operating against more mobile 
forces. Without support, infantry is capable of only limited inde
pendent action. For decisive operations, it must be reinforced ade
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quately by artillery, armor, and engineers. Close support by combat 
aviation may also be necessary. Infantry is susceptible to the adverse 
effects of prolonged periods of combat. Its physical effectiveness is 
materially reduced by difficult terrain and unfavorable weather. In 
order to conduct sustained operations effectively, infantry must be 
given relief periods from prolonged combat for rest, rehabilitation, 
and retraining. 

36. Employment 
The characteristics of infantry make it particularly suited for 

employment in difficult terrain and in the attack of organized defen
sive positions strong in antitank means. Motorized infantry is es
pecially suited to follow exploiting armor or for other missions 
requiring rapid movement for employment in distant accessible areas. 
Transported by air or water, it can be employed to seize decisive 
objectives or to operate in the enemy's rear. It should have ample 
time to plan, reconnoiter, and deploy. The maximum defensive power 
of infantry is obtained when it occupies strongly organized positions 
which the enemy cannot avoid. For infantry organizations and tactics, 
see tables of organization and equipment and FM's series 7. 

Section III. ARMOR 

37. Mission 
The primary mission of armor is to attack, to disrupt, disorganize, 

and destroy enemy forces. It provides reconnaissance, security, and 
antitank defense for other forces. 

38. Characteristics 
Armor is characterized by mobility, armor-protected firepower, 

shock action, and extensive communications. Armor action is auda
cious and violent. It has a degree of protection against atomic 
weapons. The principal weapon of armor is the tank. Armor or
ganization and tactics are designed to exploit to the maximum the 
capabilities of the tank. 

39. Capabilities 
Armor is capable of covering broad fronts and deep zones of 

action. It can concentrate rapidly and disperse over extended dis
tances in combat ready formations. It is able to deliver a large 
volume of long-range direct fire as well as indirect fire and to execute 
rapid engagement and disengagement. It possesses a capability of 
heavy assault. It is well suited to gather and report information 
and to disrupt enemy ground reconnaissance. 
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40. Limitations 
Armor is particularly sensitive to terrain, obstacles, and weather. 

It has difficulty in operating during periods of limited visibility. 
Armor action requires large quantities of supplies, special supply 
trains to keep the combat vehicles supplied with fuel aid ammunition, 
and frequent'periods of vehicle maintenance. 

41. Tactical Employment 
a. Armor is most effectively employed in mass and in a mobile role; 

when employed statically or piecemeal it loses much of its effective
ness. Armor units should, therefore, be employed in striking deep 
into enemy rear areas, in executing counterattacks and spoiling at
tacks, in conducting retrograde and security operations, and in ex
ploiting successes achieved by other means. It is particularly suited 
for immediate penetration through enemy defenses which have been 
disrupted by atomic attack. Defensively, armor is best suited for 
the mobile defense or for use as the mobile reserve for a larger force. 
It may be used to effect penetrations and to restore impetus to an 
attack which has lost momentum. 

b. Armor reconnaissance units are 'particulary suited for recon
naissance and counter-reconnaissance, for battlefield and march secu
rity, for maintenance of contact with the enemy and between major 
friendly units, for seizing and holding critical terrain for a limited 
time, for delaying action, and for holding wide fronts lightly. Heavy 
gun tank battalions are particularly suited for reinforcing the direct 
firepower, particularly antitank, of other units. 

c. For armor organization and tactics, see tables or organization and 
equipment and FM's, series 17. 

Section IV. ARTILLERY 

42. General 
The artillery comprises both field and antiaircraft artillery. 

43. Mission of Field Artillery 
The primary mission of field artillery is to support infantry and 

armor by neutralizing or destroying with fire those targets most likely 
to hinder the accomplishment of their missions. 

44. Characteristics of Field Artillery 
Field artillery is characterized by its flexibility and great volume 

of accurate firepower. It can rapidly shift and concentrate its fires 
within an area of great width and depth. This flexibility of fire
power may be achieved from widely dispersed positions without mov
ing and under practically all conditions of weather and visibility. 
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45. Capabilities of Field Artillery 
Field artillery (including its atomic capability) provides the com

mander with a powerful means of rapidly influencing the course of 
combat. It gives depth to combat by counterfire and by fire on hostile 
reserves and rear installations; it assists in the isolation of the battle
field by restricting movement in rear areas and by disrupting hostile 
command, control, and transportation facilities. Massed fires can 
neutralize or destroy enemy positions and create temporary barriers 
to enemy movement. Its target acquisition and fire control system 
has great intelligence potential. Field artillery also provides battle
field illumination. 

46. Limitations of Field Artillery 
Adequate control is essential to the maximum effectiveness of field 

artillery. This control depends on close liaison with supported, 
supporting, and adjacent units; on adequate observation, accurate 
maps or time-consuming survey; and on dependable signal communi
cation. Without adequate, timely intelligence, and expeditious fire 
control procedures, field artillery cannot capitalize on targets of op
portunity. It is particularly vulnerable to enemy air action. It 
requires large amounts of ammunition. Maximum effectiveness re
quires registration which may sacrifice surprise. Field artillery's 
mobility is limited by difficult terrain. 

47. Employment ofField Artillery 
a. Field artillery fire is most effectively employed ini mass. When 

its fires can be massed, it affords the commander a highly flexible and 
potent means of influencing the action which can be shifted almost 
instantly from one critical area of the battlefield to another. Control 
of field artillery therefore should be retained at the highest level 
consistent with its capabilities, the foreseeable missions, and the situ
ation. It must be capableof rapidrespose to the desires of the force 
commrander. When control is thus centralized, maximum fire support 
can be provided to each subordinate element of the command. Field 
artillery retained at the higher echelons is used to deepen and rein
force the fires of subordinate units. This releases field artillery of 
subordinate echelons to place their maximum effort in close support of 
other arms. When, because of unusually wide frontages, difficulties 
of terrain, or the character of the operations, the missions cannot be 
accomplished with centralized control, control is decentralized to 
the necessary degree. 

b. Field artillery is effective only by its fire; ordinarily, it is not held 
in reserve. Organic or supporting artillery of the reserve is placed 
in support of the engaged force if time and the situation will permit 
its employment with the reserve when committed. 
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48. Mission ofAntiaircraft Artillery 
a. General. The mission of antiaircraft artillery is to attack and 

Idestroy hostile targets in the air, on the ground, or on the water. 
b. Air Defense Mission. The air defense mission is to attack all 

forms of enemy aircraft and guided missiles. 
c. Surface Missiot. The surface missions are to provide close fire 

support to infantry and armor and to carry out general support and 
reinforcing field artillery missions. 

49. Characteristics of Antiaircraft Artillery 
Antiaircraft artillery, except guided missile units, is characterized 

by its ability to deliver a heavy volume of accurate, flat trajectory, 
high velocity fire against pin point targets either stationary or moving 
at high speed in the air, on the ground, or on the water. 

50. Capabilities of Antiaircraft Artillery 
Antiaircraft artillery provides local protection for field forces and 

important ground establishments against all forms of enemy air ac
tivities by day and by night. It also provides an antiaircraft artillery 
information service (AAAIS) which gives warning of enemy air 
activities to the command. Due to the characteristics of its weapons 
(high muzzle velocity, flat trajectory, and rapid rate of fire) it may 
be effectively employed against surface targets to include tanks, for
tifications, and small naval or land craft. 

51. Limitations of AntiaircraftArtillery 
a. In its antiaircraft mission, the effectiveness of antiaircraft ar

tillery depends upon its freedom to engage airborne targets at maxi
mum ranges. This freedom can be achieved only by the adoption of 
realistic rules of engagement. Antiaircraft artillery therefore must 
have timely intelligence, target acquisition and discrimination, and 
effective liaison with subordinate, adjacent; and higher antiaircraft 
artillery units and with friendly air forces. Antiaircraft artillery 
cannot prevent aircraft from attacking a defended area if the enemy 
is willing to accept the losses involved. 

b. In its surface mission, antiaircraft artillery cannot attack defi
laded targets. Because of their high silhouette, antiaircraft weapons 
are particularly vulnerable when executing direct fire missions. Anti
aircraft artillery requires large amounts of ammunition due to its 

irapid rate of expenditure. This factor may become critical when 
executing direct fire missions. 

52. Employment of Antiaircraft Artillery 
a. A commander may decide touse all or any part ofhis antiaircraft 

artillery against ground or water targets while there is a threat of an 
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air attack, if he considers that these targets offer a greater threat to the 
successful accomplishment of his mission than does an air attack. 
Antiaircraft artillery is disposed and emplaced so as best to execute 
the assigned mission, air or surface. When possible, the weapons are 
sited so as to permit attack of targets other than those included in 
the assigned mission. 

. b. Antiaircraft artillery should be employed in mass to protect the 
most critical targets against air attack. Among these critical targets, 
priority is given to those which are least capable of their own air 
defense, either by active or passive means, and those most vulnerable 
to air attack. Normally, within the combat zone, critical targets will 
be major supply installations, important command and communica
tions installations, important defiles, reserves, and field artillery, par
ticularly those units capable of launching atomic missiles. Ordinarily, 
antiaircraft artillery is not held in reserve. 

Section V. CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

53. Mission 
In support of combat operations the Corps of Engineers has the 

primary mission of construction, destruction, or other operations which 
facilitate the offensive effort, increase the defensive strength, and ad
vance the welfare of field forces. Engineers may be employed as in
fantry when the situation dictates. 

54. Support of Combat Operations 
The functions performed by the Corps of Engineers in support of 

combat operations are
a. Engineer support of river crossing, amphibious, denial, cover and 

deception operations, and camouflage activities. 
b. Construction of floating and fixed assault bridging. 
O.Performance of field engineering tasks (such as field fortifica

tions, camouflage, demolitions, mine and antimine warfare, and camp 
improvement) and the provision of technical assistance in the train
ing and employment of other organizations in performance of these 
tasks. 

d. Provision of operating facilities, such as roads, railroads, air
fields, headquarters installations, hospitals, and semipermanent camps. 

e. Provision of supply and maintenance facilities such as ports, de
pots, shops, pipelines, and other petroleum distribution and storage 
systems, and large utilities systems. 

f. Determination of requirements for and the procurement, storage, 
and issue of engineer supplies and equipment, including supply of 
water, common solid fuels, and materials and equipment for camou
flage and construction. 
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g. Map and aerial photograph production and supply, surveying, 
engineer technical intelligence, and terrain studies. 

h. Acquisition and disposal of real estate, provision of fire protec
tion, and repair and operation of utilities. 

i. Combat engineer units are organized to rapidly remove obstacles, 
repair and bypass road gaps and keep open close-up line of com
munications so that the mobility of armor and movement of artillery
and essential infantry support is not prejudiced. They are so armed 
as to strongly resist enemy interference while conducting these tasks. 
Their engagement should be restricted to the most important engi
neer tasks since their employment in unimportant or nonengineer 
tasks will result in a decreasing mobility of the operation and an 
attenuation of logistic support.

j. Development, modification, and maintenance of engineer items 
of issue. 

k. For details of Corps of Engineers organization and functioning
in the field see tables of organization and equipment series 5 and 
FM's series 5, 100-10, 101-5 and 101-10. 

Section VI. SIGNAL CORPS 
55. Mission 

In support of combat operations the Signal Corps has the primary
mission of furnishing signal communications, supply, and services 
and of preventing or limiting the enemy use of electronic aids to 
warfare. 

56. Support of Combat Operations 
The functions performed by the Signal Corps in support of combat 

operations are
a. Provision of technical supervison over the signal service in sup

port of the field forces. 
b. Provision of signal communications to other branches and com

mands except where such responsibility has been specifically assigned 
to another branch. 

c. Development, modification, and maintenance of signal items of 
issue. 

d. Determination of requirements for and the procurement, storage, 
and issue of signal supplies and equipment. 

e. Provision of photographic services. 
f. Provision of signal technical intelligence. 
g. Provision of electronic warfare suppert to prevent or limit the 

enemy use of electronic aids to warfare. 
h. For details of Signal Corps organization and functioning in the 

field see tables of organization and equipment series 11 and FM's 
series 11, 100-10, 101-5, and 101-10. 
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Section VII. CHEMICAL CORPS 
57. Mission 

In support of combat operations the Chemical Corps has the pri
mary mission of furnishing the means for and the technical guid
ance in the employment of and defense against CBR (chemical, 
biological, and radiological) weapons. 

58. Support of Combat Operations 
The functions performed by the Chemical Corps in support of com

bat operations are
a. Operation of smoke generating equipment and special chemical 

weapons. 
b. Decontamination of areas and materiel and assistance to other 

units in such tasks. 
c, Determination of requirements for and procurement, storage, and 

issue of Chemical Corps supplies and equipment; 
d. Development, modification, and maintenance of Chemical Corps 

items of issue. 
e. Technical supervision over CBR warfare materiel, 
f. Field impregnation of clothing. 
g. CBR technical intelligence. 
h. For details of Chemical Corps organization and functioning in 

the field see tables of organization and equipment series 3 and FM's 
series 3, 21-40, 21-45, 100-10, 101-5 and 101-10. 

Section VIII. ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE 

59. Mission 
In support of combat operations the Army Medical Service has the 

primary mission of insuring the health of the command and of pro
moting the combat effectiveness of the troops through preventive and 
remedial medical operations. 

60. Support of Combat Operations 
The functions performed by the Army Medical Service in support 

of combat operations are
a. Provision of organic medical troops to certain units of the other 

arms and services to render emergency medical treatment and 
temporary care. 

b. Provision for collection, sorting, evacuation, hospitalization, and 
convalescence of the sick and wounded and for prevention of disease; 
dental service; and veterinary service. 

c, Determination of requirements for and the procurement, storage, 
and issue of medical, dental, and veterinary supplies and equipment, 
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d. Development, modification, and maintenance of medical, dental, 
and veterinary items of issue.


eg Provision of medical service technical intelligence.

f. Operation of medical service laboratories. 
g. For details of Army Medical Service organization and function

ing in the field see tables of organization and equipment series 8 and 
FM's series 8, 100-10, 101-5 and 101-10. 

Section IX. QUARTERMASTER CORPS 

61. Mission 
In support of combat operations the Quartermaster Corps has the 

primary mission of providing Quartermaster supply and service 
support to the field forces. 

62. Support of Combat Operations 
The functions performed by the Quartermaster Corps in support 

of combat operations are
a. Quartermaster supply to include determination of requirements 

for and procurement, storage, and issue of supplies such as subsist
ence, gratuitous issue, special services supply, clothing, liquid 
petroleum products, and animals. 

b. Receipt, classification, and evacuation of salvage and captured 
materiel. 

¢. Development, modification, and maintenance of Quartermaster 
items of issue. 

d, Provision of services such as laundry, mobile bath, bakery, mobile 
refrigeration, technical supervision of food preparation and service, 
animal transportation, sales store, collection and disposition of per
sonal effects, graves registration activities, and troop labor poolsa 

e. Provision of Quartermaster technical intelligence. 
f. For details of Quartermaster Corps organization and functioning 

in the field see tables of organization and equipment series 10 and 
FM's series 10, 100-10, 101-5, and 101-10. 

Section X. ORDNANCE CORPS 
63. Mission 

In support of combat operations the Ordnance Corps has the pri
mary mission of providing the field forces with the ammunition, arms, 
vehicles, and other Ordnance supply and services required for military 
operations. 
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64. Support of Combat Operations 
The functions performed by the Ordnance Corps in support of 

combat operations are
a. Ordnance supply to include determination of requirements for 

and procurement, storage, and issue of ammunition, arms, vehicles, 
fire control equipment, and their spare parts and accessories. 

b. Development, modification, and maintenance of ordnance items 
of issue. 

c. The provision of ordnance technical intelligence. 
d. Technical supervision to include instruction on the capabilities, 

characteristics, limitations, proper operation, use, service, and supply 
of ordnance materiel in the hands of using units. 

e. The provision of Explosive Ordnance Disposal service. 
f. For details of Ordnance Corps organization and functioning in 

the field see tables of organization and equipment series 9 and FM's 
series 9,100-10, 101-5, and 101-10. 

Section XI. TRANSPORTATION CORPS 

65. Mission 
* In support of combat operations the Transportation Corps has the 
primary mission of providing for the movement of personnel and 
materiel for the Army and as directed for the Navy, Air Force, and 
other agencies. 

66. Support of Combat Operations 
The functions performed by the Transportation Corps in support 

of combat operations are
a. Determination of requirements for and the procurement, stor

age, and issue of Transportation equipment and supplies. 
b. Movement control over transportation of Army personnel and 

materiel. 
c. Operation of inland waterways, military railways, and such air, 

land, and water transport not assigned to other branches or Services. 
d. Operation of Transportation supply and maintenance facilities 

such as aircraft shops and depots, railway shops, ports, and docks. 
e. Development, modification, and maintenance of Army transpor

tation items of issue. 
f. Provision of transportation technical intelligence. 
g. Provision of highway regulation. 
h. For details of Transportation Corps organization and function

ing in the field see tables of organization and equipment series 55 and 
FM 25-10, series 55, 6030, 100-10, 101-5, 101-10, and TM 57-10. 
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Section XII. MILITARY POLICE CORPS 

67. Mission 
In support of combat operations the Military Police Corps has the 

primary mission of maintaining order and discipline and of enforcing 
laws, orders, and regulations. 

68. Support of Combat Operations 
The functions performed by the Military Police Corps in support of 

combat operations are
a. The enforcement of highway traffic control. 
b. The apprehension and disposition of stragglers, unautllorized 

absentees, escaped military prisoners, and other offenders. 
c. The processing and evacuation of prisoners of war and other 

hostile personnel.e 
d. The prevention and investigation of crime. 
e. Control of the movement of individuals and their identification. 
/. Control of military prisoners. 
g. For details of Military Police Corps organization and function

ing in the field, see tables of organization and equipment.series 19 
and FM's series 19, 100-10, 101-5, and 101-10. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE EXERCISE OF COMMAND 

Section I. PRINCIPLES OF WAR 
69. General 

The principlesof war arefundamental truthsgoverning the prose
cutionof war. Their proper application is essential to the exercise of 
command and to successful conduct of military operations. The degree 
of application of any specific principle will vary with the situation 
and the application thereto of sound judgment and tactical sense. 

70. Objective 
Every military operationmnust be directed toward a decisive, obtain

able objective. The destruction of the enemy's armed forces and his 
will to fight is the ultimate military objective of war. The objective 
of each operation must contribute to this ultimate objective. Each 
intermediate objective must be such that its attainment will most 
directly, quickly, and economically contribute to the purpose of the 
operation. It must permit the application of the maximum means 
available. Its selection must be based upon consideration of means 
available, the enemy, and the area of operations. Secondary objectives 
of any operation must contribute to the attainment of the principal 
objective. 

71. Offensive 
Only offensive action achieves decisive results. Offensive action 

permits the commander to exploit the initiative and impose his will on 
the enemy. The defensive may be forced on the commander, but it 
should be deliberately adopted only as a temporary expedient while 
awaiting an opportunity for offensive action or for the purpose of 
economizing forces on a front where a decision is not sought. Even 
on the defensive the commander seeks every opportunity to seize the 
initiative and achieve decisive results by offensive action. 

72. Simplicity 
Simplicity must be the keynote of military operations. Uncom

plicated plans clearly expressed in orders promote common under
standing and intelligent execution. Even the most simple plan is 
usually difficult to execute in combat. Simplicity nmust be applied to 
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orgalization,methods, andmeans in order to produce orderliness on 
thebattlefield. 

73. Unityof Command 
The decisive applicationof full combat power requires unity of 

command. Unity of command obtains unity of effort by the coordi
nated action of all forces toward a common goal. Coordination may 
be achieved by direction or by cooperation. It is best achieved by 
vesting a single commander with requisite authority. Unity of effort 
is furthered by willing and intelligent cooperation among all elements 
of the forces involved. Pearl Harbor is an example of failure in or
ganization for command. See appendix II. 

74. Mass 
Miarinmum available conmbat power must be appliedat the point of 

decision. Mass is the concentration of means at the critical time and 
place to the maximum degree permitted by the situation. Proper ap
plication of the principle of mass, in conjunction with the other prin
ciples of war, may permit nmnerically inferior forces to achieve deci
sive combat superiority. Mass is essentially a combination of man
power and firepower and is not dependent upon numbers alone; the 
effectiveness of mass may be increased by superior weapons, tactics, 
and morale. 

75. Economy of Force 
AMinimnum essential mneans must be employed at points other than 

that of decision. To devote means to unnecessary secondary efforts 
or toemploy excessive means on required secondary efforts is to violate 
the principle of both mass and the objective. Limited attacks, the 
defensive, deception, or even retrograde action are used in noncritical 
areas to achieve mass in the critical area. 

76. Maneuver 
Manewver must be usedto alterthe relative combatpower of military 

forces. Maneuver is the positioning of forces to place the enemy at a 
relative disadvantage. Proper positioning of forces in relation to 
the enemy frequently can achieve results which otherwise could be 
achieved only at heavy cost in men and material. In many situations 
maneuver is made possible only by the effective employment of fire
power. 

77. Surprise 
Surprisemay decisively shift the balanceof combat powoer in favor 

of the commander who achieves it. It consists of striking the enemy 
when, where, or in a manner for which he is unprepared. It is not 
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essential that the enemy be taken unaware but only that he becomes 
aware too late to react effectively. Surprise can be achieved by speed, 
secrecy, deception, by variation in means and methods, and by using 
seemingly impossible terrain: Massis essential to the optimum exploi
tation of the principle of surprise. 

78. Security 
Security is essential to the applicationof the other principles of 

war. It consists of those measures necessary to prevent surprise, 
avoid annoyance, preserve freedom of action, and deny to the enemy 
information of our forces. Security denies to the enemy and retains 
for the commander the ability to employ his forces most effectively. 

Section II. COMMAND 
79. Commander 

a. Command is that authority which an individual in the military 
service lawfully exercises over subordinates by virtue of rank or 
assignment. 

b. In addition to authority, the functions of command carry broad 
responsibilities. 

(1) 	Authority given to subordinates must be commensurate with 
their responsibilities. Authority can be delegated, respon
sibility cannot. Except in emergencies, commanders do not 
violate the chain of command since to do so is to jeopardize 
their subordinates' authority and destroy their initiative and 
sense of responsibility. In such emergencies bypassed com
manders should be informed of the instructions issued with
out delay. 

(2) 	The commander has sole responsibility for what his unit 
does or fails to do. He is responsible for accomplishing the 
mission assigned to him and for taking appropriate action in 
situations not covered by his orders. In the latter case he 
deduces his mission from his knowledge of the general plan of 
operations and promptly reports the action taken. Inaction 
and neglect of opportunities due to unwillingness to act in 
the absence of instructions may be more censorable than an 
incorrect action. 

(3) 	 The commander insures that his plans and intentions are 
clearly understood in order that his subordinates and staff 
may correctly and intelligently execute them even in cases 
not covered by special instructions. The commander must 
supervise the execution of his orders and take appropriate 
action to correct errors, especially when inaction on his part 
might be interpreted as approval. 
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80. Staff 
The staff assists the commander in the exercise of his communand by 

active supervision to insure that his plans and policies are carried out. 
It also assists him by providing information; by making studies, esti
mates, and recommendations; and by preparing and disseminating 
plans and orders. Staff officers must understand the policies of the 
commander and be thoroughly acquainted with the status, capabilities, 
and limitations of subordinate units. A staff officer, as such, does not 
exercise command. For details on staff organization and procedure 
see FM 101-5. 

Section IlI. LEADERSHIP 
81. General 

a. Leadership is the art of influencing others to cooperate in the 
achievement of a common goal. It may be either authoritative or 
persuasive in nature, or both. Although the military command struc
ture is designed to facilitate authoritative leadership, the persuasive 
variety is more effective. Persuasive leadership can inspire men to 
face dangers whch are far more immediate and grave than the punish
ment that can be inflicted by authority. It is only by persuasive 
leadership that the commander can influence those over whom lie has 
no authority and on whom he is dependent for support. 

b. The objective of leadership is to create and maintain a unit which 
loyally and willingly accomplishes assigned tasks. Leaders at all 
levels must know men as individuals, recognize their strengths and 
weaknesses, and integrate these men into a homogeneous group while 
still maintaining their individual integrity. 

82. Individual 
a. Man is the fundamental instrument of war. An understanding 

of his behavior patterns and how to influence them is, therefore, essen
tial to successful command. 

b. Fear, self-interest, and desire for recognition are three funda
mental characteristics of man which are particularly important to the 
leader. The first is an obstacle; the other two may be either aids or 
obstacles to the achievement of the leader's aim. 

83. Fear 
Fear is the major disruptive influence in units when grave physical 

danger is present. Fear may numb the mind to the extent that it is 
incapable of employing even the most basic knowledge. It may cause 
active flight from danger or, occasionally, an aggressive reaction. If 
prolonged or severe, it may result, due to subconscious conversion, in 
disabling physical distress. Fear is fostered by the unknown, by lack 
of confidence, by inactivity, and by lack of group identification. Fear 
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is overcome by proper training to dispel the unknown and instill confi
dence, by physical activity such as talking, firing, movement, by other 
activity which occupies the mind, and by group identification. 

84. Self-Interest 
Man is prone by nature to subordinate the group interests and those 

of others to his own. Self-interest is accentuated by lack of group 
identification and lack of acceptance of group goals. The selfish 
interests of the individual are overcome by insuring that the indi
vidual is identified with the group and that he properly appreciates 
in group goals. The latter is most effective when group goals can be 
merged with those of the individual. 

85. Recognition 
a. Man has a fundamental desire to be recognized as an individual. 

The military service, because of its demand for conformity, tends to 
submerge the individual's identity.. When the desire for recognition 
is directed into constructive channels, it is capable of overcoming fear 
and self-interest. When individual recognition is not extended, the 
desire for it may be reflected in surrender to fear or self-interest or 
may be manifested in other disruptive ways. 

b. The desire for individual recognition is fulfilled by maintaining 
the dignity of the man, by preventing loss of identity of the individual 
within the group, by satisfying those individual interests not in con
fiict with those of the group, and by rewarding outstanding individual 
service to the group. 

86. Group Identification (Esprit de Corps) 
Group identification is an effective antidote to both fear and self-

interest. It has its basis in pride in unit achievement and in mutual 
confidence. The individual achieves group identification when he 
accepts and is accepted by the group. Not until this time is group 
identification effective in overcoming fear and self-interest. For 
this reason, and others, replacements should not join units in the midst 
of combat. 

87. Training 
Training consists of the mental and physical conditioning of the 

soldier and the unit, and the inculcation of individual and group skills. 
Training instills confidence and pride in the individual and in his 
unit; both are essential to group identification. It dispels the un
known, the ally of fear, and merges the individual's goal with that of 
the group. Training provides the individual with a set of automatic 
reactions to given situations. Unit and individual confidence are 
enhanced when the benefits of training are made evident. 
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88. Units 
Units are composed of individuals and develop characteristics and 

personalities of their own; thus they are subject generally to the same 
basic urges as individuals. Units normally reflect their leadership. 
Although internal cohesion for a time may be stronger than the effect 
of poor leadership, lack of confidence in the leader ultimately will be 
reflected strongly in the unit. There are four characteristics of a com
mand which indicate the quality of its leadership. These are disci
pline, morale, espritde corps, and proficiency. 

89. Leadership in Baffle 
The true test of leadership occurs in combat. At the combined arms 

echelon, combat leadership is the motivating force that insures the 
collective action of units in the achievement of a common goal. Despite 
the separation of the combined arms commander from the individual 
soldier, he exercises personal leadership by frequent visits, by demon
strating his personal interests in the welfare of his men, and by 
extending individual recognition when the situation warrants. Be
cause of his isolation the higher commander normally must exercise 
leadership through his staff and subordinates by establishing and en
forcing leadership policies designed to foster combat effectiveness. 

90. Leadership Qualifications 
a. Troops are influenced by the example and conduct of their leaders 

Mutual confidence and respect between the leader and his men are 
essential. 

b. A good commander does not subject his troops to avoidable hard
ships or danger. He guards against dissipating their combat strength 
in inconsequential actions or harassing them through faulty admin
istration. He keeps in close touch with all subordinate units by means 
of personal visits, observations, and reports. It is essential that he 
know from personalcontact the mental, moral, and physical state of 
his troops, the conditions with which they are confronted, their ac
conmplishments, their desires, and their needs. He takes the necessary 
action to provide the tactical and administrative support required. 

c. A leader must know his job, possess will power, moral and physi
cal courage, loyalty, self-confidence, initiative, resourcefulness, flexi
bility, force, and selflessness. Any show of indecision or unwilling
ness to share danger is fatal to leadership. On the other hand, a bold 
and determined leader will inspire his troops to accomplish difficult 
or seemingly impossible missions. 

d. The commander should extend prompt recognition for services 
well done, and he should give encouragement in adversity. Consid
erate and loyal to those whom he commands, he must be loyal to those 
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who command him. He must be firm and impartial in his admin
istration of justice. 

e. A commander must be fair in all dealings with his men. His 
treatment of his troops must be impartial and free of favoritism. In 
the employment of units, tactical unity must be maintained wherever 
possible and missions must be assigned as equitably as the situation 
permits. 

f. The first demand in war is decisive action. Commanders inspire 
confidence in subordinates by their decisive conduct and their ability 
to gain material advantage over the enemy. A reputation for success 
in a leader fosters morale. 

g. The primary duty of the leader is the accomplishment of his 
assigned mission; everything else is subordinate. 

91. Reference 
For details on the techniques of leadership see FM's 22-10 and 

22-100. 

Sedion IV. ESTIMATE OF THE SITUATION 

92. General 
a. The commander's mission is the basis for his estimate of the 

situation. In making an estimate, the commander must analyze his 
mission, evaluate all available information, consider all possible 
courses of action, and reach a decision. The estimate is a continuing 
process. Changing conditions may call for a new decision at any time. 

b. Timeliness of decision is the essence of command action. It re
quires a balance between the full use of time available for the col
lection and deliberate evaluation of essential information and the al
lowance of ample time for subsequent preparation and execution of 
plans. 

93. Considerations Affecting the Decision 
a. The commander's decision is always influenced by the character

istics of the area of operations and the relative combat power of oppos
ing forces. Other factors are considered as appropriate. 

b. The important factors involved in the evaluation of the charac
teristics of the area of operations are the terrain and the weather; 
any may include the political, economic, and sociological conditions. 
The applicability of these factors may vary with the level of command 
and the purpose of the estimate. The area of operations is studied in 
order to determine its influence on the projected operation. Since 
these factors usually cannot be manipulated, the commander deter
mines how the area can best be used to assist him in the accomplish
ment of his mission, or how it can best be used to interfere with 
enemy action. Of these factors terrain is usually the most decisive. 
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Proper use of terrain increases combat power and facilitates applica
tion of the principles of war. Therefore, commanders verify infor
mation of the terrain by personal reconnaissance whenever possible. 
Weather is studied to determine its influence on the terrain, weapons 
capabilities, and the capabilities of the opposing forces. Political, 
economic, and sociological conditions are evaluated to determine the 
degree of assistance or interference they will present to the projected 
operation. 

c. When weighing the relative combat power of opposing forces, 
the commander considers their strength, composition, dispositions, 
training, morale, equipment, and administrative support. He con
siders the enemy characteristics pertaining to combat including enemy 
reactions, habits, peculiarities, and weaknesses. Relative combat 
power is dynamic and can be directly influenced by opposing com
manders. It therefore must be analyzed by the commander in its po
tential relation to all other factors in order to arrive at realistic enemy 
capabilities and feasible courses of action for his own force. The 
commander then must analyze his own courses of action in the light of 
the enemy's ability to interfere with them to arrive at the most critical 
factors involved in the decision. The proper evaluation of these fac
tors results in the selection by the commander of the best method of 
employing his forces in accomplishing his mission. For details see 
FM 101-5. 

Section V. COMBAT ORDERS 
94. Purpose 

The commander's decision is translated into action by means of com
bat orders which convey the commander's intent and which give spe
cific instructions that guide all elements of the command in the con
duct of the operation. Combat orders are classified as to purpose, 
form, and content. They include directives, letters of instructions, 
operation orders, administrative orders, and standing operating pro
cedures. In order to gain time and permit concurrent planning at 
all echelons, warning orders and fragmentary orders normally are 
used. Procedures which lend themselves to standardization without 
loss of effectiveness are incorporated into standing operating proce
dures and published as orders. 

95. Preparation 
Combat orders must be issued in time to permit succesive echelons 

to make their own reconnaissance and estimates, issue their orders, 
and prepare their troops for the operation. They must clearly and 
concisely express the intent of the commander. Combat orders 
should not unnecessarily curtail the initiative of subordinates but 
must give sufficient information for subordinates to act intelligently 
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in the absence of specific instructions. Clarity must not be sacrificed 
to brevity. For details, see FM 101-5. 

Section VI. COMMAND POSTS 
96. Location 

Communications are essential to control; therefore, the command 
post must be located to facilitate communication with subordinate 
elements of the command. Normally, this condition will be satisfied 
at or near an existing communication center. The command post 
must be located sufficiently far forward to facilitate the frequent com
mand and staff visits necessary in order that the commander may have 
personal knowledge of the situation and exercise his personal influ
ence on the command. The command post of division and larger units 
should not be located so far forward that it is subject to threat of the 
immediate battle. In locating the command post, due regard also 
must be given to troop dispositions, type of tactical operation, ade
quate space, cover, concealment, and security. 

97. Echelonment 
The headquarters of large units may be divided into three command 

posts-tactical, main, and rear. For details see FM 101-5. 

98. Communication with the Commander 
The commander, accompanied by a small staff designated as the 

command group, frequently establishes a tactical command post to 
better observe and direct the action. In such cases, he maintains com
munication with the main command post. When visiting subordinate 
units he should always be accompanied by a member of his staff to 
record and transmit to the staff any decisions made, instructions is
sued, or knowledge gained during such visits. 

99. Movement 
a. Too frequent changes in location of the command post are to be 

avoided; on the other hand, unnecessary delay in moving the com
mand post risks loss of control. Even when skillfully accomplished, 
a displacement causes a temporary reduction in staff efficiency and in 
the effectiveness of control of subordinate units. A new command 
post is opened only after communications are established at the new 
location. 

b. A commander must keep higher, adjacent, and subordinate units 
informed of the location of his command post. He does this by an
nouncing his axis of signal communications and times of opening and 
closing of the command post. He may designate the axis of signal 
communications and at times the location of command posts for sub-
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ordinate units in order to insure an integrated 'signal communication 
system. 

100. Security 
Since the command post is the nerve center of the command and 

will be the objective of attack by any means available to the enemy, 
every active and passive measure to protect it must be employed. 
Passive measures are primarily those of concealment and include se
lection of suitable terrain; enforcement of camouflage discipline; use 
of guides rather than signs; rigid traffic control; location of parking 
areas, landing strips, and radios at a distance from the main installa
tions of the command. post site. Active measures include the physical 
protection afforded by organic or specifically designated defense 
troops. 

Section VII. SIGNAL COMMUNICATION 

101. General 
A rapid and reliable system of signal communications is essential 

to the successful exercise of command. Such a system facilitates 
unity of effort by insuring prompt intercommunication among all ele
ments of the command. 

102. Responsibility 
a. The commander is responsible for signal communications within 

his command, for its efficient operation as a part of the system of the 
next higher command, and for insuring that adequate means are 
provided for projected operations. 

b. Higher units are responsible for establishing communications 
with subordinate units; supporting units with supported units; and, 
adjacent units from left to right or as specified by their common 
superior. 

e. Communications between supported units and their fire support 
means are particularly important. Through their failure, the entire 
action may be endangered. 

d. Each echelon, whether or not responsible for initial installation, 
makes every effort to reestablish communications when they are in
terrupted. 

103. Means 
The means of signal communication are wire, radio, messenger, 

visual, sound, pigeon, and dog, Complete dependence cannot be 
placed on any one means. The various means are employed so that 
they supplement each other to provide a system of maximum speed, 
flexibility, security, and reliability capable of integration with the 
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system of the next higher command. Within available means, alter
nate signal communication systems are established. This is particu
larly important when the enemy has an atomic, massed fire, or in
filtration capability. 

104. Employment 
a. Wire. In relatively slow moving situations wire forms the basis 

for the signal communications system. Wire is capable of carrying 
a great volume of traffic comparatively secure from interception and 
interference. It requires longer to install than other means of com
munication. In moving situations a relatively simple wire net may 
be employed. As the situation becomes more nearly stabilized the 
wire net is increased and may be placed overhead or underground. 
Wire lines, laid on the ground, are highly susceptible to enemy fire 
and to the movement of friendly troops. 

b. Radio. Radio is used to supplement incomplete or interrupted 
wire communications or as the principal means of communication in 
rapidly moving situations. It is easily installed and can carry a large 
volume of traffic. Its susceptibility to location, jamming, or intercep
tion by the enemy and to terrain and atmospheric conditions, as well 
as limitations on available frequencies, place restrictions on its use. 

C. Messengers. Messengers are essential to a signal communications 
system. Messengers are used to transmit documents or other material 
which cannot be transmitted by other means; important messages, 
either oral or written; and to supplement or replace other means of 
communications. The efficiency of the messenger depends upon the 
individual and his mode of transport. He is vulnerable to enemy 
action. 

d. Other. Visual means, sound, pigeon and other means are used 
to fill gaps in the basic system of communications. Every means is 
used within its capabilities to supplement the others or to meet special 
requirements. 

105. Signal Communications in Joint Operations 
The responsibility of commanders cited in paragraph 102a is par

ticularly difficult to discharge in joint operations. 
a. Special ground-to-ground and ground-to-air radio communica

tions are provided in appropriate T/O & E's of Army units to facil
itate air-ground operations. Joint planning and coordination are 
essential for effective deployment of these facilities and to insure that 
proper crystals and frequencies are being utilized. 

b. Early establishment of signal communications in amphibious and 
airborne operations is of paramount importance. This requires com
bat loading of communications personnel with their equipment and 
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coordination of signal procedures for Army, Air, and Navy Forces 
prior to embarkation or enplaning. 

106. Security and Discipline 
a. Communication security is essential to the application of the 

principles of security and strprise. Enemy interception of all radio 
messages must be presumed. When prompt action is called for, the 
commander must decide whether the urgency of sending a message in 
the clear outweighs the value of the information contained therein to 
the enemy. Radio transmission of messages in the clear is justified 
only in situations when the time available to the enemy is insufficient 
for exploitation of the information contained in the message. 

b. Signal discipline insures communication security and the maxi
mum use of the communication system. Rules governing communi
cation security do not, in themselves, guarantee security but are a 
means to an end. Signal discipline is reflected in the habitual employ
ment of prescribed communication procedures and strict adherence to 
the rules of communication security. The commander is responsible 
for communication security and must insure that personnel of his 
command receive proper communications training and that signal 
discipline is maintained at all times. 

Section VIII. ELECTRONIC WARFARE 

107. General 
The increasingly widespread use of and reliance upon electronic 

devices require the commander to focus his attention on this new aid to 
warfare. The electronic aspects of warfare include-

a. The collection of enemy electronic signal information. 
b.The application of the tactics and techniques of electronic counter

measures and electronic deception. 
o.The development and use of effective electronic countermeasures. 
S. The coordination of these operations with other electronic 

activities. 
e. The coordination of these operations with tactical operations to 

achieve surprise, mass, and security. 

108. Electronics in Warfare 
The organized, planned use of electronic warfare makes it neces

sary that ground commanders become familiar with the tactical 
capabilities and uses of this comparatively new method. The em
ployment of electronic warfare includes both offensive and defensive 
applications. The commander is responsible for the offensive employ
ment of electronic warfare and, at the same time, for the protection 
of his troops and equipment against enemy use of electronic war
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fare. Enemy employment of electronic warfare against communica
tions may severely restrict the commander's capability of controlling 
the operations of his forces. The art of electronic warfare can be 
expected to receive increased attention by all commanders in the future 
as the employment, reliance upon, and complexity of electronic war
fare increases. See AR 105-87 and SR 10-380-1. 

Section IX.COMBAT DECEPTION 

109. General 
a. Combat deception is a military operation designed to disguise 

our dispositions, capabilities, and intentions and to mislead the enemy 
so that he will react-in a manner to his disadvantage and our ad
vantage. The following are included in the category of combat de
ception operations: feints, ruses, demonstrations, diversions, and hold
ing attacks. 

b. It is imperative that commanders constantly realize the impor
tance of combat deception and that they train their troops and staff 
in the techniques and planning for combat deception. 

c. Every combat deception plan must be approved by the next higher 
commander who will effect the necessary coordination to insure that 
the plan will not compromise other deception plans or operations plans 
of higher headquarters or adjacent units. Commanders coordinate 
and are responsible for the combat deception operations of their 
commands. 

110. Fundamentals ofCombat Deception 
The guiding principles for formulation of a combat deception plan 

parallel and are closely allied to the principles of any tactical plan. 
The following basic factors must be considered: 

a. The combat deception plan must support and be based upon the 
main tactical plan. Tactical plans are not based upon deception plans. 
The employment of the deception forces mustbe coordinated with that 
of the real operation force so that the operations of the two present 
the desired deception effect. 

b. The combat deception plan, if successful, must further the real 
plan and if unsuccessful must not jeopardize the real plan. Any de
ception plan contains a degree of calculated risk to the real plan. 
This degree of risk must be evaluated and accepted when the deception 
plan is adopted. An alternative real plan is sometimes a good decep
tion plan. 

o.A combat deception plan must be reasonably certain of causing the 
enemy to discard certain capabilities which are unfavorable to the 
success of our plan. 
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d. Deception may produce a surprise reaction contrary to the plan
ner's expectations. The planner must retain sufficient flexibility to 
exploit unexpected successes achieved as a result of the deception plan. 

e.Combat deception is a continuing action carried out by all echelons 
of command in activities such as cover and concealment, individual 
combat, use of dummy positions and installations, and decoys. Com
bat deception plans normally are executed by tactical troops using field 
expedients and organic equipment. 

f. Deception is effective only for a limited period of time. Ac
curate estimation of the probable duration of the effectiveness of the 
deception requires a knowledge of the enemy's psychology and intelli
gence capabilities. The means selected for the deception must be 
carefully adapted to the proposed duration of its effect. Any excess 
in deception measures becomes suspect. 

g. Any deception operation must be supported by and coordinated 
with intelligence countermeasures to conceal our activities from the 
enemy. 

A.Enemy intelligence must be given the opportunities and time to 
develop the deception picture which has been planned. Time must be 
allowed for the enemy to commit his troops or reserve in the desired 
direction. 

i. The method or means of deception should be constantly varied. 
The repeated employment of a particular method or means will quickly 
terminate its usefulness. 

j. A deception plan must be executed in a realistic and natural man
ner and must fit logically into the overall situation. Crude and con
spicuous methods of deception are quickly exposed. Good deception 
costs something. The expenditure of the means of deception must be 
proportionate to the purpose of the deception. 

111. Security 
a. Because of the sensitive nature of combat deception, the knowl

edge of current deception plans and operations must be limited to 
those whose duties require it. Deception is only as good as its se
curity. If the strictest security is not observed, all deception projects, 
even the smallest, are condemned to failure from the very start. 
Caution must be exercised in mentioning intended deceptions in opera
tions orders. 

b. As a rule, the intention to deceive the enemy also should be con
cealed from one's own side. Deceiving one's own troops is very often 
necessary for effective deception. However, to inform a commander 
who is to execute deceptive operations may facilitate a more efficient 
operation. Special thought must be given to deciding the extent to 
which a deception of those not informed of the plan can be justified in 
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the interests of the deception operation. The need-to-know basis for 
dissemination of deceptive plans must be emphasized. 

c. Classification of information will be in accordance with AR 380-5. 
Caution will be exercised in determining what matter can be unclassi
fied, and in doubtful cases the matter will be referred to higher 
authority. 

d. In order to assist security, Department of the Army policy pro
vides that there will be no public discussion or public release of in
formation concerning deception. 

112. Planning 
a. Planning a deception to conceal or support the real operation 

should be habitual. 
b. Planning for deception is accomplished concurrently with plan

ning for actual operations. The deception plan is based upon and 
closely linked to the main plan which it supports. Planning for de
ception must consider the effect the deception will have on plans of 
adjacent units and higher headquarters. Deception requires detailed 
preparation and must be closely coordinated and supervised by one 
responsible agency. 

e. The following definitions apply: 
(1) Deception story. A concise statement of what the com

mander wishes the enemy to believe. 
(2) 	Deception objective. The desired enemy reaction to the 

deception plan. 
(3) 	 Deceptionplan. A plan employed to support, by deception, 

the overall operation. 

113. Means 
a. The principal means used for implementing combat deception 

operations are those organic to a command. Commanders should 
make maximum use of these means to implement feints, demonstra
tions, ruses, and other deceptions. Imagination, field expedients, and 
the ingenuity and resourcefulness of the American soldier furnish a 
large reservoir of means available to every commander. Such origi
nal activities are most difficult for the enemy to detect, and often 
bring results more valuable than stereotyped measures. All measures 
which will cause the enemy to react as we wish should be explored and 
the best selected for exploitation. Measures for implementation are 
not an end result in themselves; the enemy reaction is the desired 
objective. 

b. Engineer and Signal Corps deception units with special equip
ment may be made available for large scale operations. 
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Section X. MASS DESTRUCTION WEAPONS 

114. General 
Mass destruction weapons are defined as those atomic, chemical, 

biological, radiological (CBR), or other weapons which may be used 
against concentrations of personnel and/or materiel to accomplish 
large scale devastation or neutralization. The commander must con
sider his own and the enemy's capabilities of using mass destruction 
weapons. His estimates, plans, directives, orders, and standing op
erating procedures will reflect these considerations. The commander 
must weigh all possible implications as they may affect his own and 
enemy operations. 

115. Atomic Weapons 
Atomic weapons provide a commander with the most powerful 

destructive force yet known to influence operations. The proper in
tegration of atomic firepower and the maneuver of the force is of 
utmost importance. The commander may consider atomic fires as 
additional firepower of large magnitude to complement other avail
able fire support for maneuvering forces, or he may fit his maneuver 
plan to the use of atomic fires. When the commander uses atomic 
weapons he should be prepared to rapidly exploit the advantages 
gained; he should also be prepared for rapid exploitation by the 
enemy following enemy use of the weapon. For additional details 
on the tactical use and implications of atomic weapons see FM 100-31 
and subsequent chapters in this manual. 

116. CBR 
Weapons employing CBR agents may be used both offensively and 

defensively. CBR agents lend themselves readily to employment in 
conjunction with barrier plans and denial operations and the tactical 
use of atomic weapons. They provide a commander with the means 
to facilitate denial or restriction of areas by contamination, canaliza
tion of enemy maneuver, destruction or neutralization of enemy 
forces, and contamination of field fortifications to render them un
tenable. For additional details on the tactical use and implications 
of CBR agents see FM's 3-5, 21-40, and 21-45 and subsequent chap
ters in this manual. 

Section XI. PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE 

117. General 
Psychological warfare is a supporting military weapon, designed 

to influence the minds of enemy troops and of enemy, neutral or 
friendly foreign populations. The effective use of psychological 
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warfare will lessen the enemy's will to resist, create dissension and 
defections in his ranks, and reduce or eliminate the support of civilian 
populations. It can be used as a weapon directed against the moral 
fiber of the enemy, just as conventional weapons are employed to 
reduce or destroy the enemy's physical capabilities and will to resist. 
It is a command responsibility. 

118. Objectives 
a. The initial objective of psychological warfare is to reduce the 

combat efficiency of the enemy by action directed against his will to 
resist and by creating confusion, dissension, and defections in his 
ranks. Such action consists of exploitation of all political, economic, 
social, and moral vulnerabilities of the enemy. 

b. A related objective is to facilitate reorganization and control of 
occupied or liberated areas by the use of persuasion, education, and 
orientation in conjunction with civil affairs/military government 
operations. 

c. The ultimate objective is to produce cumulative effects upon the 
opinions, emotions, attitudes, and behavior of the target audiences 
that will assist in the defeat of the enemy. 

119. Results 
The attainment of the above objectives will result in increased ef

fectiveness of the commander's force. In the present era of ideologi
cal struggle, psychological warfare is a cheap weapon and is limited 
only by the imagination of the commander. It must be integrated 
into conventional warfare at all stages. 

Section XII. BARRIER PLANS AND DENIAL OPERATIONS 

120. General 
A barrier plan is that part of an operation plan or order which is 

concerned with the employment of obstacles to channel, direct, restrict, 
delay, or stop the movement of an opposing force. A denial opera
tion is one that has as its fundamental purpose preventing or hinder
ing the enemy occupation of and/or benefit from areas of items of 
military or strategic value by removal, destruction, contamination, 
and/or erection of obstructions. 

121. Barriers 
a. Responsibilityand Authority. The formulation of barrier plans 

and the employment of barriers as components of tactical operations 
are command responsibilities. All commanders will utilize natural 
obstacles in the organization of the ground. In addition, these may 
be augmented by artificial obstacles of all types, within the area of 
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the commander's responsibility to the extent of his authority and 
capability to employ these artificial measures, providing no addi
tional restrictions have been imposed by higher authority, In most 
cases, the development of extensive systems of barriers of major 
tactical significance will be directed by Corps, Army, or higher com
manders. They also may be directed by communications zone com
manders. The tremendous logistic requirements of barrier employ
ment may dictate special arrangements with the communications 
zone for support in material, equipment, men, transportation, storage, 
and other assistance to the combat zone. 

b. Use; Barriers are used in offensive operations to contribute to 
flank security, to impede against counterattack, to provide additional 
protection for a section of the front which is not strongly manned, 
and to assist in enemy entrapment. They are used in defensive oper
ations to delay initial enemy advance toward the front or flanks, to 
delay movements of penetrating or enveloping forces, to hamper 
enemy pursuit, and to canalize enemy penetrations into desired ave
nues of approach (positions) where they can be defeated or destroyed. 

c. Construction. Construction of obstacles for closein defense is 
the responsibility of the local unit commander. Generally, each 
tactical unit is responsible for construction of that part of a barrier 
which lies within its area. Engineer assistance in the form of advice 
and technical supervision normally is furnished. Engineers may be 
responsible for the physical location and construction of obstacles 
which require special skill and equipment. 

d. PlanningConsiderations. 

(1) 	 General. The employment of barriers is a vital element of 
tactical operations which must be integrated with the overall 
scheme of maneuver and fire support, In their employment 
the usual factors of weather, terrain, and the composition, 
dispositions, and capabilities of both enemy and friendly 
forces should be considered. 

(2) 	 Location of barriers. Barriers should be located to take 
maximum advantage of natural obstacles and other terrain 
features and should impede enemy movement along favor
able avenues of approach, divert enemy movement along 
routes of the commander's own choosing, compel the enemy 
to concentrate, or compel him to disperse. Artificial obsta
cles may be employed to extend or to reinforce natural ob
stacles, Limited physical capabilities may preclude coverage 
of an entire barrier by fire; in this case, provision for con
stant observation and adequate communications will permit 
rapid shifting of mobile forces or fire support to cover 
threatened areas. Care must be taken to integrate planning 
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to insure that obstacle locations do not interfere with pro
posed movements of friendly forces or with counterattack 
plans. Additional considerations for effective location are

'(a) Obstacles preferably are placed under friendly observa
tion, but defiladed from enemy observation. 

(b) 	 Obstacles are most effective when covered by fire, prefer
ably small arms fire. 

(a) 	 The amount of construction, destruction, or improvement 
of obstacles is dependent upon the availability of troop and 
indigenous labor, equipment, material, time, and future 
plans. 

(3) 	Depth. Since any obstacle eventually can be surmounted, 
it is necessary that barriers be created in depth. Successive 
barriers slow penetrations, provide time for counterattacking 
forces to meet the threat, and force the enemy to expend 
strength and time at each barrier. It may be desirable that 
a barrier be as difficult to bypass as it is to breach, but not 
necessarily so. In the case of a barrier to divert or canalize, 
the intent is to force the enemy to bypass.

(4) 	 Labor. The tremendous requirements for labor in barrier 
construction demand maximum utilization of indigenous 
labor to supplement troop effort, Civil affairs-military gov
ernment policy, security, availability of laborers and super
visory personnel, nature of construction tasks, and time will 
influence the degree of this utilization. 

e. BarrierInstructions. Instructions for the planning and employ
ment of barriers normally are issued as an annex (barrier plan) to 
the operation plan (or order). It is the responsibility of the higher 
headquarters to determine restrictions on types of obstacles, restric
tions on employment of barriers, and gaps to be left as dictated by 
plans for future operations, and to advise subordinate headquarters 
of these restrictions. Commanders are expected to make the fullest 
use of barriers at all levels unless restricted by specific order of a 
higher headquarters. Locations planned and actually sited by local 
commanders are reported to higher headquarters. Pertinent balrier 
instructions below division level normally are issued as fragmentary 
orders, overlays, or sketches. 

122. Denial Operations 
a. General. A theater commander may employ denial operations 

in support of both offensive and defensive operations. Depending 
on the applicable policy, a denial operation may vary in scope from 
"scorched earth" to effecting a temporary limitation upon enemy 
use of an area or facility. Execution of denial operations provides 
an opportunity for imaginative use of all forms of demolitions and 
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contaminants. The far-reaching effects and short-term benefits of 
such operations must be carefully weighed in the light of higher eche
lon, theater, and national objectives. 

b. Responsibilityand Authority. Planning and execution of a de
nial operation are command responsibilities. Subject to limitations 
of directives of higher authority, a theater commander may conduct 
denial operations as a part of his overall campaign. The theater 
commander will establish. the policy to govern denial operations. 
Planning and execution of appropriate general tasks normally 
will be delegated to theater army, theater navy, or theater air force 
commanders. 

c. Planning. Like barrier plans, denial operations may be both a 
tactical and engineering task. The employment of denial operations 
is considered in all planning. Among factors to be considered are

(1) Mission. 
(2) Overall concept of operations, to include future operations. 
(3) Time available.

'(4) Enemy capabilities.

(5) Capabilities of friendly forces. 
(6) Use of indigenous personnel. 
(7) Relation to other operational plans; e. g., barriers.

'(8) Timing of execution.

(9) Protection of executing force. 
(10) Logistical support. 
(11) Effect on indigenous population. 
(12) Effect on actual or potential enemies. 
(13) Alternate plans. 

d. Implementation. Responsibility for preparation and execution 
of specific portions of the denial plan normally will be delegated
through the command channels of theater army (navy and air) forces 
to such levels as force capabilities permit. For the execution of cer
tain denial operations specially trained teams of civilian or military 
specialists may be required. These specialists may operate directly 
under theater control or be attached to subordinate echelons. Denial 
operations usually are employed to obtain maximum delay and ex
penditure of enemy effort through the efficient use of friendly man
power, organization, and equipment to result in economy of force. 
Denial operations are most effective when properly coordinated with 
other combat operations. 

e. DenialInstructions. Instructions on denial operations are based 
on the theater denial policy. From theater level downward they 
will be a part of an operation plan (letter of instruction). At army 
level and below, all suitable portions of such instructions are inte
grated with and normally issued as part of the barrier plan. 
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Section XIII. COMMAND IN COMBAT 

123. General 
In the preceding sections of this chapter are set forth the principles 

and basic considerations which guide the commander in the conduct of 
military operations. Theremainder of thischapter contains guidance 
for his personal conduct in combat. 

124. Prior to Action 
After providing for the issuance of orders, he visits his subordi

nate commanders and his troops in order to inspire confidence, to 
assure himself that his orders are understood, and that adequate prep
arations for action are under way. He then places himself where he 
can best influence the initial phases of the action. 

125. During Action 
Once the action has begun, a commander influences its course by 

his personal leadership, the maneuver of supporting fires, the maneu
ver of subordinate elements, particularly his reserve; and by the allo
cation of combat means and administrative support. Although the 
command post is the nerve center of the command, available commu
nications permit the commander to exercise control from localities of 
his own choosing. He thus is able to gain personal information of 
the situation, to influence the action by leadership, and to establish 
closer control at the point of decision. It is particularly important 
that the commander's presence be felt at the decisive point of the 
battle. However, he must not become so involved in local actions as 
to lose sight of the conduct of the overall mission. The commander 
in modern combat must be constantly alert and prepared to react 
promptly to changes in enemy tactics, methods, and means which may 
materially alter the course of battle. He must be equally alert to avoid 
stereotyped actions which enable the enemy to predict the behavior 
of his forces. As a personnel conservation measure and to improve 
combat effectiveness the commander must provide temporary relief 
from sustained combat for units and individuals. 

126. After Action 
The commander's principal tasks after action are the evaluation of 

the action with a view to the incorporation in his command of the 
lessons learned, and the readying of the command for future action. 
He implements the planned measures for replacement of personnel 
and equipment and for replenishment of supplies. He takes appro
priate steps to provide for the mental and physical rehabilitation of 
units and for the maintenance of their equipment. He insures that 
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replacement personnel are indoctrinated and that retraining to weld 
the unit into an effective fighting team is accomplished. Under no 
circumstances should individual replacements be committed directly 
to close combat. 
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CHAPTER 5


COMBAT INTELLIGENCE, COUNTERINTELLIGENCE, 
RECONNAISSANCE, AND COUNTERRECONNAISSANCE 

Section I. COMBAT INTELLIGENCE 
127. General 

Combat intelligence provides knowledge of the enemy and the area 
of operations vital to the successful conduct of operations. It reduces 
the unknown factors and, therefore, is of great significance to the 
commander in his estimate of the situation. By providing logical 
conclusions concerning terrain, weather, enemy capabilities and weak
nesses, and other factors, it permits the determination of their proba
ble effect on the mission and courses of action contemplated and 
assists in applying adequate counterintelligence and security measures. 

a. Combat intelligence should be timely and complete. Timeliness 
requires rapid and accurate measures for collecting and processing 
information and for disseminating the resultant intelligence; this is 
vital to the effective employment of atomic weapons. To insure com
pleteness, all available sources are exploited and every agency is 
employed to the limit of its capabilities. 

b. The production of combat intelligence is based upon a cycle of 
four actions-direction, collection, processing, and use. This cycle is 
systematic, dynamic, and ceaseless. These actions are discussed in 
paragraphs 129 through 132. 

c. The basic methods for producing combat intelligence apply to 
all types of operations. However, the use of atomic weapons and 
certain special operations, such as amphibious or airborne, require 
particular emphasis on certain aspects of intelligence production, 
notably collection. 

d. For details of combat intelligence, see FM's of the 30 series and 
FM 101-5. 

128. Sources and Agencies 
A source is the actual origin of information, whereas an agency is 

a unit or an individual that collects and reports information. 
a. In combat, the best sources of information of the enemy and the 

area of operations are the enemy, the inhabitants, terrain, and weather 
themselves. Hence, the collection effort primarily is directed toward 
these sources. However, besides these direct sources, there are certain 
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derived sources of information such as order of battle books, strategic 
studies, and terrain studies. 

b. Collecting agencies exploit sources by research, observation, or 
interrogation. In general, agencies are of two types-those that col
lect information as their primary mission and those that collect in
formation incidental to, or in furtherance of, their primary mission. 
However, all agencies are employed, within their capabilities and 
limitations, in an integrated effort to collect and report all possible 
information. With the advent of mass destruction weapons, rapid 
collection of accurate information by all agencies, particularly air and 
ground reconnaissance agencies, is most important. 

129. Direction of the Collection Effort 
Direction of the collection effort is essential to production of combat 

intelligence. It consists, first, of determining what information is to 
be collected and who is to collect it. The necessary specific orders and 
requests then are issued and the collection effort supervised. The 
commander has a personal role in direction of the collection effort. 
He personally announces essential:elements of information (EEI) in 
order to focus efforts of collection agencies on that specific, high-pri
ority intelligence he needs to make a decision, prepare a plan, conduct 
operations, and avoid surprise. 

a. Essential elements of information are broadly stated questions 
dealing with intelligence the commander requires to accomplish his 
mission. They constitute the basis for direction of the collection 
effort. In the collection plan the EEI are analyzed into positive or 
negative indications of enemy activity or specific conditions of terrain 
or weather. Based upon this analysis, reconnaissance and observa
tion missions are assigned to collecting agencies. 

b. The importance of potential atomic targets requires that direc
tion of this aspect of the collection effort be centralized at the echelon 
controlling the atomic weapon to insure integration of effort and aid 
in expediting collection, processing, and use of the information. 

130. Collection of Information 
Collection of information is the systematic exploitation of sources 

by collecting agencies and the delivery of information thus obtained 
to proper intelligence agencies. It is directed by specific orders and 
requests and by announced essential elements of information. It is 
guided, but not limited, by the essential elements of information. All 
informationmust be reported, since seemingly insignificant informa
tion may be of vital importance when considered in conjunction with 
other items. 
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131. Processing of Information 
a. Information is of no significant value until it has been processed 

into intelligence. This processing consists of recording information 
for ease of comparison and study, evaluating it to determine its perti
nence, credibility, and accuracy, and interpretingit to determine its 
significance. Processing of information must be rapid, methodical, 
and logical in order to produce timely intelligence. 

b. There must be a balance between speed and thoroughness of proc
essing; rapidity may outweigh thoroughness in some instances. In 
other cases, the potential of the item may be such that the utmost pre
cision and care must be employed in processing it. In large head
quarters, recording is usually the first step to facilitate study and 
comparison of the mass of related items received; in divison and 
lower headquarters, recording may be secondary to the need for 
rapidity of evaluation, interpretation, and dissemination. 

132. Use of Intelligence 
The primary use of intelligence is in its integration by the com

mander into his estimate of the situation; the secondary use is its 
employment by intelligence personnel, all other elements of the com
mand, and higher and adjacent headquarters. 

a. Intelligence for the commander's use may be presented to him 
piecemeal or in an intelligence estimate. For details of the intelli
gence estimate see FM 30-5 and FM 101-5. 

b. Intelligence is used by commanders and intelligence personnel 
to evaluate and interpret new information. 

e. The value of intelligence depends upon its timely dissemination 
to higher, lower, and adjacent units in usable form. Intelligence 
normally is disseminated by messages, conference, or intelligence doc
uments. Chief among the latter are intelligence estimates, periodic 
intelligence reports, and intelligence summaries. It is particularly 
important to rapidly disseminate intelligence to elements of the com
mand in contact, or soon to be in contact with the enemy. 

133. Training 
Reports from the frontline soldier are the foundation of combat 

intelligence. These reports are limited only by the soldier's ability 
to see, think, remember, and transmit. Each soldier is a potential 
information collecting agent and must be trained in collecting and 
reporting information. Appropriate intelligence training must be 
given to al?military personnel. Training in intelligence must not be 
restricted to personnel assigned to the intelligence sections of various 
headquarters or to other intelligence specialists. 
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Section II. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE 

134. General 
a, Counterintelligence is that aspect of military intelligence which 

deals with the destruction or neutralization of the effectiveness of hos
tile espionage, sabotage, and subversive activities. It is an inseparable 
part of both combat and strategic intelligence and a primary requisite 
for application of the principles of surprise and security. Responsi
bility forcounterintelligence, while primarily that of commanders and 
certain specialized agencies, such as the Counterintelligence Corps, is 
none the less a charge of everyone in the military service. Counter
intelligence, to be effective, must be thorough. Every military indi
vidual or agency must be continually conscious of security. The 
measures for executing counterintelligence operations fall into five 
categories: "Military Security"; "Civil Security"; "Port, Frontier, 
and Travel Security"; "Censorship"; and "Special Operations". Mil
itary Security, Civil Security, and Censorship are particularly appli
cable to Combat Zone operations. 

b. The details of counterintelligence, special techniques and meas
ures, training, and regulations for safeguarding security information 
are found in FM's and TM's of the 30 series and AR's and SR's of the 
380 series. 

135. Military Security 
Military security operations comprise those counterintelligence 

measures within or directly pertaining to the armed forces and to spe
cific military operations. They are designed to prevent disclosure of 
information to the enemy and may include deceptive measures calcu
lated to deceive enemy intelligence agencies. Disclosure of informa
tion is prevented by such measures as counterreconnaissance, conceal
ment, security of troop movements, and avoidance of fixed routines or 
procedures in the conduct of operations. Other essential measures in
clude security of classified documents and materiel, communication 
security, military censorship, control of accredited correspondents, 
counterespionage, and countersubversion within the command. 

136. Civil Security 
Civil security encompasses counterintelligence measures affecting 

nonmilitary nationals of belligerent and nonbelligerent states who 
are permanently or temporarily under military jurisdiction. In the 
combat zone, civil security measures are primarily directed toward 
assisting combat operations. Effective control of the civil population 
is important and is accomplished by registration, control of circula
tion, and control of means of communication. 
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137. Censorship 
Censorship is surveillance over communications in order to prevent 

information of military value from reaching the enemy. It pertains 
to both Military and Civil Security Operations and involves the sys
tematic examination of private mail, news dispatches, motion pictures, 
photographs, and the monitoring of radio and television broadcasts, 
and other communications media. Censoring of news material is a 
particularly important and especially delicate task. News is censored 
with due regard for public support and benefits to troop morale and 
unit esprit de corps. 

138. Training 
Although there are special agencies organized to perform counter

intelligence functions, all personnel must be thoroughly trained in the 
accomplishment of measures which are the responsibility of individ
uals. Particular stress is placed upon tactical measures and the fact 
that security information will not be discussed except in line of duty 
and then only with persons who have been properly cleared for access 
to and require the information. 

Section III. RECONNAISSANCE AND

COUNTERRECONNAISSANCE


139. General 
a. Reconnaissance is directed effort in the field to collect information 

of the enemy and the area of operations. Combat reconnaissance seeks 
to produce combat intelligence of the enemy and the area of operations 
preliminary to and during combat. It is classified as distant, close, 
and battle, depending upon its purpose and the range or conditions 
under which it is conducted. For the combined arms commander, 
combat reconnaissance is performed principally by Army and Air 
Force agencies; although, for amphibious operations, pre-landing 
reconnaissance is also executed by Naval agencies. When the popula
tion of an area occupied by the enemy will collaborate it should be 
employed to systematically collect and transmit enemy information. 

b. Counterreconnaissance is active effort to neutralize enemy recon
naissance. It seeks to protect a command from observation and other 
hostile reconnaissance measures and is executed by establishing a 
defensive screen, an offensive screen, or a combination of both. 

140. Reconnaissance and Counterreconnaissance Agencies 
a. All units have reconnaissanee and counterreconnaissancerespon

sibilities. Ground reconnaissance agencies consist of personnel man
ning observation posts; reconnaissance patrols and parties; commu
nications reconnaissance agencies; and units specially organized or 
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designed for reconnaissance. Among the units specially organized 
for reconnaissance are Armored cavalry regiments, reconnaissance 
battalions, companies, and platoons, trained and equipped to perform 
reconnaissance and counterreconnaissance. Communications recon
naissance agencies are trained and equipped to intercept and analyze 
enemy radio traffic. In most cases, the same agencies executing recon
naissance missions may also be employed in counterreconnaissance; 
however, an agency should be given only one priinary mission, per
forming functions under the other mission only as a secondary matter. 

b. (1) Air reconnaissance is the obtaining of military information 
by visual, electronic, and photographic means from aircraft. 
It is conducted primarily by the reconnaissance wings of the 
tactical air forces. Naval air reconnaissance elements, when 
available, function in a role similar to that of tactical air 
force reconnaissance wings.:. The commander requests air 
reconnaissance to assist him in the accomplishment of his 
mission and makes maximum use of that available to them. 
He insures that all information obtained by aircraft, regard
less of their primary mission, is promptly reported to him 
and to all interested agencies. He further insures the pro
cedures for requesting, obtaining, reporting, and processing 
information are systematic and rapid. Of the several types
of aerial reconnaissance, those of primary interest to the 
Army are visual (including artillery adjustment) and photo
graphic reconnaissance. Organic Army aviation supple
ments the photographic reconnaissance of Air Force units in 
addition to performing reconnaissance missions for other 
agencies which serve to complement and augment their capa
bilities. For details concerning air reconnaissance see FM's 
30-5 and 30-6 and joint Army and Air Force publications. 

(2) 	 Although their mission is primarily one of reconnaissance, 
air reconnaissance agencies assist in counterreconnaissance 
by the detection and reporting of hostile reconnaissance ele
ments. Combat aviation also assists in counterreconnais
sance by destroying hostile reconnaissance aviation. Organic 
army aviation is especially valuable for counterreconnais
sance since it is capable not only of detecting hostile recon
naissance elements but also of bringing immediate fire of 
supporting weapons upon them. 

141. Reconnaissance Operations 
a. The methods of conducting reconnaissance operations vary with 

the situation and conditions in thearea and with the assigned missions, 
size, type, and composition of reconnaissance units. Ground combat 
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reconnaissance is performed in conformance with 'four basic funda
mentals

(1) 	Gain contact as soon as possible and maintain it aggressively 
and continuously. 

(2) 	Maneuver freely in conformity with operations. 
(3) 	 Secure information by stealth when possible, but fight when 

necessary in order to gain the information. 
(4) 	Report all items of information, even if negative or seemingly 

unimportant, as soon as possible. 
b. Ground reconnaissance is characterized by centralized direction 

and decentralized operations. Centralized direction by the senior 
commander insures themost economical employment of reconnaissance 
agencies, the coordination of reconnaissance effort, and that the inter
ests of the command as a whole are served. Ground reconnaissance is 
conducted continuously to the front, flanks and, when necessary, to 
the rear. It must be based on all information already available from 
previous sources and/or missions. It alone can make positive enemy 
identifications and can determine whether terrain is occupied or un
occupied by the enemy. In conducting reconnaissance to the front, 
the commander may increase its efficiency and extend its range by 
establishing patrol bases forward of his main forces or by maintaining 
strong, mobile units forward to support his reconnaissance elements. 
Either method of operation permits aggressive action and freedom 
of movement by reconnaissance elements. Flank reconnaissance may 
be conducted by the same methods. Subordinate commanders adapt 
their operations to the means available and the type of reconnaissance 
action required. 

(1) 	 Infantry, artillery, armor, and engineer reconnaissance ele
ments perform close and battle reconnaissance; armor recon
naissance units are additionally suited for distant reconnais
sance. 

(2) 	 Although most ground reconnaissance is performed by 
stealth, there are situations in which it may be necessary to 
perform reconnaissance by fire or reconnaissance in force to 
obtain the desired information. Reconnaissance by fire is 
used against suspected enemy positions to destroy camouflage 
or cause the hostile forces to reveal themselves by movement 
or by returning the fire. Reconnaissance in force is an 
attack conducted by all or a sizeable part of a force for the 
purpose of discovering and testing the enemy's strength, com
position, and dispositions. The commander ordering such 
an operation must be ready to exploit any unexpected success. 
He must also be prepared for the possibility that his action 
may disclose his ultimate intentions or provoke a general 
engagement. 
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c. Air reconnaissance covers distant or close areas that cannot be 
reached readily by ground reconnaissance. Air reconnaissance sup
plements and extends that performed by ground agencies. Photo or 
electronic reconnaissance operations may be performed by day or 
night when weather conditions permit or at any time when suitable 
electronic navigational aids are available. Visual reconnaissance is 
most effective during daylight; it is limited by darkness, weather, and 
the hgh speed of modern aircraft. All types of air reconnaissance may 
be limited by hostile action. 

(1) 	Commanders of Army forces are charged with planning for 
and submitting Army requirements for tactical air recon
naissance and stating the priority of missions. Their plans 
insure continual observation of critical areas and thorough 
integration of ground and air reconnaissance means. 

(2) 	 Visual air reconnaissance is employed on fleeting targets or 
those requiring rapid reporting but little detail. Air photo 
reconnaissance is employed to provide basic and frontline 
cover and to gain detailed information on specific targets. 
Electronic reconnaissance is used for the detection and lo
cation of enemy activity, including hostile electronic devices, 
and for such other purposes as available means permit. 

142. Counterreconnaissonce Operations 
Counterreconnaissance operations are essentially security operations. 

They are conducted by all units at all times in both the interest of 
the unit and of the command as a whole. Units execute ground 
counterreconnaissance operations as appropriate to the situation; the 
operations are either offensive or defensive in nature. Counterrecon
naissance operations are based upon fundamentals different from those 
of reconnaissance; they are

a. Operations are focused on and adjusted to the friendly forces 
being screened. 

b. Hostile reconnaissance elements are destroyed or neutralized by 
combat. 

v. Screening forces are echeloned in depth to provide mutual sup
port and to prevent any deep penetration by enemy reconnaissance 
elements into the area being screened. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SECURITY 

Section I. GENERAL 

143. Definition and Purpose 
Security embraces all measures taken by a command to protect it

self from espionage, observation, sabotage, annoyance, or surprise by 
an enemy. Its purpose is to preserve secrecy and to gain and main
tain freedom of action. 

144. Fundamentals 
Security is achieved by the effective application of the following 

fundamentals: 
a. Provision must be made for the detection of a threat, for sufficient 

time to react to the threat, and, finally, for the avoidance, neutraliza
tion, or destruction of the threat. 

b. Every unit is responsible for its own security despite any secu
rity provided by other units. 

c. Security is an integral part of operations. 
d. Effective intelligence contributes to security by preventing sur

prise. 
e. Effective counterintelligence contributes to security by insuring 

secrecy. 
f. Effective counterreconnaissance contributes to security by pre

venting observation. 
g. Security is dependent upon individual and unit training; secu

rity consciousness particularly the dissemination of information on a 
need-to-know and timely basis; and continuous security discipline. 

h. A favorable attitude towards our forces on the part of the civil 
population facilitates security. 

i. To provide adequate time to react, the size, composition, and lo
cation of security forces must be commensurate with the threat. 

j. Security measures must not unnecessarily divert forces or effort 
from the accomplishment of the mission. 

145. Planning 
Security planning is an integral part of operational planning. It 

is based on a careful estimate of tle military situation, and requires 
consideration also of the political, sociological, and economic aspects. 
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Requirements may influence operational plans; conversely, security 
must take advantage of the disposition, distribution, and use of com
bat and service units. Plans include provisions for early detection 
and warning of the principal threats to the command. They inte
grate the plans of subordinate units and are coordinated with and take 
advantage of the operations and security measures of other units in
cluding those of other Services. Emergency plans provide for the 
use of all available forces including local populations. 

Section II. SECURITY THREATS 
146. General 

Threats to the security of a command must be evaluated to deter
mine their relative importance. With the development and im
provement of material and techniques, the scope of war has broadened 
until both combat and service units face a wide variety of possible 
threats. The enemy characteristics, capabilities, and weaknesses must 
be constantly studied to determine the pattern for security and the 
emphasis to be placed on its various aspects. The enemy can logically 
be expected to carry out a combination of the various types of security 
threats during any operation. 

147. Threats 
The following are the threats to the security of a command: 
a. Ground action to include reconnaissance, fire, attack by ground 

forces, infiltration, guerillas, partisans, and airborne forces. 
b. Air action, to include reconnaissance, bombing, strafing, and 

the transportation of airborne forces. 
c. Waterborne action, to include amphibious assault,raids,and bom

bardment. 
d. Covert action, to include espionage, sabotage, and subversion. 
e. Attack by atomic, biological, chemical, and radiological weap

ons delivered by clandestine, air, water, or ground means. 
f. Attack by new weapons, tactics, or techniques. 
g. Attacks on the minds, emotions, and attitudes of the troops by 

psychological warfare. 

Section Ili. SECURITY MEASURES 

148. General 
Security measures are either active or passive in nature. Certain 

security measures are applicable to more than one type of threat; 
others are designed to afford protection against a specific type of 
threat. The best security is provided by a combination of active and 
passive measures. 
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149. Common Measures 
The common measures which are applicable to all security threats 

are
a. Continuous Recbnnaissance and Counterreconnaissance. Con

tinuous reconnaissance is conducted by all elements of the command in 
order to detect threats to security. Simultaneously, counterrecon
naissance is executed to block hostile efforts to obtain information of 
the command. The size and type of the reconnaissance and counter-
reconnaissance effort depend upon the capabilities of the unit and the 
nature of the threat. For details see chapter 5. 

b. Adequate Warning. Adequate warning is essential to timely 
reaction. Depending on the situation, the following forces, agencies, 
and devices may be used to provide warning to a command: advance, 
flank, and rear guards; covering forces; outposts; patrols; sentinels; 
interior guard; intelligence and counterintelligence agencies; and 
mechanical, electronic, aural, or visual warning means. Commen
surate with the threat, units utilize such measures as are necessary and 
practicable considering their strength, weapons and equipment, situa
tion, and mission. 

c. Effective Cormmunications. Effective communications are essen
tial to adequate warning, control of security activities, and timely 
reaction by the command. Multiple and emergency means are es
tablished to insure reliable communications in the event of failure 
of the primary system as a result of malfunction, destruction of facili
ties, or enemy interference. 

d. Timnely Reaction. The measures above are of no avail if ele
ments of the command are not prepared to react. In addition to 
the security forces, the command is prepared at all times to react to 
a security threat. A serious threat may require the efforts of the 
entire command with consequent temporary abandonment of the mis
sion. The reaction may take the form of avoidance, neutralization, 
or destruction of the threat. The measure which is most likely to 
succeed, which is most economical, and which interferes least with 
the primary mission, is adopted. Readiness of weapons is a require
ment for all types of units. Service units must be prepared to react 
immediately against security threats while conducting their service 
tasks. 

e. Additional Measures. Additional measures are
(1) 	Deceptive measures including cover, concealment, camouflage, 

and dispersion. 
(2) 	Fortifications, obstacles, mines, and barriers. 
(3) 	 Special control measures for military and civilian personnel 

and activities. 
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150. Measures Against Ground Action 
See paragraph 147 for threats from ground action. The first es

sential is security against ground action is the proper use of terrain. 
a. Security from reconnaissance is afforded by conmterreconnais

sance, concealment, camouflage, deception, and movement. Security 
from fire is provided by counterfire, movement, cover, fortifications, 
and dispersion. 

b. Security against ground attack is provided by air and ground 
reconnaissance forces; covering forces; advance, flank, and rear 
guards; and local security elements appropriate to the nature of the 
operation. Composition of these security forces is dependent on the 
type of operation and the composition of the enemy force. Against 
a highly mobile enemy, strong in armor, security forces must be of 
equal or greater mobility, and possess heavy antitank means; natural 
and artificial terrain obstacles assume great importance. In any case, 
security forces must be capable of effective operations under the same 
conditions as the enemy force which poses the threat. 

c. Airborne forces, and guerillas and infiltrators, in addition to 
their physical capabilities, produce psychological shock. They are 
dependent upon local or isolated sources of supply and are not as 
heavily armed' as conventional ground forces. Security measures 
against such forces are psychological indoctrination of personnel, con
stant patroling, immediate reaction to contain the enemy or to prevent 
the capture of critical areas, and rapid and continuing offensive opera
tions to destroy the threat. In addition, it is important that local 
resources be denied to such forces, that undue dispersion not permit 
the destruction of isolated friendly elements, and that measures for 
the registration of the civilian population and rigid control of cir
culation be established and enforced. 

151. Measures Against AirAction 
a. The best defense against enemy air action is an aggressive coun

terair effort by friendly air forces to gain mastery of the air. The 
most effective active measures which can be taken by Army forces are 
participation in an air defense team of interceptor aircraft and Army 
antiaircraft weapons, and the use of organic AAA and other ground 
weapons in an AA role. Effective passive measures are cover, con
cealment, camouflage, dispersion, and minimum exposure to air attack 
during periods of vulnerability. An efficient air warning system is 
essential. 

b. Security measures against airborne attack provide for the attack 
of incoming enemy aircraft by fighter aircraft and antiaircraft fire, 
and the destruction or containment of airborne forces while they are 
in the process of landing or immediately thereafter. Possible drop 
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or landing zones may be denied to the enemy by use of obstacles and 
mines. Defensive positions may be constructed in areas of probable 
airborne attack. 

152. Measures Against Waterborne Action 
The best defense against waterborne action is control of the seas 

and waterways, by friendly forces. Security measures provide, in 
coordination with air and naval forces, for early detection and neutral
ization or destruction of hostile waterborne threats. The positioning 
of critical or highly vulnerable installations away from possible water
borne threats is a primary consideration. Defensive positions, to in
clude obstacles and mines, may be constructed in potential landing 
places. 

153. Measures Against Covert Threats 
Security against hostile threats of espionage, sabotage, and subver

sion is best provided by effective counterintelligence operations. These 
are discussed in section II, chapter 5. The principal covert threats to 
security of U. S. forces being espionage and sabotage, it is essential 
that security measures to counter these two hostile activities be em
phasized. These include training of all individuals in the safeguard
ing of security information and other important aspects of security; 
the control of circulation and communications; physical protection 
of sensitive areas, installations, and individuals; and the fostering 
of friendly relations with the civil population. 

154. 	 Measures Against Atomic, Biological, Chemical, and 
Radiological Action 

a. The best defense against atomic, biological, chemical, radio
logical, and other mass destruction threats is the detection and de
struction of the source and delivery system of these weapons. Other 
measures include dispersion consistent with efficient conduct of opera
tions; construction of protective shelters and field fortifications; in
dividual protective clothing and equipment; marking and avoidance 
of contaminated areas; training of all personnel and units in individ
ual and collective protective measures, and decontamination; area 
damage control. For security against chemical, biological, and radio
logical attacks, additional measures are training in and thorough 
execution of personal hygiene and sanitation; protection of food and 
water supplies; preventive medicine; first aid training; detection 
devices. Added measures for security against atomic attack include 
provision of alternate means of signal communication and alternate 
command and administrative installations. The neutralization and 
destruction of clandestine delivery systems are achieved by the same 
measures applied to covert threats discussed in paragraph 153. 
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b. Additional details on protection against atomic weapons are 
found in FM 100-31, TM 23-200, and other appropriate classified 
Department of the Army publications; additional details on CBB 
are found in FM 3-5, FM 21-40, and FM 21-45. 

155. Measures Against New Weapons, Tactics, and Techniques 
The best defense against attacks by new weapons, tactics, and tech

niques is an aggressive intelligence effort, alertness of all elements of 
the command, and a decisive reaction by the commander. This in
cludes timely reporting of variations in enemy tactics, techniques, 
and weapons and requires mental and organizational flexibility. 

156. Measures Against Psychological Warfare 
The best defense against enemy psychological warfare is a knowl

edge of our own aims and a free discussion of enemy efforts based upon 
an understanding of his objectives and techniques. Completeness of 
information is the chief bulwark of a propaganda defense system 
and is furnished primarily by unit I&E officers. 

157. References 
For those security considerations peculiar to a particular type of 

operation, see the detailed treatment of that operation in this manual. 
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CHAPTER 7


TROOP MOVEMENT


Section I. GENERAL 

158. General 
a. Definition. Troop movement is the transportation of troops 

from one place to another by any means. 
b. Scope. This chapter will outline the classification, funda

mentals, techniques, and methods of troop movement from the view
point of command. 

159. Classification 
Troop movements are classified as tactical or administrative, and 

may be further classified as to transportation means employed. 
a. Tactical. A tactical move is one conducted with primary em

phasis on the movement of the troop body in combat-ready forma
tions. Tactical moves are based upon the supposition of early ground 
contact with the enemy, either en route or shortly after arrival at 
destinations. Under these conditions, the most efficient use of trans
portation facilities is frequently sacrificed to tactical considerations. 

d. Administrative. An administrative move is one conducted with 
primary emphasis upon most efficient use of available transportation. 
Such moves ordinarily are based upon the supposition that ground 
contact with the enemy is a remote probability, both en route and 
shortly after arrival at destination. 

160. Methods 
Troop movements are accomplished over land and water, by air, 

or by various combinations thereof. 
a. Land movements include those made by foot, motor, and rail. 
b. Air movement may be by fixed, rotary-wing, or other type of 

aircraft which may either land to discharge troops and cargo or 
parachute them into the objective area. 

c. While surface transportation is the most commonly used method 
of water movement, troop-carrying submarines have unique capabili
ties for certain specialized operations. 
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Section II. FUNDAMENTALS 
161. General 

The primary consideration in troop movements is to insure that 
troops arrive at the proper place, at the proper time, in effective con
dition, and in the best formation to accomplish their assigned mission. 
Modern warfare pays dividends to the commander who moves and 
concentrates his means rapidly at critical points. An enemy atomic 
capability increases the necessity of efficient troop movement. 

162. Plans 
Carefully prepared and detailed plans are necessary to efficient troop 

movements. Units must be given timely notification of impending 
movements in order to permit proper preparation. All factors must 
be thoroughly considered and evaluated., These include-

a. Organization of troops and equipment to meet the requirements 
of the tactical situation while best utilizing available transportation. 

b. Assembly of troops and transportation. 
c. Packing and marking of equipment and loading of personnel 

and equipment. 
d. Provision for control and administration to include administra

tive support en route and at destination. 
e. Reassembly of personnel and equipment in the desired formation 

at destination. 
/. Provision for adequate security en route and at destination. 
g. Influence of climate, seasons, weather, and adequacy of the 

transportation net. 

163. Control 
Troop movements are accomplished through centralized control of 

decentralized operations. Control requires proper organization of the 
force for movement, provision of agencies to plan and supervise the 
movement, announcement of control measures such as routes or phase 
lines, and communications to provide information concerning, and 
command of, the movement. Proper organization for movement re
quires that the force be subdivided into manageable movement eche-
Ions and that unit integrity be preserved to the maximum degree feas
ible. When movement groups are composed of troops from more 
than one unit, a single commander must be designated, but subgroup
ings should consist of units under their own commanders. 

164. Utilization of Means 
Within the limits prescribed by military necessity, troop move

ments must fully utilize transportation means. This fundamental is 
paramount in administrative moves. It must always receive con
sideration in tactical moves. 
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165. Security 
Security and security planning are essential to troop movement in 

order to avoid surprise, attack, and compromise of plans. 

166. Training and SOP's 
To provide for expeditious and efficient movement, individual and 

unit training in preparation for, and conduct of, all forms of move
ment are desirable. Unit standing operating procedures should in
clude those standard methods and techniques for each mode of trans
port which the unit may be expected to employ. 

Section Ili. MOVEMENTS BY RAIL 

167. General 
Movement of large bodies of troops is more economical by rail than 

by other forms of land transportation. When gasoline and motor 
vehicle tires are critical items, rail should carry all possible move
ments. When rail facilities are limited, tracked vehicles may be moved 
by rail and all others by road. Facilities in a theater of operations 
seldom are adequate to permit a free choice of transportation means. 

168. Responsibilities 
Troop movements by rail are the joint responsibility of the trans

portation agency and of the unit being moved. 
a. The transportation agency is responsible for the establishment of 

facilities for the accommodation of the moving unit. It furnishes 
administrative support, provides security during movement except 
when this responsibility is charged to other headquarters, and renders 
necessary technical guidance and supervision. 

b. The moving unit is responsible for its own internal administra
tion and control. It prepares and implements loading plans in ac
cordance with directives and in cooperation with the transportation 
agency. The moving unit also provides housekeeping and local secu
rity details of .troops to the transportation agency. 

169. Plans and Orders 
a. When directing the movement of a unit by rail, the order will 

designate the points at which entrainment will take place and will 
indicate the desired closing time at the unit's destination. 

b. The commander of the troops is responsible for the preparation 
of plans and tables regulating entrainment and departure of the ele
ments of his command. Details of the move are worked out with the 
transportation officer of the area in which the move originates. A 
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central movement control agency determines therouting. In a theater, 
all contacts with civilian or foreign government railroads are made 
through the transportation officer. 

170. Organization for Movement 
a. The sequence in which elements are moved is determined by the 

availability of transportation, the mission, and the situation which 
will confront the moving unit at destination. The assignment of 
units to entraining points is determined by availability of suitable 
loading facilities, materiel to be loaded, and proximity of elements 
to entraining points. 

b. A transportation grouping consists of the troops, equipment, and 
supplies transported on one train. Transportation groupings are 
organized in a manner to effect the most economical loading unless 
tactical considerations dictate the maintenance of tactical unity. 
When tactical considerations govern, each tactical element should be 
accompanied by its own equipment and supplies. 

Section IV. MOVEMENTS BY WATER 

171. General 
a. Water transport is the primary means by which oversea opera

tions are established and maintained. It is characterized by large 
capacity for personnel and tonnage, great range, and comparatively 
slow speed. 

b. Waterborne movements are especially vulnerable to attack by 
hostile air, surface, and undersea forces. When there is a possibility 
of enemy attack, vessels usually will be assembled in a convoy under 
Naval command and provided with a Naval escort. Convoys also may 
be provided with air cover. 

172. Responsibilities 
a. The responsibilities of the moving agency, the Military Sea 

Transport Service (MSTS) or the U. S. Navy, are set forth in FM 
110-5 and applicable joint publications. For details relative to water 
transport, see FM 100-10. 

b. The responsibilities of the unit being moved are the same as set 
forth in paragraph 168b. 

173. Amphibious Operations 
a. In an amphibious operation, troops are formed into tactical 

groupings corresponding to the carrying capacity of the available 
transport. Groupings are based on tactical missions and are landed 
in the order of their planned participation in the operation. Due 
regard must be given to the inclusion of adequate service units in the 
tactical groupings. 
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b. Troops with equipment and supplies for the assault are "combat 
loaded" and are distributed throughout the transports of the convoy 
in accordance with the contemplated operations upon landing. It is 
essential that assault troops, their combat equipment, and initial sup
plies, be loaded in the same ship in a manner that will insure rapid 
debarkation in the desired priority so the unit can effectively perform 
its assigned mission on landing. 

c. Subsequent to the initial landing on a hostile shore, troops, equip
ment, and supplies for support of the operation and buildup of the 
bases may be administratively loaded depending on the situation. In 
certain cases, such as reinforcing an established base, troops, equip
ment, and supplies may be shipped in separate convoys to effect maxi
mum use of available shipping. 

d. For further discussion on amphibious operations see section 
XIII, chapter 11. For essential coordination and details concerning 
the execution of landings on a hostile shore see the appropriate field 
manual in the 60 series and FM 110-5. 

Section V. MOVEMENTS BY AIR 

174. General 
Air movement is a means of transportation used to rapidly launch 

units into battle, or deliver troops, supplies, or equipment, or any 
combination thereof, to a secured objective area, or an area inaccessible 
to other means of transport. It is normally the least economical means 
of transport. Movements by air may be either tactical or administra
tive, depending upon the contemplated employment of the force being 
moved. Movement by air capitalizes on the capability of aircraft to 
overcome distances and geographical barriers and is characterized by 
speed and flexibility. It may be limited in its employment by adverse 
weather, inadequate air-landing facilities, and enemy counterair activ
ities. The transport of bulky or heavy items of equipment may be 
restricted by the conformation and allowable cargo load of available 
aircraft. 

175. Types of Air Transportation 
Currently, the two types of aircraft which may be employed for air 

movement of troops, supplies, and equipment are fixed-wing and ro
tary-wing. Fixed-wing aircraft require airfields, except that assault 
aircraft can land on any relatively level and unobstructed terrain. 
The range and capacity of fixed-wing aircraft exceed those of cur
rently available rotary-wing aircraft. Rotary-wing aircraft extend 
the flexibility of air transportation through thecapability of operating 
from otherwise inaccessible areas and under weather conditions which 
would ground fixed-wing type aircraft. 
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176. Employment ofAir Transportation 
The employment of air transportation in theaters of operations is 

regulated by agencies established by the theater commander. See 
FM 100-15 and FM 110-5. 

177. Security 
In flight, security may be provided for air movements by flying in 

formation under escort of fighter aviation, by dispersing, or by flying 
at night or under other conditions of low visibility. Loading and 
unloading points in areas under friendly control may be protected by 
fighter aviation and ground forces, including antiaircraft artillery 
and antitank weapons. Troops, supplies, and equipment being moved 
by air should be dispersed in departure and arrival areas and should 
move to departure airfields at the latest possible time to minimize con
centrations and consequent vulnerability to enemy attack. Such addi
tional active and passive defensive measures as are dictated by the 
situation and enemy capabilities should be taken. 

178. References 
For further details concerning movements by air, see FM's 20-100, 

55 series, 57-20, 57-30, 101-10, 110-5, TM 57-210, and appropriate 
Air Force publications. 

Section VI. MARCH DOCTRINE 

179. General 
lMarches are troop movements conducted by foot or motor or a com

bination thereof. They may be tactical or administrative and can be 
conducted by day or night. Vhen the occasion demands, forced 
marches may be employed to expedite the arrival of troops at the 
desired destination. Certain fundamentals common to marches of all 
types are treated in this section. 

180. Plans and Orders 
Success of a march depends on thorough plans. The commander of 

a unit involved in a march must prepare complete, accurate, and real
istic march plans. They must be translated into timely orders and 
must provide for security, control, the minimizing of march losses, 
and the uninterrupted march of the unit. The commander bases his 
march plans on the best available intelligence of the enemy, the ter
rain, the weather, and the capabilities of his unit. He plans his march 
so that the unit, including necessary equipment, arrives at the desti
nation in the most suitable order and formation and in a condition 
approprite to its probable employment. 
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181. Security and Reconnaissance 
a. A force in movement protects itself against enemy action by se

curity elements which operate in front of the command and by ad
vance, rear, and flank guards when appropriate. It provides for ade
quate warning against enemy threats and adopts a march formation 
appropriate to its mission and to the enemy capabilities. 

b. The capacities of underpasses, bridges, ferries, fords, and routes 
are predetermined by reconnaissance; unit components which exceed 
these capacities are rerouted. Reconnaissance also determines criti
cal defiles and obstacles in order that congestion thereat may be pre
vented and local security may be provided. 

182. Control and Coordination 
a. The commander establishes initial control of the march by desig

nating in his march order the initial and other critical points, the 
time at which the heads or the tails of columns pass these points, 
the rate of march, time gaps between units, the order of march, the 
routes of march, the assembly areas, and as appropriate, phase lines 
and march objectives. The commander also announces the location(s) 
of his command post and indicates communications to be used for 
control of the march. 

b. To facilitate control, the commander provides for advance and 
quartering parties, guides, the marking of routes, and traffic control. 
For the latter purpose Army aviation and Military Police units are 
particularly suitable. 

183. Organization 
A command executing a march is basically organized into march 

units and, as is necessary for control, into march serials or march 
columns. 

a. A march unit is a unit of a command that is of such size, ordi
narily the equivalent of a company or battery, that it can move or 
halt at the command of its commander; so far as is possible, all ele
ments of the march unit possess similar march characteristics. 

b. A march serial consists of one or more march units organized 
under the senior officer and given a specific designation to facilitate 
control. The march units of the serial normally possess the same 
march characteristics. 

c. A march colu/mn is composed of elements of a command moving 
over the same route. It may be composed of one or more serials. 
To facilitate control, a march column commander should be designated. 

184. Halts 
a. Halts during a day's march are taken at regular intervals to 

rest personnel, service vehicles, and adjust equipment. Halts are reg-
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ulated by standing operating procedure or by the march order. Unit 
commanders are promptly notified of the time and approximate length 
of unscheduled halts. 

b. Day marches should be terminated early in order to provide 
troops with rest and time to prepare for the next day's activities. 
Midday heat or enemy action may force the adoption of long day
light halts or night marches. At long halts, each unit moves to a 
previously selected location near the route of march. 

185. References 
See FM's series 7 and 17 and 25-10 for additional details on march 

doctrine. 
Section VII. TYPES OF MARCHES 

186. General 
Administrative and tactical marches have the same characteristics 

as administrative and tactical moves, respectively, as indicated in 
paragraph 159. This section discusses aspects that are common to 
both administrative and tactical marches. In view of the importance 
of the latter, they are treated fully in section VIII. 

187. Day Marches 
In the absence of enemy threats, day marches are preferred since 

they permit more expeditious movement and are less fatiguing for 
troops. They are characterized by dispersed formations, ease of con
trol and reconnaissance, and increased vulnerability to enemy observa
tion and air attack. 

188. Night Marches 
a. Night marches are characterized by closed formations, more diffi

cult control and reconnaissance, slower rate of march, and better con
cealment from hostile observation and air attack. In addition to 
providing better concealment for movement, night marches may be 
made to avoid excessive heat and to exploit the darkness and achieve 
surprise. Difficulty of control dictates more detailed planning, 
stringent control measures, thorough training, and march, light, and 
communication discipline. 

b. If concealment is required, movement before dark is restricted 
to small detachments and the march is completed by daybreak. Un
der these circumstances, when movement is in proximity to the enemy, 
noise suppression is a consideration. In order to deceive hostile ob
servation certain elements may be dispatched prior to darkness in a 
direction other than that planned for the march. 
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189. Forced Marches 
Forced marches are undertaken only in cases of necessity because 

they decrease the efficiency of units. Available motor transportation 
is used to the maximum to meet requirements. Forced marches nor
mally are accomplished by increasing the marching hours per day 
rather than by increasing the rate of march. A long forced march be
comes a succession of daily marches of greater than average duration. 
In order to insure maximum effort it may often be advisable to inform 
the troops concerning the reason for ordering increased march per
formances (FM 101-10). 

190. Motor Marches 
a. General. Motor marches are characterized by flexibility of em

ployment, ability to deliver large numbers of troops over long dis
tances in short periods of time, increased logistical requirements 
(fuels, vehicle and road maintenance), and vulnerability to enemy 
action. 

b. Organization. Units which have sufficient organic or attached 
transportation to move personnel and equipment at one time, execute 
motor marches by complete tactical groupings in one movement. 
Units lacking sufficient transportation execute motor marches by 
shuttle marching or by pooling transportation to successively lift 
subordinate elements. 

191. Foot Marches 
Foot marches are characterized by combat readiness, ease of con

trol, adaptability to terrain, lack of dependence on roads, slow rate 
of march, and increased fatigue to personnel. Foot marches are made 
when the distance is short, transport or fuel is limited, or the situation 
or terrain precludes the use of vehicles. 

Section VIII. TACTICAL MARCHES 

192. General 
a. Tactical marches are those conducted in anticipation of contact 

with the enemy. The degree of combat readiness varies with the 
probability of contact with the enemy, from remote to imminent. 

b. Tactical marches in a theater of operations may involve move
ment to contact, movement away from the enemy, or other movements 
in accordance with operational plans. The fundamentals of tactical 
marches are best exemplified in movement to contact; therefore, it 
alone is treated in this section. 
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193. Movement to Contact 
a. General. Movement to contact is that type of tactical move

ment conducted to gain contact with the enemy, either initially or to 
reestablish lost contact. The commander determines the probability 
of contact and directs the condition of combat readiness accordingly. 

b. Contact Remote. When contact with enemy forces is remote, 
march dispositions which expedite movement are adopted. Columns 
having different rates of movement are assigned separate routes or 
their movements are echeloned in time. "Route columns" are utilized. 
Their organization depends upon the method of transport, the road 
and traffic conditions, and the effectiveness of enemy longe-range 
weapons and aircraft. 

c. ContactImminent. When contact with enemy forces is imminent 
tactical considerations govern and the movement is made in an "ap
proach march" formation. In the approach march, units are tacti
cally grouped and deployed. Forward elements of the command are 
deployed in a tactical formation suitable for immediate combat. 
Other elements of the command may continue in "tactical column" 
until they in turn are required to deploy. The formation adopted 
depends upon the mission of the command, the method of movement, 
the strength of the screening or covering force, the terrain, and the 
commander's knowledge of the enemy situation. Movement to con
tact ends when the commander deploys the force for battle. See chap
ters 8, 9, and 10. 

d. Transition. The transition from a situation in which contact is 
remote through the varying degrees of probability of contact, to one 
in which contact is imminent is characterized by the progressive de
velopment of the command through the stages of "route column," 
"tactical column," and "approach march" to the final deployment for 
battle. 

194. Control During Movement to Contact 
a. For control purposes a large unit normally is assigned either 

objectives (to include intermediate objectives and phase lines), a mis
sion and a zone, an axis of advance, or routes of movement. The com
mander also prescribes the time and place of departure of his columns 
so as to produce the desired formation. Column commanders report 
promptly when objectives or phase lines are reached or at other desig
nated times. The imminence of contact with strong forces, and the 
terrain largely determine the degree of control established. 

b. In an advance, commanders are well forward in order to control 
the operation. The command post moves along the axis of signal 
communication either by bounds or at a designated place in a column. 
When contact is imminent, the commander places increased emphasis 
on possession of terrain suitable for subsequent development of his 
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command. Once a march has begun, variations in disposition or 
formation are accomplished by halting columns, changing the routes, 
or by modifying existing or prescribing new control measures as dis
cussed in a above. 

c. Signal communication during tactical marches is prescribed by 
standing operating procedure, supplemented, as necessary, by special 
instructions. The principal means employed are messenger and radio. 
Army aviation may be used to maintain contact between columns and 
to report their arrival at successive march objectives. 

195. Formations During Movement to Contact 
a. The column formation provides ease of control and maximum flex

ibility; however, it delays deployment in the direction of movement. 
It is the easiest of all formations to control, enables the commander to 
exert the maximum influence in coordinating the action of the forces 
initially engaged, and insures the availability of units intended for 
maneuver. This formation is particularly adapted to a vague situa
tion. 

b. A formation in line increases readiness for deployment in the 
direction of movement. Maneuverability is restricted, especially after 
gaining contact; changes of direction are difficult. This formation is 
best adopted when the situation is clear and little maneuver room is 
available. 

c. An echelon formation facilitates maneuver and deployment to the 
refused flank and retains, to varying degrees, the advantages and dis
advantages of both formations in width and depth. 

196. Organization of the March Column 
The order of march is dependent upon the mission, the terrain, the 

probable order of commitment of units into action, and their relative 
mobility. 

a. The bulk of the armor and infantry moves in the main body. 
Armor and infantry are interspersed throughout the column to facili
tate prompt and integrated entry into combat. Thus, armor provides 
close antitank protection throughout the column. 

b. Field artillery is placed forward and interspersed within the 
infantry or armor column to insure its early availability for support 
of the security forces and the initial action of the main body. 

c. Antiaircraft artillery may be disposed throughout the column 
to provide air defense or may be moved by bounds to protect passage 
of critical defiles. 

d. Engineer units are located well forward in the march columns to 
perform engineering and pioneering tasks in order to facilitate the 
movement of the main force. 
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e. Administrative support is placed in the column to be available 
when required but must not interfere with the projected development 
of the column. 

197. Transition to the Approach March 
a. On approach of a column to close contact with strong hostile 

forces, it becomes necessary to abandon the road and to develop the 
route column into a broader and more dispersed formation. This 
transition to the approach march is accomplished by breaking the 
route column into several roughly parallel columns. As hostile fire 
becomes more intense these columns themselves are developed into 
smaller ones. The area where development starts ordinarily depends 
upon the effectiveness of the enemy's long-range fire. As a rule, time 
can be saved and losses avoided by detouring isolated areas under hos
tile observation or fire rather than by starting early development. 
Time generally is gained in the execution of the development by 
assigning the longest routes to the leading units of the column. 

bi As the command approaches the enemy, forces in contact ag
gressively develop the hostile position. Assembly areas and routes 
thereto are reconnoitered and marked, and the artillery occupies posi
tions to protect the movement. The resultant disposition of the com
mand is in accordance with the commander's contemplated plans of 
action. The approach march terminates in the occupation of assembly 
areas by units preliminary to their deployment. 

c. When the above development takes place tinder cover of dark
ness, those control measures necessary for night movement and com
bat are emphasized. 

198. Assembly Areas 
Whenever practicable, assembly areas are screened from hostile air 

and ground observation. When this is not possible, they should be 
located beyond the effective range of hostile artillery. Terrain which 
provides ground observation, turn-arounds for motor behicles, and 
natural protection against an armored attack, is desirable; it should 
provide troops with favorable routes of advance to their attack posi
tions. Assembly areas are of such size as to insure that concentrated 
targets are not offered to hostile air attack, artillery fire, or mass de
struction weapons. They are protected by antitank and antiaircraft 
weapons and local security detachments. 

199. Security During Movement to Contact 
a. General. The fundamentals of, the threats to, and the measures 

for security during movement to contact are in substance those dis
cussed in sections I, II, and III, chapter 6. 
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b. Security Forces. A command moving to contact may use cov
ering forces, advance guards, flank guards, and march outposts to 
secure itself against ground attack. 

(1) 	 Large forces advancing to contact may be preceded by cover
ing forces operating directly under the force commander. 
Their mission is the early development of the situation, the 
seizure of key terrain features and the crushing of hostile 
resistance within their capabilities. For the operations of a 
covering force see chapters 8, 9, and 10. 

(2) Each commander of a column, even though preceded by a 
covering force, also sends forward an advance guard com
posed of various arms with the mission of protecting the main 
body from surprise and insuring its uninterrupted march. 
For the operations of an advance guard see chapter 8. 

(3) 	Flank and rear guards, operating directly under the column 
commander, secure the main body by operating to its unse
cured flanks and rear when necessary. 

c. Security at Halts. When a column halts for a short period, its 
advance, flank, and rear guard establish march outposts. If the com
mand is required to halt for a long period it secures itself by means of 
an interior guard for internal security and an outpost system disposed 
to cover its front, flanks, and rear. Each column may organize its 
own outpost system. In either case the outpost system is organized, 
from rear to front into reserve, supports, outguards, and sentinels. 
When important points outside the outpost system are to be secured, 
detached posts are established. The main body is disposed to counter 
enemy threats and facilitate the adoption of a predetermined defense. 

d. References. For additional details see FM's series 6, 7, 17, 
and 44. 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE OFFENSIVE

Section I. FUNDAMENTALS OF THE OFFENSE


200. Purpose 
The purpose of offensive action is the destruction of the enemy's 

armed forces, the imposition of the commander's will on the enemy, 
or the seizure of territory in order to further operations. 

201. Scope 
This chapter deals with the fundamentals of all offensive action 

(sec. I); offensive action against an organized position (sees. II 
through VIII); offensive action in a war of movement (sec. IX); 
and pursuit (sec. X). Section IX, in addition to dealing with the 
war of movement, covers the differences between such action and 
offensive action against an organized position. 

202. Fundamentals of Offensive Action 
a. Every plan for offensive action must, in addition to providing 

for the capture of critical objectives as intermediate goals, make pro
vision for the exploitation of the advantages which thus accrue. The 
commander should keep available a reserve for the exploitation phase. 
Failure to prepare for the exploitation may result in a war of attri
tion, in which the attacker will inevitably suffer heavier losses. When 
the opportunity for decisive action is presented, the commander 
unhesitatingly commits his last reserve in the exploitation and 
demands the ultimate effort of his units. 

bi The character of the terrain exercises a decisive influence upon 
the conduct of offensive operations. The commander's plans are 
directed toward the early seizure and retention of those critical ter
rain features which give him a decisive advantage by providing 
dominating observation, cover and concealment, and better fields of 
fire; facilitating maneuver and support; permitting control of routes 
of communication essential to friendly or hostile operations; affording 
additional security. The possession of critical terrain features is only 
important so far as the advantages accruing therefrom are exploited 
to destroy the hostile forces. 

e. Offensive action requires the concentration of superior combat 
power at the decisive point and time. This combat power consists 
chiefly of firepower combined with maneuver. To be effective, the 
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momentum of combat power must be maintained continuously by 
providing adequate and timely support and supply. 

d. Fire superiority is one of the most important requisites in offen
sive combat. It must be gained early and maintained throughout the 
attack in order to permit freedom of maneuver without prohibitive 
loss. But fire alone can rarely force a favorable decision. The effect 
of fire, including atomic fires, must be exploited by maneuver. A 
properly trained and well-led enemy must be destroyed by close com
bat or driven from his position by the threat of destruction. 

e. By maneuver, the attacker seeks to create opportunities to in
crease the effect of his fire; to avoid terrain organized by the enemy 
for defense; and thereby to compel the enemy to defend in the open on 
terrain chosen by the attacker. Finally, the attacker maneuvers to 
close with and destroy the enemy.

f, In offensive action, there are three principal tasks to be per
formed-locating and holding the enemy in position; maneuvering 
against him to gain an advantage over him; and at the decisive time, 
delivering an overwhelming attack which destroys him. These tasks 
usually are accomplished by the three principal task groupings-the 
main attack, the secondary attack, and the reserve. In addition the 
commander will retain some fire support means under his direct con
trol in order to permit maximum flexibility in the support of the three 
principal task groupings. 

g; The main attack contains the greatest possible concentration of 
combat power. It seeks to secure the decisive objective and to destroy 
or cause the destruction of the enemy force. 

h. The secondary attack contains the minimum essential combat 
power. It renders maximum assistance to the main attack by seizing 
terrain essential to the maneuver of the main attack, holding the 
enemy in position, deceiving him as to location of the main attack, 
forcing him to commit his reserve prematurely, and preventing him 
from reinforcing the front of the main attack. 

i. A reserve must be constituted and held for employment at the 
decisive moment. It is used primarily to enter combat offensively to 
clinch the victory or to exploit the success. Piecemeal commitment 
of the reserve is to be avoided. When the reserve is committed, the 
command reconstitutes another one at the earliest opportunity. 

j. A mission is a statement of a task and its purpose which clearly 
indicates. the action to be taken and the reason therefor. The com
mander assigns missions to attacking units which focus attention on 
their goal and, hence, promote unity of effort. By assigning physical 
objectives, by designating the direction and time of attack, and by 
allocating means, the commander controls the operation and insures 
that the attacks of subordinate units are coordinated and that they 
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contribute to the accomplishment of the mission of the command as a 
whole. 

k. In an envelopment, the main effort is directed toward the seizure 
of an objective in the enemy rear which will cut his routes of escape 
and subject him to destruction in his position. This is accomplished 
by striking an assailable enemy flank and by avoiding his main 
strength en route to the objective. The secondary effort pins down 
the enemy to prevent his escape and reduce his capability of reacting 
against the main effort. 

1.In the turning movement an attacking force seeks to pass around 
and avoid the enemy's main force and to secure an objective deep in 
the hostile rear. The purpose of this maneuver is to force the enemy 
to abandon his position or to divert major forces to meet the threat. 
The enemy then is destroyed on ground of the attacker's choosing. 
The force executing the turning movement is generally out of support
ing distance of any other ground attacking force. 

m. The frontal attack which strikes the enemy all along his front 
is employed either to overrun and destroy a weaker enemy force or as 
a secondary effort in conjunction with other forms of maneuver. 

n. In the penetration the main attack passes through the enemy's 
principal defensive position and seeks to completely rupture it. The 
purpose of the maneuver is to destroy the continuity of the enemy
defensive positions and thus facilitate the destruction in detail of his 
divided forces. The penetration is adopted when the situation does 
not favor an envelopment, or when the situation favors employment of 
mass destruction weapons to rupture the enemy's battle position and 
afford opportunity for rapid exploitation. 

o. Surprise, gained by choosing the unexpected place, time, direc
tion, type, or strength of the attack, is always sought. 

p. An aggressive attack inherently provides security. In the offen
sive additional security measures must be provided against enemy 
diversions, counterattacks, or other actions. 

203. Influence of Terrain 
a. The requirements peculiar to the echelon of a command will dic

tate the most important aspects of terrain. The necessity for con
tinuous administrative support may emphasize the importance of 
communication centers, road and rail nets, and, frequently, waterways. 
The presence of major barriers such as rivers and lakes, mountains, or 
large forests and swamps, may influence the conduct of the entire 
campaign. 

b. In the attack, correct use of terrain increases fire effect and 
diminishes losses. Commanding elevations form the framework of 
the system of observation. Observation directly determines the effec
tiveness of supporting weapons and influences the disposition, protec
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tive measures, selection of objectives, and control of attacking forces. 
Corridors, ridge and valley systems leading into the enemy position, 
form natural avenues of approach over which attacks are most easily 
conducted. Troops using valley approaches to the enemy position 
must be protected by simultaneous control of the adjacent ridges. On 
the other hand, cross compartments, ridge and valley systems parallel 
to the front, constitute obstacles to the progress of an offensive and 
are natural lines of resistance for the defense. Close or broken ter
rain, heavy woods, built-up areas, and abrupt changes in elevation 
hinder the offensive employment of armor, but afford cover and con
cealment for infantry. Open, rolling terrain, although providing 
little concealment and cover to infantry, is more suitable for rapid 
advances by armored formations. Soil trafflicability, as influenced by 
the weather, may be a determining factor in the type of attack or 
avenue of approach which is used. For the effects of terrain on atomic 
weapons see appropriate classified manuals. 

204. Objective 
a. An objective may be a terrain feature, a locality, or a hostile 

force. In the offensive, an objective is usually a critical terrain fea
ture. Depending on the echelon, it may be dominating heights, indus
trial complexes, communications centers, defiles, such as passes or 
bridges, or any other vital area in the enemy's rear. Hostile forces 
are not normally assigned as objectives, but may be in the pursuit 
or exploitation where such forces are moving, thus making it difficult 
to select terrain objectives in relation to them. 

b. The seizure of terrain features or localities is seldom the entire 
mission; ordinarily there are stated or implied tasks whose accom
plishment is facilitated by the seizure of terrain. Exceptions, may be 
at the highest echelons where assigned missions are frequently only 
the seizure of strategic areas. Even in these cases, the higher com
mander integrates the efforts of the capturing unit with others to 
insure that the seizure of objectives is exploited to the fullest in order 
to destroy major portions of the enemy force. Combined arms com
manders, when directing the capture of objectives, must consider that 
such seizure is secondary to the maximum destruction of enemy forces. 
Hence, missions to subordinates, in addition to designating terrain 
objectives, must state whether exploitation will be conducted by the 
capturing force or by other units. Forces must be tailored accordingly. 

c. In a sense, physical objectives are measures for control of forward 
movement. They are selected so that their possession completes a 
significant intermediate phase in the destruction of the enemy force. 
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205. Frontages and Depth 
a. Frontage is the lateral extent of the sector or zone of action as

signed to a unit. Depth is the space from front to rear of any for
mation. Units are disposed in width and depth in order to permit
flexibility, add continuity to the attack, provide security, and deceive 
the enemy. Depth and width are interrelated--nain attacks usually 
are made on narrow frontages in comparatively great depth, whereas 
secondary attacks are made on relatively wide frontages with corre
spondingly lesser depth. Secondary attacks must present to the 
enemy the same potentiality as the main attack. 

b. The frontage assigned to a unit is based on its mission, its in
fantry or armor strength, its mobility, the fire support available, the 
terrain, the expected enemy resistance, and the extent to which its 
flanks are protected. On one hand, the frontage should allow suf
ficient maneuver room for its subordinate elements. On the other 
hand, it should not be so extended as to require diversion of major 
forces to hold portions of the front while attacking on other portions.
Forces seldom are distributed uniformly along the front. Units 
usually fight in groups determined largely by the advantage offered 
by the different sectors of terrain, with gaps existing between them. 

c. Depth is achieved by a column or echelon formation. Such for
mations facilitate maneuver by complete tactical units. They pro
vide for quick reaction to developments in the zone of action and are 
particularly suitable in vague situations. Depth also is achieved by 
a formation with subordinate units abreast, each of them being in 
column or in echelon. This facilitates the sustaining of maximum 
power to the front by reliefs within units with minimum disarrange
ment of command. Such a formation is suitable for an interior unit 
where the resistance has been definitely located and the possibility of 
maneuver limited. 

Section II. PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS 

206. Developing the Hostile Position 
a. Ordinarily the defender will attempt to screen his main position

and deceive the attacker about his dispositions by the employment of 
covering forces. A thorough and aggressive reconnaissance of the 
hostile position and its foreground by advance security forces is of 
primary importance. This reconnaissance seeks to find indications 
that the position encountered is the enemy main one. A well-organ
ized system of hostile defensive fires, extensive mining, fortifications, 
barriers, and defensive wire are frequently reliable indications that 
the hostile battle position has been reached. 

b. If air and ground reconnaissance agencies fail to definitely estab
lish these indications, then a reconnaissance in force is made to test 
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the strength of the enemy position, to drive in the enemy's covering 
forces, and to seize terrain which will permit the proper deployment 
of the command and afford adequate observation of the hostile battle 
position. The leading troops then establish themselves on advan
tageous terrain features and cover the preparation for the attack. 

c. Plans must be made to protect the leading elements from possible 
hostile counterattack. These plans include provision of supporting 
fires and assistance from elements of the main force which must be 
located within supporting distance. As much of the command as 
possible is held in readiness beyond the range of effective hostile 
artillery fire. Necessary measures are taken to protect it against 
air attack and attack by armor. 

207. Intelligence Effort 
a. The intelligence effort is directed towards more detailed in

telligence as a basis for the plan of attack to include the plan of fire 
of the artillery and the other supporting weapons, and with special 
emphasis on the location of possible atomic targets. Ground recon
naissance and patroling are intensified to locate the flanks of the hos
tile position, to determine its weaknesses, and to identify hostile forces. 
Information sought includes the most favorable routes of approach to 
and within the hostile position; the nature and strength of obstacles; 
location, extent, and type of minefields; location and strength of for
tifications, contaminated areas, hostile artillery and mortar positions; 
and location of command installations. Air photographs and detailed 
maps of the hostile position are distributed early to attacking echelons 
in order to allow detailed study. 

b. Whenever possible commanders use these maps and photos in 
conjunction with personal ground and air reconnaissance of the ter
rain over which the attack must pass. Through these means, com
manders determine the areas occupied by the enemy or covered by 
enemy fire, and the areas in which the attack can advance best by 
fire and maneuver. 

c. Location of enemy troop concentrations and of the weak points 
in the enemy position is of vital importance. Active patroling, fire, 
feints, and ruses are used in an effort to force the enemy to reveal 
his position and his plan of defensive fires. Against a strong enemy 
position one or more limited attacks may have to be launched before 
a weak spot is located. 

d. Intelligence revealing enemy installations of effective antitank 
and antipersonnel minefields difficult to breach may require the com
mander to attack on less desirable terrain, or to accept a delay in 
launching his attack until suitable means for effecting breaching can 
be obtained. Breaching in an assault normally will be performed by 
the troops making the assault, assisted by especially trained pioneer 
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troops equipped with devices suitable for the breaching of the par
ticular types of mines being used by the enemy. Failure to plan and 
provide for countermeasures against such minefields may result in 
prohibitive losses of personnel and armor. 

e. Intelligence is covered in detail in chapter 5. 

208. Movement to Assembly Areas 
a. Even in a moving situation an attack is best organized and co

ordinated in assembly areas. The main force moves into assembly 
areas during preliminary operations. For details on movement to 
assembly areas, see Chapter 7, Troop Movements. For the selection 
of assembly areas, see section III, this chapter. Progressively more 
advanced assembly areas are assigned to component units of the attack 
echelon. The final assembly area of infantry, armored infantry, and 
tank battalions is the most forward concealed position available in 
rear of the line of departure; this is the attack position. When the 
enemy possesses the capability of employing weapons of mass de
struction, precautions must be taken to minimize the possibility of 
presenting a profitable target. These precautions include conceal
ment and camouflage, dispersion, denial of the area to enemy air, and 
coordinated timing to keep troops and materiel in the assembly area 
for the minimum length of time. 

b. Subordinate units are notified of routes or zones of advance to 
assembly areas, any special security measures to be taken, and in
structions for further reconnaissance. During the movement to and 
the occupation of assembly areas by subordinate units, the commander 
completes arrangements for the execution of the attack. Commanders 
of the attack echelon and of supporting units effect final coordination. 
Security minefields may be authorized, if time permits, to increase the 
local security of the assembly area; they must be removed prior to 
the attack. 

a. Final preparations for the attack are completed as far as prac
ticable before the assault troops move to their positions. These prepa
rations include reconnaissance, planning, briefing of troops, and the 
movement forward of necessary administrative support; the resting, 
reequipping, supplying, and servicing of units. 

d. To maintain secrecy, movement to attack positions is executed, 
whenever possible, under cover of darkness, smoke or other conditions 
of reduced visibility. Firing may be used to cover the noise of the 
movement. When armored units are involved, their unique sounds 
are difficult to conceal; therefore their movement to attack positions 
must be delayed until the latest practicable moment. Planned de
ceptive movements of armor prior to the attack will harass the enemy 
and deceive him as to the time and place of attack. 
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209. Decentralized Development 
a. Shoud the commander decide that rapidity of action is essential 

to retain a tactical advantage, he may dispense with assembly areas 
and decentralize operations to subordinate units. 

b. Detailed advance planning combined with modern signal com
munications reduces the necessity for such decentralized control to 
very special situations. Every effort should be made to retain the 
advantage of improved coordination of effort inherent in centralized 
control. 

210. Relief of Committed Units 
a. Purpose. Preliminary operations for offensive combat may in

clude the relief of units in contact by executing a relief in place or 
a passage of lines. Either of these operations may be desirable in 
order to continue the momentum of the attack with fresh troops, 
to change the direction of the attack, to exploit a weakness in the 
enemy position with reserve forces, or to initiate an offensive on a 
front where stabilization has existed. Since passage of lines is more 
frequently associated with offensive operations than is a relief in 
place, only the former is treated in this chapter. For details cover
ing relief in place see Chapter 9, Defense. 

b. Passageof Command. The principal task involved in a passage
of lines is the preparation for continuing the attack. Where both 
units involved are infantry, the incoming commander normally will 
assume responsibility for the zone of action with the commencement 
of the attack operation. Normally, the time interval between the 
commencement of a passage of lines and the initiation of the attack 
is brief. Little time is available for any readjustment of troops by 
the commander of the unit passed through prior to the attack. 

c. Warning Orders. When a passage of lines is to be made, warn
ing orders are issued by the commanders of the higher unit, the unit 
passing through, and the unit to be passed through. Warning orders 
include the approximate hour the passage of lines is to begin; instruc
tions relative to the passage of responsibility for the zone of action; 
the zones in which passing units are to operate; instructions relative 
to the attachment of the unit passed through to the unit passing
through, when appropriate; and the restrictions imposed upon recon
naissance parties as to size, routes, and hours of operation Frag
mentary orders are issued to disseminate additional information as 
it becomes available. 

d. Liaison and Planning. Personal reconnaissance by the com
mander and staff of the passing unit, and priorconferences with the 
commander and staff of the unit passed through are highlyimportant. 
A common plan is formulated and separate orders are issued covering 
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the movement of both units. In the preparation of the plan considera
tion is given to terrain, enemy capabilities, restrictions imposed by 
higher authority, and priority to the passing unit consistent with 
minimum requirements of the unit passed through. The plan must 
be flexible as to times and routes of movement. The size of the unit 
involved and the speed with which the passage must be conducted 
will govern the degree of detail included in the plan. The passing unit 
must be given copies of all records of all mined areas, and subordi
nate commanders of both units must insure their personnel exchange 
detailed information on lanes, gaps, marking and types of mines 
involved. 

e. Agreements. In accordance with the orders of the higher com
mander, commanders and staffs of both the passing unit and unit 
passed through arrange and agree upon such details as passage of 
command, guides, use of roads, fire support to be furnished for the 
incoming troops by the unit to be passed through, security measures, 
transfer of the existing signal communication system, and administra
tive matters. Units to be passed through furnish guides. Individuals 
selected as guides should be capable and carefully rehearsed in their 
duties. They meet the passing unit before it enters the area and 
conduct it to assembly areas. Whenever possible, guides are furnished 
for units down to and includingthe platoon. 

f. Timing. The passage of lines should be timed to insure conti
nuity of aggressiveness in the attack. It is best executed at the end 
of a phase of the fighting. 

g. Secrecy. To disclose the fact that a passage of lines is in prog
ress invites heavy bombardment by air and artillery, atomic attack, 
a counterattack, or a combination of these, at a time when the maxi
mum concentration of troops and equipment exists. Woods, con
ditions of decreased visibility, and favorable terrain are utilized in 
the approach when the passage is made in daylight. Smoke and ar
tillery fire are placed on hostile observation posts and hostile for
ward elements. Mobility, ruses, feints, and demonstrations are 
exploited. 

h. Support of the PassingUnit. During the course of the passage 
of lines, field artillery maintains its normal fires, but is prepared to 
execute counterbattery and protective fires along the front in the event 
of an attack by the enemy. The units in contact and the artillery 
passed through remain in position and furnish all possible fire to sup
port the passing unit. When the attack has progressed far enough to 
prevent undue casualties to the troops passed through, they are assem
bled and organized for further employment. 

i. Line of Departure. When executing a passage of lines at night,
the line of departure for the attack is the line held by the forward 
elements of the unit passed through. In daylight, terrain permitting, 
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a line of departure between the forward elements to be passed through 
-and a covered position close in their rear may be better than a line 
coinciding with the frontline element. 

j. Location of Passage. Lightly held positions and gaps in the 
front lines of the unit which is passed through should be utilized by 
the passing unit to the greatest extent consistent with its scheme of 
maneuver. This is particularly true when armored elements execute 
the passage of lines. 

k. Passageof Armor Through Infantry. 
(1) 	 The passage of a major armored unit through an infantry 

element frequently will occur after a breakthrough of an 
organized position by the infantry. In any case, a passage 
of lines by armor through infantry involves certain differ
ences inherent in the characteristics of armor. 

(2) 	 Normally, a passage of command in the zone involved is un
necessary in view of the different missions of the units. Close 
coordination is essential between the commanders concerned. 
Liaison officers should be exchanged between the armored and 
infantry units. 

(3) 	In view of the length of the armored columns, every measure 
must be taken to expedite the passage. Detailed coordina
tion between the participating units must be arranged. This 
includes the coordination of fires. Priority on roads is nor
mally to the armor without crippling the traffic essential to 
the support of other units. The infantry units in the zone 
may have to readjust their positions to facilitate the passage. 
Usually, because of the difficulty of operating armor at night, 
the operation is executed in daylight on a relatively narrow 
front. 

Section III. COORDINATION AND CONTROL 

211. Responsibilityfor Coordination 
a. The commander is responsible for coordination of the action of 

all elements of his command. He is directly responsible for coordinat
ing the supporting fire and maneuver within his command. 

b. Based upon the commander's decision and plan, the attack order 
is issued. This order includes the necessary measures for the coordi
nation and control of the attack. Coordination is assured further by 
command and staff visits to subordinates to see that orders are under
stood and are being carried out. 

212. Role of Signal Communications and Army Aviation 
The efficient employment of signal communications and Army Avia

tion plays an important role in the effective coordination of the action 
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of all elements of the command. Transmission of orders, requests, 
and information is greatly dependent on their continuing effective
ness. Coordination of movement, maneuver, and fire is difficult, if not 
impossible, at the higher echelons without a workable signal commu
nication system. See section VII, chapter 4, for an additional dis
cussion of signal communications. 

213. Degree of Coordination and Control 
Centralized direction facilitates operations by promoting unity of 

effort and better coordination. Hence, commanders strive to retain 
centralized control of their major subordinate commands. Retention 
of the means for influencing the battle must be achieved without undue 
sacrifice of intelligent, instantaneous reaction by subordinates. A 
commander unhesitatingly decentralizes control of his major forces 
and depends on the initiative and judgment of subordinate command
ers when he cannot exercise timely and direct influence over the opera
tion. He still requires the greatest degree of coordination possible 
and regains centralized control of his major subordinate elements at 
the earliest practicable time. 

214. Coordination and Control Measures 
In the attack, orders prescribe measures which enable the com

mander to exercise the desired control and effect the necessary coordi
nation. The principal measures prescribed in orders are objectives, 
zones of action, lines of departure, time of attack, directions of attack, 
assembly areas, and fire control procedures. All units, on some occa
sions, and armored units, because of their inherent characteristics and 
techniques, use additional control measures. These are axis of ad
vance, route of advance, phase lines, control points, and attack posi
tions. Restrictions may be required to prevent employment of mines 
in areas planned for use by maneuvering forces. 

215. Objective 
The objective has been discussed initially in section I. Objectives 

should have the following characteristics: 
a. Their capture must be possible within the time and space limits 

imposed. 
b. They must be easily identified. 
c. Their capture should facilitate future operations. 
d. Objectives assigned subordinate elements of the attacking force 

must produce maximum unity of effort. 
e. Their capture must compel the enemy to evacuate his position or 

risk destruction thereon. 
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216. Zones of Action 
a. General. The commander coordinates the attacks of subordinate 

units by assigning them zones of action which limit their lateral move
ment. These zones may be altered to meet the changing tactical situ
ation. The zones of action of units operating on an exposed flank 
normally are not limited. 

b. Characteristicsof a Zone of Action. A zone of action should
(1) 	 Include frontage in conformance with the commander's plan 

of maneuver and be commensurate with the capabilities of the 
unit to which assigned. 

(2) 	 As a minimum, extend beyond the objective to a depth neces
sary for the coordination of the supporting fires required for 
the seizure and consolidation of that objective. 

(3) 	 Where possible, wholly include important terrain features 
and avenues of approach thereto. 

c. Limniting of a Zone of Action. In large units, zones of action 
normally are defined by designating their lateral boundaries. These 
boundaries must be easily identifiable on the ground. When large 
tactical groupings are separated initially by wide intervals, designa
tion of a boundary between them may be deferred until a later phase 
of the action. In such situations, lateral control may be effected by 
the designation of axes of advance. 

d. CoordinationAcross Boundaries. 
(1) 	 Boundaries are not impenetrable barriers. To take advan

tage of favorable routes of approach, units may be authorized 
to move temporarily into adjacent zones, after coordination 
with commanders concerned. Such movements must not in
terfere with the action of adjacent units or result in a danger
ous massing of troops. Zones of action normally apply to 
assault echelons and should not restrict the emplacement and 
movement of artillery and other supporting weapons pro
vided coordination is effected beforehand. A check should 
be made to insure that the area does not contain known mine-
fields. 

(2) 	 If it is desired that an adjacent unit render special assistance 
to another in the attack, this assistance should be clearly 
stated. 

217. Line of Departure 
A line of departure is a designated line which troops, starting an 

attack, cross at a prescribed hour. The purpose of the line of depar
ture is to coordinate the advance of the attack echelon so that its ele
ments will strike the enemy in the order and at the time desired. It 
also facilitates coordination of fires. This line should be recognized 
easily on the ground and generally should be perpendicular to the 
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direction of attack. Based on the scheme of maneuver, it may be 
necessary or desirable to assign separate lines of departure and differ
ent hours to the several attacking units. The line of departure should 
be controlled by friendly forces. As permitted by these criteria, the 
line of departure should be as close to the enemy positions as possible. 

218. Direction of Attack 
When a commander desires that a subordinate unit direct its main 

attack in a specific direction within its zone of action he so indicates 
by assigning a direction of attack as well as a zone of action to the 
unit. Because of its restrictive nature, the commander designates a 
direction of attack only when necessary. 

219. Time of Attack 
a. The time of attack is the hour at which the line of departure is to 

be crossed by the leading elements of the attack. It is determined 
after due consideration is given to the time required for commanders 
to make the necessary reconnaissance, prepare plans, and issue orders; 
the time for all units to coordinate their plans; and the time for the 
attack echelon to organize its attack and move to the line of departure. 

b. Avoidance of stereotyped times of attacks may contribute to sur
prise and prevent advance preparation by the enemy. The attacks of 
subordinate elements may be echeloned in time to mislead the enemy 
and to allow the shifting of supporting fires to successive attacking 
echelons. Simultaneous attacks provide maximum mass in the initial 
assault and avoid the concentration of enemy fires which may be 
achieved against successive attacks. Daylight attacks normally 
capitalize on friendly air, artillery, and armor superiority. Attacks in 
periods of limited visibility increase the psychological shock of the 
attack and overcome the defender's advantageous observation. They 
are more difficult to control and hence are directed against limited 
objectives. 

220. Location of Assembly Areas 
a. The proper location of assembly areas is an important control 

measure. Darkness, cover from hostile fire and air attack, a developed 
situation, and a plan of attack already decided upon favor assembly 
areas well forward. Although armored and motorized units can com
plete their development and preparations for battle at greater dis
tances from the hostile front than can nonmotorized infantry-units, 
their assembly areas should be as close to the enemy position as ter
rain and enemy activity will permit and should be near good avenues 
of approach to their selected attack positions. 

b. The assembly areas and/or attack positions of attacking units are 
separated by a sufficient interval to preclude interference. Congestion 
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in assembly areas is avoided and they are occupied for the minimum 
time. 

221. Fire Control Procedures 
Successful attacks are accomplished by effective coordination be

tween the troops in the attack echelon and supporting firepower. The 
commander coordinates the fire support means particularly atomic 
fires and the fire support agencies including artillery, air support, and 
naval gunfire, with the plan of maneuver of the attacking troops. Con
trol by the commander includes provisions for instantaneous reaction 
to requests for fires. Details concerning fire support are covered in 
section VI. 

Section IV. DISTRIBUTION OF FORCES 

222. Main Attack 
a. The main attack seizes the principal objective or destroys the 

enemy force. Main attacks are characterized by overwhelming con
centrations of fire coupled with rapid and bold advances. The mo
mentum of the attack is maintained until the final objective is 
captured. Such actions require strong support and comparatively 
deep echelonment of reserves; they are most feasible on only rela
tively narrow fronts. Where terrain, weather, and the situation 
permit, massed armor is well suited for this role. 

b. Careful analysis is required to determine the mission of the 
main attack. This attack may seize the principal objective and destroy 
the hostile main force simultaneously. More often, these two tasks 
must be accomplished consecutively. Thus, in one case, analysis of 
the situation and the mission of the command may reveal that decisive 
results can be secured by the rapid seizure of the principal objective, 
initially bypassing the main enemy force. In another situation, the 
objective can be reached only by first destroying elements of the 
hostile force. Once the mission of the main attack is decided, the dis
tribution of forces is determined. 

c. Normally, the main attack must seize dominant terrain early in 
the action. The avenue of approach which offers most promise to the 
accomplishment of the mission is assigned to the main attack. It is 
selected so that success of the main attack is not solely dependent 
on that of secondary attacks. 

d. The bulk of combat and logistic support is disposed to favor the 
main attack in order to develop and sustain the maximum combat 
power at the decisive point. Provisions are made for rapid rein
forcement in the event of unexpected success, enemy strength, or the 
attrition of the main attack force. 
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e. Attacking echelons once committed to action lose their immediate 
availability for employment in the execution of other missions. 
Hence, when it is impracticable to determine initially when or where 
the main attack is to be made, the commander retains his freedom to 
act by disposing his forces in depth, by holding out strong reserves, 
and by maintaining centralized control of his supporting weapons. 
Once launched, however, the main attack must be pushed unremit
tingly to its objective. Enemy actions, minor changes in the situa
tion, or lack of success of other elements are not permitted to divert 
forces from the main attack. 

223. Secondary Attack 
a. Economy dictates that overwhelming combat power cannot be 

employed everywhere at once. Thus, secondary attacks usually are 
assigned wider zones of action than is the main attack, with a conse
quent reduction in support, strength, and depth of reserves. To 
compensate for this lack of means, initial strong fire support is es
sential. The flexibility of supporting fires frequently permits them to 
support a secondary attack against an important limited objective 
without interference with the subsequent support of the main attack. 

b. Secondary attacks exist only to assist the main attack. The mis
sion of a secondary attack force must state clearly how it is to render 
this assistance. Most frequently, limited objective attacks, vigor
ously executed, will best assist the main attack by seizing critical 
terrain, preventing enemy disengagement, deceiving him as to the 
location of the main attack and forcing early commitment of enemy 
reserves at an indecisive point. 

c. Demonstrations, feints, ruses, and effective use of barriers may 
serve to accomplish some of the above purposes where insufficient 
force is available to launch strong secondary attacks. Armored re
connaissance units are well suited to these latter tasks because of their 
firepower and high degree of mobility. 

224. Reserve 
a. Once the attack is launched, the reserve is one of the command

er's principal means for influencing the action to obtain a favorable 
decision. It is used to exploit the success of the attack, to reinforce 
the main attack, or provide additional security. Often, a command
er's most difficult and important decision is concerned with the time, 
place, and circumstances of committing the reserve. At the decisive 
moment every unit must participate in the battle, and the reserve is 
launched without hesitation. Once the main reserve is committed, 
every effort is made to reconstitute another from units which may be 
made available by the changed situation. 
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b. The strength and composition of the reserve will vary with its 
contemplated missions, the forces available, the type of maneuver, the 
terrain, possible hostile reaction, and clarity of the situation. The 
reserve must be large enough to exploit to the final objective. On the 
other hand, it should not be constituted by weakening the main attack. 
When the situation is relatively clear and enemy capabilities are lim
ited, the reserve may consist of a small fraction of the command. 
When the situation is obscure, the reserve may consist initially of the 
bulk of the command, prepared for employment at any point. Ar
mored units frequently are held in reserve initially especially when 
antitank defenses are strong, the enemy has a large armored force 
available, or when deep exploitation is contemplated. The habitual 
retention of all armor in reserve seldom is justified. In large forces, 
reserves must be mobile at all times. Transportation is attached if 
necessary. 

c. Reserves should be located
(1) 	 To provide maximum protection against hostile observation 

and fire. 
(2) 	On or near a road net which facilitates rapid movement to 

points of probable employment. 
(3) 	 To favor the main effort. 
(4) 	 To provide security to the command. 

225. Fire Support 
Along with the reserve, fire support becomes one of the command

er's principal means for influencing action. Commanders must in
sure that subordinates have direct access to sufficient firepower to 
adequately support their maneuvering elements. By retaining the 
bulk of his fire support under centralized control, the commander pro
vides for its massed employment, and its coordination with his ma
neuvering forces. By retaining atomic fire support under control of 
higher echelons this support can be provided over a wider front to 
support all the maneuvering forces. However, overcentralization of 
control of fire support may lead to delays in delivery of fire thus re
ducing its effectiveness. Fire support is completely dependent on ade
quate ammunition supply. When necessary, ammunition is allocated 
to favor the main attack. For details see section VI. 

Section V. TYPES OF OFFENSIVE ACTION 

226. General 
Attacks are classified as envelopments, turning movements, pene

trations, and frontal attacks. All types of offensive action are inter
related with the principal task groupings discussed in section IV. 
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227. Choice of Maneuver 
a. The directives of higher commanders, the characteristics of the 

area of operations, and the situation of opposing forces will determine 
the type of maneuver which is decided upon. Although higher com
manders rarely specify the method of attack, the mission, to include 
implied tasks, may impose such limitations as time, security, and 
directions of attack which leave little choice of method of maneuver. 
Normally, the area of operations and the opposing situations become 
the principal determinants in choosing the method of attack to ac
complish the mission. 

b. Previous chapters and sections I and IV, this chapter, discuss 
the effect of the terrain on offensive operations. Terrain exerts a 
decisive influence on the selection of a type of maneuver. Suitable 
avenues of approach into and within the enemy position, including 
the presence of obstacles and defensive works, may limit possible 
courses of action. Whenever possible, selected avenues of approach 
avoid enemy defensive strength. Frequently, a course of action, ac
ceptable terrainwise, may be unacceptable because attacking echelons 
may become widely separated preventing mutual support and thus 
subjecting the command to defeat in detail. 

228. Envelopment 
a. See paragraph 202k. A successful envelopment depends largely 

on the degree of surprise attained and on the ability of the secondary 
attack to contain the bulk of the enemy's forces. Surprise is secured 
by unexpected maneuver and speed, by avoidance of observation, and 
by other deceptive measures. Superior mobility and air superiority
increase the prospect of success. An envelopment is designed to force 
the enemy to fight in two or more directions simultaneously to meet 
the converging efforts of the attack. 

b. Striking the defender's front with the main attack is avoided in 
favor of striking his flank or rear. The enemy's initial dispositions 
to meet an envelopment of his flank ordinarily cannot be as strong 
as the defense of his front without overextending it. The enemy
strengthens an unsupported flank by preparing positions in depth and 
by holding mobile forces in reserve. When threatened with an en
velopment, he may be expected to move his reserves to meet the 
enveloping force. Thus, rapid movement around his flank is essential 
to prevent his occupation of previously prepared positions. Vigorous
secondary attacks prevent him from reconstituting reserves from other 
portions of his front. 

c. The enemy may attempt to envelop the attacking force as well 
as to extend his flank beyond that of the attack. An attempt oh the 
part of the attacker to outflank such hostile extension may lead to his 
own overextension or to a dangerous separation of the enveloping 
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force from the secondary attack. It usually is better to take advantage 
of the enemy's extension and consequent weakness by penetrating his 
thinly held front than by overextending in an effort to outflank com
pletely the position. 

d. The enemy may attempt a frontal attack. In this case, the 
friendly force executing the secondary attack defends itself or en
gages in delaying action while the enveloping force continues the 
envelopment or is moved inward for a counterattack. 

229. Double Envelopment 
a. A double envelopment is executed by two enveloping attack forces 

and a secondary attack force. A simultaneous envelopment of both 
flanks, although a decisive maneuver, generally requires a great pre
ponderance of force and frequently is difficult to control. The use of 
atomic weapons in a double envelopment may well reduce the great 
preponderance of force required, as well as save considerable time in 
its execution. 

b. The command seeking to execute a double envelopment must be 
capable of deploying on a broad front against an enemy on a narrower 
front or with little capability of maneuver. The maneuver is exe
cuted by making a frontal attack in the center while striking with the 
main attacks against both hostile flanks. When mobile forces are 
available in reserve, they may complete the envelopment by an attack 
from the rear. After an initial envelopment of one flank, favorable 
conditions for passing to a double envelopment through the use of 
reserves may be created when success has placed the enemy in a dis
advantageous situation. 

230. Turning Movement 
a. See paragraph 2021. When the enemy takes up a strong de

fensive position, the commander of the attacking force considers the 
possibility of turning the enemy out of his position, forcing him to 
abandon it, and of fighting on ground more favorable to the attacker. 
Whereas, the envelopment seeks to destroy the enemy on the position, 
the turning movement seizes a vital area deep in the hostile rear to 
prevent the withdrawal, support, or reinforcement of the hostile main 
force. Subsequently, the enemy is destroyed at a place and time of 
the attacker's choosing. Although the turning force frequently is the 
main attack, it need not always be. For example an airborne division 
which seizes a vital pass for the main attack of a field army is a turn
ing force. 

b. The turning force frequently operates beyond mutual support of 
other attacking ground forces. Hence, each grouping must be strong 
and mobile enough to avoid defeat in detail. When conditions favor 
such action all major elements of the command may be employed in 
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the turning force, leaving only screening forces confronting the hos
tile dispositions. The turning movement is adapted particularly to 
highly mobile forces, such as armored, airborne, air transported, 
motorized, and amphibious forces. It is employed in situations in 
which an opportunity exists to seize vital areas in the hostile rear 
before the main enemy force can withdraw or be supported or rein
forced. Deception, secrecy, and mobility are vital to successful exe
cution of a turning movement. 

c. Situations may occur, especially in the pursuit of a defeated 
enemy, in which he can be forced by direct attack to take up a de
fensive position while a portion of the more mobile attacking forces 
executes a turning movement against his lines of communication. 

231. Penetration 
a. See paragraph 202n. A penetration is demanded when enemy

flanks are unassailable, or when time does not permit envelopment. 
A penetration is favored when the enemy is overextended, when weak 
spots are detected in the enemy position, or when conditions of terrain 
and observation are favorable for more effective employment of com
bined arms. 

b. A penetration of a well organized position requires prepon
derance of combat superiority and the continuance of the momentum 
of the attack. Once the attack is slowed or stopped the enemy is 
given time to react. Plans for the penetration of a defensive position 
provide for the isolation and destruction by fire of the enemy area 
selected for the penetration. Mass destruction weapons may materi
ally assist the penetration. Movement of hostile reserves into the area 
are prevented by artillery fires supplemented and extended by air-
power. 

232. Phases of a Penetration 
a. A penetration of an enemy position requires the accomplishment 

of three principal tasks-a rupture of the enemy's main line of re
sistance; a widening of this gap by seizing objectives within the 
position; and the seizure of objectives which destroy the continuity 
of his position. These three phases are followed immediately by ex
ploitation to seize vital areas deep in the hostile rear. 

b. After the initial rupture of the hostile main line of resistance, 
the sequence of the remaining two phases is determined by the situ
ation. It may be practicable, through the existence of weaknesses in 
the enemy's position, to seize the final objective of the penetration 
simultaneously with widening the initial gap. In other situations, 
seizure of the final objective must be deferred until the gap is wide 
enough for reserves to be committed for the final phase. 
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233. Rupturing of the Enemy Main Line of Resistance 
The main attaok is launched on a relatively narrow front. Assault

ing troops are given closein objectives so that their maximum combat 
power is used initially. Local reserves are held in readiness to pass 
through or bypass attacks which have slowed or stopped. The second
ary attack on the remainder of the hostile front is designed to con
tain the enemy and prevent him from disengaging. The width of the 
penetration is determined by the depth of the enemy position and the 
relative strength of the attacking echelons. Especially important is 
the amount of artillery, armor, atomic, and air support available for 
the attacking infantry. The wider the front of penetration the more 
difficult it will be for the enemy to close the gap. On the other hand, 
a penetration on a wide front requires much greater resources. The 
deeper the penetration, the more effective will be the action of rolling 
up the hostile flanks created by the breakthrough and the less will the 
enemy be in a position to restore his front by falling back. 

234. Widening the Gap 
Widening of the initial gap of the penetration may be assigned 

either to secondary attacks or to reserves. Plans are made to meet 
enemy counterattacks by shifting of fires or reserves. 

235. Seizing the Objective and Subsequent Exploitation 
The main attack normally is assigned the mission of seizing the 

objective which destroys the continuity of the enemy position. Fre
quently, the enemy position will be so deep as to preclude the seizure 
of the final objective by the initial main attack force. Then plans 
are made to pass the reserve through the initial attack force early, 
leaving exploitation beyond the final objective to higher echelons. 
Armor and motorized forces are especially suited to seizing the ob
jective and the subsequent exploitation. This exploitation may in
clude the envelopment and destruction of the hostile forces or seizure 
of key objectives deep in the hostile rear. 

236. Multiple Penetrations 
In large commands an attack may be initiated by launching simul

taneously two or more convergent penetrations against weak locali
ties on the hostile front. The isolation of extremely strong hostile 
defenses often is facilitated by this method of attack. Strong locali
ties are contained initially by secondary attacks. When the multiple 
attacks have advanced sufficiently, the bypassed enemy forces are re
duced and the penetrating attacks are united into a single main attack. 
The principles applicable to a single penetration govern the organiza
tion and conduct of a multiple penetration. 
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237. Frontal Attack 
See paragraph 202m. Frequently, it is necessary or desirable to 

attack the enemy in the face of prepared defenses. Whereas the pene
tration is designed as a sharp attack to rupture the enemy position, 
the frontal attack is designed to maintain continuous pressure along 
the entire front. Since it is seldom possible to exert sufficient pressure 
over a great area to overwhelm the enemy by conventional means, 
frontal attacks usually are confined to secondary attacks with the 
primary object of maintaining pressure and thus preventing enemy
disengagement. Frontal attacks, unless in overwhelming strength, 
seldom are decisive. Consequently, their adoption as a main attack in 
place of more decisive and less costly forms of maneuver, seldom is 
justified. When contemplated for secondary attacks, other means 
for holding the enemy in position, such as ruses and demonstration, 
also should be considered. 

Section VI. FIRE SUPPORT AND ITS COORDINATION 

238. General 
The success of an attack is largely dependent on effective utiliza

tion of fire support. This involves efficient planning, and effective 
direction during the attack. Planning, execution, and coordination 
between attacking echelons and their supporting fires, as well as be
tween fire support agencies, are essential. The supported or force 
commander is responsible for the coordination of all available sup
porting fires with each other and with the operations of his command. 

239. Fire Support Means 
a. general. The principal means of fire support directly available 

to large unit commanders is artillery. It is supplemented by air 
support and, in some situations, naval gunfire. Atomic weapons are 
an extremely powerful means of fire support. Organic weapons of 
infantry and armored units must be fully utilized and properly co
ordinated with all available fire support means. For discussion of the 
use of artillery, see FM's series 6. For discussion of naval gunfire see 
section XIII, chapter 11. 

b. The Use of AirSupport. 
(1) 	Modern combat aircraft have great capabilities for delivery 

of fire in many forms. Attacks by aircraft also produce a 
great psychological shock to enemy troops. Therefore, Army 
commanders must take maximum advantage of the flexibility 
and power of tactical air force units which support them. To 
be most effective close integration of Army and Air Force 
plans is required at all echelons, particularly at the higher 
ones. The field army-tactical air force echelon is usually 
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the lowest which actively plans for joint Army-Air Force 
activities. 

(2) 	 Air forces assist Army forces by gaining and maintaining air 
superiority over hostile air forces; by providing combat and 
logistical air support to include airlift and resupply of air
borne operations, close combat air support, aerial photog
raphy, tactical reconnaissance and interdiction of enemy land 
power and communications. Air reconnaissance is discussed 
in chapter 5; air lift is discussed in FM 100-10, FM 101-10, 
and FM 57-30. 

(3) 	Air superiority enables the accomplishment of Army opera
tions without appreciable loss of effectiveness, personnel, or 
materiel due to enemy air action. Gaining and maintaining 
air superiority greatly facilitates Army operations. It per
mits freedom of movement on the ground and allows friendly 
air forces to conduct their other operations more effectively. 

(4) 	 Interdiction operations are conducted to destroy or neutralize 
the enemy's military potential before it can be brought to 
bear effectively against Army forces, and to restrict the move
ment of enemy forces by disrupting his communications and 
supply lines. Interdiction operations designed to destroy, 
neutralize, harass, or immobilize those enemy installations, 
communications, facilities and units which will have a direct 
effect on the battle are of vital concern of the Army com
mander. 

(5) 	Close air support operations are those missions designed to 
destroy enemy troops and installations by air attacks on tar
gets which are sufficiently near friendly surface forces to re
quire integration of the air effort with the fire and movement 
of the friendly surface forces. Such operations require 
detailed coordination, integration, and control of fire to pre
vent casualties to our own troops and aircraft and to insure 
efficient expenditure of effort. Normally, close air support 
should not be employed on targets within the means and capa
bilities of organic ground weapons unless

(a) 	Other means of support are not available or are less suited 
than close air support for accomplishing the results de
sired; or 

(b) 	 Other means of support are incapable of accomplishing the 
results desired; or 

(c) The urgency of the situation requires that the fires of all 
available weapons be brought to bear. 

(6) 	The priority with which the various forms of tactical air sup
port are conducted cannot be arbitrarily prescribed. Empha
sis will be placed on that task which offers the greatest aid in 
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the accomplishment of the theater plan. Since the first re
quirement of all services is to have freedom of maneuvers, 
gaining a favorable air situation normally has first priority 
in air action. There will be occasions, however, where the 
urgency of the situation requires the bulk of air effort to be 
quickly shifted from counter-air to close air support or inter
diction for limited periods. Most situations will require 
simultaneous execution of all forms of tactical air support in 
varying proportions. 

a. The Use of Atomic Weapons. 
(1) 	Atomic weapons are another means of extremely powerful 

fire support. The integration of atomic weapons into tacti
cal operations does not change tactical doctrine for the em
ployment of firepower heretofore mentioned. Some opera
tions will be designed to create profitable targets and to 
exploit the effects of the atomic explosion. However, the 
planning and execution of offensive operations will continue 
to be based on the integration of fire and maneuver. Decisive 
results are obtained when a maneuvering force promptly ex
ploits the destruction and psychological effects of atomic 
weapons. 

(2) 	 When atomic weapons are employed, objectives for the attack 
generally will be deep. The greater destructive power and 
the relatively wide area affected by the atomic explosions 
will facilitate maneuver which otherwise might not be pos
sible. For example, the use of atomic weapons may make the 
penetration a more acceptable form of maneuver. 

(3) 	 When planning an attack supported by atomic weapons, an 
atomic fire support plan is prepared concurrently with the 
plan of maneuver by the command making the decision to 
employ the weapon. All fire plans are coordinated with the 
atomic fire support plan to insure proper integration of fire 
support with maneuver. 

(4) 	 Plans provide for immediate movement through or around 
the target area. Exploiting units remain dispersed until 
the critical moment, then concentrate rapidly, and move to 
the decisive point to take maximum advantage of surprise 
and the enemy's disorganization. 

240. Firepower in the Attack 
a. Fire Superiority. Superiority of fire is achieved by the com

bined fires of infantry, armor, artillery, supporting aircraft, and, if 
available, naval gunfire. Fire superiority depends not only on volume 
of fire but also on its location and accuracy. Effective fire forces an 
enemy to take cover, abandoning his weapons at least temporarily, and 
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thereby gives to the attacker the fleeting opportunity to move to more 
advantageous positions. Since fire superiority is difficult to maintain 
for long periods of time, infantry and armor must take timely advan
tage of such superiority to close with the enemy. 

b. Enfilade Fires. Enfilade employment increases fire effect. 
Flanking or oblique fire from flat trajectory weapons is especially 
effective when frontal fire is delivered simultaneously against the same 
objective. Convergent fire forces the enemy to take cover against 
attack from several directions and creates a powerful effect on enemy 
morale. 

e. Massing of Fire. Fire support is more effective when delivered 
without warning and in overwhelming volume. Concentrations of fire 
are regulated to bring the greatest possible volume of fire from appro
priate type weapons on objectives of decisive importance at the critical 
moments of the attack. 

d. CounterbatteryFires. Superiority over the hostile artillery is 
generally indispensable for the success of the attack. Located hostile 
batteries must be neutralized or destroyed early in the artillery action. 
Neutralization once achieved is maintained by a portion of the artil
lery, while the bulk is employed on other missions until again required 
for counterbattery fire as new hostile batteries are located. Neutral
ization of the hostile observation is of great importance in attaining 
superiority over the hostile artillery. 

241. Fundamentals of Fire Support Coordination 
a. The fundamentals of fire support coordination enunciated in the 

following subparagraphs form the basis for the many and varied 
measures of directing and controlling fire support. For further de
tails on fire support coordination, see FM 6-20. 

b. Fire support coordination is a function of command at all combat 
echelons. The supported or force commander issues combat orders, 
policies, priorities, or individual decisions, which govern the employ
ment of all fire support available to his command. 

e. Fire support coordination centers are established at corps level 
and below in order to insure that the fires of all weapons employed to 
support the ground commanders plan of action are coordinated and 
integrated and provide maximum effectiveness of the available means. 
At army level, fire support coordination is accomplished by the army 
artillery, chemical, signal, and air-ground operations sections working 
in close conjunction with G2-G3 operations sections. 

d. The organization and procedures for the coordination of fire 
support provide for the following: 

(1) 	 Adequate control and supervision by the force or supported 
commander. 
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(2) 	 Concentration of fire support means upon any target or 
targets. 

(3) 	Distribution of effective fire upon several targets simul
taneously. 

(4) 	 Prompt attack upon targets of opportunity. 
(5) 	 Deviation from the fire support plan when necessary to meet 

unforeseen or changing situations. 
e. Primary consideration is given to furnishing the type of fire 

support requested. 
f. Fire missions are assigned to, or requested of, the agency which 

can deliver most effectively the desired fire within the required time. 
When considerations such as ammunition, tactical security, and coor
dination permit, the most economical means for delivery of fire is 
used. 

g. Coordination must be effected rapidly and decisively in the at
tack of targets of opportunity. Fire on such targets usually is de
livered by the most readily available effective means. 

A. Fire support missions are undertaken by the lowest echelon that 
has the necessary means available. When appropriate means are 
not available, assistance is requested from, or directed by, higher 
echelons. 

i. Fire support is coordinated at each echelon to the degree to which 
it is involved in the mission. Final action is accomplished at the 
lowest echelon which can effect complete coordination of the fire sup
port mission. 

j. The necessary precautions to safeguard friendly troops, air
craft, vessels, and installations from friendly fires are implemented at 
each echelon where fire support is coordinated. 

k. A common system of target designation must be employed by all 
participating fire support agencies. 

242. Preparation Fires 
a. Artillery and other fires prior to the hour of attack may be 

limited to normal fires already in progress, or the attack may be pre
ceded by a preparation. 

b. The force commander decides whether a preparation is to be 
fired. He considers whether a sufficient number of remunerative 
targets will be located in time to prepare the fires, the probable effect 
of the preparation, the attendant loss of surprise, and the effect on the 
ammunition supply. The force commander also decides the duration 
of the preparation. In general, a preparation should be long enough 

to accomplish the effect sought, but not so long as to permit the enemy 
to change his major tactical dispositions in time to meet the attack. 
The duration of the preparation may be governed by the ammunition 
supply. It may vary from a few minutes to several hours. 
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c. The effect of the preparation is enhanced by dividing it into 
phases. The object of the first phase of the preparation usually is 
to neutralize the defender's forces, and protect our troops from the 
enemy's counterpreparation fires. Fires in this phase are directed 
against hostile artillery and mortars, command posts, observation 
posts, and signal communication installations; interdiction-fire on 
enemy routes of communication is started. In subsequent phases of 
the preparation, fires are shifted to hostile defense areas, and assembly 
areas. Sufficient artillery continues counterbattery fire to maintain 
neutralization of the hostile artillery. Interdiction of the battle area 
is continuous. Hostile observation should be covered with smoke 
to prevent observation of the movements of the attacker and render 
adjustment of hostile artillery fires difficult. Smoke may be placed 
upon the forward elements of the defensive position to prevent the 
enemy from using aimed small arms fire. During the entire prepara
tion, air support is concentrated against command installations and 
reserves, with particular attention to artillery and armor which can
not be covered effectively by artillery. Enemy minefields may be 
subjected to artillery fire both to destroy the mines and to provide 
cover for breaching personnel. 

243. Fires Supporting the Attack 
Fires supporting the attack are planned and shifted in conformity 

with the supported units. They are planned to assist the advance by 
firing on targets of opportunity, by gaining fire superiority as re
quired, by protecting reorganizations, by breaking up counterattacks, 
by neutralizing hostile supporting weapons, by interdicting the bat
tlefield, and by disrupting control. When likely target areas to ac
complish the foregoing can be determined in advance of the attack 
supporting fires are planned to be delivered on call. 

244. Fire Support Plan 
The fire support plan is the coordinated and integrated plan for the 

employment of all fire support available to the commander. It is the 
primary fire control measure established by the commander prior to 
the beginning of the attack. It provides for

a. Announcement of the commander's decisions for the employment 
of fire support including necessary information and instructions to 
amplify and implement these decisions. 

b. Detailed, coordinated fire plans of available fire support agen
cies. Such of the following as are appropriate are included, usually 
as appendices to the fire support plan. 

(1) Artillery (including guided missiles) fire plan. 
(2) Naval gunfire plan. 
(3) Air support plan. 
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(4) 	 Atomic fire support plan. 
(5) 	Organic weapons fire plan (at lower echelons). 

Section VII. CONDUCT OF THE ATTACK 

245. Characteristics of Attack 
The attack is characterized by fire, maneuver, and shock action, 

combined and controlled to create a preponderance of combat power, 
culminating in the final stages of close combat in a powerful and 
violent assault in the decisive area. 

246. Control of Attack 
a. The commander uses every means possible to keep informed of 

the progress of the attack, the enemy's reactions, and the situation 
confronting his subordinate units. Based on this information, the 
commander maneuvers his forces and employs his fire support to gain 
thedecisive objectives. 

b. As the attack progresses, more control may be decentralized 
to subordinate commanders to permit them to meet rapid changes in 
the situation. Means then are provided to these subordinates to per
mit accomplishment of their mission. 

247. Continuity in Attack 
a. Continuity is provided in the attack by advance planning for, 

and timely execution of
(1) 	Extension of signal communications. 
(2) 	 Resupply of attacking units. 
(3) 	Relief or regrouping of units on intermediate objectives. 
(4) 	 Control of civilians, and evacuation of prisoners of war, sick, 

wounded, and the dead. 
(5) 	The provision of adequate engineer and other service support.

b. Supporting weapons provide continuity of support by displacing 
forward by echelon. Fire plans include provision for defense of 
successive objectives to enable prompt reorganization and continua
tion of the attack. When supporting fires are lifted from the hos
tile position to permit the attacking echelon to close with the enemy, 
the loss of this support must be compensated for by increased fire of 
organic direct-fire weapons and rapid movement to the objective. 

248. Fire and Movement 
The attacking echelon advances to within assaulting distance of the 

hostile position under its own and supporting fires. Attack units 
must follow closely supporting fires to gain ground with the least 
casualties. Infantry and armor advance to successive positions, utiliz
ing available cover and concealment. Each attack unit uses close 
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supporting fires to assist in closing with the enemy and to push on 
to its successive objectives. Fire and movement are alternated so 
that an attacking unit moves forward assisted by the combined fire 
of adjacent and supporting units; in turn, it assists the advance of 
the adjacent units by its fire. 

249. Assault 
a. The assault of the hostile position usually is required in order 

to destroy or drive out the enemy. It normally is executed by small 
units and under decentralized control. Against strong resistance 
and a well-organized defense, the commander prepares for the assault 
by concentrating all supporting fires to neutralize the enemy and wear 
down his resistance before launching the assault. Under cover of the 
supporting fire, the assault units advance close to their objectives. 
When the supporting fires are lifted from the objective, the assault 
units, aided by firepower and shock action of tanks, overrun the 
hostile position. Any delay in launching the assault after supporting 
fires are lifted allows the enemy time to man his defenses. In some 
situations tanks operating under artillery air bursts may be employed 
in advance of infantry. 

b. When winds are favorable, smoke may be placed on enemy 
positions to cover the assault. When the assault promptly follows 
the lifting of fires, the smoke cover normally will persist during 
the brief period required for assaulting infantry and armor to close 
with the hostile position. 

250. Continuation of Attack 
a. General. After the assault of an organized position, the attack 

often breaks up into a series of separate engagements which are con
tinued throughout the depth of the hostile position. These engage
ments are directed by subordinate commanders within their zones 
of action and are supported by all the means at the commander's 
disposal. The first task is to capture assigned objectives. Areas of 
resistance then are reduced by fire, overrun, or outflanked. Even 
against weak resistance there may be some confusion and loss of 
control. At this time, the command is vulnerable to enemy counter
attack and is apt to lose the opportunity to exploit its initial success. 

bA Measures To Defend Against Counterattack. As the attack 
progresses each intermediate objective is promptly organized for 
defense. Previously prepared plans for reorganization and resupply 
are executed immediately, The artillery concentrates massed fires 
on enemy assembly areas and troops forming for counterattack. The 
reserve may be readied to protect the flanks of the attacking units, to 
hold ground seized by them, or to attack an enemy counterattack. 
Security minefields may be used to cover likely enemy avenues of 
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approach; if the halt is appreciable in duration these minefields may 
be extended. 

e. Measures To Continue the Attack. 
(1) 	 The commander should commit his reserve at the decisive 

time and place to maintain a relentless pressure on the enemy 
and thus prevent the stabilization of the situation. 

(2) 	 The artillery concentrates on any rearward position on which 
the enemy attempts to reconstitute his defense. When re
quired, and when road conditions, the possibility of main
taining ammunition supply, and the enemy's reaction permit, 
artillery displaces forward. Changes of position are kept 
to a minimum because they reduce the volume of available 
fire support. Movement to new positions is effected by 
echelon after timely reconnaissance of advanced positions. 

(8) 	 It may be of great advantage to regroup the attack forces 
during the advance to the new position and launch the main 
attack on another part of the front. Effort is made to exploit 
the deterioration of the enemy position by a quick and power
ful blow before the enemy can reconstitute his defense. The 
use of mass destruction weapons combined with the action 
of large armored formations and air support at this time 
may be decisive. 

d. Enemy DisengagingAction. Ordinarily, the enemy will strive 
to hold his position until nightfall and effect his withdrawal under 
cover of darkness. The attacking force maintains relentless pressure
by continuing the attack at night, By these attacks, contact is main
tained, the enemy is kept off balance, and his withdrawal from action 
is made extremely difficult. If the enemy succeeds in disengaging 
and adopts a delaying action, the attack is continued by concentrating 
in a decisive direction. An attack pushed energetically through the 
hostile front may isolate major elements and force the enemy to an 
early evacuation of the whole position. 

e. Breakthroughof Enemy Position. In case of a breakthrough, 
armored units and motorized infantry units penetrate deeply into the 
hostile position and attack enemy reserves, artillery, and command 
and communication centers. The gap is widened by attacking its 
flanks. Other mobile forces are sent through the gap to exploit the 
advantages gained and to attack the enemy in rear and prevent his 
escape. At this time maximum air effort should be concentrated in 
support of the ground forces in exploiting the breakthrough.

f. Renewal of the Attack. If the enemy succeeds in withdrawing 
his major forces from action, the commander intensifies reconnais
sance to obtain the necessary information upon which to decide what 
line of action to follow. Aggressive action may prevent the enemy 
from reconstituting his defense on a rearward position, If the enemy 
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succeeds in occupying a new position during darkness, it may be 
necessary to delay a renewal of the attack until daylight. 

251. Use of Chemical, Biological, and Radiological Agents 
a. When authorized by competent authority, chemical, biological, 

and radiological agents are used to reinforce the effects of the attack. 
See FM's 3-5, 2140, and 21-45 

b. In coordinated attacks, particularly those against strong well-
organized resistance, persistent and nonpersistent chemical agents 
may be used to increase the effectiveness of the attacking firepower 
by circumventing the defenders' conventional-type protection; CBR 
supportof an attack is characterizedby extensive use of nonpersistent 
chemical agents. Due consideration must be given to wind direction 
and speed, temperature, and atmospheric stability. Chemical agents, 
including incendiaries, are concentrated on targets which are less 
vulnerable to other types of fire. Nonpersistent agents should be used 
only on those targets wihich are occupied; persistent agents may be 
used to protect the flanks, in the establishment or reinforcement of 
barriers,and to neutralize areas which the attacker does not intend to 
enter unless adequately provided with individual protective equip
ment. Effective employment of nonpersistent chemical agents re
quires tactical surprise and the rapid establishment of casualty 
producing concentrations. Persistent and nonpersistent agents may 
be used for counterbattery. Highly toxic nonpersistent chemical 
munitions 'will be helpful by virtue of their harassingeffects during 
preparatoryfires, even in small amounts. The employment of smoke 
and CBR agents must be closely coordinated with other supporting 
fires, barrier and denial plans, and with the action of armor and 
supporting air units. 

c. The attacker must not permit the advance to be long arrested by 
hostile CBR concentrations. Contaminated terrain which cannot be 
avoided is posted and passed with the assistance of protective masks 
and clothing. 

Section VIII. SECURITY IN THE OFFENSIVE 
252. General 

a. Success of an offensive is dependent in large measure upon the 
action taken to protect the command from hostile reaction. Open 
flanks are highly vulnerable. The best security is tokeep the enemy so 
heavily involved that he has not time or means available to endanger 
the success of the attack. Security in the offensive is provided by 
timely and aggressive search for information, proper dissemination of 
the resulting intelligence, use of security forces of ample mobility 
and combat power, effective use of barriers, adoption of flexible forma
tions, and central location, in point of time, of mobile reserves. 
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b. In view of the great destructive capabilities of atomic weapons, 
the attacking force must not concentrate profitable targets for periods 
of time sufficient for the enemy to react. For additional details of 
security see chapter 6. 

253. Security Against Hostile Armor and Aviation 
In offensive operations, the mass of available means for defense 

against air and armored attack is disposed to favor the main attack. 
Active air defense measures are supplemented by passive means in
cluding cover, concealment, dispersion, and night movements. Active 
antitank defense means are supplemented by utilization of natural and 
artificial obstacles, including mines, to protect the flanks and rear of 
the command. Antitank weapons in each echelon are disposed to 
cover the most likely avenues of approach for hostile armored units. 
Armored reserves are positioned so that they can be rapidly employed 
against enemy tanks. The use of mines must be approved by the 
commander's immediate superior to insure the areas to be mined are 
not involved in other operations of the higher command. 

254. Use of Tactical Aviation 
Armed reconnaissance missions designed to locate and attack ground 

targets are particularly effective in at least initially delaying large 
enemy forces. Air reconnaissance missions also constitute an impor
tant security measure. For additional coverage of air reconnaissance, 
see chapter 5. For employment of tactical air forces, see section VI, 
this chapter. 

255. Use of Reserves 
Frequently, it may be necessary for reserves to be used to protect 

the flanks of the main attack from hostile counterattacks. If such 
action can be foreseen, reserves are positioned to move readily to 
threatened areas so that the main attack can proceed directly to the 
objective. 

Section IX. WAR OF MOVEMENT 

256. General 
A war of movement is an operational phase offering freedom of 

maneuver. Freedom of maneuver frequently characterizes the initia
tion of hostilities, the opening of a new campaign or a theater, or the 
exploitation of a successful major offensive. The fundamentals of 
the offense, discussed in the preceding sections of this chapter, are 
applicable to a war of movement. Maneuver becomes of decisive im
portance; it is the means by which the commander gains maximum ad
vantage of position before the situation stabilizes, and thus facilitates 
the destruction of the enemy. The advance is pushed forward aggres-
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sively to gain the objective before the enemy can react. During the 
advance to contact every intelligence and security agency is utilized 
to the end that the main force is engaged under the most favorable 
conditions. Reconnaissance aviation is employed to locate and main
tain observation of enemy forces while tactical aircraft strike the ad
vancing enemy. 

257. Covering Force 
a. General. When contact has not been made, large forces should 

be preceded by a covering force operating directly under the main 
force commander. The purpose of such a force is the early develop
ment of the situation, provision of security to the command, and the 
prevention of unnecessary delay of the main body. Its missions are 
broad and may include attack to destroy enemy resistance, seizure and 
holding of key terrain features, or containment of large enemy units. 

b. Composition and Size. In a war of movement, information of 
enemy strength and dispositions usually is limited. Therefore, the 
composition and size of a covering force is a matter of extreme impor
tance because its initial engagement may determine the entire course 
of the battle. The initiative is retained by the attacker if the enemy's 
positions are developed rapidly and with strength. A force capable 
only of securing information is insufficient. A large mobile force, 
strong in armor and artillery and effectively supported by tactical air
craft, is a most effective covering force in developing the situation 
rapidly, in eliminating enemy resistance, and in keeping the enemy 
off balance. 

c. Position. The covering force normally operates at considerable 
distance in front of the main body and its advance guards. A highly 
mobile covering force is required to accomplish its tasks rapidly and 
to avoid its defeat before the main force can intervene. For large 
commands, a covering force contains components of all arms and 
necessary services. Engineers are kept well forward. Field artillery 
is prepared for prompt support, displacing by bounds from one firing 
position to another when contact is imminent. Antiaircraft artillery 
in addition to its normal employment against hostile aircraft may 
move with advance elements to furnish additional mobile firepower 
or to assist in flank and rear protection. Rapid and reliable signal 
communications between the covering force and the main body must 
be provided. The responsibility for providing signal communications 
is normally that of the force commander. Army aviation may be used 
to supplement electrical means of communication. Airborne or air 
transported units may be employed in conjunction with the covering 
force to seize critical terrain features or make early contact with the 
enemy to restrict his maneuver. 
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d. TerrainConditions. Armored divisions are very effective in this 
role when the terrain and situation permit. Ideal terrain conditions 
are rolling terrain; good trafficability; excellent road nets, particu
larly lateral roads; and no major obstacles. Infantry divisions are 
desirable for a covering force when the terrain is mountainous, rough, 
and heavily wooded, has a poor road net, or contains many obstacles. 
However, an infantry division, dispersed over a wide front, has dif
ficulty of control in disengaging from combat, in regrouping, and in 
speedy movements. 

e. Reconnaissance, Security, Frontages, Control, and Actions. 
(1) 	The covering force provides its own reconnaissance and secu

rity forces which operate to its front and flanks. Recon
naissance aviation operates in close coordination with the 
covering force. 

(2) 	 The covering force operates on a broad front usually cover
ing the entire zone of action of the main force. It advances 
in multiple columns of combined arms along major avenues 
of approach; contact between columns is maintained by 
patrols and Army aviation. Successive march objectives or 
phase lines are used to control its advance. A reserve is 
retained to influence local actions. Covering force actions 
are characterized by speed, aggressiveness, and small reserves. 
In the absence of specific instructions, the covering force 
commander takes the action necessary to best assist in the 
accomplishment of the mission of the command as a whole. 
Long-range fire is brought to bear on the enemy to force his 
early deployment. 

258. Advance Guard 
a. Behind the covering force the main force advances on a broad 

front. Each column precedes its advance with its own advance guard. 
The advance guard protects its main body against ground observation 
and surprise from the front and provides adequate time and space in 
which the main body may deploy for combat. By aggressive action 
the advance guard overcomes minor resistance bypassed by the cover
ing force. The advance guard prevents unnecessary delay of the main 
body and defers the deployment of the main body as long as possible. 
Advance guards send out mobile reconnaissance elements to the front 
and flanks. These reconnaissance elements maintain contact with 
the covering force. 

b. When the main force is not preceded by a covering force, its 
advance guards normally will be stronger. especially in armor, to per
mit more extended reconnaissance and more aggressive action. In 
this case, the actions of the advance guards are similar to those of a 
covering force. 
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c. The formation of an advance guard is such as to insure its own 
security and provide sufficient distribution in depth and width for its 
maneuver. 

d. The distance between the advance guard and the main body is 
sufficient to preserve for the commander his freedom of action in the 
employment of the main body, but is never so great as to expose the 
advance guard to defeat before assistance can reach it. Distances are 
reduced at night, in close terrain, and under conditions of low visibility 
and restricted observation. 

e. The above considerations apply also to the security of more mobile 
forces, such as the armored division, or a mobile task force. The 
principal modifications result from the superior mobility of the units. 
The zone of reconnaissance is more extensive, both to the front and 
to the flanks, to provide the necessary time for deployment of the 
faster moving force. Movement normally will be by bounds. Close 
cooperation of reconnaissance aviation is essential. 

f. Information in greater detail covering procedures, tactics and 
technique of advance guard employment may be found in FM's 7 and 
17 series. 

259. Flank and Rear Security 
a. When the flanks of a command are not protected by adjacent 

units, it is necessary to provide protection by using a portion of the 
command as flank guards. Their mission is to protect the marching 
column from ground observation and surprise, and in the event of an 
attack in force, to provide the necessary time and space for the devel
opment of the main body. Army and tactical aircraft are effective 
in supplementing flank guards. 

/i. When the main body executes a flank march in proximity to the 
enemy, flank protection assumes great importance and a strong flank 
guard is detailed. The advance guard may be converted into a flank 
guard to provide the protection required by a change in the direction 
of march. In this event, a new advance guard is organized. 

c. The rear guard consists of a portion of the command which fol
lows the main body in the zone of march, usually by bounds, for pro
tection of the rear of the main body from attack, observation, or inter
ference by hostile forces. 

260. Main Body 
a. The main body preceded by its advance guards follows as closely 

as possible behind the covering force. The covering force bypasses or 
contains small pockets of enemy resistance and continues its advance. 
The main body is immediately available to attack the main enemy 
force and seize the final objective. 
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b. Security elements from the main body may be designated to 
eliminate small pockets of resistance bypassed by the covering force. 
However, the main body must not be dissipated by piecemeal com
mitment. 

261. Conduct With Contact Imminent 
a. General. Information gained through action by the covering 

force and Air Force units permits the commander to clarify the situ
ation gradually as contact becomes imminent. 

b. Action by Covering Force and Advance Guards. 
(1) 	 The covering force commander is given early information by 

tactical aviation and by his own security elements. The 
advance guards are kept informed of the situation. Plans 
of the main force commander are made known to all con
cerned as the situation develops. 

(2) 	As contact becomes imminent advance guards move forward 
on a progressively broader front. Based upon the situation 
developed by the covering force, the advance guard is engaged 
in accordance with the plan of the commander to extend the 
action of the covering force, or to seize ground essential to the 
development of its main body. When a strong covering 
force has not preceded the advance guard, advance guards 
should seize terrain affording essential observation. 

262. Conduct After Contact 
a. Covering Force and Advance Guard. 

(1) 	Once contact with strong enemy forces is made, necessary 
measure are taken to develop aggressively the situation and 
protect the development of the command. This normally is 
best accomplished by the seizure of terrain critical to the 
needs of the main body. The enemy reaction to such action 
frequently will indicate both the strength and disposition of 
the hostile force. 

(2) 	 The hostile dispositions, particularly the location of enemy 
flanks, are important to provide the essential information 
upon which the commander can base his attack plan. When 
the security forces lack the strength to develop the situation 
fully, they may have to be reinforced by elements of the 
main body to obtain adequate knowledge of hostile disposi
tions before the coordinated attack is launched. 

(3) 	 When strong resistance is met reconnaissance units are 
quickly withdrawn and they are replaced by the assault ele
ments of the covering force and advance guards. Recon
naissance units then are employed on the flanks to screen the 
main force, to execute further reconnaissance, or to harass 
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the hostile flanks and rear. Every effort is made to retain 
the initiative and to prevent the enemy from stabilizing the 
situation. 

(4) 	 While the main body is deploying for attack, the covering 
force and advance guards in contact continue to develop the 
enemy position. Their mission is to determine the strength 
and dispositions of the enemy and the location of his flanks 
in order to provide a complete picture for the attack plan. 

b. The Main Body. 
(1) 	The main body is brought forward by the most expeditious 

means in one or more columns. It is engaged rapidly and 
aggressively to attack the enemy before the hostile main 
forces have time to prepare for action. 

(2) 	 Maximum consideration is given to attacks upon the enemy 
flanks and rear before the enemy is prepared to counter these 
envelopments. A coordinated attack may be organized or an 
attack from march column may be ordered while the remain
der of the main body deploys. The latter piecemeal com
mitment is to be avoided except when rapidity of action is es
sential and combat superiority at the vital point is present 
and can be maintained throughout the attack. 

(3) 	 Consideration is given to the early employment of the power 
and shock action of armor to break up and destroy enemy at
tack formations. 

(4) 	 Artillery is committed early to interfere with enemy deploy
ment, to destroy his attacking echelons, and to neutralize 
his artillery. 

Section X. PURSUIT 

263. Purpose of Pursuit 
The pursuit seeeks to annihilate the hostile main force. 

264. Exploitation and Pursuit 
a. Exploitation. Exploitation is taking full advantage of success 

in battle and following up of initial gains. While local initial gains 
may appear insignificant, the cumulative effect on the enemy of their 
aggressive exploitation may be decisive. 

b. Pursuit. 
(1) 	 Pursuit is a type of offensive military operation. It takes 

place in the exploitation phase. Other operations, conducted 
concurrently with the pursuit, may be required by economic, 
political, or other considerations. Such operations and sec
ondary military ones are generally undertaken only when 
the attacker's superiority warrants the diversion of troops 
to missions other than the pursuit. 
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(2) 	Pursuit operations are a form of a war of movement. In 
the pursuit, however, the enemy has lost his ability to in
fluence the situation, and reacts in consonance with the pur
suer's actions. Hence, pursuit is conducted aggressively and 
under decentralized control. Commanders are justified in 
taking greater risks to attain a decisive victory. 

265. Launching the Pursuit 
When the enemy is having difficulty in maintaining his position, the 

commander utilizes all means to maintain the continuity of the attack 
and to exert relentless pressure. The pursuit is launched when the 
enemy is no longer able to maintain his position and endeavors to 
escape. Important indications of a weakening enemy are the con
tinued advance in a decisive direction without strong enemy reaction; 
the capture of critical objectives; the increased number of captured 
prisoners, abandoned weapons, and unburied dead; the diminution of 
hostile artillery fire, and the diminution or cessation of other hostile 
countermeasures. 

266. Leadership in the Pursuit 
The pursuit requires aggressiveness and the exercise of initiative 

in all echelons of command. The pursuitis pushedto the utmost limit 
of endurance of troops and equipment. Commanders remain well 
forward to provide impetus to the pursuit and to insure adequate pro
vision of fire and logistical support. 

267. Preparation for the Pursuit 
a. In anticipation of launching a pursuit, preparatory measures in

clude issuance of warning orders; regrouping and motorizing of re
serves; and special provisions for the supply of ammunition and motor 
fuel. Plans are made to augment motor transportation and supplies 
from captured and abandoned stocks. Air transport is utilized to 
assist in supply and evacuation to the extent necessary. 

b. Pursuit requires extensive reliance upon radio for commnnica
tion. The construction of wire lines is concentrated along the more 
important axes. Army aviation. is used to supplement communi
cations. 

268. Conduct of the Pursuit 
a. By the coordinated employment of every available agency of de

struction and terrorization, the shaken morale of the defeated enemy 
is converted into panic. 

b. The pursuit is conducted on as broad a front as possible. Di
rect pressure against the retreating forces is maintained relentlessly 
while an enveloping or turning force cuts the enemy's lines of re
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treat. Double envelopment of the retreating main force or its sep
arate elements is attempted whenever conditions permit. 

c. The advance in the decisive direction must be maintained. Hos
tile rear guards or forces on flank positions are not permitted to divert 
the main force from the decisive direction. If an attempt to cut 
the enemy's retreat is unsuccessful, a new encircling force is quickly 
constituted. 

d. WVhen the enemy main force succeeds in establishing itself in a 
position from which it cannot be dislodged quickly, the commander 
:takes immediate action to launch an overwhelming attack, support
ing this attack with all available means. 

e. The forces engaged in the direct pressure and in the encircling 
maneuvers are controlled by the assignment of deep objectives, broad 
missions, axes of advance, and zones of action. Maximum latitude 
is given to subordinate commanders to allow the exercise of their 
initiative. Decentralization of control of fire support and of logisti
cal means may be required. 

f. Reconnaissance aviation continuously observes vital points in 
the enemy's zone of retreat to keep contact with retreating columns, 
to locate any movement of hostile reinforcements, and to keep com
manders informed of the hostile activities and movements within their 
zones of action. 

g. Employment of helicopter-borne forces to leapfrog in succes
sion over enemy rear-guard positions will not only greatly speed 
up the advance, but will enable sections of the enemy forces to be 
cut off and destroyed without prejudice'to the momentum of the 
pursuit. 

h. Combat units are given operational control of guerillas and 
partisans in their zones of action. Guerillas and partisans are used 
to further the confusion in the enemy's ranks and to hamper his re
treat or efforts to reorganize. 

269. Direct Pressure Force 
a. Mission. The direct pressure force attacks continuously to pre

vent enemy disengagement and subsequent reconstitution of the de
fense, and to inflict maximum casualties on the enemy. 

b. Composition. Emphasis is placed on heavy, long-range fire sup
port to obstruct hostile avenues of retreat, and on engineer units which 
must rapidly clear the zone of obstacles created by the enemy. Suf
ficient force is required to allow relentless attack, day and night. 

c. Maintainingthe Pressure. No opportunity is given the enemy to 
reorganize his forces and reconstitute his defense. Under no circum
stances is he allowed to break contact. The leading elements push 
fast moving columns along all available roads. They contain and 
bypass small pockets of resistance. The direct pressure (main) force 
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follows closely, mops up these encircled units and prepares to rein
force leading elements if stronger enemy forces attempt to stand and 
fight. During the night units continue their march or make limited 
objective attacks which serve to keep the enemy off balance. The di
rect pressure force also attempts, by close envelopments, to cut off the 
retreat of segments of the enemy. 

d. FireSupport With the DirectPressureForce. So long as the 
enemy can be engaged with observed and planned fire, a portion of 
the artillery remains in position to fire on the more distant targets. 
Fire support for fast moving columns may be provided by column 
cover-a mission to provide cover over a column of friendly forces by 
aircraft in radio contact therewith, to provide protection, recon
naissance, and/or attack of air or ground targets which threaten the 
column. Other Air Force elements are employed to concentrate on 
critical points, probable lines of enemy withdrawal, especially defiles, 
on his columns in retreat, and on hostile reserves endeavoring to re
constitute the defense. 

270. Encircling Force 
a. Mission. The mission of the encircling force is to get in rear of 

the defeated enemy and block his retreat so that he may be destroyed 
between the direct pressure and encircling forces. 

b. Composition. Armor and motorized units are employed in the 
encircling force, and tactical aviation is coordinated with the maneu
ver of this force. Emphasis again is placed on engineer units which 
must rapidly clear the path of obstacles. Heavier artillery usually is 
left with the direct pressure force. Airborne troops may be used to 
seize defiles or other critical terrain objectives deep in the hostile 
rear. 

c. Conduct of the Encirclement. When practicable, mobile forces 
in the encircling maneuver, advance along roads paralleling the 
enemy's line of retreat attempting to reach defiles, bridges, and other 
critical points prior to the enemy main force. When the encircling 
forces cannot outdistance the enemy, they engage the enemy's main 
forces in flank. 
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CHAPTER 9 

THE DEFENSIVE 

Section I. FUNDAMENTALS OF THE DEFENSE 

271. Definition 
The defense is the employment of all means and methods available 

to prevent, resist, or destroy an enemy attack. The defensive is that 
attitude or condition of a force when it stands ready to protect itself 
against enemy attack. 

272. Scope 
This chapter embraces the defense in its two principal types, the 

position defense and the mobile defense. It treats of the organiza
tion of the ground, tactical groupings of troops, the organization of 
fire, and the conduct of both types of the defense. Counteroffensive 
tactics employed in conjunction with the defense follow the principles 
discussed in Chapter 8, The Offensive. Delaying force and covering 
force tactics employed in conjunction with the defense follow the 
principles discussed in Chapter 10, Retrograde Movements. 

273. Purpose 
a. Defensive combat has one of two general purposes: first, to gain 

time pending the development of more favorable conditions for un
dertaking the offensive; or second, to economize forces in one area in 
order to concentrate superior forces for decisive offensive action 
elsewhere. 

b. Under the first of the above purposes, the commander may as
sume the defensive pending the arrival of reinforcements, he may be 
thrown on the defensive by inferiority in relative combat power, or 
he may assume the defensive as part of a deliberate plan to win the 
battle by counteroffensive action. Political and strategic considera
tions may also dictate the assumption of the defense. 

c. Under the second purpose, the defensive may be adopted as an 
economy of force measure in order to permit application of the prin
ciple of mass elsewhere. 

274. Mission 
The mission in the defense may be to deny a vital area to the enemy, 

to protect a flank, to contain an enemy force, or to effect maximum 
attrition and disorganization of the enemy as a preliminary to offen-
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sive action. The mission is paramount. It normally dictates the type 
of defense selected and the position or area defended although con
siderations such as the composition of opposing forces, the terrain, and 
security may favor a different type, position, or area of defense. A 
defensive mission may be imposed by the situation, directed by higher 
headquarters, or adopted voluntarily. 

275. Fundamentals of Defensive Action 
a. Proper Utilisation of Terrain. The defense utilizes the ter

rain to the maximum advantage in order to enhance combat power. 
Terrain normally favors the defender, since he selects the ground on 
which the battle is to be fought. The natural defensive strength of 
the position has a direct bearing on the distribution of forces both as 
to frontage and as to depth. Field fortifications and barriers are 
employed to improve the natural defensive strength of the terrain. 
When analyzing terrain, the following points are considered: 

(1) Critical terrain. 
(2) Observation and fields of fire. 
(3) Cover and concealment. 
(4) Obstacles. 
(5) Avenues of approach. 

b. Security. Security is especially important in the defense. It 
assists in offsetting the attacker's inherent advantage of initiative as 
to the time, place, plan, direction, strength, and composition of his 
attack. See section II. 

v. MutualSupport. Mutual support is desirable in order to increase 
the solidity of the defensive position, to prevent defeat in detail, and 
to prevent infiltration. Tactical localities are selected so that the 
maximum degree of mutual support can be achieved when they are 
organized and occupied. 

d. All-Round Defense. Although primarily oriented to the front, 
all-round defense meets the enemy attack from any direction, and pre
vents the enemy from taking any position by surprise from an un
expected direction. 

e. Defense in Depth. Defense in depth is essential to prevent en
emy exploitation of a penetration, thus precluding his free maneuver 
within sensitive rear areas. 

f. Coordinated Fire Plan. Coordinated fires are the principal 
means todefeat the enemy assault in front of the position. Fire plans 
provide for bringing the enemy under fire as early as practicable, sub
jecting him to increasingly heavier fires as he approaches the defensive 
position, and supporting the counterattack to eject or destroy him. 
It includes antitank fire plans. 

g. CoordinatedBarrierPlan. The natural features of the terrain 
are supplemented by the effective use of planned barrier systems in
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cluding minefields, other artificial obstacles, and as authorized, chemi
cal, biological, radiological (CBR) agents, particularly chemical 
agents. The plan includes all antitank barriers. (See FM's 3-5 and 
5-15.) 

h. Flexibility. The defender must retain the maximum degree of 
flexibility by making provision for the rapid shifting of forces in the 
defense and by retaining the maximum reserve for counteroffensive 
commitment at the decisive moment. 

276. Major Considerations 
a. The basic tasks of the defense are to force the enemy to attack 

under unfavorable circumstances; to deceive him as to the area in 
which decision will be sought by the defender; to detect the time, 
direction, and size of his attack; to disorganize the enemy attack; and 
finally, to contain, repulse, or destroy the enemy by counteroffensive 
action. 

b. The major considerations in planning for the defense are security 
of the defensive position, the selection of the appropriate type of 
defense, the choice and organization of the terrain on which the de
fense is to be conducted, the organization of fire, the composition and 
location(s) of the reserve, and the preparation of counterattack plans. 

Section II. SECURITY 
277. General 

a. In the defense, security forces are assigned the following mis
sions: to provide early warning and information of the enemy; to 
delay the enemy so as to gain time for the main force; to deceive the 
enemy and force his early deployment; to disrupt and canalize his 
advance; and to provide for rear area security. Unless their mission 
requires it, security forces avoid decisive engagement. They should 
have mobility equal to or greater than that of the enemy. Security 
forces reconnoiter aggressively and make use of every opportunity 
for limited offensive action to delay and harass the enemy and to gain 
information. 

b. Security forces consist of reconnaissance and combat aviation, 
covering forces, the general outpost, the combat outpost, electronic 
intelligence agencies, and local security elements of each command. 

c. Patterns for organization and tactics of security forces must be 
varied to deceive the enemy. 

d. Measures are taken to prevent espionage, sabotage, and guerilla
action and to control the civilian population. 

278. Covering Force 
a. Whenever practicable, a mobile covering force, normally pro

vided by corps, establishes early contact with the enemy forward of 
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the general outpost. Its mission emphasizes maximum delay and 
disruption of the enemy advance. Armored divisions are ideally 
suited for this mission. The considerations which govern the organ
ization of a covering force in the defense are the same as those for the 
offense (see ch. 8). 

b. The covering force employs delaying action, defense on successive 
positions, limited offensive action, or a combination thereof. For the 
tactics of delaying action and defense of successive positions in delay
ing action, see chapter 10. If the covering force is to provide the mo
bile reserve in the defense, provision must be made for its withdrawal 
in ample time to take up its reserve position, to perform necessary 
rehabilitation, and to prepare plans for its reserve role. 

279. General. Outpost 
a. The general outpost, when established, is normally provided by 

divisions or comparable elements assigned defensive sectors. Al
though it gives early warning of the enemy approach and provides 
time for the units in the main battle area to prepare themselves for 
combat, its mission emphasizes early deployment of the enemy and 
deception as to the location of the main battle position. It covers the 
withdrawal of the covering force. It denies the enemy close ground 
observation of the main battle position. 

b. The composition of the general outpost depends upon the situa
tion, the mission, and the terrain. It usually consists of infantry, 
armor, and engineers. According to its location, it may be supported 
by artillery fires from the main battle position or may have artillery 
attached to it. The general outpost forces should be mobile because 
of the demand for movement over a wide front. 

c. The initial location of the general outpost normally is designated 
by the corps commander. The position should deny the enemy close 
ground observation of the main battle position; it must afford good 
observation and long-range fields of fire; natural obstacles are also 
desirable. In determining the location of the general outpost in re
lation to the main battle position, the primary considerations are the 
mission, the terrain, the enemy's capabilities, and forces available to 
man the position. The location must be far enough forward to ac
complish the necessary delay; however, its forward location should 
not unnecessarily risk the destruction of the outpost force. 

d. The general outpost accomplishes its mission by long-range fires 
and observation, by obstacles and demolitions, by aggressive patrolling 
and reconnaissance, and by delaying action. It avoids decisive en
gagement. It usually is provided from the reserve of the frontline 
divisions and normally reverts to division reserve when it withdraws 
behind the main line of resistance. 
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280. Combat Outposts 
a. Combat outposts are provided by regiments occupying the battle 

position, normally by each frontline battalion. Combat outposts have 
the primary missions of warning of enemy attack and providing a 
counterreconnaissance screen. 

b. Combat outposts should be located on the first high ground 
forward of the battle position and within supporting distance thereof. 
Without seriously depleting the frontline battalions, the size and 
composition of the combat outposts must permit the accomplishment 
of their missions. 

c. Combat outposts accomplish their primary missions by observa
tion, by fire, by patrolling. They are supported by fires from within 
the battle position. They avoid decisive engagement. 

281. Local Security Elements 
a. The area in the rear of the combat outposts is patrolled by ele

ments of the frontline battalions in order to maintain contact with 
the combat outposts and to add to the security of the position. 

b. Upon withdrawal of the combat outposts, listening posts, ob
servation posts, and patrols provide local security. Listening posts 
and patrols are particularly important at night and during periods 
of limited visibility. 

Section III. TYPES OF DEFENSE 

282. Basic Types of Defense 
There are two basic types of defense, the positiondefense and the 

mobile defense. The fundamental differences between these two types 
are the manner in which forces are disposed and the method of main
taining the defensive position. In the positiondefense, the bulk of 
the defending force is disposed in selected tactical localities with 
principal reliance placed on the forces in such localities to maintain 
their positions and to control the terrain between them. The reserve 
is used to add depth, to block, or to restore the position by counter
attack. In the mobile defense, the bulk of the force is held as a mobile 
striking force with the remainder manning the forward defensive 
position. The forward defensive position may consist of islands of 
resistance, strong points, or observation posts, or any combination 
thereof. These islands of resistance and/or strong points may or 
may not be mutually supporting. The striking force serves as a 
counterattacking force to destroy the enemy at the most favorable 
tactical location. 
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283. Selection of Type Defense 
a. Each defensive disposition represents a different compromise 

among the basic elements of defensive deployment. The type of de
fense selected depends upon the mission of the defending forces, the 
nature of the terrain, the composition, relative strength, and combat 
power of the opposing forces, the air situation as it affects the employ
ment of reserves, the season and weather, and the availability of re
serves at higher echelons. 

b. The position defense capitalizes on the strength inherent in 
closely integrated organization of the ground. Its adoption is favored 
when

(1) 	 The mission requires that certain terrain be held at all costs. 
(2) 	The terrain is such as to restrict the enemy's room for ma

neuver and affords natural lines of resistance. 
(3) 	 The forces available are predominantly infantry with rela

tively limited mobility. 
(4) 	 The terrain and relative air superiority are such as to limit 

the freedom of movement of the defender's reserves to points 
of probable employment. 

(5) 	 Adequate time is available to organize the position. 
(6) 	Adequate reserves are available at higher echelons. 

c. The mobile defense emphasizes maximum mobile combat power 
in preference to integrated organization of the ground. Its adoption 
is favored when

(1) 	 The mission permits the battle to be fought in sufficient 
depth. 

(2) 	Terrain facilitates maneuver by the defender. 
(3) 	 The mobility of the defending forces is superior to the 

mobility of the attacking forces. 
(4) 	 The air situation permits relatively free movement of de

fending forces. 
(5) 	Adequate time is not available to organize a position defense. 
(6) 	Reserves available at higher echelons are limited. 
(7) 	 The enemy has the capability of employing mass destruction 

weapons. 
d. Successive echelons or adjacent units may be conducting differ

ent types of defense concurrently. Thus, while an infantry division 
may be conducting a position defense, the corps of which it is a part 
may be engaged in the mobile defense; the reverse may also be true. 
A combination of the types may frequently be required. 

284. Defense of Isolated Centers of Resistance 
a. Either the mobile or position defense may involve the defense 

of isolated centers of resistance deliberately or involuntarily. 
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b. Encircled forces maintain unit integrity, organize perimeter de
fenses, and remain in position until their relief can be effected or their 
breakout can be coordinated with, and supported by, other forces. 

c. Deliberate acceptance of the encirclement of defended areas can 
be justified only if the mission warrants the sacrifice of the force or it 
can be assumed that relief is possible prior to its defeat. This delib
erate acceptance of encirclement will rarely achieve the purpose of 
engaging superior enemy forces unless the encircled force occupies a 
terrain feature critical to enemy success. 

285. Position Defense 
a. The ideal form of the position defense is a compact defense in 

which effective mutual fire support exists throughout the width and 
depth of the position. The defense is built around a series of organ
ized and occupied tactical localities. These tactical localities are 
selected with consideration for their observation and natural de
fensive strength so that their retention will insure the integrity of the 
position. The battle position comprises a zone of resistance consist
ing of a number of mutually supporting defense areas disposed ir
regularly in width and in considerable depth, each organized for all-
around defense with trenches, foxholes, obstacles, and emplacements. 
Tactical unity is maintained in each defensive area. A considerable 
proportion of available firepower is deployed forward and a reserve, 
rarely in excess of one-third of the force, is held out initially. Its 
purpose is to counterattack, to occupy blocking positions in depth or 
on the flank, or to replace the garrisons of defended areas. 

b. The concept of this defense is that the battle position will be 
held by defeating the enemy by fire in front of the position, by absorb
ing the strength of his attack within the position, or by destroying 
him by counterattack. 

286. Variations of Position Defense 
a. The ideal position defense permits the maximum application of 

all of the fundamentals of defense. However, such ideal conditions 
will seldom exist, thereby necessitating the adoption of a variation 
which limits the application of one or more of the fundamentals. 

b. When the frontage of the sector is too wide to permit the max
imum application of all of the fundamentals, the commander must 
determine which fundamental(s) can be sacrificed with least detri
ment to the mission. If conditions dictate the retention of a strong 
reserve to achieve flexibility, the intervals between organized tactical 
localities must be increased, thus reducing mutual support. When 
conditions demand maximum initial firepower forward, the number 
of organized tactical localities must be increased at the expense of the 
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reserve, thus increasing mutual support to the detriment of flexibility 
and depth. 

e. The number of variations of the position defense are limited only
by the ingenuity of the commander and the size and composition of 
the forces available, including fire support. Stereotyped positions 
should be avoided. Variations may be in the form of a single line of 
defense organized to achieve maximum initial firepower forward; a 
series of lines of defense designed to provide both strength and decep
tion; or a series of tactical localities organized in width and depth to 
force the attacker to expend his momentum. 

287. Mobile Defense 
a. General. Mobile defense is that method of defense in which 

forward defensive positions are occupied by the minimum forces neces
sary to warn of impending attack, canalize the attacking forces into 
less favorable terrain, and block or impede the attacking forces, while 
the bulk of the defending force is employed in offensive action to 
destroy the enemy at the time and place most favorable to the de
fender. If conditions are favorable, the offensive action may be 
launched early enough to strike the enemy in his attack position. Al
though the armored division is particularly adaptable to the mobile 
defense, an infantry division may also be effectively employed in the 
mobile defense when conditions warrant such employment. 

b. ForwardDefensive Positions. The forward defensive positions 
may consist of any combination of the following: 

(1) 	Islands of resistance. An island of resistance is an area 
organized with all-around defense to hold that terrain which 
is vital to the scheme of maneuver of the striking force. It 
may hold a shoulder to prevent the expansion of a penetra
tion, defend dominant observation that controls fires in sup
port of the action of the striking force, or prevent an enemy 
advance into an area where our striking force would be at 
a disadvantage. Islands of resistance should normally be 
of regiment or similar size unit as a minimum. Units 
smaller than regiments cannot control a sufficient area within 
their perimeter to allow dropping of supplies or landing of 
evacuation aircraft or helicopters. Further, sufficient sup
porting weapons cannot be included within the perimeter of 
units smaller than regiments. 

(2) 	 Strongpoints. Strong points consist of teams varying from 
a few men to a reinforced company in size. They occupy 
positions, which may or may not be mutually supporting, 
across the forward defensive area where avenues of enemy
approach enter the sector. Their mission is to deceive the 
enemy, warning of impending attack, canalize the enemy into 
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less favorable terrain, and block or impede the advance of 
the attacking force. They do not always hold their initial 
position, however, and may fight delaying actions where 
necessary. A commander reinforces the strong points if the 
situation warrants. 

(3) 	 Observation posts. Observation posts of varying size are 
located to the front of and in the intervals between strong 
points and islands of resistance. It will be largely on the 
information received from them that the commander will 
base his decision on the commitment of his striking force. 
These observation posts may be sent out from the islands of 
resistance and strong points, and as such may fulfill the 
functions of the combat outposts in the position type defense. 

c. The Striking Force. The remainder of the forces not absolutely 
necessary to man the forward defensive positions are organized into 
a mobile striking force whose mission is to destroy the enemy force 
at a time and place of the defender's choosing. The striking force 
may be assembled in one or several areas, depending on width of 
sector, terrain, enemy capabilities (to include air and mass destruc
tion), and planned manner of employment. It should be strong in 
armor. 

Section IV. ORGANIZATION OF THE DEFENSE 

288. General 
The organization of the ground, organization of fires, and tactical 

organization are one integrated whole. They are discussed separately 
to facilitate comprehension and reference. 

289. Terrain Analysis 
a. Proper utilization of the terrain permits the commander to maxi

inize the effectiveness of his forces and minimize the effectiveness of 
the enemy. A general study of the terrain is directed toward deter
mination of those critical areas which must be denied to the enemy in 
order to accomplish the defender's mission. Based on this study the 
area for defense is selected. 

b. The selected terrain is further analyzed and reconnoitered to 
determine how it can best be utilized in light of the composition and 
relative combat power of opposing forces. This analysis is made in 
terms of critical terrain features, avenues of approach thereto, obser
vation and fields of fire, obstacles, cover and concealment, and routes 
of communication. In addition to its important bearing on the type 
of defense, a thorough terrain analysis will frequently give valuable 
indications as to probable enemy assembly area, artillery positions, 
observation, and avenues of approach. 
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290. Selection of Position 
a. In selecting the position, or area, in which decision will be sought, 

seldom will a position be found which satisfies all requirements. The 
first criterion is that the successful conduct of a defense of the position 
or the area selected will accomplish the mission and facilitate future 
operations. This may require that the defense be conducted on terrain 
other than that best suited to the composition and capabilities of the 
defender. The position, and the force within it, must be such that 
the enemy must attack it or bypass it only at the risk of serious threat 
to his flank or rear. 

b. Within the limitations imposed by the mission, a position or area 
is selected which permits the commander to maximize the capabilities 
of his forces and minimize those of the enemy. Thus, the commander 
of a force comparatively heavy in armor will wish to defend in an area 
in which it can be used effectively, while a commander opposed by a 
force heavy in armor will seek the decision in an area in which its 
effectiveness is reduced. 

c. The position or area selected must provide for effective observa
tion and fields of fire, forward of and throughout its depth and width, 
in order to keep the enemy under continuous fire and thus achieve 
maximum disruption of his attack. It must provide for retention of 
critical observation, for cover and concealment, and for routes of 
movement within the position. It should provide suitable positions 
for the security forces. Good defensive terrain in depth is also de
sirable. It is highly desirable that the position contain natural ob
stacles to the movement of enemy forces so that his attack is impeded, 
rendered less effective, or canalized into areas in which the defender is 
prepared to meet him. Known characteristics of the enemy, such as 
tendency to infiltrate into terrain affording poor observation, should 
be considered. The strength and weaknesses of the terrain selected for 
defense should be evaluated from the viewpoint of the enemy. 

d. At higher echelons, successive positions are considered. They 
should be such as to require a reorganization of the enemy before a new 
attack can be launched; however, they should be sufficiently close to 
permit their utilization in conjunction with switch or blocking posi
tions. 

291. Organization of the Ground 
a. General. The ground is organized to bring accurate fire on the 

enemy while avoiding his fire, and to impede his movement while 
facilitating our own. 

b. Priorityof Work. Measures for increasing the effect of fire take 
precedence over field fortifications Concealment and camouflage are 
provided for concurrently withthe organization of the ground. When 
observation, fields of fire, and individual cover have been provided for, 
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the construction and improvement of the various defensive works and 
obstacles, and the preparation of routes of approach for supplies and 
reserves is undertaken. 

c. Obstacles (Barrier Systems, Minefields). The purpose of ob
stacles is to prevent the enemy from closing with the position, to hold 
him under flanking flat trajectory fire, and to canalize his attack into 
killing areas or where the reserve can be used effectively. Wire en
tanglements are located so that their outer edges can be covered by 
flanking fire. Other obstacles are coordinated with demolitions. All 
obstacles are covered by fire to hinder their removal or breaching. If 
possible, they should be concealed from hostile observation. Mine-
fields are used to strengthen natural obstacles, to cover likely avenues 
of enemy approach and to protect exposed flanks. Barrier and denial 
plans are coordinated with adjacent units and conform with the barrier 
and denial plan of superior echelons. For details of land mine war
fare, see FM 5-32. 

d. Use of COBR Mlunitions. Chemical, biological, radiological mu
nitions may be used effectively against troop concentrations, assembly 
areas, materiel and supplies. Persistent chemical casualty agents may 
be employed effectively to form barriers and to reinforce other 
obstacles and demolitions. Flame land mines and emplaced flame 
throwers are especially effective against assaulting enemy infantry. 
Smoke may be employed to neutralize enemy observation, and to create 
confusion in assault formations of enemy infantry and armor. For 
the counteroffensive use of CBR Munitions, see paragraph 251. For 
details on the use of CBR Munitions, see FM 3-5. 

e. Defensive Works. The construction of defensive works is lim
ited only by the time and means available. Troops and weapons 
should have the maximum practicable protection. Field fortifications 
are located so as to cover all avenues of approach. They are protected 
by barbed wire. In stabilized situations adequate drainage must be 
considered. The overhead cover provided varies with the location of 
the troops to be sheltered and enemy capabilities. Dugouts, concrete, 
log and dirt, or steel shelters have permanent value against fire. Alter
nate and supplementary works are prepared in accordance with the 
priority of work. For details on construction of field fortifications 
see FM 5-15. 

f. CommrrunicationRoutes and Trenches. Routes of communication 
are improved throughout the position to facilitate movement of sup
plies and forces, particularly the reserve. Communication trenches 
are built where necessary to facilitate the exercise of command and 
the movement of troops and supplies. These trenches are sited so as 
to conceal from the enemy the location of the combat emplacements. 

g. Deception. Dummy works mislead the enemy and disperse his 
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fire. Substitution of real weapons, at the last minute, for previously 
discovered dummy works may achieve surprise. 

h. Rear Positions. At higher echelons such as army and army 
group, simultaneous with the preparation of the battle position, a 
rear position is selected to give flexibility to the defense. It is so lo
cated that it may be organized without enemy interference and it will 
require him to reorganize prior to continuing his attack. A rear posi
tion is always selected. Its organization utilizes available indigenous 
resources and so much of the troop resources as will not jeopardize the 
preparation of the main position. 

292. Organization of Fires 
a. Mission. The fire of organic weapons and available fire support 

is coordinated to
(1) 	 Bring the enemy under effective fire as early as possible. 
(2) 	 Subject the enemy to progressively heavier fire as he ap

proaches the defensive position. 
(3) 	 Destroy the enemy by fire if he succeeds in penetrating the 

position. 
(4) 	 Support the counterattack. 

b. The Fire Plan. The fire plan at any echelon consists of the 
planned distribution of fire support available to that echelon and the 
fire plans of the subordinate echelons. Systematic flanking fire by 
automatic weapons of frontline units supplemented by the fires of 
other weapons constitutes an essential basis for the defensive dispo
sitions. Thus, the fire plans of frontline units are the basis of the 
entire organization of fire. 

c. Preparationof the FireSupport Plan. 
(1) 	 The fire organic to any echelon is usually not adequate to its 

requirements. Deficiencies in fire are made up by support 
from the next higher echelon which distributes its available 
fire support in accordance with that commander's priority 
and policy. This process is repeated from company to field 
army in order best to allot the available infantry mortar, 
artillery, naval gunfire, combat aviation, guided missile, and 
atomic fires. Each type of fire support is placed on targets 
most suitable to its characteristics. The various arms and 
agencies develop doctrine and procedures.which will accom
plish the missions cited in a above. 

(2) 	 In the defense, the barrier plan, including the demolition 
plan, location of defensive positions, the counterattack plans, 
and the conduct of the defense are coordinated with the fire 
support plan in order to-anticipate the development of 
lucrative targets, and facilitate target acquisition; exploit 
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targets before they disperse; and expedite procedures to em
ploy fire support, including atomic weapons. 

d. Atomic FireSupport. Aggressive and continuous target acqui
sition isnecessary in order to provide the timely information necessary 
for the successful employment of atomic weapons against an attacking 
enemy. For additional details see FM 100-31 and other appropriate 
Department of the Army publications. 

e. Air Support. In the defense it is probable that the enemy will 
accompany his ground attack with a strong air offensive. To preserve 
freedom for the defender, especially for the movement of the reserve, 
themajor air effort is directed against the enemy air force. This may 
result in limited interdiction and/or close air support. Radar con
trol close support bombardments during darkness and other periods 
of poor visibility are effective in disrupting enemy attack formations. 

293. Tactical Organization 
a. General. In the position defense there are three tactical group

ings; the security forces, the holding garrison, and the reserve. Secu
rity forces are discussed in section II. 

b. The Holding Garrison. 
(1) 	 The holding garrison is that portion of a defending force 

charged with the immediate defense of the battle position. 
It organizes a series of defense areas selected with considera
tion for their observation and natural defensive strength so 
that their retention will insure the integrity of the battle 
position. Each defense area is organized into a number of 
mutually supporting strong points disposed irregularly, and 
organized for their own all-round defense and the all-round 
defense of the defense area with trenches, foxholes, obstacles, 
and emplacements covering avenues of approach thereto. 
Tactical unity is maintained for each defense area and strong 
point. 

(2) 	 Defense areas are distributed in width and depth. The width 
of the sectors assigned to frontline units of the holding gar
rison depends upon-the natural strength of the terrain; the 
avenues of approach leading into the position; the capabilities 
of the enemy; the availability of defending forces; and the 
relative importance of the sector. Defense areas are distrib
uted in depth so as to provide mutual support, to limit enemy 
penetration of forward defense areas, to diminish the effect 
of hostile fire, to provide continuity to the defense, and to 
establish a base of fire to support counterattacks. 

(3) 	 The holding garrison should generally consist of infantry. 
Armor holding a defense area sacrifices its outstanding char
acteristics of mobility and shock action. Tank units organic 
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or attached to infantry in the holding garrison, have two' 
primary missions-antitank defense of the battle position, 
and counterattack against local penetrations. 

c. The Reserve. 
(1) 	The reserve is used to execute counterattacks, to block hostile 

penetrations, to extend the flanks of the battle position or 
occupy a rear position, to reinforce or replace frontline units, 
to deal with guerrillas or infiltrators, or to cover a retrograde 
movement. Plans are prepared for the employment of the 
reserve against all major foreseeable contingencies. 

(2) 	 Those elements of the command with the most mobility and 
shock action are normally held in reserve initially. Artillery 
is not normally held in reserve. 

(3) 	 The reserve should be located so that it can best execute 
prepared plans for its employment taking into consideration 
the probable direction of the enemy main effort, the terrain, 
routes of communication, concealment, and the need for 
security. 

294. Control and Coordination 
a. The commander of defending forces insures coordination and 

control by announcing his concept of the operation and his defensive 
plan, by providing for adequate communications, and by employing 
control measures such as boundaries, phase lines, and limiting points.
It is essential that subordinate commanders thoroughly understand 
the concept of the operation in order that they may act intelligently 
in the absence of instructions. 

b. Reliable communications are essential both to the collection of 
information and to the issuance of orders. The commander who finds 
himself without communications fights blindly. It is therefore es
sential that alternate neansbe provided that will insure communica
tions throughout the battle. This may be accomplished by the use of 
lateral lines to adjacent units, alternate lines to subordinates, and the 
use of multiple means. 

a. Limiting points and boundaries provide additional means to the 
commander for coordinating the actions of subordinate elements. 
They should be readily identifiable on the ground and should provide 
for unity of responsibility for critical areas. Boundaries are extended 
forward of the main line of resistance. Divisional boundaries are 
extended to the range of weapons supporting all divisional units, 
including that of artillery attached to or supporting the general out
post. Boundaries between front line regiments and battalions are ex
tended forward at least to the limit of ground observation, including 
that of the combat outposts. Boundaries are extended to the rear of 
the main line of resistance to provide for the positioning of reserves 
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and supporting units, to assign areas of responsibility for defense 
against infiltration and airborne attacks, and to best utilize the exist
ing road net for movement within the position. 

d. Since the rapid concentration of artillery fire is essential to a 
successful defense, centralized command of the artillery is preferable. 
Every effort is made to meet the hostile main attack with the mass of 
the artillery fire. 

Section V. CONDUCT OF THE DEFENSE 

295. Sequence of Defensive Action 
a. In the initial stages of the defense, intelligence is particularly 

important in order to determine the probable strength, composition, 
direction, and time of the enemy attack. Therefore, aggressive re
connaissance by both ground and air is essential. Good intelligence 
permits the defender to retain the maximum degree of initiative. 

b. As the situation develops, enemy troop concentrations, artillery, 
command installations, and supplies are taken under long range fires 
by all means available; Supporting weapons of the defender must 
be well forward during this phase. 

c. As the direction of the enemy's main attack becomes apparent, 
troops are shifted or emplaced to meet the threat. Consideration 
should be given to launching a limited objective attack for the purpose 
of disrupting the enemy preparations. Enemy assembly areas are 
taken under fire with all available fire support means. As the enemy 
launches his assault, all available defensive fires are brought to bear 
against the assaulting forces. 

d. In order to maintain continuity in the defense or to retain a suit
able reserve for later decisive action, it may be desirable to withdraw 
on a portion of the front. Such action requires personal leadership by 
all commanders concerned, careful prior planning, and well-trained 
troops. However, a unit entrusted with the defense of a tactical 
locality never abandons it unless authorized to do so by higher 
authority. 

e. The defender at every echelon must take advantage of every 
opportunity to regain the initiative. Such opportunity frequently 
is offered when an enemy attack is repulsed, immediately after the 
enemy has seized an objective but has not yet completed his reorgan
ization, or when an enemy force is already closely engaged elsewhere. 

f. For transition to the counteroffensive, see section VII, this chapter. 

296. Counterattack 
a. General. Counterattacks are made either to restore the original 

position or to trap and destroy the hostile penetration at a point par
ticularly favorable to the counterattack. They may be launched by 
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local reserves or by the reserve of higher echelons. Reserves are com
mitted only when their employment will result in decisive action, 
except in emergencies. Rather than commit the reserve in indecisive 
action, it is frequently better to permit enemy penetrations and to save 
the reserve for a decisive counterattack after the enemy has expended 
the momentum of his attack. The counterattack should normally not 
be launched until it has been determined that the enemy main force 
has been committed. 

b. Local Counterattack. Local counterattacks are so organized that 
all elements of the counterattack are under a single commander. They 
are generally launched to regain key terrain and therefore can be pre-
planned, reconnoitered, and rehearsed. When launched, they should 
exploit the temporary enemy confusion and disorganization inherent 
after the seizure of a position. The next higher commander is in
formed when local counterattacks are made. Local counterattacks 
are not launched against strong enemy penetrations; in such situations 
local reserves block the penetration while reserves of higher echelons 
counterattack. This is to prevent the sacrifice of depth in the posi
tion and the frittering away of local reserves whose use may be part 
of large scale counterattack plans. 

c. Major Counterattacks. Considerable time is required for the 
execution of a major counterattack. Sufficient reserves must be as
sembled and adequate fire support, using all available agencies, must 
be arranged. Assembly areas, zones of action, objectives, and time 
of attack are clearly specified in orders. Whenever practicable, the 
counterattack is launched against the shoulders or flanks of the hostile 
salient. Advance planning for such an operation is essential in order 
to reduce to a minimum the time required in final preparation. Where 
the counterattack is the principal defensive means, rapid disengage
ment of the counterattacking force must be insured in order to be 
prepared for subsequent employment. 

297. Relief in Place in the Defensive 
a. Where the defense continues for a prolonged period, the necessity 

for conservation of the fighting power of the troops requires provision 
for the periodic relief of units. For the sake of continuity in the 
defense, the relief is executed by echelons, normally from rear to front. 

b. Secrecy in planning and conducting the relief is essential to its 
successful accomplishment. The relief should be carried out under 
cover of darkness, and in sufficient time to permit the bulk of the re
lieved force to be beyond artillery range prior to daylight. Careful 
planning and proper supervision will prevent congestion of incoming 
and outgoing troops at critical points. 

c. The relief should be preceded by a detailed reconnaissance of the 
sector by commanders and staffs of the relieving unit, down to and 
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including platoon leaders. Commanders familiarize themselves not 
only with the disposition of the defending force, but with the known 
hostile dispositions on their part of the front. Arrangements are 
completed for the transfer of minefield records, supplies, and special 
equipment to be left on the position. An overlap in the arrival and 
departure of key personnel of the relieved and relieving units facili
tates the relief. 

d. The execution of the relief takes place under the direction of the 
commander of the unit to be relieved; he usually remains responsible 
for the defense of the sector until the relieving units are in position 
and communication and control have been established by the incoming 
commander. 

Section VI. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

298. Defense Against Armor 
a. General. Antitank defense of an area is provided by the fires 

of all weapons which will delay or destroy armored vehicles, natural 
and artificial obstacles, especially minefields. The antitank defense 
fires are an integral part of the defensive fire plan. It is designed 
to stop enemy armor in front of the battle position and to provide 
continuous resistance to enemy armor throughout the width and depth 
of the defended area. The greatest resistance is offered on the most 
likely avenues of approach and those of greatest importance to the 
defense. 

b. Organizationof the Ground. Whenever practicable, defended 
areas should be located behind natural obstacles which will impede or 
restrict the movement of attacker's armor. Available natural ob
stacles are improved and artificial obstacles are constructed to lengthen 
or connect them. Antitank minefields are located to deny favorable 
areas of approach for enemy armor and, in conjunction with other 
obstacles, to canalize enemy armored attacks into the best fields of 
fire for antitank weapons. Antitank and antipersonnel mines must 
be employed throughout the width and depth of the position to assist 
in containing penetrations, preventing breakthroughs in lightly held 
areas, and protecting artillery and reserves. Units assigned to for
ward defense areas locate organic and attached antitank weapons in 
concealed positions to cover likely avenues of approach for enemy 
armor and to achieve mutual support with adjacent defense areas. 
Units organizing positions in depth locate antitank weapons to support 
forward defense areas, cover gaps between forward defense areas, 
and to block penetrations of these areas. 

c. Conduct of the Defense. Tactical aviation is employed against 
enemy armor as it prepares for the attack It is capable of neutraliz

.ing armored threats before they arrive within range of ground 
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weapons. As enemy armor forms for the attack, artillery masses its 
fire on likely assembly areas and defiles leading from such areas. As 
enemy armor approaches the battle position, it is engaged by long-
range antitank guns located in depth. If the enemy armor succeeds 
and infantry fires separate enemy armor from supporting infantry 
and seek to prevent the enemy from clearing paths through minefields. 
If the enemy armor succeeds in reaching forward defense areas,'it is 
engaged by short-range antitank weapons of the infantry and long-
range antitank guns located in depth. If the enermy armor succeeds 
in overrunning forward areas, defense areas located in depth seek to 
stop or canalize the advance. Infantry troops defending forward 
areas must remain in position to prevent enemy infantry from accom
panying its armor. Reserves heavy in armor are then committed to 
destroy such penetrations by counterattacking the flanks. Should 
forward divisions be unable to destroy or eject armored penetrations 
they contain them from prepared positions while the armor of higher 
echelons counterattacks. Breached obstacles, including minefields, 
must be promptly reestablished after the enemy armor has been 
repulsed. 

299. Defense Against Mass Destruction Weapons 
a. If the enemy has the capability of employing mass destruction 

weapons (includes atomic and CBR) commanders intensify appro
priate individual and unit training in defense against these weapons. 

b. Defensive measures include-shelter, damage control plans and 
organization, dispersion of units and facilities, individual protection, 
and counterreconnaissance and counterintelligence efforts to prevent 
the enemy from discovering lucrative targets. At higher echelons, 
electronic countermeasures, deception, clandestine intelligence, and 
destruction of enemy mass destruction weapons capabilities are em
ployed. 

c. The commander considering defensive measures against mass 
destruction weapons must decide the balance required between dis
persion and control, and between protection and combat readiness. 
As in all military operations, this balance must include a calculated 
risk in order that the mission can be accomplished. Thus, an improper 
balance which overemphasizes dispersion and protection may permit 
the enemy to accomplish his purpose with only a threat of using atomic 
weapons. A division properly deployed in the position defense does 
not present a highly remunerative target for atomic or CBR attack. 
Of all the division's installations, the reserve and the artillery are the 
most vulnerable; however, proper dispersion and protective measures 
can reduce this vulnerability to an acceptable point. Similarly, a 
mobile defense properly deployed should not present highly remunera
tive targets. Particular emphasis should be placed on the dispersion 
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of its reserve both in bivouac area and in movement to the counter
attack. Rapidity of movement is an excellent defense because the 
enemy may take considerable time to deliver atomic or CBR weapons 
even after a target is located. 

d. At higher echelons, the above considerations are equally ap
plicable; however, there are others which should be emphasized also. 
Enemy atomic attacks probably will be followed by attempts to exploit 
the resultant confusion. Thus, these attacks should be considered as 
a warning signal for mobile reserves to prepare for employment in 
counterattacks or in blocking roles. The threat of enemy use of atomic 
weapons requires that plans be prepared for replacement of complete 
tactical units. 

300. Defense Against Airborne Attack 
a. Characteristics of Airborne Attack. Airborne attacks are char

acterized by-speed; flexibility in choice of objectives; mass; the 
limitations of weather; the need for landing areas; a lack of motor 
transport, heavy fire support, and'armor; and an abundance'of tactical 
air support. 

b. Plansand Trainingfor Defense Against Airborne Attack. 
(-1) 	 Tactical commanders are. responsible for airborne defense 

plans and training in the combat zone; in the communications 
zone'this is the responsibility of area commanders. Such 
plans integrate all means such as friendly partisans; militia, 
civil defense, and service troops. ·The lattermust be trained 
to protect their installations against airborne attack and 
agqinst the guerillaactionand infiltrationwhich may be con
current with an airborneattack. Seldom will it be possible 
to divert combat troops for this purpose except in the case 
of large scale attacks. 

(2) 	 Plans must provide for-the support of the combat forces; the 
defense of logistical establishments; an adequate communi
cations system with alternate channels to disseminate intelli
gence of enemy airborne attacks; evacuation or destruction of 
supplies and equipment to prevent their use by the enemy, 
and strict discipline in rear areas. 

c. Intelligence. The intelligence required for planning local de
fense includes-the location of possible drop and landing zones and 
logical airborne objectives; subversive or partisan elements of the 
indigenous population capable of assisting the airborne forces; ave
nues of approach to drop or landing zones; and possible defensive 
positions for friendly defensive forces. 

d. Tactical Organization of the Defense. Defending forces com
prise: local security elements such as combat detachments and motor
ized patrols to observe likely landing areas; local security detachments 
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to defend installations and critical areas; mobile striking forces to 
counterattack the airborne force; and a mobile reserve. 

e. Organizationof the Ground. The ground is organized by con
struction or improvement of antiairborne obstacles in likely drop and 
landing zones and by blocking the avenues of approach from such 
areas to critical installations. 

f, Conduct of the Defense: The key to a successful defense is 
rapidity in launching local counterattacks against the airborne force 
before it can become organized and augmented. Armor available as 
local mobile striking forces is committed rapidly to take advantage 
of the vulnerability of the airborne force to armor attack. If more 
troops land and succeed in consolidating, local forces defend and 
form the base for counterattack by the mobile reserve. As soon as the 
enemy main landing is determined, the mobile reserve is committed 
against it. 

g. For additional details see FM 31-15. 

301. Defense Against Guerilla Action and Infiltration 
a. General. Defense against guerilla action and infiltration is 

closely integrated with other defensive operations. Guerilla action 
and infiltration are characterized by speed, surprise, deception, and 
decentralized operations. Guerillas employ automatic weapons, 
grenades, demolitions, and possibly light artillery. Any installation, 
unit, or area is subject to attack by guerillas. The first essential to 
defense against these attacks is that all troops, service or combat, must 
be trained to repel these attacks and to destroy the attacker. Seldom 
will it be possible to divert combat forces for protection of rear areas. 
Swamps, forests, large cities, and mountainous or jungle areas pro
vide good cover for guerillas and infiltrators. Such areas should be 
searched and mopped up or, if this is impracticable, isolated and 
observed, 

b, Intelligence and CounterintelligenceRequirements. 
(1) The special requirements for intelligence necessary to defend 

against guerillas and infiltrators includes-areas suitable for 
hide-outs, identity of guerilla leaders and civilian sup
porters; communication facilities; and sources of supply. 
Special means for securing information include: planting 
agents within the guerilla forces; monitoring guerilla com
munication facilities; and using local civilians to report 
guerilla movements and locations, 

(2) The effectiveness of guerillas and infiltrators depends in 
great measure on intelligence available to them. For this 
reason great care must be taken through secrecy, deception, 
and screening of indigenous civilian employees to prevent 
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accurate information of operations and troop movements 
from falling into the hands of guerillas and infiltrators. 

c. Defense Against Guerilla Attack. Defensive plans are closely 
correlated with the political, administrative, and economic aspects of 
the area. Continuity of command and policy are essential. Special 
provisions are made for ground and aerial reconnaissance of rear 
areas, mutual assistance by adjacent units, defense of the perimeters 
of installations and critical areas, armed escorts, the use of friendly 
civilians as guides, agents, or antiguerilla units, and the maintenance 
of ready reserves to take offensive action against guerilla forces. 

d. Preventionof Infiltration Measures which tend to prevent in
filtration are-extensive counterreconnaissance, combat patrolling 
and ambushing by frontline units (particularly at night and in gaps 
between units) ; the use of war dogs; battlefield illumination; and the 
systematic search of captured terrain. Barbed wire, trip flares, mine 
fields, booby traps, and other antipersonnel obstacles and warning 
devices along possible routes into and through friendly lines also 
assist. Frequently, enemy personnel disguised as civilians will 
mingle with refugees passing through the frontline areas. Counter
actions include the systematic search of all civilians moving toward 
the rear, strict channelization of their movement, and the establish
ment of collecting points for detailed interrogation, Once infiltra
tors have penetrated to rear areas, they operate in the same manner as 
guerillas. Therefore, defensive and offensive measures adopted 
against guerillas are applicable to infiltrators; 

e. Separationof Guerillasfrom CivilianSupport: Guerilla forces 
cannot exist without civilian support. Consequently, every effort 
should be made to prevent them from receiving this support. Such 
an effort consists of physically isolating guerilla forces from each 
other and both physically and psychologically separating them from 
the civilian population. This requires gaining and maintaining the 
support of the indigenous population. This can best be accom
plished by the establishment of good will between the civil population 
and the military forces; and rewards for friendly assistance, and 
punishment for collaboration with guerillas. In those instances 
where control of the indigenous government is vested in the com
mander adherence to principles of good military government will do 
much toward accomplishing the above. Propaganda, followed by 
implementation of promises, plays an important part in winning the 
good will and trust of the local populace. 

f. Offensive Actions Against Guerillas. Once guerilla forces have 
been located in the area, immediate steps are taken to initiate offen
sive action against them. Friendly forces so employed must be ade
quate to insure success, since failure will embolden the guerillas and 
encourage others to support and join them. Where terrain permits, 
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armor and artillery should support the attacking force. Tactical air 
support is provided and Army aircraft are used for reconnaissance, 
control, and observation of fires. Surprise and coordination with ad
jacent commands are essential. The most effective method of destroy
ing guerillas is to encircle them, blocking all avenues of escape 
simultaneously to prevent withdrawal of the guerillas prior to the 
attack. Airborne troops are particularly effective in this type of 
operation. Whlere terrain, lack of time, or insufficient troops preclude 
encirclement, enveloping attacks are launched followed by aggres
sive pursuit of the hostile forces which succeeded in withdrawing or 
which were dispersed during the main engagement. 

g. Composition of AntiguerillaForces. 
(1) 	Forces employed to combat guerillas may be furnished 

by either combat or service troops. Small mobile units may 
be formed by troops manning logistical installations to at
tack and destroy small guerilla bands operating in the vi
cinity of the installation. The destruction of strong gue
rilla forces or those widely dispersed is usually executed 
by combat units. 

(2) 	 Special antiguerilla units supplemented with screened ci
vilians who act as guides and interpreters, may be formed 
to conduct prolonged operations, using guerilla methods. 
These units are principally employed to destroy small gue
rilla bands, harass guerilla communications and supply, and, 
in conjunction with other antiguerilla units or combat units, 
attack and destroy large guerilla forces. 

h. References. For details see FM's 31-15, 20, and 21. 

302. Air Defense 
a. General. Air defense includes all measures designed to nullify 

or reduce the effectiveness of the attack of hostile aircraft or guided 
missiles after they are airborne. Air attacks are characterized by 
speed of execution, flexibility in choice of objectives, and wide va
riation in intensity of force applied. 

b. Responsibility for Defense Against Air Attack. All units are 
responsible for their own security against air attack. 

(1) 	 In the combat zone. The field army commander is respon
sible for the air defense of his area. He coordinates closely 
with the tactical air force commander. Details of this co
ordination are attained through the joint operations center; 
liaison between antiaircraft and tactical air control agencies; 
and prior agreement as to restricted areas, rules for engage
ment, identification, and AAA action status. 

(2) 	 In the communications zone. Responsibility for general air 
defense in the communication zone is prescribed by the theater 
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comander. Usually the responsibility is delegated to one 
commander. The latter may command a unified command 
or be the theater Air Force Commander with operational 
control of other air defense means. 

c. Detection of Impending Enemy Air Attack. The cornerstone 
of any air defense system is the early detection of hostile airborne 
objects. Early intelligence of enemy air movements within our over
sea theaters of operations must be provided to our forces and the 
civilian populations. Current facilities for early warning include 
the following: information from the supporting air force units; infor
mation from army surveillance, acquisition, and gun laying radars; 
information from navy units; visual observation of the AAAIS; and 
clandestine intelligence activities. 

d. Communications. Communications must be provided to inter
connect the warning system with the air defense command posts and 
the forces engaged in air defense. All means of communications 
must be exploited to the maximum in order that all elements of the 
air defense system may be kept continuously informed of the progress 
of the air battle, so that these elements may be utilized to the fullest 
extent in repelling the enemy. Communications must also provide 
adequate warning to units not in the air defense system, in order 
that they may take appropriate measures to minimize the effect of 
the air attack. 

e. Means of Air Defense. The defense against air attack is con
ducted by active and passive measures. The active measures are-
Air Force and Naval interceptor planes; antiaircraft artillery; and 
electronic countermeasures. Passive measures are those which are 
taken by both the civilian and military agencies before and during 
the enemy attack to reduce the effectiveness of the attack. They in-
elude-public information and education, air raid warning, dispersion, 
camouflage and deception, large area smoke screens, and shelter. 
Area damage control measures are taken by both civilian and mili
tary agencies during and after the attack to minimize the effects 
of enemy air attacks. They provide medical, fire fighting, emergency 
utility, bomb disposal, repair, and decontamination (chemical, biolog
ical, and radiological) services. 

Section VII. TERMINATION OF THE DEFENSE 

303. Transition to the Counteroffensive 
An attacking enemy through his own maneuvers, losses, errors, ex

haustion, or other cause, may be placed in such an unfavorable position 
that the advantage passes to the defender. The latter then has a 
prospect of success in a counteroffensive which aims at the defeat 
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and destruction of the opposing force. It is conducted as an offensive 
operation (see ch. 8). 

304. Transition to a Retrograde 
Should the situation change to one requiring retrograde movement, 

the operation isconducted accordingly (see ch. 10). 
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CHAPTER 10 

RETROGRADE MOVEMENTS 

Section I. GENERAL 
305. Types 

A retrogrademovement is any movement of a command to the rear 
or away from the enemy. Retrograde movements are further classi
fied into withdrawal from action, delaying action, and retirement. 
They may be forced by enemy action or may be made voluntarily. A 
force executes a retrograde operation voluntarily only when a distinct 
advantage is to be gained. In either event such an action must be 
approved by the higher commander; to be successful it must be exe
cuted according to well organized plans. A disorganized retrograde 
operation in the face of enemy strength invites disaster. 

a. Withdrawal from action is an operation by which all or a part 
of a deployed force disengages from the enemy in order to position 
itself to initiate some other action. 

b. A delaying action is an action in which space is traded for time 
and maximum punishment is inflicted on the enemy without becoming 
decisively involved in combat. 

c. Retirement is an operation in which a force avoids engagement 
under the existing situation by moving away from the enemy without 
direct pressure. 

d. Combinationof types. Within a large command which is in con
tact with the enemy a combination of these types usually is necessary, 
either simultaneously by adjacent units, or by one developing into 
the other. For instance, a retirement may be preceded by a withdrawal 
from action. A retirement may be covered by a force executing a 
delaying action. 

306. Purposes 
a. Retrograde movements are executed to accomplish one or more 

of the following: 
(1) 	 To disengage from combat. 
(2) 	 To avoid combat under undesirable conditions. 
(3) 	 To draw the enemy into an unfavorable situation. 
(4) 	 To gain time without fighting a decisive engagement. 
(5) 	 To place forces involved in a more favorable position in 

relation to friendly troops. 
(6) 	 To permit the use of a portion of the force elsewhere. 
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b. Each of these operations is primarily a defensive action; each 
involves movement to the rear; each seeks to gain time or more favor
able conditions for combat; and each involves a sacrifice of terrain. 

307. Influence of Terrain and Weather 
a. Terrain has a decided influence on all retrograde movements. 

Good observation and fields of fire are desirable to permit engage
ment of the enemy at long ranges. Obstacles, both natural and artifi
cial to include barrier systems, denial areas, minefields and demolitions 
in combination with the effective use of CBR and atomic munitions, 
are exploited to strengthen defenses, protect exposed flanks, and im
pede the enemy advance. Cover and concealment are sought for 
assembly areas and routes of movement. Road nets are exploited by 
friendly forces, especially by armor and motorized forces, to expedite 
their movement and to facilitate control of their operation; they are 
denied to the enemy for these reasons. 

b. Weather has a significant influence on the conduct of retrograde 
movements. It affects observation, trafficability, control, and the per
formance of personnel and functioning of material. 

308. Mobility 
It is preferable, although not always possible, for forces engaged 

in retrograde operations to have mobility equal to or greater than that 
of the enemy. Maximum use must be made of available transportation 
to expedite the movement of troops to rearward positions, to conserve 
energy, and to gain necessary time for the preparation and occupation 
of new positions. 

309. Control and Coordination 
Successful retrograde movements demand effective control and co

ordination. 
a. Planning must be centralized and operations decentralized. The 

fluidity of operations requires detailed and complete plans and maxi
mum integrity of units to compensate for operations over extended 
areas which tax command and control facilities. 

b. Adjacent units must coordinate disposition and movement of 
forces to insure mutual understanding of operations on their flanks. 
Clear delineation of zones of action and other responsibilities through
out the operation must be insured. 

c. Designation of successive rear boundaries of divisions and higher 
units is required to insure responsibility for supplies and facilities, 
including responsibility for their evacuation or destruction. 

d. Reliable signal communications, employing all means consistent 
with restrictions of communications security, are essential to insure 
continuous communication among all elements of the command. 
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e. Effective planned control of civilian and military movements is 
essential to reduce congestion, expedite tactical moves, minimize 
interference, and insure maximum use of available road nets. 

310. Security and Decepiion 
a. Air and ground protection of the front, flanks, and rear of the 

forces in position and during movement must be insured at all times 
(see ch. 6). Special security measures are required in retrograde 
movements; commanders habitually prescribe these in orders. Par
ticular attention is paid to the control of the civilian population and 
to guerrilla activity. 

b. Deceptive measures are adopted in retrograde movements to 
force early deployment of enemy forces, to deceive the enemy as to 
the strength and disposition of friendly forces, and to conceal the 
time and place of troop movements. 

311. AirSupport 
Combat aviation is employed against hostile aircraft and to delay 

the hostile advance by harassing and interdicting hostile ground 
forces at critical localities. Reconnaissance aircraft report the loca
tion and disposition of enemy forces. Fixed and rotary wing aircraft 
may be used to rapidly withdraw troops, equipment, and supplies. 

312. Logistics 
Supply discipline is rigidly enforced. The effect of retrograde 

movements on logistical support must be anticipated to-insure ade
quate support for the operation, prevent the unnecessary destruction 
or loss of supplies, avoid unnecessary back hauling of supplies, provide 
for the destruction of supplies and equipment not evacuated, and pro
vide prompt evacuation of casualties. This is done by curtailing the 
flow of supplies into the forward areas, by initiating early evacua
tion of surplus supplies, and by providing extra transportation for 
this evacuation. Equipment and supplies cannot be destroyed with
out authority from the responsible commander. Therefore, the com
mander who directs a retrograde operation authorizes the destruction 
of supplies which cannot be evacuated and fixes responsibility for 
their destruction. 

313. Demolitions 
The demolition policy of the force executing a retrograde move

ment must be carefully considered in relation to the purpose of the 
movement and the contemplated subsequent actions of the force as a 
whole. Widespread demolitions during the retrograde movement 
may become a greater handicap to our forces during a counteroffensive 
through the area than to the enemy during our retrograde movement. 
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314. Morale 
Commanders must not permit retrograde movements to become 

detrimental to morale. It is imperative that an aggresive attitude 
be maintained. This requires thorough planning, efficient control and 
supervision, and competent leadership at all levels. Orienting 
troops, when possible, as to the purpose of the operation, and continued 
attention to the individual's needs contribute to the maintenance of 
morale. 

Section II. WITHDRAWAL FROM ACTION 

315. General 
a. A withdrawal from action is classified as either a daylight or a 

night withdrawal. In either case, contact is maintained with enemy 
forces to prevent a rapid enemy advance, to deceive the enemy, and 
to provide for security. 

b. The decision to withdraw by daylight is generally made only 
when a situation requires rapid action to save the command from dis
aster. Forces under direct enemy fire or observation lack freedom of 
action and may sustain heavy casualties in a daylight withdrawal from 
action. In order to obtain secrecy and retain freedom of action with
drawals from action should be made during periods of limited visi
bility, or before the enemy closes with the position. Counterattacks 
may be necessary to obtain this freedom of action. The decision for 
a night withdrawal should be made sufficiently in advance to permit 
planning, coordination, and time for subordinate units to conduct 
daylight reconnaissance. 

c. Prior to initiating a withdrawal from action, a rearward posi
tion or assembly area must be designated for the withdrawing force. 
Assembly areas, if used, should favor the future employment of the 
command. The location of the rearward position should insure that 
the enemy must regroup his forces before renewal of an attack. 

d. Orders and Actions. 
(1) 	 The withdrawal order should indicate the rear position, 

zones or routes of withdrawal, strength and conduct of se
curity forces and other security measures, time and priority 
of withdrawal of units, early movement of administrative 
activities to the rear, evacuation of the sick and wounded, 
removal or destruction of supplies and material, and main
tenance of traffic control. 

(2) 	 Zones of action and times of withdrawal are designated for 
infantry and armored units who are engaged with the enemy. 
Routes, priorities, and time of withdrawal are assigned to 
units not engaged. Phase lines are used to coordinate and 
control action. Check points are designated on primary 
roads or at critical defiles. 
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(3) Normally, it is necessary to echelon the withdrawal from 
action by maintaining a security force to protect the move
ment of the rest of the force. However, when the security 
of the force and available routes permit, all subordinate 
units may withdraw simultaneously. The security force 
may include armor, infantry, artillery, and engineers based 
on availability, the situation, and the size of the command. 
It's mission is to stop, restrict, or divert the advance of the 
enemy in order to permit the main force to disengage, assem
ble, and move to the rear. Success of this mission depends 
largely on the composition and location of this force and the 
skillful use of its fire or counterattacks to relieve hard-
pressed units. 

(4) 	 Elements of the main force move to the rear in sequence 
usually from rear to front, and generally in the following 
order: elements moved in advance to prepare rearward areas 
for occupation; administrative and service units, who move 
early to insure their own safety and to clear the rear areas 
for the movement of combat elements; units in contact, who 
move at prescribed times directly to the rear to designated 
assembly areas. Artillery echelons move with the supported 
unit and provide continuous fire. The security force moves 
as required by its mission, which may include maintaining 
contact with the enemy, withdrawal at a designated time, or 
waiting until forced back by enemy action. 

316. Daylight Withdrawal 
a. General. 

(1) 	 Although a daylight withdrawal from action under enemy 
pressure is avoided whenever possible, the situation at times 
may dictate one. Successful daylight withdrawals from 
action depend on speed, control, and effective employment of 
a security force. 

(2) 	 A daylight withdrawal from action is facilitated by close 
terrain which limits enemy observation of friendly disposi
tions and which permits use of cover and concealment for 
assembly and movement of forces. On the other hand, open 
terrain, although favoring covering action by armor, offers 
the disadvantages of exposing friendly forces to enemy ob
servation and fires and allows little secrecy as to the nature 
of the operation. Weather which limits enemy ground and 
air observation provides an advantage to the withdrawing 
forces. 

(3) 	 Visual contact is facilitated in daylight but the necessity to 
move more rapidly with greater dispersion under more effec-
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tive enemy observation and fires increases the problem of 
control. Assembly areas, routes of withdrawal, circulation 
control, zones of action, phase lines, and hour and priority 
of movements must be designated in orders. 

b. Security. Security forces necessary to cover the routes of with
drawal and the assembly areas of the main body from one or more 
positions are normally provided by the reserve. When the terrain 
permits, the occupation of a flank position is desirable to facilitate 
the withdrawal from action of the remaining forces and to force the 
enemy to execute a time-consuming maneuver. The commander 
makes special provision for antitank defense of road centers and 
other armored approaches that control the lines of communications 
to the rear, and the terrain features that afford extended observation 
over the area his force is covering. These forces must counterattack 
the enemy when necessary to free hard-pressed or closely engaged 
units of the withdrawing force. 

c. Conduct. 
(1) 	 At the times indicated by the commander, infantry units in 

contact move, in deployed lines until disengaged, to local 
assembly areas. This disengagement may result from an 
unobserved or unopposed rearward movement or from ac
tion taken by the security forces as described in b above. 
The 'disengaged units then move to the new rearward posi
tion or assembly area, by motor if the situation permits. 
The security force withdraws through the rearward position 
conducting a delaying action until protected in turn by nec
essary security forces. Large armored formations normally 
move directly to the rear position or assembly areas. 
Usually the least heavily engaged units withdraw first. Un
less an effective counterattack is insured, to withdraw hard-
pressed units first may jeopardize the whole command. 
Armored units organic to or supporting infantry units not 
in the reserve are employed to protect flanks and assist in 
freeing local units closely engaged with the enemy. 

(2) 	 Artillery supports the disengagement of frontline units by
intense fire upon leading hostile forces. Artillery units then 
echelon to the rear, maintaining continuity of supporting 
fires. In the last stages artillery support for withdrawing
forces may be provided by the artillery with the general out
post force of the rearward position. 

(3) 	 Smoke should be used where weather conditions permit to 
provide concealment for movement and assembly of exposed 
units. Care must be exercised that smoke does not also pro
vide a screen for the enemy's advance. 
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d. Without Enemy Pressure. If the enemy does not possess the 
capability of air attack in strength against the delaying forces as they 
move to the rear, and is not exerting sufficient pressure to force a 
daylight withdrawal, the commander may elect to execute a daylight 
withdrawal from action. If such is the case, the withdrawal from 
action may be conducted along the lines laid down in paragraph 317. 

317. Night Withdrawal 
a. General. 

(1) 	 Successful night withdrawal from action depends primarily 
upon deception, secrecy, and control. Limitations placed by 
darkness upon hostile air and ground operations must be 
exploited. Maximum advantage is taken of deceptive meas
ures by the maintenance of normal activities including ag
gressive patrolling. 

(2) 	 Night withdrawals from action are facilitated by the use of 
open terrain when light conditions limit enemy ground and 
air observation of troop movements. However, warning 
orders must be issued to permit necessary daylight recon
naissance. 

(3) 	Difficulties of visual contact in darkness, need for signal secu
rity to prevent enemy detection of the withdrawal, and in
creased movement on roads requires effective movement con
trol. This is accomplished by detailed orders, disseminated 
in time for necessary reconnaissances, planning, and execu
tion by subordinate units. Times, routes, priorities, phase 
lines, assembly areas, and rearward positions must be clearly 
defined. 

b. Deceptionand Security. 
(1) 	Frontline units leave detachments in contact to secure the 

assembly and movement of the main force. These detach
ments left in contact (small groups from each company in 
contact), attempt to deceive the enemy by giving the impres
sion that the position continues to be held in strength. Some 
artillery remains in support of detachments left in contact. 
This artillery takes over the artillery mission of the command 
and its fires in order to avoid disclosing that a withdrawal is 
in process. The broad front upon which the detachments left 
in contact are employed normally prevents a single com
mander from maintaining effective control. Therefore, con
trol is decentralized to sector commanders with the force 
commander coordinating their action. Effective signal com
munication, consistent with secrecy requirements, must be 
provided to insure control of the detachments left in contact. 
When practicable, transportation is made available to these 
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detachments for use after disengagement to expedite rear
ward movement. 

(2) 	 Prior to commencement of withdrawal, additional security 
detachments of infantry and armor from each echelon pro
tect the withdrawal of subordinate echelons by taking up 
positions around assembly areas, along routes of withdrawal, 
and on the flanks. Where possible, they take position prior 
to dark and cover all likely hostile avenues of approach, par
ticularly those which may be used by enemy armor. These 
additional detachments are controlled by and rejoin the 
echelon which provides them when their security mission has 
been accomplished. 

(3) 	Security of the rear position is normally provided by a gen
eral outpost force furnished by the major command. The 
mission of this force is to provide protection for the occupa
tion of the rear position or assembly area and to cover the 
withdrawal of the detachments left in contact. 

. Cotndut. 
(1) 	 At the initiation of a night withdrawal from action it is 

particularly important that detachments left in contact are 
prepared to execute their missions; the additional security 
detachments be in position; and the general outpost force 
moves early to the rear to outpost the rear position. 

(2) 	 Units of the main force move to the rear in the same manner 
as in withdrawal in daylight, with the following exceptions: 
all units withdraw simultaneously on a broad front; forma
tions are closer; and movements are conducted with greater 
emphasis on secrecy and security. 

(3) 	 The detachments left in contact are withdrawn at a pre
scribed time or upon order. The rearward movement of 
artillery supporting the detachments left in contact begins 
prior to movement of detachments. 

d. Under Enemy Pressure. The night withdrawal from action as 
discussed in a through c above presupposes no significant enemy in
terference. In the event that the enemy detects the movement, or 
continues his offensive action during hours of darkness, it may be 
necessary to execute a withdrawal from action along the lines laid 
down in paragraph 316a through c, with the necessary modification 
to counterattacks and fires imposed by the difficulty of control during 
periods of reduced visibility. 

Section III. DELAYING ACTION 
318. General 

a. Delaying action is the type of action usually employed by 
covering forces and other security detachments. It is executed most 
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effectively by highly mobile troops used in conjunction with tactical 
aviation. The use of demolitions, antitank and antipersonnel mine-
fields and other obstacles covered by fire strongly reinforces the de
laying capability. Delaying forces must offer a continued threat of 
serious opposition in order to force the enemy to deploy and maneuver. 

b.Forces conducting delaying actions must fully exploit terrain. 
Ridges perpendicular to the enemy's direction of advance, which pro
vide good observation and field of fire, facilitate, delaying action. 
Natural obstacles increase defensibility, canalize the enemy's advance, 
and protect the flanks. Open terrain favors observation for long-
range fires, while close terrain requires infantry to bear the brunt 
of combat. Ideal delaying terrain is an area which provides succes
sive lines of commanding terrain, denying effective enemy observa
tion, each line possessing a linear obstacle such as a river, or swamp, 
which can be covered by long-range observed fire or direct fire 
weapons. 

c. Timely intelligence of enemy movements is particularly im
portant. Hostile forces possessing freedom of maneuver and mo
bility will attempt to envelop the flanks or strike the rear of the de
laying position. Delaying forces must prepare to block or destroy 
such forces. Contact with the enemy must be maintained as far 
forward as possible for security reasons and in order to give up no 
more ground to the enemy than necessary. Air reconnaissance is par
ticularly valuable in delaying action. 

d. To facilitate coordination, the zone of action is divided into 
sectors with boundaries extended to the rear through any rearward 
positions. When operating on a broad front, control will frequently 
be decentralized to combat team formations. Continuous liaison be
tween adjacent units must be maintained. To control movements, 
times of withdrawals are prescribed and phase lines or successive po
sitions are designated. 

319. Employment of Armor and Infantry 
a. Armor is ideally suited to delaying action because of its mobility, 

its ability to engage the enemy with long-range, flat trajectory fire, 
and its signal communications which permit control over wider areas 
than like infantry units. Armored delaying positions are not or
ganized in depth, but rather as a line, strong in firepower, with the 
bulk of the force concentrated at likely avenues of approach. The 
reserve, which consists of predominantly tank elements, is used for 
counterattacks and security. Its size depends on the situation and 
forces available. Armored units withdraw by fire and movement, the 
withdrawing elements always being covered by a supporting element 
or base of fire. The enemy's fire is neutralized by the weapons in the 
base of fire while the withdrawing tanks, using covered routes, move 
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to the next firing position. In daylight withdrawals, tanks are usu
ally the last element to break contact with the enemy.. 

b. Infantry delaying action consists of a series of successive de
fensive positions. These positions differ from the position defense 
as follows: rear defense areas are not organized; forward defense areas 
are organized in less depth; the interval between forward defense 
areas is increased; and emphasis is placed on positions which provide 
long-range observation and fields of fire. These differences permit 
infantry units to delay over increased frontages. The infantry tac
tics employed are those of the defense. However, the enemy is not 
normally allowed to close with the position. A mobile reserve, sup
ported by armor and artillery, must be prepared for rapid employ
ment to meet enemy threats to any part of the delaying position. 

320. Delay on Successive Positions 
a. Delay on successive positions is limited resistance on an initial 

position and renewal of resistance on successive positionrs. This is the 
most desirable type of delaying action and is employed when: space 
is available; the time that the enemy must be delayed is long; and 
the terrain affords several suitable delaying positions. 

b. The mission, the terrain, time available to organize each position, 
and the relative size and composition of opposing forces will deter
mine the amount of delay that can be accomplished on each position. 
Delay is facilitated by selecting positions on high ground:at such 
distances apart that the withdrawal may be completed during 'one 
night, yet far enough apart so that the enemy must reorganize his force 
prior to the attack of the next position. In difficult terrain, where 
infantry conducts the primary action, successive positions may be 
closer together. In the selection of positions, consideration must be 
given to the location of natural and artificial obstaclesj particularly 
when the enemy is strong in armor. 

c. Defense on each position must force early deployment of the 
enemy. Armor, artillery, and infantry weapons are located well for
ward so as to indict maximum delay on the enemy by engaging him at 
long ranges. Contact is made by some elements of the delaying force 
as far forward as possible and continuous resistance is offered. 

d. The loss of a defended locality may not require an early with
drawal across the whole zone. Adjacent units and the reserve are 
employed to maintain the integrity of the position if their action will 
not result in the entire force becoming too heavily engaged. The 
situation may require a strong resistance on any position, or even a 
counterattack, in order to accomplish this delaying mission. 

e. Preparation of the next rearward position is of prime importance.
When necessary, troops of the delaying force are employed for this 
purpose. Just prior to withdrawal from the forward position, some 
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elements of the delaying force are disposed on the rearward or an 
intermediate position to cover the occupation of the former by.the 
main delaying force. 

f. When forced from the position by the threat of becoming too 
heavily engaged, a withdrawal from action is executed, whenever 
possible at night. 

g. Persistent CBR munitions may be effectively used to create bar
riers, to reinforce natural obstacles, and demolitions and to deny areas 
to the enemy. 

321. Delay on a Single Position 
Delay on a single position is executed by occupying one position for 

the period of necessary delay. It is adopted when-space available 
for delay is limited; the time that the enemy must be delayed is short; 
and the terrain does not provide a choice of more than one satisfactory 
delaying position. The organization of the position parallels either 
the position or mobile type defense depending on the frontage, delay 
required by the mission, terrain, and forces available. Delay on a 
single position employs the same tactics used in the defense. See 
chapter 9, The Defensive. Disengagement and movement to rear
ward positions is executed as in delay on successive positions. 

322. Delay by Offensive Action 
At higher echelons, delay may be accomplished by offensive action 

in conjunction with other forms of delaying action. Such offensive 
action usually takes the form of limited objective attacks whose pur
pose is to disrupt and disorganize the enemy's advance. Large 
armored forces are particularly suited for these missions. 

Section IV. RETIREMENT 

323. General 
a. A retirement may be made to extend the distance from the enemy, 

to reduce the support distance from other friendly forces, to secure 
more favorable terrain, to conform to the dispositions of the larger 
command, or for employment in another area. When a withdrawal 
from action precedes a retirement, the actual retirement begins when 
organization of march formations are completed. 

b. Themarch objective or rear position should favor future employ
ment of the command. If the purpose is to escape from a desperate 
situation, the rear position should place distance and obstacles between 
the friendly forces and the enemy. The distance of the rear position 
depends on the mission, strength, and capabilities of the enemy, 
strength of friendly forces, and the terrain and weather. 
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324. Control and Coordination 
a. The formation and number of columns employed during retire

ment depend upon the number of available routes and amount of enemy 
interference. It is desirable to move major elements of the force to 
the rear simultaneously. However, a restricted road net or hostile 
threat to a flank may require echelonment of the movement. 

b. During the initial phase, specific routes are assigned to adminis
trative and support troops with instructions concerning clearance of 
routes for combat elements. Zones of action are assigned to combat 
elements for the conduct of their initial retirement. Initially, con
duct of the retirement is decentralized; as the retirement develops, 
the force commander normally regains centralized control. 

325. Security 
a. In a short retirement which can be completed in one night the 

forces covering the withdrawal from action provide sufficient pro
tection for the movement. If the movement continues, these forces are 
strengthened, and advance, rear, and flank guards are formed to pro
tect the force. The organization and conduct of these forces in a 
retirement are similar to that discussed in paragraph 199b. 

b. Advance guards, composed of mobile troops may be required to 
meet the threat of enemy forces, prevent surprise, and clear routes of 
march. 

c. Flank security is necessary to prevent encirclement of the re
tiring force and a surprise flanking attack against the extended col
umns. Flank guards must be highly mobile and may be composed of 
infantry, armor, artillery, and engineers. 

d. The rear guard is the principal security of each column. It 
protects the column from surprise, harassment, and attack by the 
main enemy force. The rear guard normally consists of infantry, 
strong in automatic weapons and supported by artillery and armor. 
Its size depends upon the strength and imminence of the enemy threat. 
When the situation permits, the rear guard retires in a formation 
which is the inverse of that for an advance guard. Should the enemy 
establish contact the rear guard conducts operations employing the 
tactics of a delaying action. 

326. Main Body 
The main body is organized in a manner inverse to that for an 

advance to contact. See Section IX, War of Movement, Chapter 8, 
The Offensive. 
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327. AirSupport 
Air reconnaissance keeps close surveillance of any hostile forces 

that are in position to interfere with the retirement, especially those 
which may threaten the flanks. It should maintain close liaison with 
the security detachments. Army aircraft must be at the disposal of 
the artillery with rear guards to observe for their long-range fires. 
Tactical aviation is valuable in delaying the hostile followup or 
pursuit. 

328. Conduct 
a. The initial action is the movement of administrative units and 

trains to the rear to a selected bivouac area. During their retirement 
they establish dumps of ammunition, fuel, and rations to meet the 
needs of the retiring force. 

b. At the designated time, withdrawals from action are executed 
and troops move into assembly areas and form into march formation, 
at which time the force is prepared to initiate the retirement. 

c. For the initial phase the force retires in multiple small columns. 
As the distance from the enemy increases, small columns consolidate 
into larger ones. Road nets and hostile interference influence the 
time and manner in which this is accomplished. 

329. Denial Operations 
Consideration is given to denial operations to make the enemy ad

vance more difficult. Partial or limited denial, denying to the enemy 
routes of communication and facilities likely to be of use to his mili
tary units, is particularly suitable, as is nuisance mining. This will 
not normally impede the advance of the enemy armor which has cross-
country mobility, but can seriously impede his logistical support which 
is normally road-bound, if executed with skill and imagination in 
accordance with an overall plan. Care must be taken to insure that 
the execution of the denial plan does not adversely affect our own 
future operations. 
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CHAPTER 11 

SPECIAL OPERATIONS 

Section I. GENERAL 

330. Definition and Introduction 
Special operations are those operations in which the characteristics 

of the area of operation, the nature of the operation, special conditions 
under which the operation may be conducted, or a combination of 
these factors require special or specially trained troops, special tech
niques, tactics, materiel, or an emphasis upon certain considerations. 

331. Applicabilityof Doctrine 
The fundamentals enunciated in the previous chapters of this man

ual are applicable to the conduct of special operations. They must be 
modified by the special considerations covered in succeeding sections. 

Section II. COMBAT IN FORTIFIED AREAS 

332. Characteristics 
A fortified area is one containing numerous defensive works and 

localities, usually consisting of concrete, steel, or permanent field for
tifications. The localities and works are usually disposed in great 
depth and width and in such manner as to be mutually supporting. 
Contaminated areas may be used in conjunction with these defensive 
works. Depending on its location, extent, and depth, a fortified area 
may be classified as a fortified locality, belt, zone, or position. The 
outpost of the battle position may itself be a fortified position. The 
area is generally served by well-developed road and rail nets and 
signal communication systems. Fortified areas provide the defender 
with maximum protection and permit economy of force. 

333. Reduction of Fortified Areas 
Whenever possible, fortified positions are bypassed or neutralized 

and later reduced by siege or by an attack from the rear. When they 
cannot be bypassed, they are reduced by frontal attack. 

334. Attack of a Fortified Position 
The special considerations involved in the attack of a fortified area 

are
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a. Detailed intelligence is required upon which to base training and 
plans; knowledge of the manner in which the fire of permanent forti
fications is coordinated is important. 

b. Specialized training of assault echelons, to include rehearsals 
on replicas, is required. 

a. Combat superiority, especially in close air support and high ve
locity heavy caliber direct fire weapons, is necessary. 

d. Command organization and the composition of the assault 
echelons are tailored to their specific missions. 

e. Assault of fortified areas requires lengthy and thorough prep
aration. 

f. Planning and preparation are highly centralized but the execu
tion is decentralized to the point that the reinforced infantry platoon 
is the basic assault element. 

g. Isolation of the area selected for penetration is required. 
h. The successful neutralization of a fortification must be followed 

immediately by mop up detachments of specially trained troops. 
i. Indirect fire weapons of all types are used to destroy camouflage, 

to neutralize and destroy enemy field fortifications and artillery, to 
fire on enemy counterattacks, and to screen the movement of assault 
troops. 

j. The assault echelon is followed closely by reserves who exploit 
the penetration, maintain the continuity of the attack, or defend criti
cal areas against counterattacks. 

k. Airborne troops may be used in conjunction with the frontal as
sault of large fortified areas, their principal use being to block the 
movement of large general reserves and to attack the fortifications 
from the rear. 

1. Unless required for use by the attacker, captured enemy arma
ment and fortifications are removed or destroyed to prevent their 
use if recaptured. 

m. Special demolitions, flame throwers, and direct fire weapons are 
the chief weapons of the assault teams. 

n. Smoke screens are used to isolate individual strong points from 
the observed fires of adjacent fortifications. 

o. CBR agents may be used advantageously. 

335. Defense of a Fortified Area 
The special considerations involved in the defense of a fortified area 

are
a. Fortified positions permit the use of a smaller portion of the 

force in the holding garrisons and a commensurate increase in the 
reserve. Fortifications are not a substitute for a strong mobile re
serve. Fortifications must be organized in depth and provide for all 
around defense. 
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b. Field fortifications are used to supplement the fortified area. 
c. The primary purpose of the defense is to so involve the enemy 

in the task of reduction that he is especially vulnerable to the counter
attack. 

d. The defense of a fortified area is conducted in the same manner 
as set forth in chapter 9. 

e. The holding garrisons are tailored to the organization of the 
fortified area. 

336. Reference 
Details concerning combat in fortified areas are set forth in FM 

31-50. 

Section III. COMBAT IN TOWNS 

337. Characteristics 
Towns, particularly those containing extensive built-up areas and 

block-type construction, offer cover and concealment for troops and 
weapons. They are conspicuous topographical features of which 
exact details are generally known. Towns are susceptible to destruc
tion by air or artillery bombardment and atomic weapons and to 
neutralization by chemical, biological, or radiological contamination. 
However, towns with buildings of substantial construction having
deep basements and widespread underground transportation and 
sewage systems provide the defender with extensive protection against 
air, artillery, or atomic weapons attack. Fires started by atomic 
weapons or incendiaries may make towns untenable. Towns con
taining solid masonry or concrete and steel buildings modified for 
defense purposes and well organized into defensive positions become 
fortified areas. 

338. Reduction of Towns 
Whenever possible, towns are bypassed. When capture of the town 

is essential, methods applicable to the attack of organized positions 
are employed. Attacks against well defended towns are similar in 
nature to those against fortified areas. 

339. Attack of a Town 
The special considerations involved in the attack of a town are
a. The town or city to be attacked should be isolated, and then at

tacked in a manner similar to the attack of a fortified area. 
b. Key objectives are so selected that their seizure will divide the 

defense. 
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e. Prior to the attack specific provisions to prevent looting are made 
in order to prevent impairment of the combat effectiveness of the 
command. 

d. Measures to control and relieve the civil population are provided. 

340. Defense of a Town 
The special considerations involved in the defense of a town are
a. A town or city is primarily an obstacle. 

(1) It canalizes and impedes the attack and counterattack forces. 
(2) The best manner to defend it is to place the holding garrison 

in the outer limits, and to hold mobile reserves in such a 
location as to make possible a counterattack in the open. 

b. A defense completely within a town or city should be organized 
around key features whose retention preserves the integrity of the 
defense and permits the defenders to move readily. 

c. The main line of resistance is so selected as to permit the con
version of buildings to effective defense works. 

(1) Maximum use is made of rubble and other obstacles. 
(2) Steps are taken to bring about the effective closure of ap

proaches to the town and built-up areas. 
d. Defense in depth is absolutely essential. When time permits, 

successive integrated lines of fortified buildings are prepared so that 
the defender, forced from one line, has merely to fall back to the next 
organized line. 

e. Plans are made for-the control of the civil population; the 
evacuation of the civil population from the immediate battle area; and 
the use of friendly elements to assist in the preparation of defensive 
positions. 

341. Reference 
For details see FM 31-50. 

Section IV. OPERATIONS AT RIVER LINES 

342. Characteristics 
a. General. Wide unfordable rivers exercise considerable influence 

on military operations because they impose restrictions on movement 
and maneuver. They constitute obstacles to attack and form natural 
lines of resistance for defense. The high state of training required, 
the vital influence of intelligence, and the close coordination of all 
forces are distinctive to successful river crossing operations. Offen
sive operations at a river line require the assemblage of troops with 
large amounts of equipment. Commanders must insure that such an 
assemblage is not so concentrated as to provide a profitable atomic 
target. 
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b. Tactical. Tactical courses of action are severely limited in a 
river crossing because the ability to maneuver or deliver effective 
supporting fires is restricted by the river and during the time troops 
and equipment are astride the river. Once forces and equipment are 
committed to crossing, withdrawal or deviation from the initial plan 
of action is extremely difficult. There are two types of river crossing 

-operations: the hasty crossing characterized by quick exploitation 
of opportunity; and the deliberate crossing characterized by the exten
sive planning and detailed preparations for its execution. The steps 
in a river crossing are: long range planning, the advance to the river, 
assembly and preparation for crossing, the assault, and the expansion 
and consolidation of the bridgehead. 
*c. Technical. A greater requirement for special equipment and 

specially trained personnel exists in a river crossing operation than is 
normal in ordinary attack operations. The strength of a river line 
increases with the width, depth, and velocity of the stream. 

343. Attack of a River Line 
The special considerations involved in the attack of a river line are
a. Plans for crossing a major river are made in advance and include 

provision for both a hasty and a deliberate crossing. They provide 
for assembly of special equipment and engineers and for the training
and rehearsal of assault troops under conditions which resemble those 
to be encountered. 

b. Every attempt is made to make a hasty crossing thus avoiding 
the difficulties of a deliberate one. 

c. The river crossing force will seldom be able to seize the entire 
bridgehead in a single sustained attack, due to the initial high degree 
of decentralization of tactical and logistical means. Therefore, the 
bridgehead is usually developed as follows: 

(1) The attacker seizes objectives which will prevent the enemy 
from bringing effective direct small arms fire to bear on the 
selected crossing areas. The trace of the forward limits of 
that portion of the bridgehead which is controlled by these 
objectives is indicated on a map or overlay by a line marked 
"0-1". Attainment of these objectives by troops of the initial 
assault waves normally permits the initiation of assembly of 
footbridges and rafts, the use of which will ease the task of 
crossing succeeding troops and equipment. 

(2) 	The attacker then seizes objectives which will permit the 
assault force commander to reorganize his forces for continu
ing the attack to seize his assigned portion of the bridgehead. 
Normally these should eliminate observed artillery fire from 
the selected crossing areas. The trace of the forward limits 
of that portion of the bridgehead which is controlled by these 
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objectives is indicated oni a map or overlay by a line marked 
"0-2". Attainment of these objectives will provide the assault 
force commander sufficient space on the enemy's side of the 
river to accommodate, without undue congestion, reserves and 
fire support installations required by his forces in the bridge
head. These objectives should provide the assault force com
mander with a good defensive position since he may be re
quired to halt temporarily while crossing additional forces 
and means necessary for continuing the attack. The nature 
of 0-2 line objectives and their distance from the river will 
usually be such that their seizure will permit rapid comple
tion of vehicular bridges. 

(3) Finally the attacker continues the attack to seize objectives 
which will provide sufficient space on the enemy's side of the 
river to accommodate, without undue congestion, the troops, 
equipment, and installations essential to the mission of the 
force and which will prevent the enemy from bringing effec
tive sustained artillery fire to bear on the selected crossing 
areas. The trace of the forward limits of the bridgehead 
which is controlled by these objectives is indicated on a map 
or overlay by a line marked "0-3 (Bridgehead)". Attain
ment of these objectives, coupled with air superiority, per
mits uninterrupted use of all crossing means and provides 
maneuver space for the river-crossing force. 

d. The trace of the 0-1, 0-2, and 0-3 (Bridgehead) lines should be 
such that the control of each will protect activities nearer the river 
and will provide observation over areas further from the river. They 
should be readily identifiable and defensible and should be separated 
by enough distance that control of each is a definite tactical step toward 
the establishment of the force bridgehead. These lines must tie in to 
the river or boundaries at their extremities so as to afford maximum 
protection to the flanks. 

e. The advance to the river is made on a broad front and with great 
speed to increase the possibility of effecting a hasty crossing. 

f. Detailed intelligence is required to reveal-the capabilities of 
the enemy to oppose the crossing; river characteristics, obstacles, ter
rain on the far side, assault crossing sites, ferry sites, bridge sites, and 
local resources to assist in the crossing. 

g. The plan for the river crossing is based on the scheme of maneu
ver on the far side of the river. The crossing is effected so as to support 
that operation. At times tactical or technical requirements for cross
ing sites may dictate the scheme of maneuver on the far side. 

h. Secrecy in preparations and deception measures as to the time 
and place of the main crossing are essential. Feints, demonstrations, 
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smoke, and crossings in periods of limited visibility are used to reduce 
casualties and to deceive the enemy. 

i. A night crossing is preferable to a daylight crossing when attack
ing units are well-trained and terrain, enemy resistance, and other 
river conditions are favorable. 

j. Organic engineer troops are reinforced to assist the assault. A 
reserve of engineer troops and materiel must be provided. 

k. Although planning is centralized, execution on the far bank in 
the first phase is decentralized to assault units. As the operation 
develops, operational control, responsibility for the bridgehead, and 
operation of ferries and bridges are progressively centralized in higher 
echelons. Operations on the near bank remain under close supervi
sion and centralized control throughout. This pertains in particular 
to traffic control since undue congestion will create remunerative tar
gets for enemy weapons. 

I. The reserve is held mobile and ready to cross to the far bank as 
soon as maneuver room is available. 

m. The fire support of a river crossing emphasizes counterbattery 
and countermortar fires. The fires of the weapons of the assaulting 
and reserve units are massed to protect the crossing. Fire support 
plans of appropriate echelons must include provisions for adequate 
antiaircraft artillery protection of the bridgehead. 

in. The use of airborne or helicopter transported troops is an effec
tive means of circumventing a hostile defense of a river line. Such 
operations can be used in conjunction with a hasty or deliberate cross
ing. 

o. The armored infantry battalions within the armored division, 
due to the amphibious characteristics of the armored personnel carrier, 
are well suited for either hasty or deliberate river crossings. Complete 
battalions may be moved across the river without movement of special 
equipment. Other units possessing armored personnel carriers have 
an inherent river crossing ability dependent on the number of such 
vehicles available. 

344. Defense of a River Line 
The defense of a river line is essentially no more than the applica

tion of the principles of the defense to a particular condition of ter
rain. Smaller rivers may be employed as obstacles upon which to base 
a position defense. Major rivers are best defended by the mobile de
fense, particular stress being laid upon striking the hostile forces 
with a heavy counterattack while they are astride the river. For the 
principles of the position and mobile defense, see chapter 9. 

345. Reference 
Details concerning river crossing operations are contained in FM 

31-60. 
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Section V. NIGHT COMBAT 

346. Characteristics 
Night combat which achieves surprise and which capitalizes on the 

inherent fear of darkness may offer exceptional opportunities for 
success when daylight measures are less practicable. Very hazy or 
rainy weather, fog, or smoke produce conditions similar to darkness. 
Night combat is also characterized by a decrease in the effectiveness 
of aimed fire and by a corresponding increase in the importance of 
close combat and the fire of weapons laid on definite targets or areas 
by day; by difficulty in movement, troop leading, and the maintenance 
of direction, cohesion, and control; and by a more highly sensitive 
morale of the troops to physical and psychological factors. The time 
required te execute maneuver and to handle and emplace equipment 
or weapons is generally greater at night. Decrease in the effectiveness 
of aimed fire permits the use of closer formations without exposure to 
excessive losses; difficulty in the maintenance of control and direction 
necessitates the selection of limited, easily recognized objectives which 
may be approached by well-defined routes; the more sensitive morale 
of troops increases the effects of surprise obtained by the offense and 
the importance of adequate security measures on the part of the 
defense. Reverses and failures at night generally affect troops more 
than these same reverses or failures do in daylight. 

347. Tactical and Technical Considerations 
a. Tactical. Night combat is applicable to all types of operations. 

It may be undertaken to complete or exploit a success, to gain impor
tant terrain for further operations, to avoid heavy losses, to maintain 
pressure against the enemy, to achieve surprise and psychological 
superiority, to utilize concealment afforded by conditions of darkness, 
and to compensate for inferiority in air and armored support. Night 
combat emphasizes the need for detailed planning, thorough daylight 
reconnaissance, effective leadership, effective control, and thorough 
training and rehearsals. 

b. Technical. Troops are trained in the technical aspects of night 
operations to include firing at night, night observation, the habituation 
to cold and mist, night orientation, with particular reference to scout
ing and patrolling, silent and stealthy movement, and night dis
cipline. Troops are likewise trained in the use of pyrotechnic and 
battlefield illumination devices; in night removal of mines and obsta
cles; in night ruses and camouflage; in the operation of night sighting 
devices and electronic, sound, and other warning devices. Provisions 
are made for appropriate battlefield illumination devices, night sight
ing devices, and warning equipment. Troops should be thoroughly 
rehearsed in the employment of these devices. 
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348. Night Attack 
a. Basic Fundamentals. The basic fundamentals involved in night 

attack are thesame as those for any other attack. The principal dif
ferences arise from the stress on simplicity of plan; careful prepa
ration to include training, rehearsals, secrecy, surprise, and daylight 
reconnaissance; well defined and easily identified objectives; carefully 
prepared fire and maneuver plans; effective control and cohesion in 
execution; and adequate signal communications. Night attacks 
should be made by fresh troops; however, they must have adequate 
time to become familiar with the area. 

b. Planning. Plans and orders for night attacks are formulated 
with more than usual detail. Routes of approach, assembly areas, 
attack.positions, line of departure, limit of advance, and objectives 
are designated with the utmost precision. Orders include-the rate 
of advance; the formations to be employed; means for mutual identi
fication of troops;measures for flank protection and for maintenance 
of direction and contact; measures for battlefield illumination; the 
composition, assembly area, and mission of the reserve; the course of 
action to befollowed on thecapture of objectives; and detailed instruc
tions for maintaining secrecy including those governing reconnais
sance, and the conduct of artillery and other supporting fires. Some 
of the foregoing control measures are unnecessary when battlefield 
illumination is employed. 

c. Objectives. The difficulties of night attacks increase with the 
size of the command. They may be made successfully with any size 
unit, but the objective assigned any assault unit should be limited. 
To the extent that detailed plans can be Completed in advance, deeper 
objectives can be reached by a succession of limited objective attacks. 
Deeper objectives can be assigned to the degree that battlefield illumi
nation eliminates the difficulties of control and movement. 

d. Time. 
(1) 	 An attacklaunched during the first hours of darkness is de

signed to seize and hold the objective by taking advantage 
of the longer period of darkness. It may anticipate pos
sible night operations on thepart of theenemy. 

(2) 	 An attack launched during the last hours of darkness may 
be advantageous as a preliminary to a general attack at day
break because it gives the defender little time to react. The 
attack should usually be launched to give the attacker suffi
cient time on the objective during darkness to organize the 
position to resist counterattack and to prepare for further 
operations prior to continuing the attack at daybreak. 

e. Preliminary Operations. 
(1) 	 Reconnaissance. The decision to attack should be made 

while there still is sufficient daylight to make all preliminary 
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reconnaissance and preparations. Reconnaissance should in
clude observation of the terrain at night as well as during 
daylight in order that both the day and night aspects may 
be studied. Easily identified direction points are located. 
Provision may be made for marking direction points, in
cluding objectives, by machinegun tracer, artillery, and mor
tar fire. 

1(2) 	 Battlefield illumination. Searchlights, ground signals, il
luminating shells, illuminating grenades, trip flares, aircraft 
flares, and field expedients may be employed to provide battle
field illumination. Sufficient time must be employed to pre
pare illuminating plans and to integrate them with the 
maneuver and fire support plans. The commander conduct
ing the operation must have direct control of all means of 
illumination throughout the attack. 

(3) 	Firesupport. Fire support is normal except that support
ing weapons are prepared to box off the zone of attack or to 
cdver a withdrawal. 

f. Assaultr 
(1) In the conduct of night attacks only the simplest formations 

are employed. If the attacks are to be made by stealth, the 
smaller units advance in column along a well defined axis 
until close to their objectives, then skirmish lines are formed 
and the enemy is assaulted with fixed bayonets. Each column 
is given a definite direction and objective. Contact is main
tained between columns and every precaution is taken to 
avoid their collision. The assaulting columns are followed 
closely by their supports and local reserves. 

(2) 	 Reserves are located in positions where they can promptly 
move to the objective, exploit the success of the attack, or 
cover a withdrawal. 

(3) 	Leaders are well forward to direct and control the progress 
of the attack. 

(4) 	 On capturing their objectives, units reorganize and promptly 
prepare to meet enemy counterattacks and to continue the 
advance. 

g. NightRaids. Night raids may be used to capture personnel, de
ceive and interfere with dispositions of hostile forces, obtain identi
fications, and determine details of the hostile position, especially any 
major changes in the enemy dispositions. When a rading force has 
accomplished its mission, it withdraws on a previously arranged sig
nal. A route of withdrawal other than that employed for the ad
vance is used, if practicable. During the withdrawal, the reserve 
of the raiding force is utilized to cover the withdrawal. Fires of 
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the artillery and other supporting weapons are held on call to support 
the raiding party. 

349. Defense at Night 
a. BasicFPundamentais. The basic fundamentals involved in night 

defense are the same as for daylight defense. The emphasis in night 
defense is upon measures to prevent surprise and the use of obstacles 
and prearranged fire to break up the assault. 

b. Planning. Plans for defense provide against infiltration, 
guerilla action, and airborne attack, for defense of installations in a 
perimeter and for organized defensive fires to cover avenues of hostile 
approach and areas within the defensive area. Plans may be made 
to change troop dispositions from daylight dispositions in order to 
gain surprise. 

c. Security. Electronic devices, minefields, barriers, obstacles, out-
guards, active patrolling well to the front, and illumination of the 
foreground must be relied upon to give timely warning of attacks. 
Gaps that cannot be covered effectively by fire from adjacent units 
are occupied at night by reserve elements. Areas and objects may be 
contaminated with toxic agents, preferably those which take effect 
with very little delay. 

d. Conductof the Defense. 
(1) 	 The best defense against night attack is fire control and fire 

discipline. Panic and premature fire are deadly weaknesses 
in defense at night. 

(2) 	 Continual aggressive patrolling, rehearsed night counter
attacks, and planned measures to organize rapidly and to 
move to meet the attack are essential to successful defense at 
night. 

(3) 	 At night, combat outposts are normally reinforced and 
patrolling is increased. When night attack is imminent, 
more infantry may be placed on the battle position. 

(4) 	 Battlefield illumination is used to light up avenues of attack. 
(5) 	 Counterattacks are made on enemy penetrations while it is 

still dark to capitalize on the defender's knowledge of the 
terrain. If counterattacks fail, the penetration is blocked. 

(6) 	 Obstacles and the fire of fixed weapons are the principal 
means used in breaking up the assault. Artillery fires on 
prearranged areas supplement these means. All units in the 
battle position make final preparations to engage the enemy 
at a time not later than when the combat outposts are forced 
to begin withdrawal. In order to prevent premature dis
closure of their positions automatic weapons are not fired 
until they have a profitable target. 
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350.' Night Retrograde Movements 
a. The basic fundamentals of retrograde 'movements apply to night 

retrograde action. For night withdrawals see chapter 10. 
b. As a rule, delaying action at night can be executed only by small 

units or detachments which operate and withdraw along well-defined 
routes. Retrograde movements are regulated carefully to avoid losses 
by fire from friendly troops in the rear. Disorganization and delay 
of advancing hbstile ground columns may be accomplished by the 
attack at nfight of smiall-groups against marching columns, bivouacs, 
billets, or motor parks. 

351. References 
For additional details see FM's series 6, 7, and 17' 

Section VI. COMBAT IN WOODS 

352.; Characteristics 
Combat'in woods, in some respects, is similar to combat ih towns 

and fortified areas. Extended and thick woods provide good conceal
ment and camouflage but limit visibility and fields of fire and hamper 
observation and controL i Woods hamper mobility. They inay often 
contain large swampy areas or lakes which may provide:good observa
'tion and fields of fire.'- Trafficability of swampy areas is extremely 
changeable as a; result of rain, dry weather, -or. freezing. At times 
a swamp may be impassable; at other times it may be the best route 
of advance. Woods favor raids and guerilla warfare since they pro
vide favorable conditions f6r execution of surprise. Some woods, 
owing to their size or location,, are naturally strong defensive areas; 
small wooded'areas in open terrain,. however, are easily neutralized 
by fire; smoke, or mass-destruction weapons. 

353. Tactical Considerations 
Isolated woods included in the enemy defenses are usually avoided 

in the attack by passing them on either one or both flanks while the 
edge of the wooded area is neutralized. They are then taken by en
circlement. Small wooded areas in otherwise open terrain are usually 
avoided in defense as they are conspicuous and draw fire. Attack or 
defense in extended woods requires training and careful preparations. 
Ground action. usually culminates in close combat with fire fights at 
close ranges where the light automatic weapons and mortars often 
play a decisive role. 

354. Attack in Woods 
a. General. Wooded areas are attacked frontally only when envel

opment is impractical. The principal objective of the attacker is 
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early seizure and use of the normally limited road and trail network. 
b. Special Considerations. The considerations which are stressed 

inattacking in woods are-intensive training of troops in maintenance 
of direction and control in woods, clearing of obstacles and fortifica
tions in woods, building fortifications typical of wooded areas, clear
ing fields of fire, using and fighting forest fires, and trail and road 
breaking and construction. The usually limited road net necessitates 
careful planning for the movement and supply of troops.. Separate 
avenues of approach may require extensive use of independent combat 
formations. Dense woods favor deep formations. 

e. Planning. Planning must provide for appropriate training, 
equipment, supply, and evacuation. All conventional and improvised 
means of transportation are used. 

d. Chemical, BioZogical, Radiologioal. Chemical, biological, and 
radiological agents may be used to contaminate wooded areas. Chem
ical defoliants may be used on broad leaf trees to remove vegetation, 
mark targets, or to set up aerial navigation aids. Weather conditions 
in wooded areas are usually more favorable for the use of CBR toxics 
than conditions in adjacent open areas. 

e. Security. The flanks and rear are protected by outposts and 
patrols along prominent terrain features or likely avenues of enemy 
approach. Helicopters may be used to lift these security detachments. 
When hositile guerillas or partisans are active, additional security 
forces should be assigned to protect artillery, supply routes, and supply 
installations. 

f. Conduct of Attack. 
(1) 	Attack against an enemy position close to the edge of woods 

resembles an attack in open terrain. The projecting sectors 
must be seized first, after which the attack is immediately 
continued to clearly defined objectives close inside the woods. 
The advance is continued after reconnaissance and reorgani
zation of troops. 

(2) 	 The formation to be taken for the continuation of the attack 
depends largely upon the type of woods. In' sparse woods, 
formations resembling those on open ground are employed, 
but with greater density in the leading echelon. In dense 
woods, small columns are more effective in the leading eche
lon. Measures are taken to insure direction, cohesion, and 
signal communication between the columns. Reserves are 
formed in column and closely follow the assault units. The 
vulnerability of the flanks requires flank security elements. 
Tanks normally operate on cleared lanes and roads even if 
the ground is firm. Large armor units may be used to ex
cellent advantage in a cleared salient of the woods, in envel
opment of woods, and inpinning down theenemy at the edges 
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of woods. Flame-throwers are effective. Woods limit the 
emplacement and employment of artillery in mass within 
their interior. 

(3) 	 An attack against an enemy defending deep inside extensive 
woods is normally executed by enveloping the enemy de
fended areas; which are usually located on the roads or trails. 
The enveloping forces, consisting of troops capable of rapid 
cross-country movement, advance through the woods against 
the enemiy flanks or rear, their normal objective being the 
hostile line of communications. The secondary attack is 
usually executed by forces not as capable of extensive move
ment through the woods. A'penetration of the enemy de
fended areas is generally more costly and often merely forces 
the enemy back on his line of communications. 

(4) 	 An attack may often be conducted by independently operat
ing combat teams. The advance is usually made in narrow, 
deep columns. Support elements are formed in column and 
closely follow the assault unit. An advance party for recon
naissance, security and for trailbreaking is used. . Soundless 
approach to within close range of the enemy is sought. Col
umns advance by bounds; roads, lanes, glades, ravines, creeks, 
and lakes are used as control points or phase lines. The 
flanks and rear are protected by appropriate security 
detachments. 

(5) 	 Assembling of combat groups on or near roads and trails is 
avoided when close to the enemy since these avenues will 
normally be covered by the enemy's system of defensive fires 
and minefields. Large glades and clearings should be skirted. 

(6) 	 Reserves are disposed so that they will not become involved 
in the fighting of the assault echelon and can be employed 
where the greatest progress is being made. The speed of 
movement of reserves is increased by the use of cross-country 
vehicles, helicopters, and any other efficient means available. 

(7) 	 The rate of movement in woods is slower than in open ter
rain. However, the tempo of fighting, after contact is made, 
is generally fast. Frequent envelopments with small units 
supported by artillery and mortar fire are used. 

g. Reorganization. Before emerging from the woods and while 
still far enough from the edge to be concealed from the enemy's view, 
the command is redeployed for fighting on open ground. Since the 
edge of the woods presents a well-marked target for hostile fire, the 
attacking forces make their exit rapidly to seize an objective beyond 
the edge of the woods which will mask the edge of the woods from 
hostile ground observation and small-arms fire. 
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355. Defense in Woods 
a. Special Considerationsz As a defensive position, the edges of 

woods are not suitable because they present a clearly defined target 
to the attacking forces. Since a position in the interior of the woods 
has-the disadvantage of restricted view and limited fields of fire, the 
observation elements of the combat outpost with artillery and other 
observers are placed close to the edge of the woods. The battle 
position is usually back from the edge of the woods. Field fortifica
tions should be provided with overhead cover against tree and air 
bursts. Cutting of trees must not divulge positions or the organiza
tion of fire. Routes for messengers, supplies, and reserves must be 
known and marked for night use. The routes forward and to all 
positions in rear are reconnoitered and made known to all concerned. 
When defending in woods, commanders must carefully consider the 
enemy's capability of using mass destruction weapons. 

b. Conduct of the Defense. 
(1) 	 While holding up the attacking units by means of obstacles, 

the defense seeks to break up the cohesion of the attacker's 
dispositions, lead him in false directions, and take the attack
ing troops under flanking fire. Natural or cleared lanes 
through the woods assist greatly in employing flanking 
machinegun fire and in detecting and holding up a hostile 
advance. Even when lanes have not been cleared, machine-
gun and other automatic fire sited to ricochet from trees is 
effective and particularly demoralizing to an advance. 

(2) 	In wooded areas, close support by artillery becomes difficult. 
Fields of fire of all flat-trajectory weapons are extremely 
limited. The fire of high-angle weapons is not equally 
affected; a little clearing will permit howitzers and mortars 
to be used, Mines, defensive wire, contaminations, and 
other obstacles are placed both outside and inside the woods 
so that the full effect of artillery and other defensive fires 
can be utilized. 

(3) 	Mines planted thickly within woods are particularly effective 
in slowing up the progress of the attacker and forcing him 
to use trails and mine detection methods. Defensive wire 
within woods is effective in delaying the advance, particu
larly in conjunction with antipersonnel mines, 

356. References 
For additional details see FM's series 7 and 17. 
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Section VII. COMBAT AT DEFILES 

357. Characteristics 
A defile is a natural or artificial terrain feature which canalizes an 

advance. Defiles frequently occur in mountain passes, woods, jungles, 
towns, river crossings, lake regions, and swamp areas. So far as air 
attack, atomic weapons, and other mass destruction weapons attacks 
are concerned, conditions approximating those of a defile: may also 
occur at ports,. in airborne operations, and in amphibious operations. 
A defiletthrough which troops must pass is particularly sasceptible to 
.air attack therefore an adequate air defense must be provided. 
Ground defense of a defile is comparatively'easy. 

358. Tactica! Considerotions 
,If the route of an advancing unit.passes through a defile, a force 

may be sent forward to establish a dqfense in front of it to permit the 
main body to emerge from the defile unmolested and to secure sufficient 
space,for maneuver. Movement through the defile should be planned 
.so that.profitable atomic targets are not presented. Offensive action 
may be required to secure this maneuver space, The defense may be 
conducted in a single position with flanks refused and protected by 
the obstacles creating the defile, or the defender may adopt delaying 
-action to gain the necessary time and space for the main body to 
emerge and.develop for any ation. required. A similar defense out
side a defile is often required of a rear guard to cover the retirement 
of the main body through a defile 

3S9. Attack of a befile 
The attack willvary with the manner in which the defile is held and 

the accessibility of the flanks. In defiles the attacker often cannot 
fully bring his superiority to bear because of limitations of terrain. 
In large scale offensive operations airborne or armored forces may be 
committed to capture or occupy defiles in advance of the main force. 
When a defile is held at or within the entrance and the flanks are 
accessible, the main attack is made in a direction that insures the cap
ture of localities which command the entrance. When the flanks are 
inaccessible, the attack must be made by penetration. When th6 defile 
is held at the exit, the attack attempts to outflank the defense. By 
moving small forces through or around the obstacles creating the defile, 
the advance is made on a broad front to outflaik defended areas. The 
attacker makes his exit from the defile on the widest possible front. 
Troops passing through defiles may offer lucrative targets for air and 
mass destruction weapons attack. 
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360. Defense of a Defile 
a. General. The fundamentals of the defense apply to the defense 

of a defile. Care must be taken in defense of a defile to prevent undue 
massing of troops and equipment and to protect against air attack and 
mass destructive weapons. 

b. Defense of a Defile. 
(1) 	The defense may be conducted at the defile itself when it is 

intended to delay the enemy's advance through it for some 
time. In mountain passes or valleys, if the defender is more 
skillful in mountain movement than the attacker, he will have 
great advantage and may cause considerable delay. Con
versely, if the attacker is more mobile, he may simply outflank 
the defender. The flanks of a position in a mountain pass 
cannot be considered secure agaihst trained mountain troops. 

(2) 	 A mountain defile is defended with the bulk of the forces on 
the high ground to the flanks which command the defile. For 
details see section XI. 

(3) 	 Maximum use is made of long-range artillery fire, demoli
tions, mines, chemical, biological, and radiological contami
nation, and barriers within the defile to delay the hostile 
advance. 

(4) 	 Combat aviation is of maximum value because of the enemy's 
vulnerability to air attack while in the defile. The enemy 
may also present lucrative targets for the employment of 
mass destructive weapons. 

c. Defense in Rearof aDefile. Defense in rear of a defile provides 
maneuver area to the defender while it closes the exit and restricts 
the movement of the attacker. The defensive position is concave 
towards the exit with flanks resting on obstacles. The distance of 
the position from the exit is such that converging fire of all arms can 
be brought upon the attacker before and during his movement from 
the defile. Reserves are held out to give flexibility to the defense and 
to counterattack promptly against enemy forces which succeed in 
emerging from the defile. The maximum delay and disorganization 
of the enemy is effected within, and in front of, the defile by the use 
of security forces, artillery concentrations, demolitions, mines, ob
structi6ns, chemical, biological, and radiological agents, mass destruc
tion weapons, and air attack. 

361. Retrograde Through a Defile 
In withdrawal through a defile strict movement control and traffic 

control are necessary. Special measures are taken to protect the 
movement through the defile against hostile air, airborne, ground and 
guerrilla action. When appropriate, provision is made to cover the 
rear guard as it emerges from the defile. 
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Section VIII. JUNGLE OPERATIONS 

362. General 
In general, jungle combat is conducted at extremely close quarters 

by relatively small bodies of troops. Proper training and hardening 
to jungle conditions, discipline, initiative of individuals and small unit 
leaders, and suitable equipment are the keys to success. A force able 
to move off the trails and maintain itself under extremely arduous 
'conditions possesses a great advantage. Control of units must be 
ensured, yet formations adopted must be sufficiently flexible to permit 
irapid deployment under conditions of limited observation and vul

'nerability to fire. In.general; units will move in column adequately 
'secured and alert for last-minute deployment: Intervals are extended 
in accordance with visibility and effective control. Maneuver consists 
of outflanking enemy positions using rearward units to turn the posi
tions.: Movement is generally measured in terins of time rather than 
distance. The training of troops must enable them to move cross
c6untry; give them c6nfidencm in their jungle techniques, and produce 
resourceful individuals who consider the jungle an ally. Arms'and 
equipment must provide for maximum mobility through difficult 
terrain under adverse climatic conditions. 

363. Characteristics 
a. In the jungle the difficulties of terrain, visibility, and climate 

so complicate command, control, maneuver, supporting fires, supply, 
and evacuation that the application of combat fundamentals and the 
considerations involved in special operations must be adapted pri
marily to terrain and climate limitations. Few roads or trails are 
available in the jungle; they often must be constructed as movement 
progresses. Rivers are frequently the best routes of communication 
and supply. Observation is limited to short distances, sometimes to 
only a few feet. Artillery survey is particularly difficult; The terrain 
will vary from mountain ranges covered with jungle to low lying 
swampy plains. All the difficulties of jungle operations increase in 
proportion to the size of the force involved. 

b. Characteristic of jungle areas is the lack of industrial develop
ment and routes of communication, plus the deleterious effect of heat, 
humidity, fungi, and disease. Problems, requiring additional engineer 
effort in jungle operations, are field fortifications; jungle clearance; 
sanitation; insect control; refrigeration; rodent control; map coverage 
and surveying; airfield, road, and bridge' construction; drainage. 

c. Signal communication often is difficult. Visual signaling is 
seldom possible; the use of runners is slow and frequently hazardous; 
the range of radio may be reduced greatly by foliage and hill masses; 
and wire circuits are hard to install and maintain. When clearings 
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are available, drop and pick-up messages are highly satisfactory, by 
liaison plane or helicopter. Pigeons may be used for emergency 
messages. During combat, wire communications within battalions 
or similar units is vital. 

d. Sanitation and health measures are particularly important. 
Proper innoculation prior to arrival and prophylactic treatment while 
in the jungle are necessary. Measures to avoid exposure of the com
mand to insects are implemented where possible. In view of the diffi
culties of medical evacuation casualties may have to remain in unit 
medical installations for longer periods than in normal terrain. For 
this reason, and because of the constant emphasis required on health 
and sanitation, unit medical personnel must be carefully selected and 
all personnel thoroughly indoctrinated, during training, with the 
importance of health measures. 

e. Terrain and weather conditions in jungles are most advantageous 
for employing CBR munitions. Due to the very dense canopy of 
vegetation, however, aircraft spray is usually ineffective against per
sonnel. The large scale usage of defoliants will increase fields of fire 
and reduce the effectiveness of camouflage. 

364. Attack in Jungles 
The special considerations involved in making an attack in the 

jungle are
a. The movement to contact is made by small foot units moving 

off main trails to develop the hostile position. 
b. When the enemy position has been developed, units supported 

by heavier weapons are moved up on existing or newly constructed 
roads and trails. 

c. Wherever possible, wide envelopment is attempted in order to 
cut off the hostile position from supply and support. 

d. When frontal attack or penetration of a hostile position is neces
sary the main effort should be made with all possible speed in a 
direction that will permit cutting the enemy off from his natural routes 
of withdrawal. 

e. Security in the jungle is a problem whose solution rests primar
ily upon employment of small detachments, frequently changed, 
which move on the flanks, to the front, and to the rear of the main 
body. The success of any attack will largely depend upon the ability 
of the security elements, particularly during enveloping maneuvers. 

/. Jungle conditions place a premium on aggressiveness and initi
a:tive in the employment of artillery since the difficulties inherent to 
jungle operations may hinder the delivery of effective artillery fire 
support. 

g. The use of airborne or amphibious elements to outflank a hos
tile force is invaluable, principally because of the saving of time and 
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energy. The timing of such operations is extremely: difficult;, but 
their effectiveness merits use whenever possible. 

h. The depth to which an attack can be carried is dependent in 
large measure upon ability to supply the attacking forces. 

.365. Defense in the Jungle, 
Defense in the jungle involves the following special considerations: 
a. Roadsj trails, and rivers are the key to control of jungle areas; 

they are, therefore, the focus of defense.

'
b. -Defensive positions are sited in depth on roads, trails, and rivers 

and are organized for all-round defense. -'They are 'situated at 'dis
tances which permit mutuial support of one another. : 

c. Reserves are positioned to be able to move rapidly to any portion 
of the defended area to counterattack. A network of trails' will unu
ally' have to be constructed. to permit rapid movement. 

;d. Security is provided by screening the entire'area with small de
-taciuhents which, when attacked; move back on' the'main body: Of 
primeiniportance is the;provision. of security for supply routes and 
'basesi , Ambushe may 'be -prepared oni likely avenues of hostile ap
proach. L : ' ' ,' - I' 

e. Artillery is effective in defense of jungle positions when it can be 
positioned and areas cleared so it can fire. Mortars are effective weap
ons for fire support. 

366, Reference 
For details see FM 72-20: 

Section IX. DESERT OPERATIONS 

367. Characteristics 
The characteristics of desert areas vary greatly. The terrain may 

include areas of loose sand and sand dunes, boulder-strewn areas, 
mountains, extremely rugged terrain, salt marshes, orfiat hard-sur
faced areas. Well-defined roads are scarce, but trails generally exist 
between water sources. Usually areas of loose sand seriously impede 
movement by foot and by wheeled. vehicles; in flat hard-surfaced 
areas, roads and trails are not vitally essential to the movement of 
ground transport. Desert areas are also characterized by limited 
vegetation, relatively few obstacles to movement, and few landmarks. 
This results in difficulty in concealment and in maintenance of direc
tion. The lack of obstacles in certain areas makes possible a greater 
freedom of movement than in normal terrain. Mirage is a constant 
source of error. Distances are deceptive and usually greatly under
estimated.. Dust and sand storms may reduce visibility, facilitating 
surprise movement, but greatly increasing supply and maintenance 
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problems. Extreme variation in temperature within a 24-hour period 
may be expected. 

368. Considerations 
There are no changes in basic tactical doctrine or fundamentals for 

desert operations. Operations and movements are dependent upon 
effective supply, transportation, and maintenance. This is particu
larly important in the supply of water and petroleum products and 
vehicular transportation and maintenance. The troops must be 
trained and acclimated in the desert thoroughly before engaging in 
desert operations. Successful combat operations are dependent upon 
cross-country mobility, adequate supply and maintenance, effective 
control, dependable signal communications, rapid reinforcement of 
mobile forces, and coordinatedair ground action. Military units are 
usually widely dispersed and tactical operations tend to be fluid. 
Mobile ground units or units transported by air assume increased im
portance. When the character of the desert permits, the speed, fire
power, and the water supply capability of motorized and, armored 
forces make them especially useful. Increased importance is placed 
on knowing the techniques of artificial camouflage and evaluating 
weather and terrain. 

369. Air and Atomic Weapons 
Air superiority is extremely important, not only to destroy or neu

tralize hostile forces and installations but to protect friendly forces 
from air observation and attack. Air transport is especially useful 
in supply and evacuation. The ease of dispersion in desert areas does 
not ordinarily result in profitable concentrations of troops for the 
employment of atomic weapons. However, atomic weapons may be 
profitably employed against airfields, communications centers, and 
supply installations. 

370. Administration 
a. Supply. Supply is complicated by terrain and extremes of tem

perature. When local water supplies are inadequate, water must be 
brought from the rear by tank, truck, rail, or pipeline. Allowance 
must be made for an appreciably greater than normal consumption of 
petroleum products when moving cross country. Oversize, balloon, 
sand tires for vehicles assume increased importance. Aerial supply 
and resupply will be quite common. 

b. Evaouationand Hospitalization. Extensive evacuation by air
craft and helicopters may be essential. 

c. Transportationand Maintenance. An effective organization for 
transportation, and the maintenance, recovery, and evacuation of 
transport and weapons is required. 
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371. Reconnaissance and Security 
The almost complete freedom of maneuver in the desert, generally 

limited only by supply considerations, dcmands al-round security 
measures and aggressive and continuous reconnaissance. Highly 
mobile patrols equipped. with radio and armed with suitable weapons 
for protection against armor and air attack should be used for ground 
reconnaissance. Air reconnaissance should discover the movements 
and locations of large forces in sufficient time to prevent surprise. 

372. Attack 
Desert terrain is often very advantageous for a wide encircling or 

turning movement by highly mobile armored or motorized forces, in 
cooperation with combat aviation. Such action may prove decisive. 
Formations must be adapted to secure rapid movement and protection 
against surprise. The threat of air attack makes a dispersed forma
tion essential, yet the greater the dispersion the greater the diffictllty 
of control. Ultimate success in battle in the desert' is generaily de
pendent upon the success of the armored elements. Rapid inaneuver 
of armored and motorized units is essential to fully exploit enemy 
weaknesses and inistakes, and to bring full firepower to bear on the 
enemy under the most favorable conditions. 

373. Defense 
The mobile defense is particularly adapted to the desert. Armored 

divisions are particularly well suited for executing the mobile defense 
in desert warfare because of their long-range direct fire weapons, in
herent mobility, and adequate communications. Other armored units 
will require reinforcing infantry, artillery, and antitank units. The 
defended areas in desert warfare, where possible, should be based on 
supply capabilities and must employ natural or artificial tank 
obstacles. 

374. Reference 
For details see FM 31-25. 

Section X. GUERILLA WARFARE 

375. Characteristics 
Guerilla warfare is carried on by independent or semi-independent 

forces. Usually it is conducted to hinder, harass, sabotage, or delay 
operations of enemy forces. The operations are useful in destroying 
signal communications, gaining information, disrupting lines of com
munications, destroying supply and industrial installations, and as
sisting combat operations of regular friendly forces. This type of 
warfare may result as an aftermath of the defeat or withdrawal of 
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friendly forces. It may be employed in enemy-controlled friendly 
areas, or it may arise and its employment be planned for prior to and 
concurrently with operations to seize enemy territory. It is overt in 
nature. Guerilla activities may force the occupying army to divert 
much of its combat power in defense of rear areas. Mountains, 
deserts, jungles, and wooded areas are particularly suitable for the 
conduct of guerilla operations. 

376. Considerations 
a. In planning guerilla operations against a superior force, ac

curate information of the enemy's dispositions and movements and 
a thorough knowledge of the terrain and road net are needed. Large-
scale operations are avoided. Tactics are based on a small force strik
ing a quick surprise blow against isolated detachments, inadequately 
protected columns, convoys, or installations. 

b. The plan of the commander provides for assembling the bulk of 
the command after each enterprise to prevent its dispersion and to 
insure proper direction in the conduct of subsquent operations. 
Guerilla groups should at all times have a rendezvous so that, in case 
of dispersal by a surprise attack, each individual can find the assembly 
point. 

377. Supply and Communications 
Every effort should be made to supply organized guerilla groups 

with small portable radios and secure codes. If regular forces can 
maintain communications with those groups, they can be controlled 
and their operations coordinated with those of the regular forces. 
Supply and resupply will be largely by airdrops and will consist 
chiefly of small arms, ammunition, medical supplies, and explosives.
Adequate and dependable signal communications are essential to carry 
out supply operations by air. If radio communication is good, air 
support can be given guerilla operations by combat aviation. The 
groups make full use of locally available and captured supplies. 

378. Conduct of Operations 
a. In the conduct of guerilla warfare the mobility, enterprise, and 

reliability of the forces employed are more important than their nu
merical strength. In general, the best results are obtained by the 
use of numerous small detachments under capable and versatile sub
ordinate leaders, all operating under the direction of an experienced 
superior commander. The enemy is harassed and held in suspense by
repeated threats and raids. Whenever practicable, movements and 
attacks are made at night. During daylight hours, the main forces 
may remain concealed, leaving only reconnaissance patrols in contact 
with the enemy. 
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b. Raiding parties operating in the enemy's rear may seriously'in
terrupt the enemy's system of supply by destroying bridges and at
tacking supply trains. Every effort is made to maintain 
communication with these raiding parties so that their subsequent 
activities may be properly directed. Passive measures, operations at 
night, and dispersion counteract hostile countermeasures. 

c. Sabotage is an especially effective operation. In sabotage activi
ties, chemical and biological agents may be used for contamination of 
vital installations and areas. 

379. Reference 
For additional details see FM 31-21. 

Section' XI. MOUNTAIN OPERATIONS 

380. General 
Mountainous terrain offers no insuperable obstacles to the conduct 

of military operations, even in cold weather, if troops-are properly 
equipped, clothed, supplied, and trained. In faactsuch troops,'by 
accepting the natural hardships inherent in maneuver throughl moon
tain terrainj frequently achieve surprise which results in success with 
relative ease and few casualties.-; The infantry or airborne division 
is capable of operating in most mountains, though it may be necessary 
to resort to pack animals and manpower for the movement of equip
ment and supplies. Troops.: that are required to operate at high alti
tude under conditions of low temperature, high winds, ice, and snow 
must have specialized training and equipment. In general, mountain 
operations retard and restrict mobility, reduce'firepower and effect of 
fire, and make signal communications and supply more difficult. Con
trol and logistical planning must receive increased emphasis. 

381. Characteristics 
a. Terrain. 

(1) Mountain warfare is characterized primarily by difficulties 
which terrain offers to movement. The restricted nature of 
narrow valleys and defiles limits the strength of forces which 
can operate efficiently therein. The inadequate road net 
found in sparsely settled mountain areas enhances the mili
tary value of existing roads, adds importance to heights 
which dominate them, and slows down the operations. Crit
ical terrain features consist of heights which dominate val
leys and lines of communications with their observation and 
fire; passes which permit movement through mountains; and 
roads and railroads which must be secured for supply pur
poses. 
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(2) In mountain combat, the commander is limited by terrain as 
to the means which he may employ. Success depends more 
upon proper adaptation of available means to the terrain 
than upon their power. Maneuver of small units and the 
initiative and leadership of subordinate commanders are of 
the highest importance in mountain warfare. Small units 
are favored by the concealment which is available for move
ment, by the diminished effect of hostile firepower resulting 
from defilade, and by facilities for observation. 

(3) 	The plan of maneuver for the force as a whole is more closely 
subject to considerations of terrain than in ordinary regions. 
The problem often resolves itself into a matter of striking 
hostile routes of communications, and of defending one's own 
routes. The actions of small, semi-independent units in 
seizing or defending heights which dominate lines of commu
nications, or of fighting to seize or block passes and other 
defiles on routes of communications, are of increased 
importance. 

b. Weather. When formulating plans for operations, possibility of 
sudden changes in weather must be considered: Arrangements are 
made for frequent periodic weather reports. Meteorological equip
ment with personnel to operate it is desirable. Alternate plans are 
prepared to provide for changed weather conditions. 

c. Special Training and Equipment. 
(1) It 	is essential that all commanders have a thorough under

standing of the capabilities of mountain-trained troops. It 
is likewise vital that the staffs of higher echelons charged 
with logistical planning for operations in mountainous areas 
include experts on clothing and equipment, to insure that the 
proper amounts and most advanced types of these items are 
made available. All commanders must be fully instructed 
in the proper use and maintenance of this special equipment. 

(2) 	 The commander of the theater in which the forces are to 
operate must specify special equipment and special training 
suitable to the climate, the character of the terrain, and the 
type of hostile forces to be encountered. Troops operating 
in mountains should ordinarily have a preponderance of 
high-angle of fire weapons. Attached pack transportation 
and additional signal equipment are essential. Mountain 
warfare often necessitates the substitution of lighter weapons 
for some of the heavier ones, or elimination of some of the 
supporting weapons, because of the limitations on supply 
and transportation. Helicopters, within altitude limitations, 
are valuable as prime movers for pack howitzers, heavy mor
tars, and rocket launchers. 
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(3) 	 Small units may be required to operate for several days 
without resupply. Necessary specialized training for year 
round operation includes: use of skis and snowshoes; visual 
signaling; use of both pack and motor transportation, includ
ing oversnow vehicles; mountain climbing; special evacuation 
techniques for medical units; and specialized engineer tech
niques. Physical hardening is essential. Supply by air 
may be required and the technique of recovering aerial de
livery must be understood by the units. 

(4) 	 Advance planning for use of aerial tramways may permit 
operations in areas not readily accessible by motor trans
port.. Artillery pieces can be disassembled and moved by 
tramway to key firing positions. 

d. Control. Although decentralization of operations is character
istic of mountain warfare and tactical groups usually operate semi-
independently in the capture of terrain objectives, the scheme of 
maneuver of the force as a whole is based upon detailed centralized 
planning to insure unity of effort and adequate logistical support. 
The operations of a force operating within a single valley corridor 
however wide can be centrally controlled through skilled employ
ment of signal communication means. 

e. Signal Communications, 
(1) 	 The operations of the signal units are affected by the scarcity 

of commercial wire lines, by difficulties of laying wire, by 
"dead spaces" in radio reception, and by terrain barriers be
tween adjacent corridors in which troops are operating. 
Dead spaces in radio reception may be obviated by estab
lishing retransmission stations and use of ultra short wave 
radios. Additional radio equipment is desirable. 

(2) 	 Other methods to be used when wire and radio are inadequate 
include Army aviation, messengers, messenger dogs, and 
visual signaling. Experience has shown that the number 
of telephones needed in defense in mountains is large. Tele
phones at individual gun emplacements are desirable. Or
ganic aviation is useful for both observation and communica
tion. Pigeons are of value for emergency communication. 
Conditions may permit the laying of wire by aircraft or 
helicopter. 

f. Inhabitants. The inhabitants of mountainous areas are an im
portant consideration. -A friendly population can. furnish guides and 
assist in'the conduct of operations. Hostile inhabitants may be 
expected to engage in guerilla operations. Mountainous areas favor 
operations of guerilla forces. 
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382. Attack in the Mountains 
The special considerations involved in an attack in the mountains 

are- ' 
a. Attacks in mountainous areas are characterized by highly cen

tralized planning and decentralization of operations to semi-inde
pendent tactical groupings. 

b. Principal objectives are the heights which dominate the passes 
which permit movement through the mouhtains.' 

c. If an attack is to progress successfully, each dominant height 
must be secured prior to moveAent to the next one. 

d. Mobility of tanks will be reduced; however, every effort should 
be made to move tanks into positions from which they can support the 
attack by direct fire against enemy fortifichtions and concentrations. 
Pack artillery can accompany infantry'inits fighting on the heights. 
Other types of aitillery',cin suplport the attack from positions in the 
valleys: High-angle fire weapons assume maijor importance as a 
means of fire support 'for infantry units opeirhtig on mountainous 
heights. 

e. Surprise may be readily achieved by movement of small, moun
tain-trained forces over seemingly impassabl e terrain to strike the 
enemy in flank and rear. 

f. Attacks should attempt to strike the enemy in flank, wherever 
possible. Frontal attack is extremely difficult and must be heavily 
supported by fire if it is to attain any success whatever. 

383. Defense in the Mountains 
The special considerations involved in the defense in the mountains 

are
a. Defensive positions are sited to cover the passes through the 

mountains and are placed on the heights which dominate them. 
b. The flanks of each defensive position are pushed well forward 

to bring the enemy under flanking fire as he approaches the center of 
the battle position. 

c. Security elements are relatively large and occupy dominant 
heights forward of the battle position. Flank security is highly im
portant because of the ability of small, mountain-trained hostile forces 
to move through difficult terrain. 

d. Counterattacks are especially effective since they can usually be 
directed against the enemy when he has become relatively disorganized 
and exhausted by his efforts to seize his objectives. Movement of 
counterattacking troops is difficult and slow; timing is highly im
portant. 

e. Fire support, especially with direct fire, long range weapons, 
automatic weapons, and mortars is highly integrated and is normally 
extremely effective because of the observation provided by the heights. 
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Artillery can be effectively employed from valley positions and in 
some instances from prepared fortifications on the heights. Tanks 
can be effectively employed from valley positions and from the heights. 
If they are available they must be integrated in the defensive plan 
to furnish direct fire support. 

384. Reference 
For details see FM 70-10. 

Section XII. OPERATIONS IN DEEP SNOW AND

EXTREME COLD


385. General 
Military operations conducted in deep snow and extreme cold 

demand special clothing and equipment, and extensive training for 
the troops. Troops are trained in survival methods, in the use of skis, 
snowshoes, oversnow vehicles and other transportation, and in opera
tions under winter and summer conditions. Infantry units are usually 
organized into light, self-sustained, tactical groupings from which all 
weapons and equipment unsuited to the operation being undertaken 
have been removed and for which appropriate special equipment 
has been provided. Small bodies of troops so trained and equipped 
are well suited for use as patrols or raiding parties against enemy 
flanks, rear, and lines of communications. Large bodies of troops 
properly trained and equipped can conduct extensive operations. 
Problems which must be overcome in extreme cold and deep snow 
include: the retention of body warmth in men and animals by provi
sion of proper food, body covering and mobile shelter; providing 
equipment and transportation which facilitates movement over snow 
and ice; the transportation and preservation of supplies and equip
ment; special navigation equipment; special camouflage clothing and 
equipment; evacuation under conditions of extreme cold; mainte
nance and insuring adequate functioning of transportation, weapons, 
and equipment under extreme cold conditions. Tactical operations 
are more dependent on effective administrative support than is the 
case in operating under normal conditions. Exposure to extreme 
cold and deep snow results in reduced mental and physical alertness 
and consequent reduction in unit combat efficiency. Therefore, in very 
severe weather, special provisions may be required for individual 
and unit rotation. 

386. Characteristics 
Operations are influenced by snow cover, ice cover, extreme cold, 

sharp variations in weather, long periods of daylight or of darkness, 
and seasonal transitions. Peculiarities of the subarctic and Arctic 
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are sparse settlement; lack of roads and railroads; numerous 'lakes, 
waterways, swamps, and bogs; lack of maps; difficulty of navigation; 
difficulties of radio transmission; arctic whiteout;'and forested areas 
Duringperiods of extreme cold and calm the firing of weapons pro
duces ice fog which renders observation for direct firing difficult and 
reveals locations of weapons. During thaws, streams and other bodies 
of water present serious obstacles to movement. Under summer condi
tions certain streams and lakes are arteries for water transportation. 
Rivers and lakes adequately frozen over in winter may offer excellent 
arteries for movement. - Deep snow and ice impede cross-country 
movement. Under certain ohiditienis snow may provide excellent 
means for cover and deception. Under conditions of open terrain snpw 
may make camouflage and deception difficult. Hasty field fortifica
tions are difficult in frozen ground. Brush, heavily wooded areas, or 
"rotten" snow favor movements using snowshoes. In certain areas a 
layer, "permafrost," freqn'ently exists at 'v:aying 'depths below the 
surface, which prevents surface Waters from draining into the subsoil 
under summer conditions. In relatively flat'areas, where drainage is 
limited, this condition results in summer in a soft spongy surface 
interspersed with numerous lakes and ponds which make land trans
portation or 'crbss-country movement extremely difficult and often 
impossible. In such areas' watet transportation 'may be effectively 
utilized but effective land transportation means'have not yet been 
satisfactorily developed to traverse those niuskeg and tundra areas. 
Under conditions of extreme cold more time must be allowed for the 
performance of all types of operations. 

387. Attack and Defense 
The fundamentals of offensive and defensive operations set forth 

in chapters 8 and 9 apply to combat in deep snow and extreme cold, 
subject to the limitations' imposed on these operations by the weather 
and terrain. 

388. References 
For details see FM's 31-70, 71, and 72. 

Section XIII. AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS 

389. General and Purpose 
a. A joint amphibious operation is essentially an attack launched 

from the sea by naval and landing forces embarked on ships or craft, 
involving a landing on a hostile shore. Such an operation normally 
requires extensive air participation and landings by air-transported 
troops, and may require landings by airborne troops. The distin
guishing characteristic of the operation is that of joint action by sig
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nificant elements of the Army and Navy. The Air Force may be 
required to provide some or all of the air effort in support of the opera
tion; the Marine Corps may be required to supplement the landing 
force. The joint amphibious operation may be an incident of a land, 
naval, or air campaign. It differs from normal land operations in 
that its flexibility is limited by the unwieldy tasks of minute coordi
nation in all plans and actions, and in that logistical support of subse
quent continuing operations ashore is vitally affected by the actions 
in the amphibious phase. 

b. The purpose of the attack is to seize and occupy an objective on 
a hostile shore in order to: 

(1) 	 Obtain a lodgement area from which to carry out further 
combat operations ashore; 

(2) 	 Obtain a naval or air base area; 
(3) 	 Deny the use of the seizedposition to the enemy. 

390. Fundamentals 
The following fundamentals are. applicable to amphibious op

erations: 
a. Large amphibious operations are normally joint in nature. All 

large amphibious operations involving Army landing forces will be 
joint operations. Small amphibious operations may be unilateral 
Navy operations. Small amphibious landings of shore-to-shore type 
may be conducted by Army forces unilaterally. 

b. Control of Joint Forces involved must be vested in one com
mander. 

c. Accurate, timely, comprehensive and continuous intelligence is 
the basis, for planning amphibious operations. This intelligence ef
fort is directed by the joint force commander. 

d. Superiority of force, including naval and air superiority at the 
time and place of landing, is mandatory. The landing force can de
velop its full offensive power only after it is successfully landed with 
.its tactical and logistical support. 

e. Each joint task force to be employed in an amphibious operation 
is organized, equipped, trained, and rehearsed specifically for the task 
it is to perform. The development of joint team work is essential. 

f. As a rule, when attacking large land masses, tactical surprise 
may be gained by deceiving the enemy as to the time and place the 
main landing force will be committed. In attack against small land 
masses, tactical surprise may frequently be achieved by time of land
ing and mass of force. 

g. Plans and orders must be simple in nature and as flexible as the 
characteristics of the operation will permit. All plans must be in 
precise detail and in writing. Alternate plans are required. 
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h. Administrative and tactical plans are developed concurrently at 
all echelons. These plans provide for distributing key personnel, 
critical supplies, and equipment to appropriate echelons while still 
maintaining the tactical unity of the command, 

j. The communications-electronics system of each participating 
command must remain intact and are integrated into a single system 
by means of lateral connections and employment of common pro
cedures. Additional communications may be required to effect over
all control and for communications between components of the force 
in execution of common and coordinated functions. Alternate means 
must be provided. 

391. Types 
Amphibious operations are classified as either ship-to-shore, shore-

to-shore, or a combination of both. 
a. A ship-to-shore operation is an amphibious operation requiring 

the transfer of troops, supplies, and equipment- fro' trarsports bor 
-other oceangoing vessels into smaller landing craft, landinig vehiles, 
helicopters, and/or other type aircraft for movement to the beaches. 

'b. A shore-to-shore operation is an amphibious operation involving 
the movement of the landing force elements directly from the einbarka
*tionarea to the landing beaches without transfer at sea. 

e; Amphibious operations often may involve-both types of move
ment. Subsidiary interisland or-coastal flanking operations are ex
amples of operations in Which both types of movementmay beutilized. 
These operations may be totally amphibious in nature or essentially 
amphibious by-virtue of fire, logistical, and other water-borne support 
-of attacklforces transported by helicopter and/or other type aircraft. 

d. Amphibious shore-to-shore techniques also may -be used for 
special operations on navigable rivers and lakes. These operations 
may or may not have naval support. River crossings involving wide 
or swift rivers may employ such techniques. A land campaign in
volving the use of navigable waters in the interior of a large land 
mass may use such shore-to-shore techniques, as apply, to transport 
troops, equipment, and supplies. This will assist in achieving tactical 
mobility to accomplish the destruction of less mobile forces. 

392. Phases 
To provide flexibility and to facilitate control, the joint force com

mander will divide the operation into three successive phases The 
essential actions by phase are shown below; these actions may overlap 
in point of time or occur in different sequence, but usually progress in 
the order shown. The essential distinction among phases, however, 
is determined by the command relationships which apply in each. 

a. Phase I--Planning and Preparation. This phase begins with 
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the order initiating the force and appointing the joint force com
mander. It includes the planning of the operation at all levels; the 
mounting, training and equipping of the forces; and the reconnais
sance and preparation of the objective. In this phase the precision 
and detailed coordination and planning of the operation is accom
plished. 

b. Phase II-Embarkation, Movement, and Assault. This phase 
begins with the embarkation of troops. It includes loading of equip
ment and supplies; rehearsal necessary to firm up joint team work 
and to confirm plans; the movement to the objective area; preassault 
actions; assault and capture of the amphibious task force objective; 
and the,initial consolidation operations. This phase ends with the 
passage of control of operations ashore from the amphibious task 
force commander to the landing force commander then established 
on shore. 

c. Phase II--Consolidationand Buildup. This is a transition 
period between the passage of control ashore and the dissolving of 
the joint task force by virtue of the operation becoming one of 
normal land warfare. It includes expansion of the beachhead and 
tactical organization and consolidation of the final task force objec
tive, to include establishment of facilities and development of the 
area for the purpose of supporting projected operations. During 
this phase, the landing force will continue to require naval support 
for the protection of the transport area and for protection against 
counter-amphibious operations, and may require naval gunfire, car
rier-based air support, and Navy lighterage. 

393. Organization and Command 
a. Organization and command of joint amphibious operations are 

in accordance with the basic principles of joint action outlined in FM 
110-5. The joint amphibious operation is initiated and terminated 
by directive from higher authority to the joint force commander. 
The joint force commander assigns responsibility for and delegates 
authority for detailed control of Phase II to the amphibious task 
force commander. The joint force commander may similarly estab
lish other forces, related to, but independent of, the amphibious task 
force, such as a separate airborne task force. 

b. As a minimum, the authority ordering a joint amphibious op
eration will

(1) 	 Direct the organization of an appropriate joint force for 
the conduct of the specific operation. 

(2) 	Provide Army, Air Force, and Navy forces in a combina
tion designed to accomplish the assigned task. 

(3) 	Designate an appropriate command structure to include the 
command relationship of the joint force with the overseas 
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area hleadquarters, with other major commands involved, 
and with subordinate forces. The overall command of a 
joint amphibious operation should be vested in a unified 
command or in a joint task force. A unified command should 
be employed when it is necessary to establish a new area of 
operations or when the entire command must utilize limited 
logistical means. Normally, however, overall command 
should be vested in a joint task force. 

(4) 	 Designate a commander for the joint force from the Service 
having dominant interest in the overall operation:' 

(5) -Designate the type staff to be formed for the joint force. 
Irrespective of the type staff formed, it will include Army, 
Navy, and Air Force officers qualified to handle (as an ad
ditional duty) matters concerning atomic weapons. 

(6) 	Divide the operation into successive phases, as cited in para
graph 392: The specific conditions signifying the beginning 
:and end of each phase, and the names, titles and responsi
bilities of the commanders for each phase are stated.. 

c. A close and continuous relationship exists between the organiza
tion of the landing force and the organization of the corresponding 
naval elements which transport and support-the landing force. The 
relationship is based on:: 

(1) 	 Task Organization. The composition and organization of 
the landing force is determined by an evaluation of the 
tasks required by the assigned mission. 

(2) 	Economy4 The extensive demands on naval shipping im
posed by an amphibious operation require that maximum 
use be made of available shipping. The elements included 
in the assault shipping are only those for which a clear-cut 
need can be foreseen during the assault phase. 

(3) 	 Parallelismof command echelon. The interrelation of naval 
and landing force tasks during the preparation of plans and 
execution of the amphibious operation require the establish
ment of parallel naval and landing force chains of command, 
which provide for coordination between commanders at each 
echelon of the naval and landing force organizations. 

d. The forces involved in an amphibious operation are, at various 
times during the operation, organized into one of three functional 
forms. These are the

(1) 	Basic tacticalorganization. This is the organization which 
is constituted for normal administrative and tactical pur
poses. 

(2) 	Organizationfor embarkation. This is a temporary nadmin
istrative grouping of forces for embarkation and movement. 

(3) 	Organizationfor landing. This is the special tactical organ
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ization of the forces for the assault. It is reflected in the 
task organization shown in the operation order. (At the 
conclusion of the assault, the forces usually revert to the basic 
tactical organization.) 

394. Amphibious Task Force 
For the accomplishment of Phase II of a joint amphibious operation 

the joint task force commander organizes portions of his assigned 
force, as required, into an amphibious task force. It is composed of 
naval forces, including naval air support forces, embarked landing 
forces, and the means to control the assigned tactical air effort, and 
may include Air Force tactical air organizations. In view of the 
predominance of naval. functions in this phase, the commander of the 
amphibious task force should always be a naval officer. The staff of 
the amphibious task force commander is augmented as required; by 
officers from all Services. At the end of Phase II, the amphibious 
task force is dissolved; the landing force commander reverts to the 
direct operational control of the joint task force commander; the naval 
components of the amphibious task force assume the role of supporting 
the landing force; and the air components thereof come under the 
operational control of the landing force commander. 

395. Attack Force Organization 
An attack force is a major subordinate element of an amphibious 

task force which comprises landing forces, the naval units required to 
transport them to the objective, and the surface, tactical air, and 
special units assigned to'support them. Attack forces are employed 
when the distances between landing areas are so great as to prevent 
direct centralized control by the amphibious task force commander. 

396. Organization of the Landing Force 
a. General. A landing force is a task organization of specially 

trained and equipped assault forces, including aviation units and 
essential logistic support elements, which are to execute the actual 
assault landing. The landing force size and organization may vary 
with each operation from a single battalion landing team to a corps. 

b. Corps. Corps and army troops are included in the corps task 
organization for landing. However, the corps and army troops which 
are to land during the landing of the assault divisions and over the 
same beaches are attached to the divisions and are included in the 
assault division landing plans. 

e. Reinforced Division. The reinforced division is embarked in a 
naval transport group. It is organized into regimental landing teams 
for landing, task groupings of the various supporting arms which are 
required to initiate division operations ashore, and a reserve task 
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grouping. The corresponding naval organization for landing con
sists of landing craft of 'required types and'numbers which are assem
bled for the vessels of the transport group and, in part, organized into 
boat groups. Assault troops are sometimes :landed'directly from 
landing ships. Helicopter and/or other type aircraft may also be 
utilized to transport assault troops and supplies in the ship-to-shore 
movement. 

d. Regimental Landing Team' (RLT).: -For use in the conduct of 
amphibious operations; the term regimental landing team (RLT) is 
adapted from the general term combat team and is a task organization, 
formed for the purpose of conducting an: amphibious landing, and 
composed of an infantry regiment and the necessary combat and serv
ice elements required to execute a tactical plan.! Theregimental land
ing team includes:in its organization! for landing only those elements 
of the basic infantry regiment and attached units'which are necessary 
to initiate; operations ashore. This usually includes the battalion 
landing teams and a regimental landing team reserve, as well as 'ele
ments of such units as shore party arid engineers: 1"!1 1 · 

e. Battalion Landing Team '(BLT).: The battalion landing teaim, 
the basic task organization of the landingi force for the ariphibionu 
attack, consists of an infantry battalion reinforced by such' supporting 
and service units as may be required for landing and assault of the 
beach. Since the BLT is a specifictacticail'taskorgamatioffor land
ing and assault of the beach, it should be differentiated from the in
fantry battalion, which forms its nucleus, -and from ihe embarkation 
team, wvhichiisua temporary administrative organization of all troops 
embarked in a single transport or landing ship of the assault shipping. 
Various other elements of the reinforced division which tire not a 
part of the BLT but whose usefulness 'in thelsupport of the BLT or 
a higher echelon depends upon the early initiation of operations 
ashore, may be embarked and landed with the BLT.- These may be 
shore party elements, advance elements of higher commands, liaison 
elements, and others of a like nature. 

f. Task Groups. Task groups of artillery, engineers, tanks, and 
other supporting arms or services may be used to support initial opera
tions ashore. When task groups are organized separately, within a 
division or corps, they comprise a separate embarkation group or 
groups. 

g. Reserve Group. Reserve RLT and BLT are organized similarly 
to assault units: Although not tailored for assault of a specific beach, 
they must be prepared to land in assault if so directed by the landing 
force commander. 
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397. Planning 
a. General. 

(1) 	 Planning for an amphibious operation differs from that for 
normal land warfare. This type of operation requires joint 
planning with detailed coordination between Services. 
Greater stress is placed on concurrent and continuous plan
ning at all echelons, because of the long planning time re
quired at each echelon and the need for flexibility to meet 
changing conditions as they arise. The difficulty of the am
phibious assault makes it essential that the attacker exploit 
any favorable factor at his disposal. An advantage is that 
normally the attack can be deliberately planned and carefully 
rehearsed in advance of its execution. 

(2) 	 Directives issued at all levels of command should contain 
as much of the following information as is available and es
sential to the completion of the plans of the subordinate 
commanders: 

(a) 	Assigned mission. 
(b) 	 Troop list of the force. 
(c) 	 Necessary intelligence. 
(d) 	 Levels of supply to be carried. 
(e) 	 Shipping allocated to force. 
(f) 	General landing areas. 
(g) 	Approximate time and date of the operation. 
(h) 	 Naval gunfire and air support allocated to force. 
(i) 	Employment and allocation of atomic weapons. 
(j) 	Special defense planning guidance; i. e., air, armor, guided 

missiles, and atomic weapons. 
(k) 	 Training emphasis or special training, other than am

phibious, if required. 
b. Intelligence. The success of an amphibious operation depends 

in a large measure upon the accuracy, adequacy, timeliness, and effec
tive utilization of the intelligence of the objective area. Before the 
commander of a force participating in an amphibious operation can 
make a proper decision and prepare a sound plan of operation, he must 
have as complete and accurate intelligence as possible in order to 
evaluate the enemy capabilities. He must also determine the effects 
of all land, sea, and air factors upon the operations of his force. The 
importance on intelligence during the planning period is emphasized 
by the fact that once an amphibious force is committed to action, 
major changes in the plans are extremely difficult to implement. 

c. Tactical. The general scheme of maneuver of the landing force 
in an amphibious operation is based on the same fundamentals of 
combat that apply in normal ground operations although certain con
siderations may require additional emphasis. 
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(1) 	 The establishment of a force beachhead is the initial mission 
of any landing force. The three major considerations in 
determining the extent of the beachhead are

(a) 	It should provide sufficient space to accommodate the 
troops, equipment, and necessary installations of the land
ing force without dangerousicongestion. 

(b) 	 It should provide freedom from enemy artillery fire on 
the beaches. 

(c) 	 Since the beachhead line isa tentative defensive position, 
in the event that enemy reaction to the landing is stronger 
than anticipated, the beachhead should contain terrain that 
is as easy to defend as possible. The line must tie in to the 
beach at its extremities so as to afford maximum natural 
protection to the vulnerable flanks of the landing area. If 
the beach is flanked by high promontories, the beachhead 
line should make use of:the defensive possibilities of these 
promontories. If the beach is not flanked by high ground, 
the beachhead line should intersect the coast far enough 
from the landing beaches to prevent attacks along the 
coast from interfering with unloading operations. 

I(d) 	 Full consideration must be given to minimizing the target
potentialities to enemy employment of mass destruction 
weapons. 

(2) 	 The scheme of maneuver must provide for the immediate 
seizure of critical terrain features which control the beach, 
boat, and air lanes in order to insure the continuous landing 
of troops and materiel; Provision must also be made for the 
early seizure of critical terrain features, which will assist the 
advance inland of elements of the landing force. The com
manders of landing force units assign those critical features 
in their zone of action as objectives to subordinate units and 
coordinate with superior and adjacent unit commanders on 
important details which may not be completely covered in the 
basic order. 

(3) 	 The landing force will seldom be able to seize the entire beach
head in a single sustained attack due to the initial high degree 
of decentralization of tactical and logistical means. There
fore, the beachhead is usually developed as follows: 

(a) 	The attacker first seizes objectives which will prevent the 
enemy from bringing effective direct small arms fire to bear 
on the beaches. The trace of the forward limits of the 
beachhead which is controlled by these objectives is indi
cated on a map or overlay by a line marked "0-1". At
tainment of these objectives by troops in the initial assault 
waves makes easier the landing of succeeding troops. 
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(b) 	The attacker then seizes objectives which will permit the 
commander to reorganize his forces for continuing the at
tack to seize his assigned portion of the beachhead. Nor
mally this action will prevent the enemy from bringing 
observed artillery fire to bear on the beaches. The trace 
of the forward limits of the beachhead which is controlled 
by these objectives is indicated on a map or overlay by a 
line marked "0-2". Attainment of these objectives nor
mally makes it possible to land heavier vehicles and equip
ment. 

(c) 	 Finally the attacker continues the attack to seize objec
tives which will provide sufficient space for the maneuver 
of the command and which will prevent the enemy from 
bringing effective sustained artillery fire to bear on the 
beaches. The trace of the forward limits of the beachhead 
which is controlled by these objectives is indicated on a map 
or overlay by a line marked "04". This normally is called 
the force beachhead line. 

(d) The trace of the "0-1", "0-2", and "0- (Force Beach
head)" lines should be such that the control of each will 
protect activities nearer the beach and will provide ob
servation over areas further from the beach. They should 
be readily identifiable and defensible and should be sepa
rated by enough distance that control of each is a definite 
tactical step toward the establishment of the force beach
head. Rapid expansion and subsequent dispersion is 
essential. 

(4) 	 For purposes of control and coordination of small units, 
various lines may be established on the ground which do not 
necessarily coincide with the 0-lines. They may be desig
nated for the purpose of acquainting the commander con
cerned with the speed of advance or to limit the area of opera
tions of certain types of units such as amphibious tanks and 
tractors. Such lines should be identifiable on the ground and 
possess characteristics consistent with the purpose. For 
example, a line limiting the inland advance of amphibious 
tanks should include defiladed firing positions from which 
the vehicles can support the advance as artillery. 

(5) 	 The formation for landing and the plan for supporting fires 
should support the scheme of maneuver. If the desired land
ing formation is impracticable because of hydrographic con
ditions, the scheme of maneuver may have to be modified. 

(6) 	The ship-to-shore movement is essentially a waterborne de
ployment and approach to battle; therefore, the assault is 
initiated by small units fighting independently. As the at-
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tack progresses, control must be regained by successive com
manders with as little interruption as possible to the advance 
to seize assigned objectives. 

;(7) 	 The commander's initial use of his reserve is more complex 
than in normal ground operations. Thelandingcraft and/or 
aircraft scheduled to move the reserve-ashore may be com
mitted initially to other tasks and may not be available before 
the scheduled time. Because of the decentralized nature of 
initial operations ashire, it may be difficult to coordinate the 
landing of the reserve with the operations of units already 
ashore. 

,(8) Naval gunfire, in conjunction with the other supporting 
arms, supports the seizure of the objective by destroying or 
neutralizing shore. intallations which oppose the approach 
of ships or aircraft and the landing of troops at the objective. 
Subsequent to the landing, it is employed to assist the advance 
of troops ashore.. To a largeextent, naval gunfire is the base 
of fire on which the attacker'relies to. overbalance the fire
power of the defeinder:- : 

(9) 	 Tactical air support is normally provided by the Navy, using 
carrierborne aircraft. However, if Air Force bases are close 
enough to the objective area, Air Force units should support 
the operation. ilEarly planning is initiated to determine air 
requirements for-the operation. Allocations of the available 
aircraft are made by the joint task force commander to 
insure that the amphibioustask;force, the landing force, and 
the joint task force as a whole are adequately supported. 

d. Logistical. 
(1) 	Logistical planning must be accomplished concurrently with 

the tactical planning. Preliminary plans must be issued to 
. all interested agencies as developed. A complete logistical 

plan should be issued to all interested agencies at the earliest 
practicable date. 

(2) 	 It is essential that logistical planning for amphibious opera
tions be detailed and coordinate with each participating 
service. Space afloat and space ashore are both restricted in 
an amphibious operation; consequently, plans must provide 
for the minimum of supplies and equipment. In most in
stances, it will be necessary to change or modify basic and 
prescribed loads and methods of transportation. Equipment 
and supplies to be carried and worn by the individual soldier 
should be specifically indicated. Service and supply units 
must be held to a minimum and they must be phased to be 
ashore at the time needed. 
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(3) 	The responsibility for the provision of logistical support 
ashore must be specifically indicated to show the successive 
passing of this responsibility from element to element of the 
landing force, corps and/or army, and the communications 
zone. Detailed plans will indicate phasing and responsi
bilities for such logistical activities as the opening and closing 
of beach dumps, establishment of inland depots and supply 
points, opening and closing of temporary cemeteries, levels 
of supplies to be ashore by phases, etc. 

398. Training and Rehearsal 
Training and rehearsal are involved in both phases I and II. 
a. The training period prior to an operation must culminate with a 

joint rehearsal, in which sufficient personnel and equipment are un
loaded to test plans and communications, as well as to effect the 
necessary coordination to insure the success of the operation. The 
troops must have, use, and know how to maintain all special equipment 
which will be used in the operation. 

b. The rehearsal area should resemble the assault area as closely 
as possible. Dummy installations, underwater and beach obstacles, 
and other defensive measures should be set up to simulate actual 
conditions on the enemy beach. 

e. Rehearsal landings will correspond as closely as possible to the 
anticipated assault landing. Special emphasis is given to the com
position of the waves, organization of the control system, time of 
landing, and adequacy of communications. Amphibious tanks and 
troops will land, engage simulated targets, and move inland to desig
nated phase lines. Support units should participate in the rehearsal, 
and plans for evacuation and resupply should be tested. The goal is 
realism. Commanders will make on-the-spot corrections and conduct 
critiques to insure that all personnel are prepared for their participa
tion in the forthcoming operation. 

d. An important factor to be considered in rehearsals is the rehabili
tation of equipment and supplies following the rehearsal. An appro
priate interval between the termination of the rehearsal and the depar
ture for the objective must be scheduled to allow for this rehabilitation 
as well as for making revisions in plans indicated by the rehearsal. 

e. Training aboard ship commences immediately following embar
kation. Opportunities for training which may occur during the move
ment to either a training area or to an objective area, are utilized to 
the fullest extent. The maintenance of the morale of embarked troops 
is greatly dependent upon a carefully planned program of shipboard 
training. Orientation and briefing for the operation are continuous. 

f. Special emphasis must be placed on: the employment of radio 
communication and preparedness to employ alternate means of com-
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munication during phase II, especially during the initial assault; 
training of certain personnel in the employment and control of naval 
gunfire; and special defense measures. 

399. Security 
The security measures adopted vary with the location and charac

teristics of the planning, training, rehearsal, and embarkation areas. 
Details of plans are disclosed only to those individuals whose func
tions require such knowledge. Personnel with knowledge of future 
plans do not participate in operations wherein they may be subject 
to capture. When the length of the voyage does not provide sufficient 
time for troop briefing, the briefing is accomplished prior to em
barkation in carefully guarded areas, and briefed personnel are segre
gated from outside contact. Undue massing of troops and materiel 
ifi training, rehearsal, mounting, and execution areas is avoided. 

400. Mounting and Execution 
a. General. 

(1) 	 Concentrationis the assemblage of the units of the force, 
that will be employed together, for the purpose of specialized 
training and coordinated training of units. 

(2) 	 Mounting is the preparation made in anticipation of an am
phibious operation. The mounting of troop units for an am
phibious operation is usually divided into two separate 
phases, viz: staging and embarkation. 

(3) 	 Staging includes the subdivision of the force into ship or 
craft loads and all final preparations for actual embarkation. 

(4) 	 Embarkationis the actualloading of personnel, supplies, and 
equipment. 

b. Responsibilities. Whenever possible, the mounting agency 
should be a well-established administrative organization. The land
ing force commander should not be required to mount his own units 
and supplies if other means can be provided. The actual embarka
-tion is a coordinate responsibility of naval and landing force com
manders and the communications zone section (or port) comunander. 

c. Embarkation. An amphibious operation is largely dependent 
upon the successful execution of the landing and the continued sup
port of the landing force once ashore. The success of the operation 
can therefore be seriously jeopardized by ineffective or improper load
ing of the transports. From the level of a single vessel to that of 
the amphibious task force, embarkation of troops, supplies, and equip
ment must be accomplished by a method which will conform to the 
requirements of the tactical plan upon debarkation at the objective. 
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d. Ship-To-Shore Movement. 
(1) 	 The ship-to-shore movement is that part of the amphibious 

operation which concerns the timely deployment of troops 
and their equipment from assault shipping to the assigned 
beaches. The ship-to-shore movement extends from the ar
rival of the assault shipping in the transport area to the 
completion of the unloading of the assault shipping on the 
beach. The ship-to-shore movement may be divided into two 
phases: 

(a) 	The assaultphase, which is primarily tactical in character 
and must be based upon landing force requirements ashore. 

(b) 	 The general unloading phase, which emphasizes speed, 
volume, and accuracy of unloading operations. 

(2) 	 Helicopters, and other aircraft with vertical take-off and 
landing characteristics, may be used for any or all phases of 
the ship-to-shore movement. 

(3) 	 Since the amphibious attack is essentially an assault launched 
from the sea, the ship-to-shore movement must be organized 
to achieve the desired tactical formation at the time of land
ing. The scheme of maneuver ashore is, therefore, the pri
mary determining factor in planning and executing the ship-
to-shore movement. The plan must also provide for as high 
a degree of tactical security against enemy counteraction, in
cluding the employment of nuclear weapons. 

e. Conduct of Assault. 
(1) 	 Initial success depends upon the capacity of the boat and/or 

similar teams for independent and aggressive action. Ini
tially the assault is conducted by these teams to seize critical 
objectives to eliminate direct fire on the beaches and boat 
lanes. For this reason, enemy installations located on or 
near the beach are not bypassed but must be destroyed. 

(2) 	 Platoon, company, and battalion commanders progressively 
assume control as soon as possible after landing to coordinate 
the attack to enlarge the beachhead. 

(3) 	 An opposed landing generally imposes the following limita
tions on assault units of the landing force: 

(a) 	 Temporary loss of control by commanders as the landing 
is made. 

(b) 	 Decentralization of authority necessitated by temporary 
loss of control. 

(c) 	 Initial dependence upon radio as the primary means of 
signal communication. 

(d) 	Initial possession by the enemy of terrain which controls 
the beach. 
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(e) 	 The requirement that assault waves must remove enemy-
fire from the beaches rapidly to permit the uninterrupted 
landing of succeeding waves. 

(f) 	 The requirement that assault waves move inland rapidly 
to prevent congestion on the beach and to avoid presenting 
the enemy a massed target. 

(g) 	Lack of organic supporting weapons during the initial 
phase of the landing and the requirement that naval gun
fire, amphibian tanks, and air support be employed as sub
stitutes during this period. 

(4) 	 The fires of naval gunfire, recoilless rifles, rockets, and auto
matic weapons mounted on Army landing craft, and amphib
ian tanks in this period must be coordinated to insure a 
continuous large volume of fire on the beach. The armed 
landing craft accompany the leading assault wave, provid
ing direct fire support after naval gunfire has been lifted. 
Subsequently, they may provide flanking fire for the lateral 
expansion of the initial landing beach. The amphibian tanks 
continue fire on known and suspected enemy targets as they 
move ashore. Whenever possible, the tanks cross the beaches 
and move a short distance inland to cover the unloading of 
assault troops with direct fire. They support tile attack from 
hull-defiladed positions because of their limited protective 
armor. 

(5) 	When assault waves reach the shore, they breach obstacles, 
reduce enemy fortifications, overrun and destroy enemy posi
tions, and occupy initial objectives. Prompt followup of 
naval and air preliminary bombardment often enables boat 
teams to seize objectives with a minimum of enemy opposition. 

(6) 	 The momentum of the assault must be maintained in the 
early stages by rapid and aggressive action. Delays for 
reorganization or assembling of supporting weapons must be 
limited to the absolute minimum. 

(7) 	 Coordinated action by initial assault waves is complicated 
by the following factors: 

(a) 	Boats are beached some distance apart to deny the enemy 
a concentrated target, introducing gaps in the front of 
assault units at the time they launch their attack on the 
beach. 

'(b) 	All enemy installations may not have been previously 
located, requiring changes in the scheme of attack of small 
units. 

(c) 	 Boats and/or aircraft may not land precisely at the desired 
point, forcing teams to debark at points out of striking 
distance of objectives. 
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f. Combat and Combat Logistic Support. 
(1) 	 Combat and combat logistic support for landing force units 

within the beach support area during the early phases of an 
amphibious operation is provided by a task organization 
called a shore party. The mission of the shore party is the 
establishment, organization, operation, development, and 
defense of the beach support area as necessary to support 
operations of forces ashore. Functions of the shore party 
include: breaching and removing land mines and obstacles 
in the beach support area and exits thereto; constructing 
roads and beach exit routes through all types of terrain 
obstacles; operating organic lighterage; constructing landing 
and unloading facilities, PW inclosures, etc.; handling troops, 
equipment, and supplies; establishing and operating beach 
dumps; processing and evacuating casualties and prisoners 
of war; providing tactical waterborne mobility for overwater 
maneuvers; and providing ground troops and direct fire 
weapons and coordinating supporting areas in the defense of 
the beach support area against enemy counter-offensive oper
ations. 

(2) 	The shore party is a composite Army and Navy unit com
manded by an officer of the landing force. It may be aug
mented by Air Force elements as required. The landing 
force component will be formed by augmentation of appro
priate elements of an amphibious support brigade. The 
naval component of the shore party is the beach party, com
posed of all or part of a naval beach group. The beach 
party is commanded by the beachmaster, a naval officer who 
assists and advises the shore party commander on naval 
matters. 

401. Operations Related to Amphibious Operations 
a. Many operations which supplement the joint amphibious opera

tion will normally be accomplished. Examples of these are-air 
operations (less close air support), airborne operations, reconnais
sance, employment of long-range guided missiles and undersea war
fare operations. Such operations may precede, be concurrent with 
and/or subsequent to the joint amphibious operation. 

b. Operations which have a relationship to joint amphibious opera
tions, in that they possess certain distinctive characteristics of the 
latter, but in which the attack and capture of a position on shore are 
not included are

(1) 	Unloading of forces or supplies over friendly beachesM 
(2) Raids. A raid is an operation, usually small scale, involving 

the temporary seizure of a limited objective, or a swift pene-
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tration of hostile territory to secure information, confuse the 
enemy, or destroy his installations. It ends with a planned 
withdrawal upon completion of the assigned mission. 

(8) 	 Demonstrations. A demonstration is an operation designed 
to confuse the enemy, to delay or reduce the effectiveness of 
his dispositions, and to cause him to commit his reserves 
against the demonstrating force. When the demonstrating 
force is capable of landing in enough strength to exploit a 
favorable situation, this operation is termed a demonstration 
in force. Otherwise, the landing force conceals its real 
strength to produce the desired effect. 

(4) 	 Tacticalredeployment by sea of groundforces from a hostile 
shore. In conducting an amphibious withdrawal the funda
mentals applicable to the defensive and to retrograde move
ments are equally applicable. By appropriate defensive and 
retrograde action forces and materiel are thinned out and 
evacuated by falling back on defensive perimeters established 
in the port areas, beach loading areas, or both. Care must 
be taken in the establishment of defensive perimeters to 
insure retention of areas large enough to permit uninter
rupted loading and evacuation and to prevent undue massing 
of forces and materiel creating conditions favorable for the 
enemy use of mass destruction weapons. Although an am
phibious evacuation differs in execution from an amphibious 
landing many of the fundamentals of an amphibious landing 
apply to the withdrawal. These fundamentals are-cover
age of the withdrawal by artillery, naval action, naval gunfire, 
naval air and/or air force support; the maintenance of the 
balance between the evacuation of service support means and 
tactical troops; the establishment of a control agency or 
agencies to effect the evacuation; and the withdrawal from 
the final perimeter to the landing craft on a broad front. 
The following additional considerations are appropriate: 

(a) 	The maximum use should be made of all means of evacua
tion (sea, air, and land). 

(b) 	 Transportation should be organized to carry maximum 
loads in the least turn around time aided and effected by 
well organized embarkation areas and the early dispatch 
of control groups from units to the embarkation areas. 
When shipping space is limited it is important that turn 
around time between the withdrawal area and the.ultimate 
destination of the forces be held to a minimum. A well 
organized debarkation area, employing control groups 
from units, is required at the destination. 
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(a) 	Coordination should be effected to prevent intermingling 
of units. 

(d) 	As service support is withdrawn, provision must be made 
to increase the self-sufficiency of tactical troops. This may 
be accomplished by the establishment of supply dumps to 
serve successive withdrawal positions, thus saving trans
portation, permitting close-out of forward supply installa
tions, and eliminating confusion in the loading areas where 
the maximum effort must be concentrated on loading rather 
than unloading additional supplies. 

(e) 	 Appropriate units must be selected and retained in the 
beachhead to provide service support and embarkation 
control until the final phase of the evacuation. 

(f) 	 A close relationship between tactical and administrative 
planning must be maintained. This is particularly im
portant' when the evacuation or destruction of large 
amounts of materiel, the demolition or denial of materiel 
of military value, or the evacuation or control of civilian 
officials or refugees are involved. 

(g) 	A reserve of cargo ships, landing ships, and landing craft 
must be retained through the final phase of the evacuation 
to meet unforeseen contingencies. 

402. Defense Against Amphibious Operations 
a. In the preparation for and the execution of defense against am

phibious attack, basic considerations of the defending force are the 
defeat and destruction of the amphibious force before it lands or while 
landing and attempting to gain a beachhead, and the defeat or con
tainment of such enemy forces that have landed. The fundamentals 
applicable to the defensive and the offensive are applicable to defense 
against amphibious operations. The defense adopted will depend 
upon the character of the coast line, the extent of the coast line to be 
defended, the type of land mass, the terrain adjacent to the coast line, 
the communications and transportation network, the forces available 
to the defense, and enemy capabilities. Except for small island areas 
where terrain restricts the use of mobile reserves, the defense conducted 
normally will be of the mobile type. Available Air Force and Navy 
forces should be used to gain intelligence of the enemy location, 
strength, and time of attack, to attack the enemy at sea, and to prevent 
the enemy buildup if he succeeds in landing. 

b. In addition to the normal organization of the ground for defense, 
underwater obstacles and mines are used to obstruct and deny likely 
landing beaches, exits from beaches are mined, barricaded, and con
taminated with CBR agents, and pill boxes and field fortifications are 
constructed for the use of security elements or forward defensive posi-
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tions. Security forces supported by artillery are used to discover the 
place of attack, to determine the strength of the attack so as to distin
guish demonstrations or raids from a full scale amphibious operation, 
to attack landing elements, to execute delaying action, and to counter
attack small raids and feint landings. Holding forces supported by 
artillery are employed to secure those areas which the enemy must 
possess to insure his buildup. Likely landing localities are covered to 
the degree permitted by available forces. 

c. It is important that a mobile striking force be available to dis
lodge theenemy landing before hecan complete his buildup, since he is 
most vulnerable while his combat support and service support are still 
afloat and his assault forces are ashore. Whenever possible the mobile 
striking force should consist of armor and motorized infantry sup
ported by artillery. The counterattack by the mobile striking force is 
further supported by all available air and naval forces. In view of 
probable enemy air and naval superiority, at least in the area of oper
ations, night rehearsals of the displacement and conduct of counter
attack are practiced. Because of the nature of amphibious operations, 
defending forces may be presented with excellent opportunities for 
the employment of mass destruction weapons. 

403. References 
For additional details see FM's series 60. 

Section XIV. AIRBORNE OPERATIONS 

404. General 
Airborne operations consist of the movement and delivery by air, 

into an objective area, of combat forces and their administrative sup
port for the execution of tactical and strategic missions. Airborne 
operations capitalize on thespeed and flexibility of airpower, combined 
with the capability of Army forces to fight sustained close combat and 
to seize and defend terrain. Airborne operations may be joint or uni
lateral. This section primarily concerns Army aspects of joint air
borne operations. However, the material presented is also applicable 
to unilateral airborne operations involving the movement of army 
troops by army aircraft in the combat zone. 

405. Concepts of Employment 
a. The employment of aiborne forces envisions the use of aircraft 

to overcome distance or geographical barriers or to bypass enemy 
defenses. 

b. Airborne forces in reserve constitute a strategic threat which 
will exercise a strong influence on enemy capabilities and may compel 
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the enemy to disperse his defenses to protect vital installations deep 
in his rear areas as well as in the combat zone. 

e. Airborne operations require a high degree of coordination be
tween participating Army, Navy and Air Force forces, as well as 
other forces operating in or present in the area of operations. Opera
tions should be under theater control for overall planning and super
vision with the responsibility for a single operation vested in one 
commander. 

d. For major airborne operations, air superiority is necessary to 
protect the airborne forces during marshalling, air movement, and 
establishment of the airhead. 

e. Airborne units normally make the initial assaut. When required 
by the mission, air-landed units then move into protected landing areas 
and, when organized, attack from the initial airhead to accomplish 
assigned missions, exploiting the tactical advantages gained. If there 
is no requirement for an airborne assault, only air-landed units may 
be employed. 

f. To obtain maximum effectiveness in the initial assault, airborne 
landings are conducted in mass, with surprise, and completed in the 
shortest possible time. 

g. When conducted in conjunction with ground or amphibious 
operations, airborne operations are conducted to give maximum assist
ance to the main effort. 

h. The airborne assault usually is delivered into areas where there 
are few organized defenses, where well-organized enemy combat troops 
are not present initially, and where the enemy is unlikely to have 
armored strength available for counterattack. 

i. Airborne operations may be conducted in daylight or during dark
ness; however, limitations of presently available navigational and 
assembly aids favor daylight operations. Special training and re
hearsals are required for night operations. 

j. The airhead in large independent airborne operations must con
tain an adequate number of airfields or airfield sites to provide for 
landing followup forces, supplies, and equipment. 

406. Types 
Airborne operations may be classified as early link-up, independent, 

raid, or special operations, depending on their mission, duration, and 
purpose. There is no definite line of demarcation between types. An 
operation may possess the characteristics of more than one type. Most 
operations are of the early link-up or independent types. In early 
link-up operations, substantial buildup of troops, supplies, and equip
ment is not planned, whereas, independent operations involve sus
tained logistical support and substantial buildup of troops, supplies, 
and equipment entirely by air. An eventual link-up with ground or 
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naval forces is planned in independent operations. For information 
relative to raids, special operations, and other details see FM 5-30.' 

407. Missions 
Airborne forces may be assigned missions of strategic as well as 

tactical significance. The general missions of airborne forces are-
to attack, seize, and hold important objectives; to exploit initial air
borne assaults; and to occupy areas or reinforce units beyond the 
immediate reach of other surface forces. Early link-up operations 
usually involve seizure of important objectives such as critical terrain 
features, communications centers, vital river crossings, and airfields or 
other important installations designed to facilitate the advance of 
friendly forces, to prevent withdrawal or reinforcement of enemy 
forces, to exploit mass destruction weapon attacks, to prevent move
ment of enemy reserves, or to deny the use of an area to the enemy. 
Independent operations usually consist of airborne invasions deep in 
enemy territory to establish an airhead from which to launch further 
ground operations and for seizure of an advance base to extend the 
operational or logistical activities of Army, Navy, or Air Force forces. 

408. Capabilities and Limitations 
a. Capabilities. Airborne forces provide a means by which a com

mander may decisively influence operations. Airborne forces possess 
inter-theater, as well as intra-theater, mobility. This mobility extends 
the opportunities for rapid and decisive maneuver to gain tactical 
advantage or strategic surprise. A commander may rapidly mass 
airborne forces in critical areas to gain decisive tactical advantages. 
Strategic surprise may be atttained by rapid shifts of airborne forces 
over large distances. Airborne forces may cross terrain barriers such 
as water, mountains, and jungles and conduct sustained military 
operations. Airborne forces are particularly suited for execution of 
turning movements and vertical envelopments, for employment in 
combined armored-airborne operations, for operations in conjunc
tion with other special forces, and for exploitation of deep support, 
or strategic, atomic attack. 

b. Limitations.-Airsuperiority is a requirement in independent or 
deep penetration type airborne operations. Limited objective mis
sions may be executed when the enemy has general air superiority, by 
massing of friendly fighter protection, by night landings, or by sur
prise. The limitations of currently available transport aircraft pre
clude the movement by air of medium and heavy tanks and certain 
other items of heavy equipment into the objective area, thereby limit
ing the capabilities of airborne and airlanded units, particularly their 
ability to protect themselves against counterattack by large armored 
forces. This limitation is offset to a great extent by the use of light 
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but powerful antitank weapons and by the provision of strong air sup
port. The mobility of airborne units, once on the ground, may be 
limited by reduced availability of ground transportation. The re
strictive effect of bad weather is much greater in airborne operations 
than in normal ground operations. Unfavorable weather and un
expectedly strong enemy air reaction may prevent adequate reinforce
ment and resupply by air. Commanders must be cognizant of these 
limitations when assigning missions to airborne forces. 

409. Phases 
Airborne operations are usually initiated by an assault phase 

executed by parachute or parachute and air-landed elements of the 
airborne force whose mission is seizure of the initial airhead. 'This 
is followed by a defensive phase, during which the initial airhead is 
defended until link-up with friendly forces or until sufficient forces 
have been phased into the objective area to initiate the exploitation 
phase. The exploitation phase normally is accomplished with air-
landed reinforcements, The buildup of troops, supplies, and equip
ment required for exploitation normally is initiated as early as feasible. 

410. Troops and Facilities Required 
Airborne operations require airborne, air-landed, troop carrier, and 

supporting units whose strength, state of training, supplies, and 
equipment insure accomplishment of the missions assigned. In ad
dition to the support normal to any operation, airborne operations 
require dispersed marshalling facilities and departure airfields with 
suitable capacities. Service support must be adequate to meet op
erational requirements. Service elements of the airborne force may 
operate both within the airhead and in the departure area. Sup
porting agencies, such as communications zone, provide designated 
service support. 

411. 	Relative Characteristics of Airborne and Other Ground 
Operations 

Tactical operations of airborne units differ from those of other 
Army forces in the following respects: 

a. Airborne units usually have limited heavy artillery, tanks, and 
heavy equipment in the airhead; this is normally compensated for by 
extensive air support. 

b. An airborne unit must be prepared to fight in all directions; 
however, the circular shape of the airhead permits rapid employment 
of reserves and massing of supporting fires at threatened points. 

c. The requirement for protection of those airfields, airstrips, and 
landing areas required for the buildup restricts the freedom of ma
neuver of airborne units. 
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d. The restrictive effect of bad weather is greater. 
e. Supporting services are initially present in limited numbers in 

airborne operations, thereby increasing the difficulties of control, 
maintenance support, supply, and communications. 

f. Troops in airborne operations are extremely vulnerable during 
landing and assembly. 

g. Limited mobility and firepower increase the vulnerability of 
airborne units to enemy armor. 

h. Airborne assaults are usually made in relatively undefended 
areas, facilitating initial tactical surprise. 

412. 	Relative Characteristics of Parachute, Assault Aircraft, and 
Air-Landed Operations 

The Army component of an airborne force may consist of any de
sired combination of airborne and air-landed units, which may par
ticipate in operations in either a parachute or air-landed role. Rela
tive characteristics of parachute, and air-landed operations are

a. Parachute operations require specially trained units, whereas 
Army units employed in an air-landed role require a minimum of 
specialized training. 

b. Parachutists can land on any terrain which is relatively free of 
obstacles dangerous to the individual; however, relatively unob
structed areas are required for the landing and recovery of items of 
heavy equipment dropped by parachute. Assault aircraft landings 
can be made on any relatively level and unobstructed terrain having 
suitable trafficability. Other fixed-wing aircraft normally require use 
of captured airfields or construction of airstrips. Rotary-wing air
craft, and other aircraft with vertical take-off and landing charac
teristics, when employed, extend the flexibility of airborne forces 
through their ability to land in areas otherwise accessible only to 
parachute units. 

c. Assault aircraft can land heavy vehicles and equipment on ter
rain which is impracticable for other types of fixed-wing aircraft. 
Vehicles, heavy weapons, and heavy equipment can be dropped by 
parachute, using heavy-drop techniques, on a wide variety of terrain. 

d. Parachute troops can be delivered into an area faster than air-
landed forces; however, heavier and more powerful units can be de
livered by air-landed methods in tactical groupings organized and 
ready to engage in combat upon landing. 

413. Command, Control, and Functions 
a. The theater commander requests the forces and facilities needed 

to execute and support required airborne operations. Within the 
limits of the means provided, he determines the scope of the airborne 
operations to be conducted within the theater. 
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b. Airborne divisions normally are held in reserve when net em
ployed in their primary role; they may be employed as infantry 
divisions if required. 

e. Airborne operations should be under theater control for overall 
planning and supervision. 

d. Airborne and air-landed units, when employed in airborne op
erations, are committed as part of a joint force consisting of required 
Army, Air Force, and, when appropriate, Naval units. 

e. For planning and executing airborne operations in a theater 
which has large airborne forces assigned for frequent employment, 
the theater commander may establish an airborne unified command. 
The theater airborne unified command normally commands all air
borne forces in the theater except those which the theater commander 
temporarily assigns to other forces. The theater airborne unified 
command normally will plan and execute operations which employ 
the major portion of the theater airborne forces and normally will 
establish subordinate joint airborne task forces for the execution of 
airborne operations which employ lesser portions of the theater 
airborne forces. 

f. In a theater to which few airborne forces are assigned and their 
contemplated employment in an airborne role is infrequent, the theater 
commander normally will establish temporary joint airborne task 
forces for the execution of required operations. 

g. The Army element of the airborne force normally will pass, on 
order, to the command of the appropriate commander in whose zone 
it is operating, when that commander is able to control, support, or 
appreciably influence the action of the airborne force. This is no 
later than the time of ground juncture. 

414. Joint Considerations in Airborne Operations 
Joint considerations include those phases or activities of vital in

terest to more than one service, including selection of drop and landing 
zones, preparation of the air movement plan, selection of marshalling 
areas and departure airfields for assault forces, and selection of de
parture and airhead airfields to be used for buildup and for evacuation 
of troops, supplies, and equipment. The joint airborne force com
mander exercises planning direction and effects coordination between 
participating elements of the joint airborne force. 

415. Army Component Responsibilities 
The Army component of an airborne force is responsible for
a. Concentration, organization, equipping, and logistical support 

of Army elements of the airborne force. 
b. Conduct of training and rehearsals for airborne and air-landed 

units in preparation for planned operations. 
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c. Planning and execution of the ground phase of the airborne 
assault. 

d. Airfield repair and construction within the airhead until surface 
link-up or until such time as heavy transport aircraft can land in the 
airhead and the airhead is secure. 

e. Evacuation of personnel, supplies, and equipment to designated 
airhead airfields. 

416. Air Force Component Responsibilities 
The Air Force component of an airborne force is responsible for
a. Concentration, organization, equipping, and logistical support 

of Air Force elements of the airborne force. 
b. Provision of necessary Air Force equipment and facilities for 

joint training of airborne and air-landed units. 
a. Planning and execution of Air Force participation in the airborne 

operation. 
d. Air movement of personnel, supplies, and equipment to landing 

areas in the objective area in conformance with the Army force com
mander's requirements. 

e. Operation of air terminal facilities. 
f. Evacuation from airfields or landing areas within the airhead 

to rear airfields in conformance with the Army force commander's 
requirements. 

g. Construction, repair, operation, and maintenance of airfields in 
the objective area after surface link-up or after heavy transport air
craft can land in the airhead and the airhead is secure. 

417. Mounting Agency Responsibilities 
The agency responsible for mounting the airborne force, normally 

a communications zone agency, is responsible for
a. Provision of administrative support, to include necessary trans

portation assistance, for concentration, training, and marshalling. 
b. Procurement and delivery of supplies and equipment to rear air 

bases. 
c. Evacuation from rear air bases. 

418. Field Army and Corps 
a. Every field army and corps must be capable of participating in 

large-scale airborne operations. Forces designated for such opera
tions should be given warning directives well in advance. 

b. The theater commander may direct an army headquarters or 
corps headquarters, with appropriate supporting troops, to emphasize 
preparation and training for participation in airborne operations. 
This directive does not preclude commitment of the designated units 
to ground operations. The decision to direct such specialization de
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pends largely on the anticipated number, size, and frequency ef air
borne operations and the number of army and corps headquarters in 
the theater. 

c. The strength, composition, and equipment of units assigned to 
a field army or a corps for an airborne operation are contingent on the 
assigned mission, the area of operations, enemy capabilities, probable 
duration of the operation, and the aircraft and troops available. 

d. Field army and corps commanders influence the action in air
borne operations by the same means as in normal ground operations 
and, in addition, by timely shifts of priorities for air movement of 
troops, supplies, and equipment into the airhead. 

419. Airborne Division 
The basic large tactical airborne unit is the division. Its primary 

role is execution of airborne assaults. It is capable of landing in 
unprepared areas and immediately and effectively engaging the en
emy. The airborne division, as initially committed, can be expected to 
fight and exist as a tactical unit without relief or resupply for 48 to 
72 hours. The division requires approximately 7 days to plan and 
prepare for an airborne operation, unless already marshalled near 
departure airfields. When marshalled, this period may be reduced to 
approximately 48 hours after receipt of essential planning informa
tion. For further details concerning the airborne division, refer to 
section III, chapter 12. 

420. Air-Landed Units 
All units of the field army capable of moving by air should be trained 

for such movement by day or night either in a combat role or in an 
administrative movement, and should be prepared to function with 
only that equipment which has been air-transported. Any unit may 
be adapted for air movement after sufficient training and with certain 
modifications of equipment. Extensive modification may preclude 
the unit's effectively performing its primary mission and therefore 
make air movement undesirable. Air movement is desirable when 
geographical obstacles, hostile forces, distances, and time considera
tions preclude or seriously limit the use of other types of movement. 

421. Planning 
a. General. An airborne operation plan is the outgrowth of con

tinuous preliminary planning by theater, airborne force, and subordi
nate unit staffs. This planning is based on the theater mission, avail
ability of aircraft, and the changing tactical and logistical conditions 
in the theater. The theater planning staff considers all possible air
borne operations which will facilitate accomplishment of the theater 
mission. From among these emerge certain probable operations that 
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are developed in greater detail by the theater planning staff and the 
theater airborne command or other airborne force charged with de
tailed planning and execution of specific operations. Planning follows 
the same principles as in normal ground operations but includes con
sideration of technical problems related to airborne operation. 

b. Sequence. Detailed planning for an airborne operation is best 
developed by working backward from the objective area in the se
quence: tactical plan, landing plan, air movement plan, and mar
shalling plan. 

c. TacticalPlan. The tactical plan is prepared with minimum delay 
after receipt of planning directives and forms the basis for all other 
plans. The assigned mission is translated into terms of an airhead 
that must be seized to accomplish that mission. The principal factors 
that determine the location, extent, and form of an airhead are the 
mission of the force, enemy capabilities, offensive and defensive char
acteristics of the terrain, capabilities of the force involved, landing 
areas available, and the expected time of link-up or reinforcement. 
The airhead must contain adequate space to permit depth of defense 
and necessary room for maneuver and to insure contemplated landing 
of troops, supplies, and equipment and protection of critical installa
tions. The scheme of maneuver is based upon normal considerations 
governing conduct of ground operations, modified by the special condi
tions imposed by dispersed landings and the lack of initial command 
control. The scheme of maneuver for seizing and defending an air
head is prescribed by: assigning missions to subordinate units; by 
designating objectives, an airhead line, a reconnaissance and security 
line, and boundaries; by prescribing a task organization; and by pro
viding for a reserve. The airborne force is organized to execute the 
assigned mission and may include any required combination of air
borne and airlanded units. 

d. Landing Plan. The landing plan indicates the sequence, time, 
and place of arrival of troops and materiel in the objective area. The 
landing plan is based primarily on supporting the tactical plan. The 
nature and location of landing areas are important in formulating 
the scheme of maneuver. The general location in which they are to be 
established is governed by themission. Landing areas should provide 
for dispositions favorable to the ground tactical plan and be of suffi
cient size to accommodate the forces involved. 

e. Air Movevment Plan. The air movement plan, prepared jointly 
by Army and Air Force elements of the airborne force and coordinated 
by the joint airborne force, indicates the phased movement of the air
borne force into the objective area by prescribing the use and alloca
tion of troop carrier units and facilities in a manner which meets the 
requirements of the Army component commander, as far as technical 
and tactical limitations permit. 
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f. MarshallingPlan. Marshalling is the process by which units of 
the airborne force complete final preparations for combat, move to 
departure airfields, and load for take-off. The marshalling plan is 
based on the plan for air movement and covers movement of units of 
the airborne force to departure airfields, responsibility for provision 
of certain facilities and services while units are marshalling, plans for 
loading of aircraft, and briefing of troops for the forthcoming 
operation. 

g. Consolidation and Buildup Plans. After assault units have 
seized their objectives and have accomplished initial missions, a tem
porary transition to the defensive usually is necessary. This transi
tion can be effected with minimum difficulty if the requirement for 
defense of the airhead is considered carefully when preparing the 
tactical plan for the assault. In preparation for the defensive phase, 
the commander plans to phase troops and supplies into the airhead, to 
reinforce his artillery and other supporting fires, to establish an inte
grated antitank defense, to reinforce his reconnaissance and security 
units, and to supplement his antiaircraft defense. The plan is flexible 
to permit changes as the tactical situation varies. The plan for build
ing up troops and supplies in the airhead must support the overall 
mission of the airborne force. Some major factors to be considered 
in the buildup plan are airfield construction requirements, develop
ment of a system for the reception of troops and materiel, concentra
tion of units for further operations, and installation of logistical 
facilities on a scale to support current and contemplated operations. 

h. Eoploitation Plans. The exploitation phase normally will not 
exist in early link-up operations. Plans for exploitation in inde
pendent type operations may include: 

(1) 	 Enlarging the airhead as an advance air base, naval base, 
port, staging area, or missile site. 

(2) 	 Launching large-scale ground operations from the airhead. 
(3) 	 Seizing, or denying the enemy use of, critical terrain, road 

and rail nets, signal communication facilities, canals, natural 
resources, and protecting potential allies. 

(4) 	 Destruction or capture of manufacturing areas, resources, 
missile sites, airfields, or enemy forces. 

(5) 	 Seizing terrain or other objectives inaccessible to other types 
of ground troops. 

i. JuncturePlans. Plans to facilitate juncture include provisions 
for assumption of command; command and staff liaison; a system of 
mutual recognition and identification; early radio contact to establish 
frontline positions; coordination of schemes of maneuver and fire 
support, to include fire coordination, no-fire and bomb lines; and 
coordination of communication plans. If initial contact is with am
phibious forces at a port er shore line, plans are made for eliminating 
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enemy opposition, coordinating naval gunfire and air support, and 
signaling safe entry to amphibious units. 

422. Training and Rehearsals 
Appropriate advance training and rehearsals are undertaken for 

airborne and air-landed operations. Rehearsals may include loading 
and unloading, communication procedures, assembly and control pro
cedures, execution of the tactical plan, and supply and transportation 
procedures. Every effort should be made to stage rehearsals under 
conditions paralleling those to be found in the actual operation. 

423. Security 
Care must be exercised to minimize occasions when airborne forces 

are massed to the extent that they constitute profitable targets for 
mass destruction weapons, particularly when reserves, command in
stallations, logistical installations, and air-landed reinforcements are 
concentrated near the center of an airhead. Appropriate counter
intelligence measures are undertaken during all phases of an airborne 
operation with particular emphasis on secrecy in order to retain the 
characteristic surprise as to the time and place of the air landing. 

424. Execution 
a. General. The air movement of an airborne force should deliver 

the force to its assigned landing areas, in mass, with minimum disper
sion in time and space, and in the best position to execute the selected 
scheme of maneuver. Ground combat in airborne operations is based 
upon the same principles as combat in normal ground operations. In 
an airborne operation, centralized planning and initial decentralized 
operation are necessitated by the fluid character of combat and the 
requirement for rapidity of decision and aggressive action. 

b. Landing and Reorganization of Airborne Units. Landing and 
reorganization of airborne units and their materiel are executed with 
maximum speed and precision. When necessary, security is sacrificed 
for speed and control of reorganization. Airborne troops normally 
are landed directly on, or close to, their objectives. However, they 
may be landed some distance away depending on the availability of 
landing areas and enemy capabilities and may attack the objectives 
with conventional ground attacks. Surprise is enhanced by landing 
on the objective or making the move to the objective as short as 
possible, although it is desirable that troops have sufficient time to 
collect equipment and assemble as tactical units before engaging in 
combat. Assembly areas should be located close to landing areas and 
should provide cover and concealment. The consolidation of the 
initial airhead is complete when all units have seized their objectives, 
are reorganized, and communications are established. 
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* a. Assault. The initial assault normally is executed under decen
tralized control and stresses the coordinated action of small units to 
seize initial objectives rapidly before the advantage of surprise is lost. 
All commanders attack as rapidly as the situation permits, utilizing 
all available fire support. Reconnaissance units assigned to seize the 
reconnaissance and security line land early and move out rapidly to 
predetermined locations. If initial objectives are heavily defended, 
the bulk of the combat force is assigned the task of seizing these objec
tives. If the initial objectives are lightly defended, the bulk of the 
force may be employed in clearing assigned sectors and preparing 
defensive positions in depth, United landed in areas other than those 
planned direct their efforts to the accomplishment of the general 
mission and establish contact with their respective headquarters as 
soon as practicable. As soon as initial objectives have been captured, 
units seize and organize such further objectives as will facilitate the 
establishment of a coordinated defense. Defensive positions are im
proved, communications are supplemented, additional reserves are 
reconstituted as necessary, and other measures are taken to prepare 
the force to repel enemy counterattacks or to resume the offensive. 

d. Establishknent of Comtnand Posts and Communications. The 
immediate establishment of communications is essential for regaining 
command and control after the initial assault. To facilitate command 
and control, communication is maintained within the airborne force, 
with supporting air and naval forces, with troop carrier forces, with 
communications zone agencies concerned with buildup, air supply, and 
air evacuation, and with other airborne or ground forces having 
common or coordinated missions. 

e. Landing and Reorganization of Air-Landed Units. Air-landed 
units, as required, are phased into the objective area as rapidly as 
practicable. Balance is maintained between combat and service units. 
Combat loading is prescribed during air movement to the maximum 
extent possible. From the deplaning area, air-landed units move to 
designated assembly areas, carrying with them all equipment needed 
for immediate tasks. Tactical integrity is regained after reaching 
assembly areas. 

f. Development of the Airhead. 
(1) 	After the initial assault landings have been completed and 

the initial ground missions accomplished, the major con
sideration is the organization of the airhead line. When, 
because of the mission or enemy resistance within the air
head, units do not land on or near their objectives, the 
advance to, and seizure of objectives and critical terrain 
features along the airhead line is accomplished with maxi
mum speed. For purposes of coordinating this advance, the 
airborne assault commander may designate successive ob-
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jectives or phase lines. These successive objectives facili
tate such reorganization of attacking troops, passage of 
lines, coordination of artillery fires, and changes in the di
rection of the attack as may be desirable. 

(2) 	 The airhead line is occupied and organized to the extent 
demanded by the situation. Adjustments in the preplanned 
dispositions of troops and installations are made by appro
priate commanders to fit the realities of the terrain and the 
situation. Appropriate reconnaissance and security meas
ures are taken, which usually include the reinforcement of 
the reconnaissance and security line. The degree to which 
the airhead line is actually occupied and organized for de
fense is determined largely by the mission, the enemy capa
bilities, and the defensive characteristics of the terrain. 

(3) 	 The buildup of the airhead proceeds concurrently with the 
seizure and organization of the airhead line. As additional 
combat troops arrive they are used to reinforce frontline 
positions, to prepare defensive positions in depth, to con
stitute reserves, and to prepare for such other operations as 
the mission may require. 

g. Air Support. Offensive air support executes interdiction mis
sions to destroy or delay enemy reinforcements attempting to reach 
the airhead. Normally, close air support during the initial phases of 
the airborne assault is provided by aircraft on air alert over the air
head. Reconnaissance air support is employed primarily on visual 
reconnaissance to detect and report enemy movements which may 
affect the forces in the airhead. 

425. Defense of the Airhead 
a. The defensive phase covers the time during which the airborne 

units defend the objectives seized and ends when a ground link-up is 
effected, the force is withdrawn, or when sufficient reinforcements and 
service support are air-landed to enable the force to assume the offen
sive. During the defensive phase the airborne force faces outward 
from the center of the airhead. The bulk of the force normally is dis
posed to occupy positions on the airhead line forming an extended 
variation of the position defense. The defense is conducted as dis
cussed in paragraphs 285 and 286 except that the reserve is relatively 
smaller and additional forces required are obtained from areas not 
heavily engaged. Normally, strong defensive positions are organ
ized along the airhead line covering the main routes of approach into 
the airhead. Reserves are held in positions of readiness to the flanks 
or rear, prepared to counterattack, to occupy defensive positions, or 
to execute blocking missions. 
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b. The airhead contains adequate space for defense in depth. As 
the pattern of the enemy counterattacks develop, units are shifted to 
reinforce threatened areas, or, if forced by enemy action, planned 
withdrawals are executed to previously selected and prepared posi
tions to the rear of the airhead line. Although specifically desig
nated reserves are usually smaller than in normal ground operations, 
the generally circular shape of the airhead facilitates the commit
ment of reserves and other forces not engaged with the enemy and 
facilitates the reconstitution of new reserves. The final airhead line 
to which the airborne force withdraws must contain adequate space 
for maneuver, for protection of critical installations, and for con
duct of such air-landing or withdrawal operations as are planned. 

a. Defense against enemy armor requires increased emphasis in air
borne operations. If the enemy has a preponderance of tanks it is 
necessary to counteract this advantage by air strikes, night attacks, 
utilization of terrain which limits tank employment, and by concen
tration of antitank means. Defensive positions selected must take 
advantage of natural and artificial tank obstacles. Secondary ave
nues of approach and gaps between defensive positions are covered 
by small detachments and antitank weapons and obstructed by dem
olitions, obstacles, and mines. Daylight withdrawals from defensive 
positions are avoided. Antitank weapons are located in the greatest 
depth in the most dangerous sectors. Artillery may be employed in 
a secondary role to further strengthen the antitank defense. 

426. Subsequent Operations 
a. Exploitation. Ground operations to exploit the advantages 

obtained by the establishment of the airhead follow the normal 
pattern. 

b. Subsequent Role of Airborne Units. After the airhead has been 
firmly established and juncture has been established, or sufficient air-
landed reinforcements together with the required administrative sup
port are available, the force may assume the offensive. At the appro
priate time airborne units are relieved to permit reorganization and 
preparation for subsequent airborne operations. 

427. Withdrawal from an Airhead 
Withdrawal from an airhead may be forced by the enemy or may 

be made voluntarily. Advance planning is imperative as the limita
tions transport aircraft and the circular nature of the airhead intro
duce complicating factors not present in the normal ground with
drawal, The plan usually provides for evacuation of an airhead in 
the following sequence: supplies, materiel, and troops. When a 
forced withdrawal is to be executed, air superiority is essential. 
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428. References 
For additional details see FM 57-20, FM 5730, FM 101-5, and 

FM 101-10. 
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CHAPTER 12 

THE DIVISION 

Section I. THE INFANTRY DIVISION 

429. Organization 
a. The infantry division is the basic combined arms organization of 

the Army field forces. It is the smallest unit composed of all the 
essential combined arms and services which can conduct, by its own 
means, army tactical operations. It can strike or penetrate effectively, 
maneuver readily over any type of terrain, and absorb reinforcing 
units easily. It can act alone or as part of a larger unit. 

6. The organization of the infantry division includes the minimum 
number of organic units with which it can be expected to engage in 
sustained combat. In many situations, in order that the division may 
engage in decisive operations, it must be reinforced with additional 
means such as field artillery, armor, engineer, antiaircraft artillery, 
and service elements. 

c. The doctrines of combat, enunciated in preceding chapters of this 
manual, apply to the operations of the infantry division. 

430. Infantry Division in Combat 
a; General, The combat value of the infantry division derives 

from its ability to combine the action of the various arms and services, 
to maintain combat over a considerable period of time, to conduct sus
tained combat operations over varying terrain, and to gain and hold 
ground. The ability of the infantry division to control and supply 
reinforcing units such as artillery, armor, engineers, and additional 
service units gives it a flexibility which contributes greatly to its com
bat effectiveness. With special training and special equipment it can 
participate effectively in any type of special operation. 

b. Recomnaissance and Security. The army or corps reconnais
sance elements or covering forces may be operating in advance of the 
division. While cooperation and contact between these reconnais
sance elements and those of the division are necessary, their presence 
in no way relieves the division commander of responsibility for recon
naissance by, and security of, his own command. 

c. Coordination. In combat, the mission assigned the division may 
require it to act in close coordination and cooperation with adjacent 
divisions or to operate at a distance from the main force. The deci
sions and actions of the division commander in either situation are 
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predicated upon the greatest assistance to the successful execution of 
the mission of the higher commander. 

d. Combat Teams and Task Forces. 
(1) 	Situations will arise during combat when it becomes desir

able to decentralize command functions normally exercised in 
division headquarters. In such situations combat teams are 
formed. For details see paragraph 27. 

(2) 	 When the situation makes such action advisable, the infantry 
division can readily organize mobile task forces whose major 
components include infantry and artillery battalions and all 
or part of the divisional tank battalion. Such a force may 
be augmented by the attachment of suitable reconnaissance, 
engineer, signal, and medical elements. 

431. Infantry Division, Motorized 
When fully motorized by the attachment of additional transport, 

the infantry division is especially suited to execute the following types 
of operations: 

a. To provide close support to armored units; to consolidate and 
hold gains made by such units. 

b. To seize and hold important localities pending arrival of less 
mobile forces. 

c. To exploit success achieved by mass destruction weapons, 
armored, airborne, and other units. 

d. To execute envelopments and turning movements either in close 
cooperation with armored and other mobile units or, under favorable 
conditions, to execute these operations independently. 

e. To constitute a powerful mobile general reserve for use either 
offensively or defensively as the situation demands. 

432. Infantry Division AirTransported 
When the infantry division is moved by air, the type transport air

craft provided will determine what heavier items of division equip
ment may accompany it. Medium tanks, tanks recovery vehicles, and 
a few other items of ordnance and engineer equipment are not pres
ently air-transportable. With minimum substitutions, the infantry 
division may be made completely air-transportable, with little or no 
reduction in its combat capability, except as caused by the substitu
tion of light for medium tanks. The infantry division has neither 
the means nor the training to enable it to execute airborne assaults by 
parachute or to permit it to land in enemy-held areas not previously 
secured by friendly troops. 

433. References 
For details see T/O & E's and FM's of the 6, 7, and 17 series. 
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Section II. THE ARMORED DIVISION 

434. General 
The armored division is the basic large armored unit of the com

bined arms. It comprises a balanced force of essential arms and serv
ices so organized and equipped as to make it tactically and administra
tively self-contained and especially suited for missions which require 
great mobility and firepower. 

435. Organization 
a. A division headquarters, three combat command headquarters, 

a division artillery headquarters, and a trains headquarters comprise 
the larger command and control elements of the division. The combat 
command headquarters are tactical headquarters with no organic 
troops other than their own headquarters companies. 

b. Battalions and other units, both combat and service, are attached 
to or placed in support of combat commands by the division com
mander in accordance with the missions he assigns these commands. 
Division artillery headquarters, operating under division head
quarters, exercises command over the division artillery whenever the 
tactical situation permits. The trains headquarters is a tactical head
quarters which provides for the control, movement, and protection 
of those elements of the division trains assigned to it. It also per
forms administrative functions for the rear echelon of division head
quarters. It exercises no technical supervision of units of the division 
trains. 

436. Combat Formations 
a. Combat Commwands. The organization of the armored division 

provides great flexibility in the composition of its combat formations. 
When organizing for combat, the armored division is prepared to fight 
in two or three flexibly organized combat commands. The composi
tion of each is varied from time to time to perform most advanta
geously the tasks at hand. 

b. Task Forces. The units within the combat command ordinarily 
are organized under the combat command commander into smaller 
task forces consisting basically of tanks, armored infantry, and 
armored engineers. Each task force usually consists of a reinforced 
battalion commanded by the battalion commander. Two types of 
reinforced battalions are normally formed: the attachment of tank 
units to an armored infantry battalion; and the attachment of armored 
infantry units to a tank battalion. Armored engineer detachments 
normally are attached to these reinforced battalions. The compo
sition of these small task forces may be changed rapidly to meet vary
ing tactical situations. The proportion of tanks and armored in-
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fantry within these reinforced battalions varies. One may be strong 
in tanks while another may be strong in armored infantry, but tanks 
and armored infantry are always employed together. Artillery bat
talions may be attached to or placed in support of the combat com
mand. Artillery battalions normally are not attached to reinforced 
tank or armored infantry battalions but are designated as direct sup
port battalions for them. Reconnaissance and service elements at
tached to a combat command operate under direct control of the 
commander of the combat command. 

437. Characteristics 
a. General. Successful operation of the armored division depends 

upon the proper utilization of its mobility, firepower, and shock 
action. 

b. Mobility. To achieve the maximum mobility, movements must 
be planned and coordinated. Techniques of marching, maintenance 
and resupply of fuel, lubricants, and spare parts must be perfected. 
Obstacles, terrain, and weather are restrictive factors affecting the 
mobility of armor. 

c. Firepower. To achieve the maximum utilization of firepower, 
adequate supplies of ammunition must be available and in the pos
session of the combat units; resupply must be adequate and timely. 

d. Shock Action. The firepower and mobility of the armored di
vision are utilized to permit it to close with the enemy to exploit its 
shock action with decisive results. A well organized and defended 
position, protected by obstacles and mines, restricts the employment 
of shock action and increases the importance of firepower. 

438. Operations, General 
The armored division may be employed in most types of ground 

combat either as part of a larger force or independently for a limited 
period of time. It is specially suited to execute the following type 
missions: 

a. Offensive operations planned to achieve deep penetration and 
seizure of decisive objectives such as dominating terrain, communica
tion centers, bridges, lines of communications, higher enemy head
quarters, and other vital areas in the hostile rear, or envelopment and 
destruction of hostile forces. 

b. Operations utilizing the armored division in mobile defense, as 
a counterattack force of a larger unit in defense, or as a covering force 
in retrograde movements. 

c. Destruction of hostile armor. 
d. Exploitation of successes of other units and of mass destruction 

weapons. 
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439. Offensive Operations 
a. In offensive operations the employment of the armored division 

is dictated by its outstanding characteristics of independent mobility 
and predominant tank strength. Where these characteristics can be 
employed effectively, the armored division may lead or provide the 
principal effort in the initial attack. Under circumstances where the 
armored division cannot initially be employed effectively, or is held 
in reserve during the reduction of a strongly organized area, it must 
be prepared to attack through infantry divisions as soon as the ob
stacles have been breached or bridged. Generally, the initial attack 
of the armored division employs teams of tanks and armored infantry, 
supported by massed artillery fires and other weapons in rapidly re
peated attacks on successive objectives, moving ever deeper into the 
enemy's defensive organization, destroying his reserves, overrunning 
his artillery, and disrupting his communications. The momentum of 
this initial attack by the armored division must be maintained. 

b. As soon as the hostile defensive organization is penetrated, the 
armored division moves rapidly to the exploitation phase, advancing 
in one or more columns deep into enemy territory to seize vital com
munications centers or terrain objectives. During this phase, armored 
units where practicable, will attack from march columns, will bypass 
strong resistance, will make hasty crossings of streams capitalizing on 
the amphibious characteristics of the armored personnel carriers, and 
will perform any special operations necessary to accomplish their 
mission. 

440. Defensive Operations 
In defense, the armored division is best employed in mobile reserve 

as a counterattack force. It may be assigned a frontline defensive 
sector to occupy. When so employed, its sector must be designed to 
permit it to compensate for its small infantry force while capitalizing 
on its strength in armor. This can be achieved by employment of 
mobile defense methods which permit it to hold wide fronts with 
small infantry garrisons backed by strong and mobile reserves. When 
reinforced by additional infantry, position defense methods may be 
employed. 

441. References 
For details see T/O & E's of the 17 series and FM 17-100. 
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Section III. THE AIRBORNE DIVISION 

442. Organization 
The airborne division is the basic large unit of the combined arms 

organized, equipped, and trained primarily for the conduct of air
borne operations. In general, the airborne division has lighter and 
less equipment than the infantry division. The airborne division 
organization is designed to compensate, in part, for the inability to 
transport organic tanks by air and the consequent vulnerability to 
enemy armor, and to provide for the technical aspects of its entry into 
combat by airborne assault. 

443. Organization for Combat 
In organizing for airborne operations, the airborne division is 

divided into an assault echelon, a follow-up echelon, and a rear eche
lon. For the conduct of the initial airborne asault, decentralization 
normally is effected by organizing the assault echelon into combat 
teams, a division reserve, and division troops. The followup echelon 
is composed of that additional portion of ite division which is brought 
into the airhead after the initial assault. It normally contains addi
tional transportation, heavy equipment, supplies, and service and 
maintenance personnel and may move to the objective area by surface 
means or by air. The rear echelon usually does not enter the airhead 
by air. It normally consists of administrative elements of the divi
sion and subordinate units. 

444. Employment in a Ground Role 
When the airborne division is employed in a ground role, with all 

of its vehicles, equipment, and personnel, its combat capability is ap
proximately the same as that of the infantry division. If committed 
to sustained action in normal ground operations, the airborne division 
should be given additional heavy transportation and equipment. 

445. References 
For details, see section XIV, chapter 11, T/O & E's of the 57 series, 

FM 57-20, and FM 57-30. 
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APPENDIX II 

LESSONS OF THE PEARL HARBOR ATTACK 

i. The Congressional Joint Committee on the investigation of the 
Pearl Harbor Attack, after its thorough investigation of the attack, 
reached the conclusion that certain supervisory, administrative, and 
organizational deficiencies existed in the armed forces of the United 
States and recommended that serious consideration be given by the 
Army and Navy to 25 principles which it enunciated in the hope that 
something constructive might be accomplished that would aid our na
tional defense and preclude a repetition of the failure of 7 December 
1941. 

2. Acting on this recommendation, the Chief of Staff of the Army 
approved the simplicity, soundness, and applicability to the conduct 
of war of the principles referred to in the paragraph above and di
rected that the 25 principles be studied throughout the Army and that 
they be explicitly enunciated in appropriate field manuals and other 
publications. 

3. The 25 principles presented by the congressional committee are 
set forth below. All of these principles are included in existing field 
manuals either directly or by implication, but since they are not treated 
as a whole in any Department of the Army publication, they are dis
cussed more fully below. 

I. Operational and intelligence work requires centralization of 
authority and clear-cut allocation of responsibility.-Staff agencies 
charged with the responsibility and authority for the preparation and 
issuance of tactical or strategical orders in the name of the commander, 
and those charged with intelligence operations, including the collection, 
evaluation, and interpretation of information concerning an actual 
or possible enemy, and the dissemination of resulting intelligence, 
must work as one team. Only thus can orders and instructions be 
in consonance with available intelligence and therefore take full ad
vantage of the situation and capabilities of an actual or possible 
enemy. This requires that those responsible for the preparation of 
orders and instructions be constantly and fully aware of the situation 
and capabilities of an actual or possible enemy. Responsibility for 
initial coordination rests jointly on intelligence and operations staff 
agencies. When orders or requests are not in consonance with avail
able intelligence because of differences of views as to the implications 
thereof, those differences must be resolved by the chief of staff if he 
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is authorized to do so or, if not, then bythe commander himself. Final 
responsibility and authority are vested in the commander. 

11. Supervisory officials cannot safely take anythingfor granted 
in the alertingof subordinates.-Ordersissued to subordinates must 
be clear and explicit and as brief as is consistent with clarity. The 
more urgent the situation, the greater the necessity for conciseness. 
When definite action is required, a definite order should be given. In 
war nothing can be taken for granted, and no assumptions as to the 
meaning of messages are warranted without closest supervision to 
make certain that the intentions of the commander are understood. 
When it is necessary to place a subordinate in a position in which he 
must act on his own judgment, the object to be obtained must be made 
clear and he should be furnished with all crucial information and 
intelligence accompanied by the best estimate of its signifiance. 

III. Any doubt as to whether outposts should be given informa
tion should always be resolved in favor of supplying the informa
tion.-Unity of effort toward a common objective cannot be obtained 
if subordinates who may have to act on their own judgment are not 
told all that it is or may be necessary for them to know. The secrecy 
of the source of information or intelligence should not be taken as a 
reason for not making the information or intelligence known to com
manders to whom it is vital. While the information or intelligence is 
given, the security of the source may remain guarded. It is therefore 
the primary duty of the intelligence officers of all echelons of command 
to keep their commanders and all others concerned fully informed of 
the situation and capabilities of an actual or possible enemy. In 
absence of instructions from their commanders as to what is ad
visable to make known to subordinate commanders, they should take 
the view that it is better to err on the side of giving too much informa
tion or intelligence rather than too little. 

IV. The delegation of authority or issuance of orders entails the 
duty of inspection to determine that the official mandate is properly 
exercised.-(See principle V below.) Subordinate commanders must 
understand not only the orders of their superiors but also the inten
tions which inspire them. Thus the responsibilities of a commander 
and his staff do not end with the issue of the necessary orders. They 
must insure receipt of the orders by the proper subordinates, make 
certain that they are understood, and enforce their effective execu
tion. It is sound practice to recognize as implicit, in the delegation of 
authority or the issuance of orders, the responsibility of inspecting and 
supervising to determine that the delegated authority is properly 
administered and the orders carried out. 

V. The implementation of. official orders must be followed with 
closestsupervision.-The principle of the supervision of subordinates 
is well understood. It should be stressed, however, that when a sub-
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ordinate is at such a distance from the commander that personal super
vision is not possible, the reports of the subordinate's plans and actions 
must be carefully checked to make sure that they comply with in
structions given. More complete intelligence of the enemy situation 
and capabilities must be furnished the subordinate than is ordinarily 
the case. Also liaison officers, who are representatives of the senior 
commander and who are fully informed of the situation and the in
tentions of the senior commander, should be employed to insure that 
the subordinate and the senior commander have mutually complete 
information and intelligence and a mutual understanding of plans 
and orders. 

When the subordinate is close at hand, personal conferences be
tween the higher commander and the subordinates who are to exe
cute his orders must be held in order that the subordinates may arrive 
at a correct understanding of the plans and intentions of the superior 
and may correctly interpret the orders issued. Within the scope of 
authority delegated to it, the staff must supervise the execution of 
plans and orders and take the necessary action to carry out the com
mander's intentions. 

VI. The maintenance of alertness to responsibility must be in
sured through repetition.-Long-range plans or estimates can be 
vitalized by timely repetition. An energetic followup of instructions 
must insure that they are effectively executed or are modified at the 
proper time to fit a change in the situation. Repetition for the pur
pose of intensifying and insuring alertness is especially appropriate 
in critical situations extending over a considerable period of time. 

VIL. Complacency and procrastinationare out of place where 
sudden and decisive action is of the essence.-Duringstrained rela
tions preceding a state of war and in periods of comparative calm 
in battle it is vital that commanders and staff officers be on the alert 
to detect indications of any change in intentions of a potential or 
actual enemy. At such times the significance of information and even 
the absence of it assumes immediate and great importance. Doubt 
as to probable enemy intentions should be resolved in favor of positive 
and aggressive action on his part. Blind acceptance of continuance 
of the status quo may be fatal. 

VIII. The coordinationand proper evaluationof intelligence in 
time of stress m/ust be insuredby continuity of service and centraliza
tion of responsibilityin competent offcials.-A sound appreciation of 
the situation and capabilities of an actual or possible enemy requires 
long and painstaking study based on detailed knowledge gained by 
training and experience in the coordinated search for information, 
in its proper evaluation and interpretation, and in the dissemination 
of the resulting intelligence. This indicates the need of a central, 
joint or combined, intelligence agency, if appropriate, comprising an 
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adequate staff of capable and experienced intelligence and counterin
telligence personnel of the interested services, to which all informa
tion of an actual or possible enemy is sent, and where it can be 
properly evaluated and interpreted and the resulting intelligence 
disseminated to all commanders, agencies, or headquarters concerned, 
Frequently changes in key intelligence and counterintelligence person
nel enhance the possibility of unsound intelligence and commanders' 
estimates, and, more important, may destroy the full confidence of 
responsible commanders in the intelligence presented to them. It is 
seldom that commanders have sufficient time to make the detailed 
studies necessary to arrive at sound conclusions as to enemy capabil
ities; for this they must rely upon their intelligence staff officers. If, 
in addition, their intelligence staff agencies are incompetent, or lack 
a commander's full confidence, the results may well be disastrous. 
As indicated under principle I above, however, final responsibility 
for securing the information and intelligence which he must have 
in a particular situation, and upon which he must base decisions that 
will enable him to accomplish his mission regardless of what an actual 
or possible enemy may do, rests upon the commander. 

IX. The unapproachableandsuperiorattitudeof officials is fatal. 
There should never be any hesitancy in asking for clarification of 
instructionor in seeking advice on matters thatarein doubt.-A com
mander should be accessible to his subordinates and should carefully 
avoid creating the impression that he is unapproachable. He should 
bear in mind that no man has so firm a grasp of his business or has 
attained to such complete understanding as to warrant deafness to the 
opinions of his subordinates. A commander should not be intolerant 
of a subordinate seeking clarification of his orders; this contact should 
be encouraged, for the commander who inspires his subordinates to 
speak out with frankness, who never upbraids them for faulty opin
ions, who never ridicules them, who encourages their personal confi
dences, has a hold on them that is difficult to shake. The commander 
who listens with consideration to the opinion of a subordinate binds 
that subordinate to him in the most effective manner. It is incumbent 
on the subordinate commander to seek a clarification of any doubt on 
his part as to the meaning of the orders he received from the higher 
commander, regardless of the latter's attitude. A commander should 
always be careful to treat his subordinates with utmost consideration. 
He should be quick to recognize merit in his subordinates and should 
be loyal to them, for no commander can expect loyalty from his sub
ordinates unless he carries conviction of loyalty to them. In leader
ship there is an inviolable law of reciprocity. 

X. There is no substitutefor imaginationand resourcefulness on 
the partof supervisory and intelligenceoffliials.-The exercise of com
mand functions requires imagination, foresight, and an intuitive ap-
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-plication by commanders of the principles of war. Any procedure 
which limits the imagination or initiative of subordinate commanders 
should normally be avoided. It is equally important that intelligence 
and other staff officers be possessed of a high degree of resourcefulness 
in order that all information available to an organization can be fully 
developed and exploited to the end that resulting intelligence, in 
suitable form, can be placed at the disposal of all commanders con
cerned in order that the utmost effective use of it can be made. The 
secrecy of certain sources of information must not blind the intelli
gence agency as to their ability to disseminate intelligence revealed. 
The source of the information may still be safeguarded, even though 
the intelligence conveyed is made known to those to whom it is of 
vital importance. 

XI. Communications snwst be characterized by clarity, forth
7ightness, and appropriateness.-Everycommander must make sure 
that he understands the wishes and intentions of his superiors. Not 
only must he understand his orders, but he must be sure that he under
stands the intention which lies behind the orders. In orders it is 
essential that there be no opportunity for misunderstanding by any 
subordinate'of the exact intended meaning of all terms used. The use 
of highly technical or even technical military language when there is 
danger of misunderstanding is to be avoided. It is essential that 
orders be clear and explicit. 

XII. There is greatdangerin careless paraphraseof information 
received and every effort should be made to insure that the para-
phased material reflects the true meaning and significance of the 
original.-Thepractice of paraphrasing coded intelligence messages 
is a proper procedure in order to preserve the secrecy of codes, but in 
performing this difficult task it is very essential that while protecting 
the code, the-meaning of the message must not be lost or distorted 
from its true meaning. Carelessness in paraphrasing messages in
evitably leads to misunderstanding of the message and may lead to a 
completely false idea of the actual meaning of the text. In para
phrasing, the guiding principle must be to reproduce the true mean
ing of the message even though to do so may compromise the code. 

XIII. Proceduresnmust be suffioently flexible to meet the ezigen
cies bf unusual situations.-Inflexibleprocedures which cannot be sub
jected to sufficient alteration to satisfy the exigencies of a given situ
ation generally lead to failure. Proceeding through channels is 
normal and should be followed, but not to the extent that a grooved 
pattern is followed regardless of the demand for distinctive action. 
Flexibility should characterize all military organizationand opera
tions. The attempt to foelow set rules where the situationdemands 
otherwise may prove fatal. Military decisions are founded on reason 
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and judgment which are the result of the comparison of well weighted 
ideas and not on a set of fixed methods. 

XIV. Restriotion of highly confidential information to a mini
mum number of oficials, while often necessary, should not be carried 
to the pointof prejudicingthe work of the organization.-(Seeprin
ciples III and XII above.) The basic premise upon which all in
telligence work is founded is that it is the duty of every individual and 
headquarters to transmit promptly all items of enemy information to 
higher, lower, and parallel echelons to whom it is of value. The 
promiscuous distribution of highly secret material is dangerous, never
theless it must be made available to all those whose responsibility 
cannot competently and intelligently be discharged without the knowl
edge of its content. By skillful paraphrase the information contained 
in a highly secret document may be made known and still protect the 
secrecy of its source. This is particularly important so far as it 
concerns dissemination of intelligence concerning enemy capabilities. 
Wide distribution of such information or intelligence does not com
promise the success of a commander's own action. Military informa
tion is of no value unless it reaches those who have need of it in 
such form and in time to serve their purposes. 

XV. There is greatdangerof being blinded by the self-evident.
The aim of any military commander is to deceive his enemy as to his 
intentions. As a rule the deception is carried out by a course of action 
calculated to fix in the mind of the enemy certain false assumptions 
in order that the blow the commander delivers will be insured of 
surprise. The self-evident must never be accepted without great cau
tion, and a commander must never forget that, regardless of hostile 
appearances, he is at all times responsible for the protection of his 
command from surprise in any direction from which attack is possible 
by land, sea, or air. 

XVL. Officials should at all times give subordinates the benefit 
of significantinformation.-Few matters call for more judgment in 
war than to know how much information it is advantageous to make 
known to subordinate commanders and how much to conceal. As a 
general rule officers of all grades must keep in mind that unity of 
effort toward a common end cannot be obtained if subordinates who 
may have to act on their own judgment are not told in time all that it is 
necessary for them to know. The success of operations must not be 
jeopardized by secrecy precautions. 

XVII. An official who neglects to familiarize himself in detail 
with his organizationshould forfeit his responsibility.-Oneof the 
qualities essential to the successful exercise of command is professional 
knowledge and training. These qualities are of little value unless the 
commander applies them to the improvement of conditions within his 
command. This requires that he know what is and what is not being 
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done by his subordinate commanders. As the size of the command 
increases, the problem of personal contact between the commander 
and his troops becomes increasingly difficult, but loses none of its 
importance. It is as vital to the general officer who exercises high 
command as it is to the platoon commander who leads his platoon in 
battle to know what is going on in his organization. The successful 
commander must be a professionally qualified leader; command and 
leadership are inseparable. 

Where more than one service is involved in the defense of an 
outpost, it is important that each commander know the plans and 
operations of the other in order that the defense may be efficiently 
coordinated. Assumption without verification on the part of one 
that the others are acting correctly may prove false. 

XVIII. Failurecan be avoided in the long run only by prepara
tionfor any eventuality.-(See principle XV above.) The basic doc
trine that the commander alone is responsible for all his unit does or 
fails to do emphasizes the fact that a command must always be pre
pared for any event, however unlikely, within the physical capabili
ties of an actual or possible enemy. What an enemy is most likely 
to do must not lead the commander to neglect to consider all lines of 
action within the hostile capabilities. In order for a commander to 
guard against surprise, his estimate of enemy capabilities must be 
accurate and complete, his security measures must be adequate, his 
reconnaissance must be effective, and he must require that all sub
ordinate units be ready for action at all times. 

XIX. Officials, on a personal basis, should never countermandan 
official instruction.-Clearand decisive orders are the logical result 
of definite and sure decisions. Generally they are preceded by long 
and detailed study by the commander and all staff sections of the 
headquarters and are transmitted to the subordinate commanders 
through the normal chain of command. Any bypassing of the chan
nels of command by personal conversation or letters should be resorted 
to only in the most urgent situations. When it is done, however, the 
staff should be informed immediately of all actions taken or orders 
given; else staff confusion, misinterpretation, and misunderstanding 
of current orders will result. 

XX. Personalandofficial jealousy woill wureck any organization.
(See principle IX above.) Jealous adherence to prerogatives and 
unwillingness on the part of commanders to make concessions in the 
interest of common welfare, especially when the forces involved have 
a similar mission, leads to a failure of either to accomplish its task. 
Selfishness should never dictate the actions of a commander or staff 
officer. 

XXI. Personalfriendship, without more, should never be ac
cepted in lieu of liaison or confused therewith wohere the latter is 
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necessary to the proper functioning of two or more agencies.-Per
sonal friendship and contacts on a social basis, as fine as they are, 
cannot be used as a substitute for command liaison. The heavy 
responsibility of a commander makes it mandatory that official matters 
be dealt with on official terms in such a manner as to insure that all 
concerned have the same knowledge of the situation and that all effort 
in the accomplishment of the task at hand is integrated and 
coordinated. 

XXII. No considerationshould be permittedas excuse for failure 
to perform a fundamental task.--Regardless of the various super
visory or administrative responsibilities that devolve upon a com
mander by virtue of his position, his fundamental responsibility is to 
carry out his mission. No excuse or explanation can justify or even 
temper his failure to discharge that responsibility, 

The exercise of command produces individual or collective mili
tary action on the part of subordinates regardless of the latter's will. 
The commander of an organization is thus the controlling head; He 
is responsible for everything his command does or fails to do. The 
introduction of a staff group into the organization in no way alters 
this basic principle of command and responsibility. The staff mem
bers are assistants to the commander, performing in his name such 
details pertaining to his functions of command as may be delegated to 
them, but the commander retains full responsibility as though the 
staff had not been provided. A commander who attempts to shift 
responsibility to his subordinates is not worthy of command. 

XXIII. Superiorsmust at all times keep theirsubordinatesade
quately informed and, conversely, subordinates should keep their 
superiorsinformed.--The commander is responsible for seeing that his 
staff and other subordinate agencies are informed of his activities as 
commander. Through his chief of staff he should make sure that 
information and operations of the staff are coordinated and that there 
is a smooth, uninterrupted flow of information and intelligence from 
higher to subordinate and from subordinate to higher headquarters. 
When it is vital and urgent that certain information reach either a 
lower or higher headquarters, it should be forwarded by the most 
rapid means available regardless of the set practices of military 
channels. 

XXIV. The administrative organization of any establishment 
must be designed to locate failures and to assess responsibility.-A 
commander, through his chief of staff, must have a standard procedure 
for the processing and handling of staff papers. It must be simple 
and must insure that a record is kept of all persons who have access 
to the papers. Only in this way can the commander determine 
definitely where to assess responsibility for inaction or failure to com
ply with instructions. This applies particularly to the handling of 
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highly secret matters, since there is a natural tendency to overstress 
the secret grading of such papers. 

XXV. In a well-balanced organizationthere is close correlation 
of responsibilityandauthority.-Theremust always be a close correla
tion between responsibility and authority, for to vest a commander or 
staff officer with responsibility and no corresponding authority is 
eminently unfair. A commander must make clear to his subordinates 
their authority to make command decisions in an emergency during 
his absence. Succession in command is clearly defined in AR 600-20 
and Article 140, Uniform Code of Military Justice. It is of particu
lar importance, in view of atemic and other scientific developments, 
that it be clearly defined through several levels. 

In cases where the orders of a commander specify tasks only, they 
by implication convey all necessary methods and means to perform 
these tasks. To the extent that methods and means are prescribed by 
a higher commander, responsibility devolves upon him for their cor
rectness. Staff officers as such do not exercise command, but assist 
the commander to the extent he may require. If a staff officer, by 
virtue of delegated authority, issues an order in the name of the 
commander, responsibility remains with the commander even though 
he may not know of the order. 
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